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WA/GA-SUBJECTS IN JAPANESE

AND SUBDIVISIONS OF TENSE

Shizuka Torii

This thesis takes a semantically based tense/aspect approach to the

long-standing problem of wa- and gu-markings of 'subjects' in Japanese. It

argues for a correlation between walga-mukings of 'subjects' and

tense/aspect interpretations of clauses, as illustrated in (l) below, to shed light

on a new dimension ofthe problem.

(l) a. John-waki-ta.
John come-Past
'John came.'

b. John-ga ki-ta.
John come-Past
'John has just come/arrived.'

<past>

('hot news'perfect>

The two types of tense/aspect interpretations correlated with wa- and

ga-marked zubjects are pinned down in terms of (i) two types of 'evaluation

time', which are distinguished as 'original' and 'new' (Eng 1987), (ii) rwo

types of R[eference time] (Reichenbach Da7); one that coincides with

S[peech time] but not with E[vent time] (R : S/ * E), and the other that

coincides with E but not with S (R: E/ * S), and (iii) two types of 'viewpoint

aspect' (Smith 1991); one that presents 'part' of a situation manifested at a

precise temporal point (View*) and the other that presents 'all' of a situation

without decomposing it (View"x).

ln order to provide syntactic mechanisms to account for the correlation

between walga-markings of 'subjects' and the two distinct types of

tense/aspect interpretationg I propose two subdivisions of Tense in line with

Chomsky's (1995: 240) suggestion that Tense might have 'Trrther

subdivisions and implications about event structure and perhaps other

properties". I assume that the two subdivisions of Tense are functional

categories making up an articulated tense structure (above VP) and contain
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distinct sermntic features responsible for the distinot tense/aspect

interpretations correlated with wa- and ga-markings of subjects in Japanese'

Being tense categories, they both have T[ense]-features and D[eterminer]-

features to be checked by predicates and subject DPs respectively' Due to the

distinct semantic content of the two syntactic categories, depending on which

T- and D-features predicates and subjects check" we get two distinct types of

tense/aspect interpretations of predicates and two distinct types of subjects

(which are morphologically distinguished by wa- and ga-markings in

Japanese). tn this analysis, the T- and D-features of a tense category ensure

that a subject and a predicate are necessarily of the same semantic type'

The tense system I propose to account for the wa/ga-phenomena unifies

tense and aspect to the extent that the wa/ga-phenomena relate to the

interpretation of both tense and aspect. A notable consequence of my analysis

is that the syntax and semantics of stage- and individual-level predicates (cf.

Carlson 1977, Kratzer 1989 and Diesing 1992) fall under the synta:r and

semantics of tense. The analysis also exhibits some interesting parallelisms to

Davis' (1998), in which person features of zubjects are related to a temporal

structure. In additioq the proposed two subject positions within the

articulated tense structure are demonstrated to be tenable across languages.

Furthermorg I show that the reanalysis is extendable to subordinate

clause case markings and interpretations, with special attention to factors such

as factivity and the distinctions among propositions, state$ of affairs, and

situation-types.
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Wa- and ga-marked "subjects"

Chapter I

Wa- and ga-marked *subj ects'

1.1. Introduction

1.1.1. The problem of wa- and ga-mar*ed "subjects"

In Japanese, the so-called subject of a clause can be marked by either +ea or

-ga, as seen in (l) below. A basic question as to what determines the choice

between -wa and -ga to mark the subject of a clause has been a genuine challenge.

Even to a native speaker, who will certainly know whether the subject should be

marked by -wa or -ga in each context it is hard to find generalizations about the

distributions andl/or to come up with precise rules for determining the choice

between -va and -ga. Naturally, this problem has attracted the interest of

numerous linguists and has been extensively investigated from various theoretical

standpoints.r

(l) a. John-waki-ta.
John come-Past
'John came.'

b. John-ga ki-ta.
John come-Past
'John has just come/arrived.'

To survey the previous studies very briefly, firstly, there are studies within

the traditional lmkugo-galru linguistics (national language studies) (e.g., Mura

1976, Nagano 19'12, Yamazaki 1965), among which Mkami (1960, 1972) Iurs

been particularly influential in characterizing -wa as teidai no wa "theme-

presenting wa" in the context of fui-jutsu kankei "theme-predicate

correspondence"" while taking -ga as a 'plain' nominative argument.
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Consistent with such a claim, Kuno (1973) argues for -wa As a theme

marker and -ga as a neutral description marker. Kuroda (1965, 1972, 1976,

1992b) claims that a wa-marked subject is the logical 'subject' of a logical

'Predicate', whereas aga-marked zubject is not.

Another view shared by many has been that -wa expresses old information

and -ga new information, although exastly what constitute 'bld" and "new"

information have been rather a matter of controversy (e.g., Chafe 1976, Halliday

1967-1968, Haviland and Clark 1974,Inoue l98Q Kuno, 19'12, 1973, Prince

l98l).2

Syntacticians have investigated positions for snrbjects, wa- and ga-marked,

in the phrase structure of Japanese. Some have argued for a flat structure in which

all arguments of the verb, including the zubject, whether wa- ot ga-marked, are

immediate daughters of the projection of the verb (e.g., Inoue 1978, Hale 1980,

Farmer 1984, Myagawa 1980), whereas others assume fully configurational

structure in which ga-marked subjects occur in [Spec, VP], whereas pa-marked

ones (which are often called topics) occur outside and above VP (e.9., Saito

1985, Hoji 1985, Fukui 1986, Kuroda 1988, Kitagawa 1986). There has also been

a claimthat both wa- andga-marked zubjects are adjuncts (Tonoike l9S9).3

Others take more semantic-based approaches. For examplg Shirai (1986)

and Endo (1994) con$ider the issue in the light of the stage/individual distinction

(Carlson 1977).

All these sttrdies, of which what I have mentioned above is only the tip of an

iceberg, certainly provide us with valuable insights into the problem. Nevertheless,

we are still yet to see the whole picture and the precise mechanisms to account for

w a I ga-marking of zubj ects.

It seems that the wa/ga-ptoblem is zuch a huge monster that we cannot see

its whole figure in life-size, Therefore, we examine it part by part (from various

I Hinds, lv{aynard and lwasaki (1987) collect a range of aproaches to the issre.

t On this topic, Isoe (1992) provides a summary of previous studies.
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perspectives). When we collect all the parts, we should be able to put them

together to project its whole figure. In this analogy, this thesis carves out another

part of the wa/ga-monster from a novel perspectivq namely that of tense and

aspect. In this sense, it is just another piece that is to be put together with atl the

other pieces to project the entire picture of the wa/ga-monster. However, I

believe that it is such a vital part of the wa/ga-monster close to its heart that the

analysis of its role makes a big contribution to the construction of the whole

picture.

1.1.2. Delimiting the problem

There are some encumbrances in the wa/ga-problenr, which I need to clear

first.

1.1.2.1. The neutral interpretations of -wa and -ga

Firstly, both -pa and -ga have two possible interpretations to yield. Observe

in (2) below that the pa-marked Jolm can be taken neutrally as a topic (without

being contrasted), or taken as being contrasted with somebody who did not come.

In Kuno's (1973) terms, they are distinguished as "thematic" and "contrastive". In

(3) below, the ga-marked John can be taken neutrally to yield the interpretation of
a straightforward announcement of the event of John's arrival, or taken as being

in focus to yield the interpretation that it is John (but nobody else) who came. In

Kuno's terms, they are distinguished as uneutral description" and "exhaustive

listing".

(2) John-wa ki-ta.
John come-Past
a. 'John came.' <thematic>
b. 'John came (but somebody did not).' (contrastive)

'Tateishi (1991) provides a summary of various qyntactic analyses.
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(3) Iohn-ga ki-ta.
John come-PAst
a. 'John has just come/arrived.'(neutral description>

b. 'John (and only John) came.' 'It is John who came.' <exhaustive-listing>

Note that the (a) readings obtain when the phrases marked by 'go and -wa

do not receive prominent intonation, whereas the (b) readings obtain when they

receive prominent intonation, That is, if there is a stress on John, the wa-marked

Jolm n(2) above is taken as being contrasted with somebody who did not come.

Otherwise, i.e., without a stress on John, there is no zuch implication or

prezupposition about somebody else who did not come, and the va-nzu:ked Jolm

is simply taken as a topic. Similarly, the ga-marked John n (3) above is

interpreted as being in focus if there is a stress on Jolm, but otherwise interpreted

neutralty. I take the readings obtained without a stress as the basic (unmarked)

readings of -wa and -ga and strictly distinguish them from the other readings

obtained with a stress. In order to gain an understandittg of the basic contrast

between -wa and -ga,l focus on the neutral interpretations, i.e., the "thematic"

interpretation of -rrya and the nneutral descriptionn interpretation of -ga.

Interpretations of -va and -ga @ased on Kuno 1973)(4)

Neutral interpretatiqn

-r+a'thematic"

-ga "n€utral descriptionl'

Focus interpretation

"contrastive"
(contrastive focus)

"exhaustive-listing"
(presentational focus)

Since I exclude the focus interpretations from discussiorq the issues

concerning the focus interpretations and/or the relationships between the

neutral and the focus interpretations are not addressed in the major part of this

thesis. I assume that those issues essentially depend on gaining

an understanding of how the neutral interpretations work, which is what I take

as a goal of this thesis. Nevertheless, some indications about the focus
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interpretations are detected in the analyses of the nzutral interpretations and

they will be briefly sketched at the end of the thesis in Chapter 6 (as well as in a

footnote in Chapter 4).

1.1.2.2. Whet I mean by "subjects'

Secondly, there is a question of what I mean by "subject". The notion of
"subject" is fundamental and a broad range of disparate phenomena seem to

require reference to the notion, as McCloskey (1997) says. The subject properties

include the followings, as summarized by McCloskey,

(5) i The subject is the characteristic bearer of certain kinds of semantic roles

(prototypically AGENT and perhaps also CAUSE and, more

controversially E)GERIENCER).

ii. The zubject is more prominent than any other argument of the main verb.

Its prominence is manifested in a variety of phenomena:

a. the zubject may bind reflexive and reciprocal pronouns appearing in

other argument-positions but may not itself (if it is a reflexive or a

reciprocal) be bound by elements in other argument positions.

b. the subject, at least in the t'"ical case, takes wider scope than an

element in any other argument-position.

c. a subject, if it has the right semantic properties, licenses a Negative

Polarity Item in some other argument-position. ANegative polarity

Item in subject-position cannot, however, be licensed by an

appropriate element in another argument,position.

iii. Subjects are typically formally marked - positionally and/or

morphologically. Morphological marking may be on the subject itself (in

the form of a case) or on the main inflectional element of the clause (in

the form of agreement morphology).

iv. It has sometimes been claimed that every sentence must have a subject.

This is not obviously correct, but it is clearly correct in some broad sense
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for some languages. There is no other argument-type or syntactic position

for which this claim can be made with even remote plausibility.

v. Subjects dte almost always nominal. There is a well-known set of

difficulties for this general claim (zubject clauses if they exist, cases in

English such as Under the sink would be a good place to hide,locative

inversion construction) but the general fact is so striking that it cannot be

ignored.

vi. There are many grammatical operations which create surface zubjectq by

promoting nominals from other positions or ranks (passive, subject-to-

zubject raising, unaccusative advancement, Tough Movement and so on).

(McCloskey 1997'. 197-198\

McCloskey says that in the recent development of generative theories these

properties are 'distributed across a range of distinct (but derivationally linked)

syntactic entities and positions'so that 'it is not even clear that there is any derived

or defined notion which captures the traditional intuition of what a subject is'

(p 1e7).

Without discussing the issues of what a subject is, in this thesis I use the

term "subjests" rather informally. Basically, in order to focus on the contrast

between the neutral readings of wa- and ga-marked arguments, I use the term

"subjects" to refer to arguments that can be neutrally marked by either -wa or -ga

in a Japanese sentence. In some typical cases, subject arguments can alternatively

marked by -wa or -ga (to yield the neutral interpretations), as seen in (l) above.

In other cases, however, subject arguments can be marked neutrally only by one

of the two, i.e., -wa or -ga. For example, in (6) below, the subject can be marked

by -wa neutrally but not neutrally by -ga, as indicated by the hash. That is, if
marked by -ga, the subject is necessarily interpreted as being in focus. on the

other hand, in (7) below, the subject can be marked by -ga but not by -wa. (The

reasons for these differing availability of wa- and ga-markings of subjects will be

discussed in due course.)
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(6) John-wa/#Sagakusei da.

student Cop(Pres)
'John ie a sfudent.'

(7) Dareka-*wa/ga nai-tei-ru.
someone cry-Prog-Pres
'Someone is crying.'

I ttrus use the term "subjects" to roughly refer to those wa- or ga-marked

arguments that yield the neutral interpretations. However, there are some

arguments that are neutrally ga-marked and yet I do not take them into account in

this thesis. For example, in (8) below, eigo'movdre' is nzutrdly ga-marked (and

contrastively rrya-marked, as indicated by the hash) but such an example will not

be discuss€d in the major part ofthis thesis.a

a HowEver, sine the ga-marking of such a theure argurnenl yieh the nsutral interpretation, it is
hoped uttinatety to be incorporated in the sy$em which accounts for the basic walga ontrast.

Note tlral such theme argurnents ale marked with Aa only when the predicates are 6tati\rc,

and are martaed with -o elsewhere. The examples in (ixiii) below show that the dternation
between o- and ga-mar*ings of ot{ects depends rough$ on whether the predicates describe

activities (the (a) sentenoes) or static states (th€ O) sentences) (d. Kuno ln3,Il.4').

(i) a. Taro-wa eigo-o &rat-tei-nt.
English stttdy-Prog-Pres

'Taro is surdyimg English-'

b. Taro-rva eigo€e deki-ru.
En$ish be good at-Pres

'Taro is gmd at English.'

(ii) a. Taroo-wa llanakoo aishi-tei-ru
lwe-hog-Pres

'Taloo loves Hanako.'

b. Taroo-wa Hanako-gr sukida
like4op(Pref)

'Taroo likes Hanako.'

(iii) a. Mary-wa piano-o hi-lor.
piano play-hes

'lVIary plays the piano.'

b. Mary-wa pianoga hik-e-ru
plano play+an-hes

'Mary can play the piano.'
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Eiga*$a/ga suki-des-u.
movie like-Polite-Pres
'(I) like movies.'

The exclusion of such an example may be justified by the lack of some

fundamental subject properties. For instance, the semantic role of eiga is TFIEME

rather than AGENT, CAUSE or EXPERIENCER (cf. (5i) above). There is in fact

another argument, i.e., experiencer argument, that is understood to be there,

though not overtly expressed, and that is taken as the subject in (8).

Moreover, such a theme argument lacks the characteristic prominence of a

subject, being unable to bind a reflexive (cf (5iia) above). Observe in (9) below

that Taroo can be referred back to by the reflexive zikm but Hwwko cannot.

According to the analysis that the Japanese reflexive zibun requires that its

antecedent be a subject, Taroo is the subject but Hmako is not. (I have added to

Farmeds example a hash on the -ga marking Taroo to indicate that it necessarily

ytelds the focus interpretation and -wa to mark Taroo to yreld the neutral

interpretation.)

(9) Taroo;-wa/#ga flanako;-ga ziburq,.;-no guruupu de
self-'s group in

'Tarooi likes Hanako; the best in selfsq"; group.'

ichiban suki da.
the best like Cop

(Farmer 1985:9)

However, it is important to note here that it is not the semantic role

TI{EME that disqualifies an argument from being a subject. For examplg in the

passive construction in (10b) below, the theme axgument, Hurako, rather than the

agent, Taroo is taken as the subject.

(10)a. Taroo-wa/gaHanako-o but-ta.
-Acc hit-past

'Taroo hit Hanako.'
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b. Hanako-wa/ga TarUo-ni but-are-ta.
-Dat hit-Pass-Past

'Hanako was hit bv Taroo.'

Moreover, with the so-called unaccusative verb$ subjects are theme

arguments (cf. Pbflmutter 1978, Burzio 1986). For example, the John's in (lla)

and (l lb) below are equally taken as subjects but John, the argumerfi of mrive,ln

(lla) is considefbd a theme, while John, the argument of sleep, in (llb) is an

agent.

(ll)a. John-*a/ga ki+a.
come-Past

'John came/has just come.'

b. John-wa/ga ne-ta.
sleep-Past

'John slept/has just slept.'

Whilst it is the case that the problem of the connections between semantic

roles and subject realizations goes well beyond the scope of this thesis, it is also

the case that semantic roles make up just one of the multiple factors that have

bearing on what may be called a 'subject', as indicated in (5) above. Since there

are no coherent categories that always determine the subjecthood, it is sometimes

hard to clearly define the reasons for inclusion and exclusion of certain examples

in and from consideration, though my basic stance is to take arguments that can

be neutrally marked by either -wa or -ga in a Japanese sentence as 'subjects'.

Another point to note is that one common approach to the subject notion

especially in Japanese is to assume that subjects are ga-marked phrases. This is

based on the assumption that subject is a grammatical relation which correlates

with the grammatical case, nominative, and that -ga is the nominative case marker

in Japanese. As a result of restricting the use of the term 'subject' only to ga-

marked phrases, wa-marked phrases have often been distinguished as 'topics' and

analyzed independently from ga-marked phrases. (e.g., Kuroda 1965, Kuroda

1988, Saito 1986, Fukui 1986, Kitagawa 1986). However, my task is to
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investigate the conditions under which wa- or ga-marking is applied to one and

the same argument.s For this purpose, I take an approach that unifies va-marked

and ga-marked phrases.

1.2. Subjects rnd tcnse

Within the boundary I have set above, this thesis investigates the problern of

wa- and ga-marked subjects in Japanese from a novel perspective of tense and

aspect, and sheds light on a new dimension of the problem. It carries out a fine-

grained semantic analysis of the basic tense/aspect system in Japanese in relation

to walga-marking of subjects and argues that there is a correlation between

wa/ga-mzrk'tng of subjects and tense/aspect interpretations. The systematic

correlation found and defined between the two is further developed into syntactic

representations and mechanisms in line with the current theories in generative

research.

Although such a semantically based tense/aspect approach to the problem of
wa/ga-subjects is novel, it has been indicated, though implicitty, in various ways in

a range of previous research on the topic. tn this sectiorq I review some of the

previous analyses which are suggestive of a correlation between zubjects and

tense in semantic interpretations (e.g." Maynard 1987, Kuroda 1992b) and in

qyrila:( (e.g., Takezawa 1987, Koizumi 1994).

1.2.1. Subjects and temporal interpretations

Maynard (1980, 1987) sees the choice between -wa and -gd as a device to

express the perspective of the speaker (or the narrator) toward the events

described, which is called "staging". In examining data taken from modern

narrative stories, Maynard (1987) points out that wa-marked and ga-marked

10

5 tsoe ltelZ; takes the same stance.
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subjects are characterized by different durations of time for which the referents

are supposed to be on stage by an interlocutor:

'It is as if the narrator places participants at different spots on the narrative

stagefor different darations of time in the consciousness of the narrator and

hiVher intended audience, the reader. More specifically, the thematized

participants [wa-marked subjects] are expected to remain on stage for a
Ionger perid of time and this serves to provide points of reference for the

development ofthe thematic flow' (p. 6l),

whereas

'[non-thematized] participants pa-marked subjectsl do not stay on the

stage for a long time; thek status is characterized by frequent appearance,

disappearance and/or reappearance at various phases of the plot

development.'(p. 62)

(itdicization by Torii)

As I hightighted with italics in the quotation above, while wa-marked subjects are

taken to remain on stage for a longer period of time, ga-marked subjects are not

taken to stay on the stage for a long time. That is, a difference between wa- and

ga-marked subjects is captured in terms of the temporal durations of their

referents in the consciousness of an interlocutor.

Kuroda (1992b) makes a similar point in regard to definite and indefinite

noun phrases, which in fact seem to correspond to wa- and ga-marked zubjects.

He claims that the referent of an indefinite specific noun phrase is strictly

dependent on the perception with respect to which it is recognized, while the

cognitive existence of the referent of a definite noun is independent of a particular

perception in which it happens to be recognized. Putting this in terms of time, he

says that the referent of an indefinite specific noun phrasq whose cognitive

ll
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existence does not extend beyond the confines of this perception in time, is lost in

time (unless it is recalled or retained to become a potefiial referent of a definite

noun phrase), while the referent of a definite description subsists in timg that is,

through time (p. 36).

Although Kuroda's claim is concerned with definite and indefinite noun

phrases, the contrast he is illuminating seems to exist between ury-marked and ga-

marked zubjects (as much as it does betrveen definite and indefinite noun phrases).

In particular, Kuroda himself notes that the bare noun rnarked by ga in (l0b)

below can be taken as either a definite or an indefinite cat (i.e., the cat or a ut\
But no matter whether it is taken as a defiqite or an inde,finite cat, the life span of

the ga-marked cat in (l2b) is short, in fact instantaneous, ate,rrporal.u On the

other hand, the referent of the pa-marked cat in (l2a) is necessarily taken as

transcending and zubsisting beyond the confines of the perception in which it is

recognized.

(12)a. Neko-wr asoko-de nemut-tei-ru.
the cat there-at sleep-Prog'Pres
'The cat is sleeping over there.'

b. Neko-ga asoko-de nemut-tei-ru.
thelacat there-at sleep-Prog-Pres
'The/A cat is sleeping over there.'

Moreover, when the zubject is a proper narne as in (13) below, whether it is

marked with -wa or -go, it is definite in the sense that a proper name has a definite

referent. However, the ga-marked John in (l3b) does not outlive the event

perceived and described in the sentencg while the pa-marked John n (l3a) does.7

6 It may sound contradictory that sonrething definite (i.e., the referent pesuppoaA) cognrtively
does not outlive the confine of a particular peroeption However, while &finiteness is concerned
with whaher the referent is familiar or novel in the discourse, what is at stake here is the
temporal interpretation of a subject noun phrase. [n my vierv, these two things are independent
ftom each other.

Incidentally, in 2.4 below I will discuss the extent to which wa- and ga-markings of
subjects in Japanese correcpond to the definite and indefinite articles, the and. a/an, in Englistr-

t 
See footnote 6 above.

12
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(13)a. John-waasoko-de nemut-tei-ru.
there-at sleep-Prog-Pres

'John is sleeping over there.'

b. John-ga asoko-de nemut-tei-ru.
there-at sleep-Prog-Pres

'John is sleeping over there.'

Therefore, I take Kuroda's claim to be effective with regard to wa- and ga-

marked zubjects. That is, the cognitive existence of the referent of a ga-marked

subject is bounded in time, while the cognitive existence of the referent of a wa-

marked subject subsists beyond the boundaries oftime-

Note that wa- and ga-marked subjects thus distinguished in terms of

terporal boundedness corespond to Carlson's (1977)'individuals' and 'stages'

respectively.

A stage is conceived as being rouglrly, a spatially and temporally bounded

manifuation of something. ..... fui individual, then, is (at least) that whatwer-

it-is that ties a series of stages together to make the,m stages oftlre sarne thing.

(Carlson 1977:68)

A ga-marked zubject corresponds to a stage, because it is bounded in time (and

space). A rva-marked subject corresponds to an individual because it subsists

beyond the boundaries oftime (and space).

These parallelisms between ga-marked zubjects and 'stages' and between

pa-marked subjects and 'individuals' are also suggested in Shirai (1986) and

Endo (1994). They shall be further elucidated in the course of analysis,

particularly in 2.3 .5, 2.4.2, 3 .3 .3, 4.3 .3, 4.4, and 5. 3 below.

l3
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1.2.2. Subjects and tense in syntax

A correlation between subjects and temporal properties has also been

indicated in syntactic terms.

It has been a standard aszumption that zubjects are somehow associated

with Tense in syntan. The Government-Binding theory has long held to the notion

that the +i- flnite characteristic of Tense is implicated in nominative Case

assignment/checking. In the Minimalist framework (Chomsky 1992,1995), Tense

is assumed to contain a D-feature which selects for a subject, as well as a T-

feature which selects for VP. Research on Japanese has also shown complying

findings (e.g., Takezawa1987, Koizumi 1994b).

Takezawa (1987) points out that in Japanese the nominative Case, i.e., ga-

marking is not possible on the subject of a small clause, where there is no tense

morpherne, as shown in (l4b).t'e

t4

Q\ a. Watasi-wa Mary-ga/o
I Mary-Nom/Acc
'I think Mary is pretty.'

b. Watasi-wa Mary-*gdo
I Mary-Nom/Acc

'I think Mary is pretty.'

kawai-il
pretty-Pres

kawai ku] omou.
pretty Infin think

to
Comp

omou.
think

(cited in Endo 1994: 90)

In addition, Takezawa observes that stative transitive predicates allow the

Nominative-Accusative pattenq as in (l5a), and the Dative-Nominative patterrq

as in (l5b), but do not allow the Dative-Accusative patterrL as in (l5c).10

8 Kawaiku in (l4b) is a non-finite form of kawai-i ('pretty'). Strictty speaking -fu may b
considered as a tense morpheme, albeit [-T]. Therefore, Takezawa's claim should be taken as
that the subjects of clauses cannot be nominatively marked 4ay *"\ in [-Tl contexts.

e Endo (1994) points out cases where no tense morpheme ap'pears and yet the nominative Case
ga is possible for the subject NP, e.g.,:

(i) [Johnga akuyakul -no eiga
John-Nom villain role -Gen movie
'the movie in which John plays the role of a villain'
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(15)a. Nominative-Accusative
John-ga eigo-o hanas-eru (koto)

(fact)

(koto)
(fact)

(koto)
(fac0

(cited in Kawasaki l99l: 133)

l5

John-Nom English-Acc speak-Potential
'(the fact that) John can speak English'

b. Dative-Nominative
John-ni eigo-ga hanas-eru
John-D* English-Nomspeak-Potential
'(the fact that) John can speak English'

c. Dative-Accusative
*John-ni eigo-o hanas-eru
John-Dat English-Acc speak-Potential
'(the fact that) John can speak English'

On the basis of these data" Takezawa argues that a tensed clause must have

at least one nominative noun phrase, i.e., ga-marked noun phrase, and that Tense

is the category that assigns the nominative Case in Japanese.

It is important to note that Takezawa's argument is based on the sentences

embedded in a small clause (in (la) above) and in a kato factive clause (in (15)

above). Although the ga-marked phrases receive the nzutral interpretation in

those embedded contorts (see (l4a) and (l5a) above), outside those contexts, i.e.,

when the embedded sentences stand alone, the ga-marked phrases cannot receive

the neutral interpretation and the focus interpretation is forced. (In fact, it has

been a long-standing mystery why the interpretation of -ga thus differs in matrix

and embedded contexts (e.9., Kuno 1973, Kuroda 1987, Shirai 1986). I will

undertake the task of explaining this contrast between matrix and embedded

sentences in Chapter 5 of this thesis. The reasons for the unavailability of the

to Compare (l5a) with (iiib) in footnote 4 abwe. Firstly, in (l5a) the subject is ga-marked to
yield the neutral interpretatiog while in (iiia) in footnote 4 above the subject is wa-marked to
yield the nzutral interpretation. This difference is due to the contexts in which they occur, i.e.,
(l5a) is a factive clause embedded under /<olo, while (iiia) is a stand-alone clause. Secondly, the
direct object is o-marked in (l5a) and ga-marked in (iiia). Although the o-marking of eiga rn
(l5a) is interchangeable with ga-marking in this context o-marking seems prderable perhaps
because of the preceding ga-marking of the subject. tn (iiia), ga-marking is far more preferable
to o-marking (at least to the author). (See footnote I I below.)
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neutral interpretation of -gain matrix contexts will be discussed in 3.3. below.)

For those phrases to yield the neutral interpretation in matrix contexts, they are

rather marked with -wa, as shown in (16) and (17), which are the 'stand alone'

clauses comparable to the embedded clauses in (laa) and (l5a) above.rr

(16)Mary-wa/#ga kawai-i.
pretty-Pres

'Mary is pretty.'

(17)John-wal#gaeigo-o hanas-eru
English-Acc speak-poten

'John can speak English'

Notice in (16) and (17) that those 'stand alone' clauses are all tensed and

yet may have no ga-marked argument (at least not overtly), as a rezult of wa-

marking replacing ga-marking. This poses a problem to Takezawa's claim. It
suggests that wa-marking of arguments alternative to g'd-marking should also be

taken into account.

Like Takezawa, Koizumi (1994b) also maintains that Tense is responsible

for the nominative Case marking or ga-marking in Japanese, though he is more

concerned with nominatively marked objects. Koizumi argues that the Case-

checking position of the nominative object must be high"r than the negation

because the nominative object has scope over the negation (unlike the accusative

object) but that it must be lower than the canonical subject positioq which is

assumed to be the Spec of AGRs. This leads him to claim that the Nominative

Case of the nominative object is licensed by Tense under Spec-head agreement.

Furthermore, Koizumi defines the checking domain of Tense so as to
include the Spec of AGRs and AGRsP-adjoined positions in addition to the Spec

of Tense, as shown in (18) below, This provides an account for the fact that in the

multiple subject construction, where a single clause contains more than one

tr In 1t1, although the o-markingof eiga seemsacceptable, ga-marking is more natural (at
least to the author). (See footnote l0 above.)

l6
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subject, the "major subject" (which is the left-most, outer subject) and the

'tegular zubject" (which is the inner subject), as well as the nominative object, can

be marked with the nominative -ga, as seen in (19) below. He states that an NP is

marked with -ga only if it is Case-licensed in the Checking domain of Tense.rz

(I8)[rcn"p MS-ga [.rcn p SU-ga [rr OB-ga [rvogproropl [,rcnop OB-o tw ]ll]11

(MS = major subject, SU: (regular) zubject, OB = object)

(Koizumi 1994:223)

(19) John-ga imootc-ga huransugo-ga hanss-e-ru.
young.sister French speak-can-Pres

'It is John that his sister can speak French.'
(Koizumi 1994:224)

However, ga-marked zubjects can alternatively be marked by -wa.

Especially, "major subjects" marked by -Sa receive the ochaustivelisting (or

focus) interpretation, and they are rather marked by -wa to receive an unmarked

interpretation (oftopic), as shown in (20) below.r3

12 To acoount for an interpretive difference amoag ga-ma*ed NB, Koizumi (1994b)
distinguisb€s AGRsP-adjoined positions frronn [Spec, AGRsPI and [Spec, TPI as the Broad
Checking Domain of Tense, as oposed to the Narmw Chec.king Domain of Tense. He claims
that a ga-marked NP receives the exhaustive-listing interpretation if it is Case-liensed in tlrc
Broad Checking Domain of Tense, and the neutral&scrision interpretation otherwise. This
means that the *major subject" rpceives the exhaustive-listing interpretatioq while the "regular
subject" and the nominative object receive the neutral inrerpretation. Certainly, the English
traDslation of(19) that it is John that his sister can speak French fits in with his explanation.

In nry view, hounrer, a ga-marked NP in the "regular subject" position does not receive
the neutral interpretation but rather the exhaustive-listing (or focts) interpretation. In the case of
(19), not only John hn also sister is taken as being in focus. A more literal tnanslation of (19)
would be that it is John, who has a sister who can speak French. The point is that both John and
sister bave wide scope over the mrclear clause that (who) can speak French. This becomes
relevant when I as$rme the poeition of Neg between the position for rya-marlced subjects and
that for ga-marked subjects in 1.3.2 (cf. footnote 1E).

tt The ga-marked "regular subjects" and objects can also be marked by -wa alternatively, but
pa-marked "regular su$ects' and objeas necessarily yidd the contrastive interpretation, faiting
to yield the neutral topic interpr€tation.

t7
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(20) John-wa imooto-ga huransugo-ga hanas-e-ru.
young sister French speak-can-Pres

'As for JohrL it is his sister who can speak French."

Thus, both Takezawa and Koizumi argue for a link between Tense and ga-

marking in the synt&\ but overlook the fact that ga-marked subjects can

alternatively be markedby -wa. Although it is understandable that they separate

'subjects' from 'topics' on the basis of the presence or absence of the nominative

ga-marking, it is important in my view that even when marked by .wa (not as

'zubjects' but as 'topics'), they are still the same arguments which would be

regarded as'subjects' if marked by -Sa. From this point of view, it is desirable if
we can unifyga-marked and wa-marked *subjects" in our analysis. One possibility

zuggested here is to expand the claimed syntactic relation between Tense and ga-

marking into a relation between Tense and both ga- ud wa-markings. Such an

analysis will have an advantage of resolving a problem with regard to Takezawa's

claim that a tensed clause may have no ga-marked argument (but a rya-marked

argument instead), as shown in (16) and (17) above.

f,2.3. Conclusion

To sum up, Maynard (1987) and Kuroda (1992b) point out thatwa- md ga-

marked subjects exhibit distinct temporal properties in their interpretations.

Takezawa (1987) and Koizumi (1994) argue for a link betrveen Tense and ga-

marking in the syntCI(. When we collate those two kinds of argument, there is a

discrepancy in that while both wa- and ga-marked subjects are shown to have

certain temporal properties in the semantic interpretations, only ga-marked ones

are claimed to be associated with the formal element Tense in the syntax. I take

this discrepancy as a result of bias that subjects are necessarily nominatively

marked (by -ga in Japanese) and oversight that these ga-marked 'subjects' can

alternatively be rva-marked (without having to give rise to the contrastive

interpretation). I am inclined to the view that "subjects", both ga-marked and wa-

18
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marked are somehow associated with certain temporal properties in syntax, as

they are in their interpretation.

Chomsky (1995: 240) suggests that Tense might have'trther subdivisions

and implications about event structure and perhaps other properties," in addition

to the division of [+/-finite]. We might suppose that rya-marked and ga-marked

zubjects are associated with the subdivisions of Tense, and further, that the two

different Tenses are responsible for the distinct temporal interpretations which rrya-

marked and ga-marked subjects receive.

Under this scenario, the task is to investigate the suMivisions of Tensg

which are related to wa- and ga-marked subjects, and then to explicate the

$yntactic association between Tenses and subjects. I take this avenue in this thesis.

1.3. Structural hierarchy betweenwa- and ga-madred subjects

In pursuing the above line of investigation, I assume that there are two

subject positions in the phrase structure of Japanese, one for ya-marked zubjects

and the other forga-marked subjects, and firther that pa-marked subjects occupy

a higher position than ga-marked subjects. Such aszumptions are grounded in

prwious research on the topic, which I shall rwiew in this section.

1.3.1. Structural hierarchy suggested by semnntic relations

A structural hierarchy between wa-marked and ga-marked zubjects has been

suggested in terms of the semantic relations they hold to the predicates (e.g.,

Kuroda 1965, 1972, 1976, 1992b, uetake 199l-1992). Although in different

frameworks and different terminology, many essentially claim that a sentence with

a wa'marked subject is interpreted as having a topic-comment structure, where

the subject is first recognized as the topic, about which a comment follows, while

a sentence with aga-marked subject lacks such a structure.

l9
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In terms of a theme and rheme dichotomy, the difference between the two

sent€nces in (l) above is represented as in (21) below, where T and R stand for

theme and rheme respectively (e.g., Uetake l99l-1992).r4

QDa. John-waki-ta.
TR

b. John-ge ki-ta.
R

While (2la), corresponding to (la), contains a therne-rheme stnrcture, i.e., a

topic-comment structure, (2lb), corresponding to (lb), is a themeless sentence

and interpreted as a straightforward announcernent ofthe event of John's arrival.

Kuroda (1965, 1972, 1976, 1992b) er(presses this in terms of the Brentano-

Marfy distinction of Judgement forms' @rentano l924,Mmty, 1908, 1916-1918,

1940,1950a" b). He argues that a sentence with a rrya-marked subject expresses a

categorical judgement, while a sentence with a ga-marked zubject e)rpresses a

thetic judgement, as seen in the examples in (l2arb) above" which are repeated in

(22qb) below. As a thetic judgement, (22b) simply oryresses recognition of the

existence of a situation in which a/the cat is slecping in a certain place. Although

(22a) mrght be used to describe the sarne situation, as a categorical judge,ment, it

draws attention to the cat, and then says ofthe cat that it is sleeping there.

(22)a. Neko-we asoko-de nemut-tei-ru.
the cat there-at sleep-Prog-Pres
'As for the cat, it is sleeping over there.'

b. Neko-ge asoko-de nemut-tei-ru.
the,/a cat there-at sleep-Prog-Pres
'ThdA cat is sleeping over there.'

to simply following uetake (199r-1992), (2lb) would be assiped tw,o 'R's, as shown in (i)
below. However, I rather take it that the whole sentence constitutes one 'R'.

(i) John{a kija.
RR
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Using the term 'Subject' (with a capital S) to refer to the logical subject of a

logical predicate, which is to be distinguished from the syntactic subject of a

clause, Kuroda claims that a categorical judgement consists of two distinct

cognitive acts, 'bne the act of recognition of that which is to be made the Subject,

and the other, the act of affirming or denying what is expressed by the predicate

about the Subject" (Kuroda 1972: 154). on the other hand, a tletic judgement

expresses a simple recognition of the existence of an actual situation without the

cognitive ast of recognition of the Subject. That is, while every sentence should

necessarily have a syntactic subject, it may or may not have a Subject (with a

capital S). And the sentences with a Subject express a categorical judgement,

whereas those without a Subject express a thetic judgement.

Essantially, in Japanese,wa-rflarked subjects are recognized as Subjects, but

ga-marked subjects are not. Therefore, sentences with pa-marked subjects are

taken as expressing a categorical judgement, whereas sentences with wa-marked

subjects are taken as expressing a thetic judgement.

Notice that Kuroda's Subject corresponds to a 'theme' or a 'topic' and that

a categorical judgement with a Subject corresponds to a theme-rheme structure or

a topic-comment structure, whereas a thetic judgement without a Subject lacks

zuch a structure. Kuroda claims that a categorical judgement with the Subject-

Predicate structure represents a Predication, whereas a thetic judgement without

zuch a structure represents a (non-predicational) description.

Such a structural difference recognized with respect to rna-marked and ga-

marked subjects suggests a structural hierarchy between the two. That is, the

structural position ofwa-marked subjects should be higher than that ofga-marked

subjects.

1.3.2. Syntactic positions of wa- and ga-marked subjects

Such a structural hierarchy between wa- and ga-marked subjects has also

been indicated by the syntactic positions in which they are claimed to appear (e.g.,

Tateishi 1991, Endo 1994).

2l
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As I have discussed in 1.1.2. abovg most syntactic investigations have

separated pa-marked and ga-marked subjects as 'topics' and 'zubjects'

respectively and often applied independent analyses to each of them (e.g., Kuroda

1965, Kuroda 1988, Saito 1986, Fukui 1986, Kitagawa 1986, Tateishi 1991).tt

'Subjects', which are assumed to be necessarily marked by -ga, have been argud

to occur inside VP. For Fukui (1986) and Kuroda (1988), 'subjects' are generated

in [Spec, VP] and remain there at S-structure. For Kitagawa (1986), 'subjects' are

generated in [Spec, IP] but interpreted as VP-internal arguments at LF (as a rezult

of affix raising at LF). On the other hand, 'topics', whic*r include wa-marked

subjects, havs been argued to occur outside and above VP, whether by movement

(e.g., Fukui 1986 and Kuroda 1988) or by base generation (e.g., Kuno 1973,

Saito 1986, Kuroda 1987), and whether in an adjoined position (e.g., Fukui 1986,

Kuno 7973, Saito 1986, Kuroda 1987, 1988) or in a specifier position of CP, IP,

etc. (e.g., Tateishi l99l).

Putting all these together, we get a syntactic configuration in which 'topics'

(which are marked by -wa) are in a higher position than 'subjects' (which are

marked by -go\, at a certain level of representation. Since we take both rya-

marked and ga-marked arguments as "subjests" as long as they are recognized as

having the same argument role with respect to the predicate, we catr interpret the

above as that wa-marked subjects appear in a higher position than gu-marked

zubjects.

Endo (1994) argues more directly that na-markd and ga-marked Nps

appear in a VP-external and a VP-internal position respectively, to reflect the

scopal difference between the two. Following Diesing's (lgg?) mapping

hypothesis that the IP area of a clause (external to the VP) maps onto a restrictive

clause and that the vP maps onto the nuclear scope, Endo explains that wa-

marked NPs receive a quantificational interpretation because they appear in a VP-

15 Tateishi (1991) incorporates the syntax of'topics' in that of'ndjects'.
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external positiorr, whereas gc-marked NPs receive an existential reading because

they appear in a VP-internal position, as shown in (23).

IP restristive clause (universal operator/ unselective(23)

-----------..- quantifier)

NP-wa VP nuclear scope (existential operator)

---^-=.-
NP-ga V'

Note that Diesing's (1992) mapping hypothesis is originally used to

represent the semantic difference between indMdual-level and stage-level

predicates in syntactic terms (cf. Carlson l977,Kratzer 1989). Just as Endo puts

pa-marked and ga-marked NPs in a VP-external and a \lP-internal position

respectively, Desing has put the subjects of individuallevel predicates and those

of stage-level predicates in those respective positions. Therefore, Endo's analysis

points to a parallelism between pa-marked zubjects and subjects of individual-

level predicates and that between ga-marked subjects and subjects of stageJwel

predicates. These parallelisms will be elucidated in this thesis.

Such a structural hierarchy between wa- and ga-marked subjects is further

supported by their compatibility and incompatibility with negation. Return to the

wo/ga-pur of sentences in (l) above. The sentence (1a) with a wa-marked subject

can be negated (without affecting the interpretation of the subject, i.e., the same

topic interpretation), as shown n (24\ below.r6 On the other hand, (1b) with a ga-

marked zubject cannot be negated without affecting the interpretation of the

subject. As indicated by the hash on -ga in (25b) below, with negation a ga-

marked subject cannot yield the neutral interpretation and the focus interpretation

is forced. In other words, while we can say John has just arrived (z5a), it is not

possible to say that'John has just not arrived' (25b).t7

tu Ko- in (2ab) (and also in (25b) below) is a phonological variant of the verb 'to come'.

tt It seems possible to my'John has not just arrived', as opposed to'John has just not arrived'.
Howwer, wen the former does not yield the so-called 'hot news' perfect interpreution.
Essential$, the 'hot news'perfect is not available with negation.
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Q$a. John-wa ki-ta.
John come-Past
'John came.'

b. John-wa ko-nakat-ta.
John come-Neg-Past
'John did not come.'

Qs)a.John-ga ki-ta.
John come-Past
'John has just come/arrived.'

b. John#ga ko-nakat-ta.
John come-Neg-Past
'It is John who did not come.'

This contrast can be explained if we assume that Neg is situated between

the position in which a wa-marked subject appears and the position in which aga-

marked subject appears.t8 In (2ab) above, it is grammatical that the zubject takes

wide scope over negation, because it is wa-marked and therefore appears

structurally higher than negation. On the other hand, in (25b) the subject cannot

take wide scope over negatiorq because it is ga-marked and therefore appears

structurally lower than negation. This will be taken up for detailed discussion in

4.3.5 below.

18 Note that Koizumi (1994) :rssunes the position of Neg between the position for nominative
objecrs and that for accusative oUects, as shown in (ls) above, reproduced in (i) below.

(i) [n6ns, MSge hon"p SU€a [p OB-ga [N"sp(-Ap) horop OB-o tw ...]l]1ll

(MS: rnajor subject, SU = (regular) subj€ct, OB = object)

(Koizumi 1994:223)

Although Koizumi's subject positions are all situated higher than Neg, in my view lhey do not
include a position for ga-marked subjects which truly yield the neutral interpretation. In other
words, I take both the AGRsP-adjoined position and [Spec, AGRsPI in Koizumi's analysis as
eguivalent to a position for wa-marlced subjects in my analysis, and envisage another subject
position exclusively for neutral ga-subjects somewhere below Neg.
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1.3.3. Summary

To sum up, the structuraVscopal hierarchy betrveen rna-marked and ga-

marked subjects has been indicated in both semantic and syntactic terms. It is

collectively suggestd that there are (at least) two positions for "subjects" in the

phrase structure of Japanese, one for wa-marked subjects and the other for ga-

marked subjects, and further that wa-marked zubjects occupy a higher position

ttwn ga-marked zubjects at least at the level which is responsible for scopal

interpretation.

These observations will form the basis of my analysis. As well, they raise a

question as to why and how subjects are realized in two distinct qrntactic

positions, i.e., what is the mechanism to put subjects in two distinct positions. In

order to be able to answer this questiorL we also need to define what the exact

positions for wa-marked and ga-marked subjects are in the phrase structure of

Japanese.

1.4. Summery and outlook

In the preceding sections, I have drawn a couple of important insights into

the problem of wa/ga-subjects from the range of previous work on the topic. The

first insight was a possible interrelation between va/ga-stbjects and t€nse, which

has been zuggested in both semantic and syntactic terms. The second insight was a

structuraVscopal hierarchy between r.va-marked and ga-marked subjects, which

has also been suggested in both semantic and syntactic terms. While these insights

lay the basis of my analysis and support the avenue I take, they also raise

questions including the following:

Q6) i. Why do wa-marked andga-marked subjects exhibit distinct temporal

properties?
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ii. What precisely are the syntactic positions for raa-marked and ga-

marked subjects in the phrase structure of Japanese?

iii. Why and how are the subjects of clauses realized in two difFerent

positions? I.e., what determines the syntactic position in which the zubject

ofa clause appears?

As a way of approaching these questions, I form a working hypothesis that

wa- and ga-marked subjects are associdted with certain temporal properties in

syntax, or with some subdivisions of Tense, as suggested by Chomsky (1995:

240), which are responsible for the distinct temporal interpretations they receive.

In order to investigate the hypothesized subdMsions of Tense associated with r+a-

and ga-marked subjects, I carry out a fine-grained semantic analysis of the basic

tense system in Japanese, especially in relation towa- and ga-marking of subjects.

In examining tenses, we soon find that tenses are so closely related with

aspects that the two are hardly separable, especially in the Japanese morphological

system of tense and aspect. Accordingly, I take the inseparable tense/aspect

system as the target of my investigation.

Needless to say, a considerable amount of research has been canied out on

tense/aspect in Japanese. However, there is no general agreement about the basic

tense/aspect system operating in Japanese. Traditional grammarians were

interested in distinguishing two basic tenses, the non-past tense expressed by the

afftx -ru and the past tense expressed by the affix -/a, and in identifying distinct

functions and usages of each of them (e.g., Suzukr 1977).1e Some have argued

that the two affixes, -nt and -ta, are aspect formatives (rather than tense

formatives) indicating incompletion and completion of an event or the

imperfective and perfective aspects (e.g., Kunihiro 1967). In addition to -z and -

/a, Kindaichi (1950, 1955) includes -teiru (and -teita) in his studies on tense and

re Okawa (1990) prwides a summary of Suzuki (1977) and other previous studies on tense
and/or aspect in Japanese.
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aspect in Japanese.' Subsequently, Okuda (1976) and Suzuki (1988) contrast -n,

and -teiru as aspect markers and -ru and -n as tense markers.

While those studies on tense and aspect within the traditiorcl kolary*gaht

linguistics focused on simple sentences, studies in the generative framework have

been mainly concemed with the tense/aspect phenomena in subordinate clauses

(e.g-, Kuno 1973, Nakau 1976, Ogthara 1989, Nalcamura l9%). Especially, they

are interested in such phenomena as the so-called s€quence of tense and double-

acces$ reading which exhibit interesting contrasts betrveen Japanese and other

languages like English. Although those studies on subordinate clauses make usefi.rl

contributions to our understanding of the tense/aspect system in Japanese, it is a

problern that the basic tense and aspect system operating in simple sente,nces has

not been further investigated and has thus been left unsettled. There certainly is a

need to return to simple sentences and establish the basis of the tense and aspect

system in Japanese.

This thesis examines the tense/aspect interpretations in simple sentences in

relation to v,a- and ga-markings of subjects, By so doing, it reveals that the

Japanese tense/aspect system revolves around two types of evaluation time, two

types of & or two tlpes of viewpoint aspect, which correlate with wa- and ga-

markings of subjects.

It also shows that those afrxes zuoh as -ru and -ta, which have been

considered as either tense or aspect markerg are both tense and aspect markers,

which carry inseparable tense/aspect meanings. Furthermore, those tense/aspect

markers are used to express either tenses (such as past and future) or aspects

(srch as perfect and proximate future), due to the availability of two type.s of

evaluation time, R or viewpoint aspect.

To investigate the three main questions raised in (26) abovg this thesis

develops in the organization as follows.

rc ln partiorlar, Kindaichi's classification of verbs on the basis of the meanings of /einr-forms
hrq been notable.
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Chapter 2 begins by distinguishing two types of evaluation time, referring to

the traditional analysis of tense as a sentential operator (e.g., Prior 1967,

Montague 1974). It shows that wa- and ga-markings of subjects are correlated

with the two tlpes of evaluation time which are distinguished as 'original' and

tnew'.

Compared with Reichenbach's (1947) three temporal primitives, S[peech

time], E[vent time], and R[eference time], the two types of evaluation time

correspond to two types of Il one that coincides with S but not with E (R: S/ *
E) and the other that coincides with E but not with S (R = E/;r S).

I further argue that the two tlpes of evaluatiorl time, or \ are two types of

viewpoint aspect operating in Japanese. The original evaluation time or R: S/ *
E corresponds to a vieupoint aspect that focuses 'part' of a situation manifested

at a precise temporal point (Mew*1), whereas a new evaluation time or R: El *
S corresponds to one that focuses 'all' of a situation without decomposing it

qViewo).

Crucially, due to the availability of two types of evaluation time, two types

of & or two types of viewpoint aspect signaled by wa- and ga-marking of
subjects, the same predicate with the same tense/aspect marker can yield two

distinct temporal and aspectual inteqpretations in correlation with wa- and ga-

marking of the subject. @or example, in (l) abovg the predicate ki-ta 'coms.

Past' translates as 'came' when the subject is marked with -wa in (la) but as 'has

just comelanived' when the zubject is marked tith -ga in (lb).)

While Chapter 2 focuses on the role of tense in relation to the wa/ga-

marking of subjects in Japanese, Chapter 3 shifts the focus to aspect in order to

get a balanced view as well as to provide a thorough analysis. Mainly, the aspect

oriented analyses in Chapter 3 confirm the main findings from the tense oriented

analyses in Chapter 2. That is, the same predicate with the same tense/aspect

marker(s) can yield two distinct temporal and aspectual interpretations due to the

availability of two types of evaluation time, R, or viewpoint aspect, which are

signalled by wa- and ga-markings of subjects. At the same time" however, they
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also show that the nice contrast between wa- and ga-sentences as observed in

Chapter 2 does not always show up due to the other interacting factors.

I conclude that the temporal and aspectual interpretation is compositional of

three different 'aspects', namely viewpoint (grammatical) aspect, situation type (lodcal

aspect), and S-E asp@t, which are exprebsed at different parts of a sentence. The

three-component analysis enables us to account for a variety of temporal and

aspectual interpretations yielded by one and the same tense/aspect marker,

assuming that those markers are not just homophonous but interacting with

situation types and viewpoint aspects.

In order to provide syntactic mechanisms to account for the correlation

between walga-mwl<ngs of 'subjects' and the two distinct types of tense/aspect

interpretations, Chapter 4 investigates a syntactic interrelation between subject

marking and tense, particularly following the findings from Chapter 2. I propose

two suMivisions of Tense in line with Chomsky's (1995: 240) suggestion that

Tense might have'trrther subdivisions and implications about event structure and

perhaps other properties'". I assume that the two subdivisions of Tense are

functional categories, which I call W and E, and which project W and E?, and

make up an articulated tense structure (above VP). Crucially, W and E contain

distinct semantic features responsible for the distinct tense/aspect interpretations

correlated wrth wa- and ga-markings of subjects in Japanese. Being tense

categories, both W and E have T[ense]-features and D[eterminer]-features to be

checked by predicates and subject DPs respectively. Due to the distinct semantic

content of the two tense categories, depending on whose T- and D-features

predicates and subjects check, we get two distinct types of tense/aspect

interpretations of predicates and two distinct types of subjects (which are

morphologically distinguished by wa- and ga-markings in Japanese). In this

analysis, the T- and D-features of a tense category ensure that a subject and a

predicate are necessarily of the same semantic type. The tense system I propose to

account for the wa/ga-phenomena unifies tense and aspect to the extent that the

phenomena are shown to be concerned with the notions of both tense and aspect.
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A notable consequence of my analysis is that the syntan and semantics of

stage- and individuallevel predicates fall under the syntax and semartics of tense.

Compared with the prwious analyses of Kratzer (1939) and Diesing (1992), while

my anat5rsis maintains the spirit of those previous analyses, it e,ftibits both empirical

and theoretical advantages in terms of (i) the orign of the distinction lexicon vs.

syntax, G) the link betrveen syntax and sernantics, (iii) the let/el of repnesentatioq (to

the "aboutness" relation, and (v) the stage/individual distinction within the tense

structure.

The analysis also exhibits some interesting parallelisms to Davis' (1998), in

which person features of zubjects are related to a temporal structure. Comparing

Davis' (1998) person split between I & 2 subjects and 3 subjects and the wa/ga-

split of subjects in Japanese, I argue that the properties that really distinguish

between the two classes of zubjects associated with hilo temporal projections are

the referential familiarity vs. novelty in the discourse and the totality vs.

temporality of the referent in our perception, which are closely interrelated.

Moreover, although I argue for two subject positions within the articulated

tense structure specially to account for the phenomena of wa/ga-xrbjects in

Japanese, I demonstrate that the proposed two subject positions are tenable

across languages, wen where there is only a limited distinction of two kinds of

zubjects, as observed in English. In additioq the proposed analysis has an

interesting implication for the first language acquisition.

Lastly, Chapter 5 examines how the analysis proposed in Chapter 4 can be

applied in zubordinate clauses, especially because wa- andga-markings of subjects

differ in matrix and zubordinate clauses. It investigates some of the clearly distinct

types of strbordinate clauses, with special attention to factors such as factivity and

the distinctions among propositions, states of affairs, and situation-t5pes. Unique

properties to subordinate clauses are identified and they are designated in terms of

the specifications of Z and E. A possible account for the mysterious ga-marking

of subjects in some subordinate clauses (e.g., Kuno 1973, Kuroda 1987, Shirai

1986) is provided. Importantly, although there are some peculiarities to
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srbordinate cJar*geq lq8?cslythesame m€shanisms op-eratein thc seeqe ftngtiqnal

cMrcture,'in 0a&b,tnslq aqd subsrdioate elau.ms-'Tnat iq w.a- and gn-mprkings of
slbjests ar' as$oci&ted with the mailie propord€s ofthe funotionail heads V and

E in rubo,rdineft chus€s a$ mll.

Chaptsr 0 prouide s sumary of the fteEis and so66 indicacions for fuhlr€

regsalth.
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Chapter 2

Two types of evaluation time, R, and viewpoint aspect

ln 1.2.1. in the previous chapter, I introduced the observation by Maynard

(1987) and Kuroda (1992b) that wa- and ga-markings of subjects are correlated with

distinct temporal interpretations given to subject NPs. Extending on this observatiorq

in this Chapter I argue for a correlation between wa/ga-marking of subjects and

distinct tense/aspect inte{pretations of clauses. In order to pin down the two types of

tense,/aspect interpretations correlated with wa- andga-marked subjects, I ernploy the

notions of evaluation time derived from Prior (1967) and Montague (1974) ,

R[eference time] ofReichenbach (1947), and viewpoint aspect of Smith (1991).

Section 2.1 distinguishes two types of evaluation time as the 'original'

evaluation time / and a 'new' evaluation time /' and shows that ga-marking of

subjects correlates with t, whereas wa-marking of subjects correlates with l'. An

important difference between the two tlpes of evaluation time is that while the

original evaluation time I refers to a precise temporal point, a new evaluation time l'
refers to a more loosely defined time.

To further identify the properties of t and t', Section 2.2 compwes them with

Reichenbach's (1947) three temporal primitives, S[peech time], E[vent time], and

R[eference time]. Both corresponding to Reichenbach's R, the two types of
evaluation time, t and t', divide R into two types. The original evaluation time I

corresponds to an R that coincides with S (R: S) but not with E (R * E), whereas a

new evaluation time /'corresponds to an R that coincides with E (R: E) but not with

S (R * S). Accordingly, ga-marking of subjects is correlated with R : S/ + E, and

wa-marking of subjects is correlated with R: E/ * S. Crucially, due to the two types

of evaluation time or the two types of Rrwa/ga-minimal pairs of sentences (with the

same tense/aspect markers) receive distinct temporal and aspectual interpretations.

Following the discussion of the two types of R" Section 2.3 argues that R

aligned with either S or E is a viewpoint aspect, which presents 'part' or 'all' of a

situation. An R aligned with S operates as a viewpoint aspect which presents 'part' of
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a situation manifested at a precise temporal point, i,e." Viewo-,. On the other hand, an

R aligned with E operates as a viewpoint aspect which presents 'all' of a situation

without decomposing it, i.e." View"11. Viewuu and Vrew*r are comparable with the so-

called perfective and imperfective aspects in that they distinguish between all and part

in the domain of situations. However, while perfective and imperfective are generally

considered as being expressed by verbal morphology, Viewar and Viewot as they

operate in Japanese are signalled by subject marking morphemes, -we and -ga,

respectively.

Lastly, Section 2.4 briefly discusses that wa- and ga-markings to designate the

part-whole distinction of srbjects in Japanese correspond in part to the use of the

articles, the and a(n), in English.

2.1. Two types of evaluation time

2.1.1.'Origindt versus'new' evaluation time

In the traditional analysis of tense as a sentential operator, as in Prior (1967)

and Montague (974) among others, the interpretation of a sentence with past tensg

for example, is accounted for by the rule (l).

(l) The interpretation ofa past tense sentence:

Where g is a sentence [and PAST is the past operator], PAST9 is true at time

t iffthere is a time t'such that t'< r and g is true at t'.

('<' indicates that what is on the left-hand side of the symbol temporally

precedes what is on the right-hand side of it.)

(adapted from Eng 1987: 633)

According to (1), a past tense sentence, say John ate an apple, is true at the

utterance time I iff there exists a timq /', prior to l, such that John eats an apple is

true at l'.

Eng (1987: 633) notes the following properties of such treatments:

(a) Tense is a sentential operator,
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(b) Tense manipulates the times in the metalanguage, that is, the temporal indices of

the model in model-theoretic treatments,

(c) The interpretation of tense involves an existential quantifier over times,

(d) Tense introduces a new time,

(e) This new time stands in a certain relation (determined by the tense) to the original

evaluation time,

(f) The new time becomes the evaluation time, and

(g) The original evaluation time is lost.

Among these, I am particularly interested in the properties in (d)-(g)' which

suggest that there are two types of evaluation time. The utterance time I is said to be

the 'original' evaluation time, probably because it naturally comes into being every

time something is uttered and it is most natural that the truth of an utterance is

dependent on the time of utterance. On the other hand, another time I' is specially

introduced by tense to take over the power of utterance time / as evaluation time and

make a'nelil' evaluation time.

In the above example, John ate an apple, the truth of the sentence is waluated

at the utterance time l, but the event described in the sentence is verified at another

time /', which is introduced by tense and temporally located prior to l. In other

words, the truth of the sentence at I depends on the verification of the described

went at t'. The term 'evaluation time' refers to such a time at which the event being

spoken of is verified, rather than the time at which the truth of a sentence is

evaluated.

However, it is not always the case that an event is verified at I'distinct from the

utterance time t. Consider a sentence hke John is eating an apple (right nau). The

sentence is true at / if the event described in the sentence, i.e., John's eating an apple,

is verified at l. In such a case, there is no need at all for another time I' to be

introduced. Thus, for some sentences, the utterance time I alone is sufficient for the

temporal interpretation, while for other sentences, another time I' needs to be

introduced.

Interestingly enough, wa- and ga-markings of subjects in Japanese correlate

with these two cases, i.e., the cases in which the original evaluation time / alone is

sufficient for the temporal interpretation and the cases in which another time f'makes
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a new evaluation time. When the subject is marked with -wa, the truth of a sentence is

dependent on a new evaluation time l', which stands in a certain relation (determined

by the tense) to the original evaluation time l, in the sense that the event described in

the sentence must be verified at t', On the other hand, when the subject is marked

with -ga, the truth of a sentence is solely dependent on the original evaluation time f

without r@ourse to another time l'.

Compare the interpretations given to (2a) and (2b) below.

Q) a.John-weki-ta.
John come-Past
'John came.'

b. John-ga ki-ta.
John come-Past
'John has just come/arrived.'

The sentence (2a) with a wa-marked zubject is interpreted as asserting that the

event of John's coming took place at a certain time in the past.r That is, the truth of
(2a) is taken as relative to a time which is located prior to the time of utterance. On

the other hand, (2b) with a ga-marked zubject is interpreted as describing a present

situation in which John has just arrived (and John is here rigtrt now).2 Although

John's anival must have taken place before the moment of utterance, the event is

perceived and described as having just been completed from the perspective of the

utterance time.3 In this sense, the tnrth of (2b) is directly dependem on the utteftmoe

time. This suggests that (2b) with a ga-marked subject is a case in which the

utterance time I alone is suffHcient for the temporal interpretation, while (2a) with a

I For the spealcen of Japanese, to uniquely get the neutral inerpretation of the wa-rnarked $bject
(rather than the contrastive interpretation), imagine that (2a) is uttered:ls an answer to a question,
e.g., Did John come to the party?

2 For the speaken of Japanese, to uniquely get the rreuhal interpretation of the ga-marked suqiect
(rather than the focus interpretation), Frt an interjection such as ow'otr" lmk' before the sentenc€
(2b).

t Because the went described with the prescnt perfect must have raken place before the moment of
utteran@, in tlrc Priorean anatysis of tense as a sentential operator, the interpretation of the present
perfect is accounted for by the same rule which accounts for the simple past tense, as in (l) abwe.
This point will soon be discussed in the following.
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rva-marked subject is a case in which another time l', which is located prior to f, is

required for the tonporal interpretation.a

Note the use of the present perfect in the English translation of (2b). While the

English present perfect has a few (or several) distinct interpretations (the number

depends on analyses), the present perfect in (2b) contrasted to the simple past in (2a)

is necessarily of the type with the liust' reading. I use the terrn 'hot news', due to

McCawley (1971), to refer to this particular interpretation of the English present

perfect.5't

It has been noted (e.g., Dowty 1979, Blackburn 1994: 89) that the distinstion

between the simple past and the present perfect has not been captured in standard

tense logic or the Priorean analysis of tense as a sentential operator. That is, the

interpretation ofthe present perfect is presumably accounted for by the same rule that

accounts forthe simple past tense, as in (l) above. This is a problem if we are to

account for linguistic phenomena rather than the "physical" locations of events in

o However, if a time adverb such as Hnoo 'yesterdxy' or san-ji nj 'at three o'clock' occurs with (2b),
(2b) is not interpreted as describing a present situation btrt clearly a past sihration. [r such cases, a
past situation is described in a 'flashback', as lhough we are back at that particular ryatiotemporal
location in th€ pasl Therefore, although the truth of the sentence is not @ndent on the 'real'
present tnoment or the utterance time, it is dependent on a 'pseudepresent'. I take a view that /
refers to a time recognized as the present in the discourse, which is typicalty the utierance time but
can be other temporal moments (see 2.2.3.1 below).

s It seems that the ohot news' interpretation is often overlookod in the discussion of present perfd
dre to its similarity to the resultative interprctation (see Smith 1991, Brugger 1997a'l.Ilowwer, the
former is to be distinguished frrom the latter. compare the sent€nces in (i) below.
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(D a. John has (already) come/arrived"
b. John has (iust) come/arrived.

<rcsultative>
('hot news' )

A difference betrreen the resultative interpretation (ia) and the 'hot news' interpretation (ib) is that
in the former the property of having arrived is ascribed to the subject John, wtrereas in the latter
having arrived is not taken as a property ascnted to John but simply as a present state of affairs (of
which John is an argument).

Crucially, the resultative perfect is translated into Japanese with a wa-marked subject,
whereas the 'hot neuns' perfect is translated with a ga-marked subjecq as shown in (ii) below.

(ii) a. John-wa moo ki-ta.
aheady come-Past

'John has already come/arrived'

b. Johnga ki-ta.
come-Past

'John has (iust)com€/arrived.'

6 This suggests that -ta is not simply a marker for past tense. I will discuss this point later in 3.1.
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temporal "reality". In other words, as "real" objects, both events described in the

simple past and in the present perfect must be located at a certain time in the past.

However, as a graflrmatical object, an event described in the present perfect is not

located at a certain past time as an event described in the simple past is. While the

existence of a certain past time t', at which the described event takes place, is an

essential and a central part of the interpretation of the simple past tense, it is rather an

implicature in the interpretation of the present perfect. In the simple past, an event is

located at a past time /'away from r. To interpret the simple past, we cognitively go

back to a particular time in the past. In the sense that the described event is to be

verified at /', the truth of the simple past is dependent on t'. By contrast, the

interpretation of the present perfect does not require our going back to a particular

time in the past. Even though the event must have taken place before the moment of

utterance, described with the present perfect, it is not located at a past time /'. Rather,

an event described with the present perfect pivots on the utterance time t. The

present perfect essentially expresses the completed state of an event manifested at the

moment of utterance L In the sense that the asserted completion of an event is to be

verified at d the truth of the present perfect is dependent on t. According to this view,

the simple past and the present perfect are distinguished by the two types of
evaluation timg t and f , on which the truth of a sentence is dependent.T

Let us examine a couple more wa/ga-pairs of sentences. The examples in (3)

below have -ru instead of -ta in (2) above. The sentence (3a) with a wa-marked

subject receives a future reading that John will come sometime in the future. On the

other hand, (3b) with a ga-marked subject is interpreted as describing a present

situation in which John is visibly coming to the place of utterance at the time of
utterance.s Thus, the truth of (3b) with a ga-marked subject is dependent on the

utterance time d while the truth of (3a) with a wa-marked subject is dependent on

another time /'(which is after /).

' At this stage, the notion of evaluation time is roughly assumed to refer to the time at which the
truth of a sentence is verifie{ waluatd or dependent. As my analysis develops, it becomes possible
to redefine it as the time at which the portion of an event (i.e., part or whole of an event) is asserted
to exist (d.2.3 below). (I am indebted to an examiner for pointing this out for me.)

* r(i- in (2) and,ku- in (3) are phonological variants of the verb .to come'.
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(3) a. John-waku-ru.
John come-Pres
'John will come.'

b. John-ga ku-ru.
John come-Pres
'John is coming. (tlere comes John.)'

The same contrast is observed even when the predicate is in hhe -teint present

progressive fonrq as in (a) below.e Both (4a) and (ab) express a present ongoing

situation of John's writing a book. However, while (4b), whose subject is marked

with -g4 can only be uttered on the spot where the speaker perceives the actual

situation in which John is writing a boolg (4a), whose zubject is marked with -rryd, can

be uttered even when John is not actually writing at the time of speech. For example,

(4a) can be uttered in a speech situation where you are introducing Johq who is

standing next to you (and hence not writing a book), as in "Ihrs is John. Jolm is

writing a booV'. This zuggests that (4a) does not have to mean that John is actually

writing a book at the moment when the sentence is uttered (though it can well be

uttered when John is actually writing too), while (ab) strictty conveys that there is an

actual situation in which John writes a book in progress right in front of the speaker

at the moment of speech.

(4) a.John-wahon-o kai-tei-ru.
book-Acc write-Prog-Pres

'John is writing a book.'

b. John-ge hon-o kai-tei-ru.
book-Acc write-Prog-Pres

'John is writing a book (right in front of us).'

e 'Teiru is a complex affix, which as a whole is taken as the so-called progressive form, The exact
make up of -teiru is controversial. It can be analyzed as the connective -te + the present progressive
-lnr, the connective 4e + 1fis progressive -i + the present tense -r,u, or the progressive -tei + the
present tens€ -ru. On the basis that we also have -teita for the past progressive as opposed to -teint
for the present progessive, I gloss -tei as progressive and -rz and -ta as present and past
respectively (without committing to such a morphological analysis). In my discussions, however, I
treat the whole string of morphemes , -tei ru/ta , on a par with a single morpheme such as -ta and, -ru ,
as theybehave similarty in my anatysis.
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This contrast between (aa) and (4b) can be illustrated by the range of temporal

adverbials which can or cannot cooccur with each sentence. Adverbials such as wikin

'these days' and itwmo 'always' are compatible with (4a) but not with (4b), as

shown in (5) below. (The hash on -ga in (5b) indicates that the addition of one of

these adverbials to (4b) forces the focus interpretation of the ga-markeA subject.ro)
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(5) a. Saikin/itsumo
these days/always

John-wa hon-o kai-tei-ru.
book-Acc write-Pres-Prog

'John is writing a book these days./John is always writing a book.'

b. SaikiMtsumo John#ga hon-o kai-tei-ru.
these days/always book-Acc write-Prog-Pres

The compatibility of (aa) t'lirth saikin 'these days' or itsumo 'always' makes it

clear that (4a) does not convey that John is actually writing a book at the moment

when it is uttered. Thus, while the truth of (ab) with a gu-marked subject is totally

dependent on the utterance time l, that of (4a) with a wa-marked subject is not

strictly dependent on I but rather dependent on another time /', which ernbraces t in it.

Note that both (4a) and (4b) can take ima 'now', as shown in (6) below, and

that with ima'now' both have to mean that John is now writing.

(6) a. lma John-wahon-o kai-tei-ru.
now book-Acc write-Prog-pres
'John is writing a book now.'

b. Ima John-ga hon-o kai-tei-ru.
now book-Acc write-prog-pres
'John is writing a book now.'

Nevertheless, we can still observe the same contrast between (6a) and (6b). The

sentence (6a) wiil hold true even if John is sipping his coffee in the middle of writing

at the time when the sentence is uttered, whereas (6b) win be evaluated as false if it is
uttered when John is sipping his coffee in the middle of writing. In other words, while

(6b) strictly requires that John be actually writing at the moment of utterance for the

sentence to be true, the truth of (6a) is evaluated more loosely at a loosely defined

t0 With the focus interpretation of the ga-marked subject (5b) gives an interprelation that it is John
who is writing a book these days/it is John who is always writing a book
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present time which includes the utterance time. (The word imq 'now' itself is

interpreted in trvo ways. It is taken as refening to a precise tanporal point of the

present which corresponds to the moment of utterance in (6b) and to a loosely

defined pres€nt time which includes the utterance time in (6a).) Thus, while the truth

of (6b) is totally dependent on the utterance time t, that of (6a) is rather dependent on

anoth€r time l', which is a loosely defined present time embracing the utterance time

t-lI

Thus, ga- and s of subjects constantly correlate with the two types

of evaluation time, t and t', respectively. When the subject is marked with -ga, the

truth of a s€ntence is dependent on the utterance time /. When the srbject is marked

with -wa, the truth of a sentence is dependent on another time f'.

2.1.2. A contrest in rpatiotemporel boundednegs

The subtle but sound contrast observed between the interpretations of (6a) and

(6b) above indicates that, while a sentenc€ with a ga-marked zubject is interpreted as

being stric'tly bounded at a particular spatiotemporal location, a senteflce with a wa-

marted zubject is inteqpreted more loosely. In this zubsectio4 I show that the original

evaluation time /, which a sentence with a ga-marked subject is dependent or1 refers

to a well defined point in time, whereas a new evaluation time f, which a sente[ce

with a rva-marked subject is dependent on, does not single out a precise temporal

point but rather refers to a more loosely defined time.rlt3

Now, imagine a situation in which John is standing over there. If you know that

John has been standing over there for some time and still see him standing over there,

tr Altlrough I omit the discussion of the past prrogressive -teita, italso exhibts the oonm$ between r
and f with rna- andga-rnarking of the subjects 6*6 rrke a view that t refers to a time recognized as
the present in the discourse, which is typically the utteranoe time hrt can be other temporal moments
(see 2.2.3.1 below).

12 The point-like quality of f and the lmseness of t' may be exprcsed by sanng that r is a point in
timg whereas t'is a time interval. However, even a well defined point like the moment of u-tterance
can also be conoeirred as having an interval (or a duration). Therefore, I rather do not rely on these
terms to distinguish the characteristics of t and /,.

It Note that a r referring to a punctual temporal point and a clause's being dependent on t do not
entail that the qrent described in the clause is punctual (as opposed to durative or ongoing). For
example, a clause describing a durative event as progressing is dependent on a pgnctual temporal
point t, in the sense that the went is perceived and described as progressing frorn-the perspective of
a pnctual temporal point.
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you will say (7a), in which the subject John is marked with -wa. But if you have just

notic€d for the first time that John is standing over there, you will say (7b), in wtrich

the subject Johnismarked with -ga.

(7) a.John-wsasoko ni tat-tei-ru.
there at stand-Prog*Pres

'John is standing over there.'

b. John-ga asoko ni tat-tei-ru.
there Lt stand-Prog-Pres

'John is standing over there.'

This zuggests that (7a) with a va-marked zubject implies a duration of the

described situatiorq whereas (7b) with a ga-marked subject describes the situation

more transiently- [n other wordg the situation described in (7b) is spatiotemporally

bounded at the time and place of utterance, whereas that in (7a) is not.

This contrast in spatioternporal boundedness is in fact constantty observed

between wa- and I'a-sentences, irrespective of the tense/aspect markers attached to

the predicates. Let us return to the examples (2) and (3) above, which have the /a-

form and the nr-form of a verb. The examples are repeated in (8) and (9) below.

(8) a. John-weki-ta.
John come-Past
'John came.'

b. John-ga ki-ta.
John come-Past
'John has just come. (flere comes John.)'

In (8a) with a va-marked subject, whose truth is dependent on another time t',

the event of John's coming described in the sentence is interpreted as having taken

place at a certain time in the past. The focus of the sentence is that the event did take

place sometime in the past, and the exact time of the event is rather irrelevant. That is

to say, the temporal interpretation of (Sa) is not dependent on a precise temporal

point in the past (e.g., when the clock struck one yesterday), but rather on a more
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loosely defined past time (e.g., sometime yesterday).ra This suggests that / does not

refer to a precise temporal point but rather to a loosely defined time.

On the other hand, (8b) with a ga-marked subject, which is dependent on the

utterance time l, is interpreted as describing a present situation in which John has just

arrived. It tells us that here we have got a completed event (of John's coming) right

in front of us (and therefore John is here). In other words, it describes the event of

John's coming as having been just completed. To perceive and describe an event as

having been just completed, we need to stand at a specific point of reference such as

the precise temporal point of speech. The completion of an event described in (8b) is

thus spatiotemporally bounded at the time and place of utterance.

A similar contrast is observed with -rn in (9).

(9) a. John-waku-ru.
John come-Pres
'John will come.'

b. John-ga ku-ru.
John come-Pres
'John is coming (on his way).'

The r,va-sentence (9a), whose truth is dependent on /', asserts that the event of John's

coming will take place sometime in the future. Just like (8a), which is concerned with

the occurrence of an event sometime in the past, (9a) is concerned with the

occulrence of an event sometime in the future, and the exact time of the event is

rather irrelevant. The temporal interpretation of (9a) is not dependent on a precise

temporal point in the future (e.g., when I sneeze in my office tomorrow), but rather

on a more loosely defined future time (e.g., sometime tomorrow).15

On the other hand, the ga-sentence (9b)" which is dependent on f, is interpreted

as describing a present situation in which John's coming or John's arrival is about to

take place. In the sense that the event is perceived and described as being on the

'o Note that even when a sentence as a whole is dependent on I'which does not refer to a precise
temporal point it is possible to include a temporal adverbial such as 'at one o'clock' which refers to
a precise temporal point. However, such a point adverbial does not have scope over l', on which a
sentence is dependent. In other words, the waluation time /' is outside the scope of a point
adveftial. I will illustrate this point later in this subeection.

t' 
See footnote 14 above.
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verge of happening at the moment of speech, the situation described in (9b) is

spatiotemporally bounded at the time and place ofutterance.

Thus, sentences with rrya-marked zubjects are taken as spatiotemporally loose

or unbounded, whereas sentences with ga-marked subjects are taken as

spatiotemporally bounded. This is because s€ntences with wa-marked zubjects are

depurdent on t', which refers to a loosely defined time, whereas sentences with ga-

marked subjects are dependent on r, which strictly refers to a punctual temporal

point.

Since I refers to a precise temporal point, a point adverbial is expected to be

compatible with sentences which are dependent on l. On the other hand, since t'
refers to a loosely defined time, a point adverbial is not expected to be compatible

with sentences which are dependent on /'. However, a point adverbial, for o<ample,

ichi-ii iuagulwn ni 'at one fifteen', can occur not only in a sentence dependent on I

but also in a sentence dependent on t'.r6
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(10)a. John-waichi-ji juugo-hun
one o'clock fifteen-min-

'John came at l:15.'

ru

at
ki-ta.
come-Past

b. Ichi-ji juugo-hun ni John-ga ki-ta.
one o'clock fifteen-min. at
'At l:15, John has just arrived.'

coms.Past

Notice, however, that it is more natural to put ichi-ji juugo-lrun ni 'at one

fifteen' after the wa-marked subject (rather than before that) in (lOa), whereas in

(l0b) it has to be inserted before the ga-marked subject to get the neutral

interpretation.rT 1If inserted after the ga-marked subject, the ga-marked subject is

interpreted as being in focus.) As this sugge$ts (if the scopal relation is mirrored in

the syntax), (lOa) yields a reading such that as for Johq it is the case that he

tu 
The use of the present perfes-t in the English rranslation in (lOb) is ungrammatical in standard

English but accepable in some varieties of Englislr, including recent Australian Englisft as shown
by Engel & Riu 2000. I choose the present perfect rather than the simple past in translating (lob)
because the sentence has the 'hot news' reading. Note also that (l0b) is a case in whiih the
evaluation time f refers to a 'pseudo-present' rather than to the 'real' present moment or the
utterance time (see 2.2.3.1 below).

t? These positions of pornt adverbials with respect tn wa- andga-marked subjects will be discussed
in 4.3.5 below in relation to the negation effects which I have mentioned in 1.3.2 above.
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came/arrived at l:15, whereas (l0b) yields a reading such that at l:15 it was the case

that John has just come/arrived. That is, a point adverbial takes wide scope over a

ga-marked subject, but a wa-marked subject is outside its scope.

This scopal difference can be explained by such notions as event time

modification and reference time modification in Brugger's (1997b) terms. In (lOb)

abovg with a ga-marked subject and dependent on l, the point adverbial modifies l,

which is the evaluation time for the sentence in my terms but the reference time in

Brugger's terms. With a point adverbial modifying the evaluation (reference) time, we

get a reading such that at l: 15 it was the case that John has just come/arrived. On the

other hand, in (l0a) above, with a wa-nurked subject and dependent on r', the point

adverbial modifies the time of the situation described by the predicate, i.e., the event

time. In this casg the evaluation time /'is outside its scope. Therefore, we get a

reading such that as for John, it is the case that he came/arrived at l:15. Thus, the

scope of a point adverbial seems to differ, depending on whether the sentence is

dependent on I or l'.

Just as a point adverbial can occur not only in a sentence dependent on I but

also in a sentence dependent on t' (though without modifying t), a non-point

adverbial can occur not only in a clause dependent on I' but also in a clause

dependent on l. For example, kinoo'yesterday' can occur in sentences with either a

wa- or a ga-matked subject, as seen in (11) below. However, wtnle kinoo'yesterday'

modifies the evaluation time I'for (lla), it does not directly modify the evaluation

time I for (l lb), though I is under the scope of kinoo'yesterday'. Therefore, (l la) is
interpreted as asserting that the event of John's eating ice cream took place

yesterday, On the other hand, (l lb) is interpreted as describing or reporting an actual

situation in which John eats ice cream, that occurred at a certain time yesterday, in

retrospect, i.e., a "flashback".18

(l l)a. Kinoo John-waaisukuriimu-o tabe-ta.
yesterday ice cream-Acc eat-past
'John ate ice cream yesterday.'

rs The example (llb) is a case in which the evaluation time, refers to a'peeudo-present' (see
2.2.3.1below).
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b. Kinoo John-ga aizukuriimu-o tabe-ta.
yesterday ice sream-Acc eat-Past
'Iohn ate ice cream yesterday.'

Thug although t refers to a punctual temporal point and t'refers to a loosely

defined time, whether a sentence is dependent on t or t'does not restrict the type of

temporal adverbials. Both point and non-poirrt adverbials can occur in sentences

dependent either on I or t'. Crucially, however, the occurrsnce of a point or a non-

point adverbial does not affect the temporal interpretation of a sentence, in the sense

that a sentence dependent on I (i.e., a sentence with a ga-marked subject) is

necessarily interpreted as being bounded at a punctual spatiotemporal locatiorq

whereas a sentence dependent on /'(i.e., a sentence with a wa-rnarked subject) is

necessarily taken as spatiotemporally loose or unbounded.

2.1.3. Summary

To zum up this sectioq there are two types of waluation time, the utterance

time I and another time /', which are distinguished as the original and a new

waluation time respectively. A sentence with a ga-marked zubject is necessarily

dependent on l, while a sentence with a wa-marked zubject is necessarily dependent

on /'. An important difference between the two types of evaluation time is that while

the original evaluation time t refers to a punctual temporal point, a new evaluation

time l'refers to a more loosely defined time.

2.2.Two types of R

To further identify the properties of t and {, in this section, I compare them

with Reichenbach's (1947) three temporal primitives, S, E, and R.

2.2.1. Reichenbach's (1947) S, E, and R

Within the Reichenbachian frameworlg a tense is represented as a complex of
three temporal entities (or 'times'), temporally ordered with respect to one another

(whether one precedes, follows, or coincides with the other(s)). The first, denoted by

S, refers deictically to the utterance time and is, therefore, called "speech time". The
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second, E denotes the time of the event instantiated by the predicate of the clause and

is, therefore, cdled "event time". The third, R stands for "reference time" and serves

as a 'point of view' (particularly for perfect tenses). The basic English tenses, for

example, are given the following representations in (12), where a line between two

points signifies that the leftmost point is interpreted as temporally earlier than the

other and a conrma signifies that two points are contemporaneous (Hornstein

l99o).te

(12) present S&E presenr perfect E_SI
past E,R_S past perfect E_&_S

future S_R E future perfect S_E_R

(Ilornstein 1990: 15, based on Reichenbach 1947. 290)

The question is how the two tlpes of evaluation time, I and t', correspond to

these temporal primitives, S, E, and R. In the following, I define the properties of t

and t'in terms ofReichenbach's S, E, and R.

2.2.2. f and t'= R

FirstlS both r and t' correspond to R. That is, what I have been calling

evaluation time is essentially the same as what Reichenbach calls reference time (R).

Let me begin by reviewing the origin of R. Reichenbach introduces R, showing

that R is required to account satisfactorily for the semantics ofperfect tenses. For

examplg consider the sentence He hd left in (l3a) below. In interpreting the

sentence, we necessarily recognize the existence of a reference point, apart from the

time of speech (S), with respect to which the time of the event of John's teaving @)
is located. The time of the event (E) is interpreted as being prior to this time, which is

interpreted as being prior to the time of speech (S). That is, there is a time mediating

between S and E, which serves as "a point of view". Reichenbach calls this point-of-

view time R or reference time. With S, E and R, the temporal interpretation of (l3a)

t' There are actually 13 possible distinct combinations of S, E and R, of which 6 are represented in
(12).
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is represented as in (l3b) below. Thus, R was originally invented for the semantics of

perfect tenses, which necessarily involve the notion of "point ofvieu/'.

(l 3) John had left.

E-R-S
(Giorg and Pianesi l99l: 190, based on Reichenbach 1947 290)

However, Reichenbach considered R as a formal device which must be always

instantiated, even when it did not appear to be immediately connected to a semantic

interpretation, For example, the temporal interpretation of John will leave

(tomorrow) in (l4a) does not involve the notion of "point of vieu/'. The tense in this

sentence simply tells us that the time ofthe event of John's leaving is after the time of

utterance. Howeveq its representation still involves R, as seen in (l4b).
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a.

b.

(14) John will leave (tomorrow).

s_&E

(tomorrow)

(Giorg and Pianesi l99l: 190, based on Reichenbach 1947:290)

In such a case, R is simply stuck together with E.20 with a time adverbial, say

tomorrw, R is taken as the time specified by the time adverb, and the event of John's

leaving is interpreted to take place at that time. Therefore, R and E coincidg and S

precedes the bundle of R and E. @ven without an overt time adverbial, the temporal

interpretati on of John will leave is represented with R exactly like ( I ab) above.)

Thus, while R in (l3b) above has its own place and a clear function as a point

of view, R in (l4b) appears rather unessential. Crucially, however, those two R's

have a common function" that is, they both designate the time on which the truth of a

clause is dependent, i.e., the evaluation time at which the event being talked about is

to be verified. In (13) above, the truth of .Iohn had left is dependent on the time

^ Note that Reichenbach's (1947: 290) original representation for the simple future has R attached
to S (rather than to E), as shown in (i).

(i) s3_E

a_

b.
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indicated by & in the sense that the completion of the event of John"s leaving

described in the clause is to be verified at the time indicated by R (which is located

prior to the time of speech). In (la) above, the truth of he will leave is dependent on

a certain time in the future, which may be overtly specified by a time adverb such as

tomorraw. This future time, at which the event of John's leaving described in the

clause is to be verified, is also represented with R. This zuggests that Reichenbach's

R corresponds to the evaluation time in my terminology, which refgrs to a time on

which the truth of a clause is depandent in the sense that the event described in the

clause is to be verified at that time. If R is the evaluation timg then by distinguishing

two types of evaluation tirne, t and t', I am dividing R into two t1pes, one that

corresponds to t and the other that corresponds to l'.

2.2.3. R aligned with S and R distinct from S

Now, recall the original evaluation time / is the utterance time. That is, /

corresponds to S. On the other hand, a new evaluation time I'is another time distinct

from the utterance time. That ig I'is distinct from S. Since both t and t'correspond

to R" this means that R corresponding to I coincides with S (R: S), whereas R

corresponding to t'is distinct from S (R * S).

For a simple illustration, compare John is eating an qple now andJohn ate an

apple yesterday in (15) and (16) below. In (15), the evaluation time is the speech

time, at which the event of John"s eating an apple described in the sentence is to be

verified. Thereforg R and S coincide." In 1161, the evaluation time is a time distinct

from the speech time. The event of John's eating an apple dercribed in (16) is to be

verified at a certain time prior to the speech time, i.e., yesterday. Therefore, R and S

are distinct.

(Is)John is eating an apple now.

(16)John ate an apple yesterday.

R: S (t)

R* S (t)

tt As I have shown earlier, such a sefrence as (15) has two possible interpretations, i.e., the r and, t'
interpretations. Here, howwer, the example is used to ilustrate a typical case in which r is the
evaluation time, simply ignoring the alternative t'interpretation.
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R that coincides with S corresponds to the utterance time t serving as the

evaluation time, whereas R that is distinct from S corresponds to another time f'

serving as the evaluation time. Thus, the two types of evaluation time, I and t',

distinguish between two types of \, one that coincides with S (R: S) and the other

that is distinct from S (R + S).

2.2.3.1. S as the "now" point

Having said that whether R coincides with S or not is a criterion for

distinguishing the two types of evaluation time, / and {, let me elaborate on the

notion of S here. It has been pointed out (e.g., Hornstein 1990) that S, besides

refening deictically to the speech time, in some contexts can also refer to a certain

time specified by other sentences in the discourse or can connect the tense

representation of a zubordinate clause with that of the main one. I take the view that

S refers to a time recognized as the present in the discourse, which is q'pically the

utterance time, but in narrative types of contexts, other temporal moments can be

recognized as the present as an outcome of other sentences in the discourse

establishing a 'pseudo-present'. A typical example of 'pseudo-present' is observed in

the following narrative.

(17) It was 1812, just before the Battle of Borodino. The anticipation of the coming

struggle is palpable. Napoleon has just woken. He is getting ready to inspect the

troops and see that they are ready for the battle that will determine the fate of

Europe.

(Hornstein 1990: l1)

It has an effect of taking us back to a point in time and space, where the Battle of
Borodino is about to take place. As a result, this particular spatiotemporal point is

recognized as the "now" point, though it is clearly a past time relative to the time of
speectq i.e., a'pszudo-present'.

The notion of 'pseudo-present' in narratives can be extended to complex

sentences, in which the subordinate clause specifies a particular spatiotemporal

location as a reference point for the main clause. For example, in a sentence When
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Mary entered the room, Jolm had just woken, the zubordinate clause Wen Mary

entered the room designates the spatiotemporal location at which Mary entered as a

point of reference for the main clause John had just woken. The zubordinate clause

has an effest oftaking the interlocutors back to the particular spatiotemporal location

in the past. fu a result, it functions as the "nou/' point, or becomes a temporary

'pseudo-present'.

If we take S as refening to a time recognized as the present, the time at which

Mary entered the room is S. This S is clearly not the 'real' present, at which the

sentence is uttered, but a 'pseudo-present', which temporally anchors the main clause

John had just woken Notice that in the Reicherrbachian systerq such a time is

represented by \ which serves as a point of view and mediates between the 'real' S

and E (see (13) above) By taking S as referring to the "nou/' point, which may or

may not be the actual speech timq we result in redrrcing the function of
Reichenbach's R. Essentially, S as the 'how" point, which serves as a temporal

anchor, absorbs R as a point of view. With zuch an S, the temporal interpretation of
the main clause John had just wolcen is represented as in (l8b), where R ard S are

put together.

(18)a. (When Mary entered the roomr) John had just woken.

b. E RS
t-t.

(Mary's entering the room)

John's waking

The fast that the S in the representation (lSb) is distinct fiom the 'real' S,

which refers to the time of speectr, is to be captured in the relation between the main

and zubordinate clauses. As shown in the two level representation in (l9b) below, the

main clause s corresponds to the subordinate clause E, i.e., the time of Mary's
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entering the roonr, which is located prior to the 'real' S.zaB

(19)a. When Mary entered the roonr, John had just woken.

b. Mary's entering the room

I

& E _S < subordinate clause)

il
q -& S < main clause)

I

John's waking

A result of using S not only for the 'real' present moment (i.e., the speech time)

but also for a 'pseudo-present' is that all perfect tensos, whether present, past, or

future perfect, are represented identically as E_R,S (or equivalently E*S,R). This

presents a sharp contrast to the traditional Reichenbachian representations, which

clearly distinguish presen! past, and future perfect, as shown in (20).

5l

(20) Present perfect

Past perfect

Future perfect

E_S,R

E_R_S

SER (E_S_R s,E_R)

In the traditional representations, S and R stand for the 'real' present moment and the

point of view for the perfect interpretation respectively, and they are temporally

ordered with respect to each other. By contras! in the identical representation E_\S
for all perfect tenses, the relation between S and R or between the 'real' present

moment and the point of view is significantly depreciated (especially when the two

2 Note that I connect the subordinate clause E and the main clause S rather rhsn the tnro R's. This
ditrers from Reichenbach (1947:293) which maintains a principle that demands the permanence of
the reference point: "although the events rcfened to in the clauses may occupy difrerent time pointg
the reference point should be the same for all clauses". Since the E and S connected in my
representation coincide with R's, it seems practical$ no dif[erent even if I connect the two R's.
However, I rake the role of R quite differently and give it a somewhat secondary status in the tense
representations, as will be shown as we proceed. Therefore, it is more compatible with my view that
E and S rather than the two R's are connected

' The represenration &E-S given to the subordinate clause reprcsents the temporal interpretation of
the semence Mary entered the room. Cnrcially, howeirer, the sentence Mary entered the room and
the time adveftial clause lilhen Mary entered the roorn do not yield the same temporal
interpretation. This is taken up in 5.3.3.3 below.
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are distinct, as in past and future perfect). Essentially, the temporal relation between

S and R is eliminated from the core representation of perfect tenses. It is rather

represented as the relation between two S's, one for the 'real' present moment, i,e.,

the speech time, and the other for the 'pseudo-present' serving as a point of view for

the perfect interpretation, in two separate representations connected to each other.

In effect, the traditional representation for the past perfect, E_R_S, can be seen

as amalgamation of the two-level representation in (l9b) above. Similarly, the

traditional representations for the future perfect, S_E_& E_S_R and S,E_R, can be

seen as amalgamation of the rwoJevel representation in (21b) below.u

(21)a. When Mary enters a roorn" John will have just woken.

b. Mary's entering the room

I

S_ &E <subordinateclause)

tl

T-Ot 
<mainclause)

John's waking

Note that the three distinct representations, F._S_& S,E_& and S_E_\

assigned to the future perfect in Reichenbach's system have been criticized as "an

artefact of the notation rather than a significant fact about language" (Comrie 1985:

26). That is, there seems to be no language which has a distinct morphological

realization for each such representatiorq and yet Reichenbach's system is forced to

distinguish the tlree representations. As a solution to this problem, Comrie (1985)

and Hornstein (1990) propose splitting the three-place relation into two distinct

relations between S and R and between R and E and representing the future perfect

as (s-R) . (E-R) (where the symbol r denotes relational composition). By

introducing two distinct relations, a direct relationship between E and S is

underspecified. Now, notice that the twoJevel representation in (2lb) above

essentially achieves the same. That is, the subordinate clause S (i.e., the 'real' speech

time) and the main clause E do not have to be ordered.
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Another point to note is that the past perfect and the future perfect cannot

occur in isolation. That is, they necessarily occur with a subordinate clause or in a

context which specifies the 'now'point or a'pseudo-present' that serves as a point of

view required for the perfect interpretation. Since the temporal location of the 'now'

point (as a point of view) in relation to the 'real' present moment (or the actual

speech time) is only specified in such an adverbial context, it is appropriate to

represent it at another level subordinate to the main representation, as in (19b) and

(2lb) above.

Such a secondary status glven to the relation between the main clause S (for a

point of view) and the subordinate clause S (for the 'real' speech time) is also

justified by the fact that the relation bstween the two is often not granrmatically

expressed, for example, in Japanese, Chinese, Malay, and Vedic (see Kiparsky

1995a).

Thus, with the extended use of S as the'hou/'point, which may or may not be

the agtual speech time, it is possible that Reichenbach's representations for the past

perfect and the future perfect are reduced to a representation identical to that for the

present perfect, i.e., E_\S. By zuch reduction, we can capture the common essential

semantics of the present, past, and fufure perfect, while the differences are accounted

for by distinct collateral representations appropriately connected to the identical core

representation (as seen in (19) and (21) above).

Note, however, that the perfect tense representation under discussion applies to

the 'hot news' interpretation (e.g., John lus just meezed.) but not necessarily to

other interpretations of perfect such as the existential intelpretation (e.g., John has

been to the States several times.), the continuative interpretation (e.g., John has been

sick for a week.), and the resultative interpretation (e.g., John lns already gone.).

Therefore, the use of the term 'perfect' here is perhaps misleading. The target of my

analysis is not 'perfect'in general but rather the 'hot news' interpretation in particular.

The possible confusion here seems due to a matter oftaxonomy. In EnglistL a few (or

several) distinct semantic interpretations are classed together as 'perfect', because

they happen to take the same grammatical fornr, i.e., 'hove -r past participle (-ez)'. In

Japanese, however, there is no form corresponding to the English 'perfect'. That is,

the distinct semantic interpretations conveyed by the 'perfect' form in English do not
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share a grammatical form in Japanese. For example, there are expressions such as -ta-
lnto-ga-aru (-Past-fact-Nom-exist), -tei-ru (-prog-pres), -tesimat-ta (-complete-

Past), irmong others, to yield the existential, the continuative, and the resultative

interpretation of the Engtish 'perfect' respectively. Without much, if anything, in
commorL there seems no need to account for those distinct semantic interpretations

uniformly in analyzing Japanese (and some other languages such as Chinese). Rather,

Japanese has a common grammatical form -ta to yield the simple past and the hot
news'interpretations (which I claim to be correlated with wa-marked and ga-marked

subjects respectively). Thus, 'perfect' is a useful classification in describing English

but not Japanese. The foeus of my discussion and analysis is the 'hot news'

interpretation, which happens to be expressed by the 'perfect' in English and by the

'past'in Japanese.

It is crucial to my analysis that the representation for perfect tenses necessarily

has an R that coincides with S, because the 'hot news' interpretation of perfect

correlates with ga-marking of subjects in Japanese, which I am claiming to correlate

with an R that coincides with S, corresponding to the original evaluation time /.
Observe nQ2) below that when the subject is marked with -wa, the main clause

receives the simple past interpretation, with the subordinate clause taken as modifying
the time of situation (22a). When the subject is marked with -ga, on the other hand,

the main clause receives the 'hot news' (past perfect) interpretation, with the
subordinate clause taken as speciSing the'hof' point which serves as a point of
view (22b).25'26'27

(22)a. John-wa lMary-ga heya-ni hait-ta toki] oki_ta.
room-to enter-Past when wake-past

'John woke when Mary entered the room.'

u lnlzza'1,the r+a-marked subject is taken as being outside the scope of the time adverbial corveyed
by the subordinate clause, and therefore it is more natural to put the time adverbial after the subject(rather than before the zubjecl). I\ (22b),on the other hand, the time adverbiat akes wide scope over
thega-marked subjecl, and therefore it appears before the zubject.

z6 Note that the subordinate subject is marked with ga, which suggests that the subordinate clause
should not leld the R=E interpretation. I will take this up in 5.3.i3 below.

tt ln both (22a) and(22b), there may or may not be a causal relation betrreen the event of Mary,s
entering the room described in the subordinate clause and that of John's waking described in the
main clause.
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b. [Mary-ga heya-ni hait-ta toki] John-ga oki-ta.
room-to enter-Past when wake-Past

'When Mary entered the room, John had just woken.'

Note however that it is not natural for the 'hot news'reading to occur in zuch a

content with a subordinate clause. In my view, the very nafure of 'hot news' is not

congenial with zubordinate modification. The trot news' reading obtains more

naturally if the subordinate and main clauses are pr€sented as two independent

sentences occufiing successively as in a narrative context. It is also probably due to

the nature of 'hot news' that I cannot think of an example of the futrne perfect in

Japanese which erhibits ga-marking of the subject. For examplq I cannot readily

translate the English sentence (zlb) above into Japanese. This leads us to question

whether the interpretation of the future perfect in (21b) is to be recognized as the hot

news' or rather the resuhative.

Returning to the essential distinction between R that coincides with S and R

that is distinct from S, the former (i.e., R: S) signifies that the described situation is

located at the'hof'point, whereas the latter (i.e., R * S) sigrrifies that the described

situation is somewhal remote from the "nov/' point. Furthermore, with some

modifications to Reichenbach's system, I maintain that R coinciding with S functions

as a reference point from which t}re event is viewed and in relation to which the time

ofthe event @) is located, whereas R distinct from S lacks the ftrnction of a "point of
vieu/' for the semantic interpretation.

2.2.4. R distinct from f, and R aligned with E

Having distinguished the two types of R corresponding to the two types of
evaluation time, I and t', in terms of their relations to S, i.e., R: S and R * S, let us

now examine them in terms of their relations to E. Typically, R : S is found in the

representations for perfect tenses, as in (23a) below" whereas R ;r S is found in the

representations for simple (i.e., non-perfect) tenses, as in (23b), In (23a), the R that

coincides with S functions as a reference point in relation to which the time of the

event (E) is located, and E is located prior to that. In (23b), on the other hand, the R

that is distinct from S coincides with E.
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Q3)a. E _F! S e.g., John-ga ki-ta,
John come-Past
'fohn has just come/arrived.'

e.g., John-wa ki-ta.
John come-Past
'John caflie.'

b. R,E_S

Bertinetto (1986) distinguishes R that follows E in the perfect tenses from R

that is interpreted as simultaneous with E. He narows down the use of the term 'R'

only to refer to the former kind of R and introduces 'L' ('event localizing function')

to refer to the latter kind of R. While 'R' fixes the internal re,ference which is

intrinsically (intensionally) required for semantic interpretatioq 'L' chronologically

specifies the location of E extrinsically (exensionally) as it is not futrinsically

required.

Thus, wheth€r R coincides with E or not seems no less important a criterion for

distinguishing the two types of R than whether R coincides with S or not. While R *
E functions as a "point of vied'and is responsible for the p€rfect interpretatiorL R =

E lacks the function of a "point of vieW' and gives rise to the interpretations of

simple (i.e., norrperfect) tenses. (In my analysis, R * E gives rise to the progressive

and the proximate future interpretations as well as the perfect interpretation, as it will

be shown as we proceed.)

Crucially, in my view, the distinction between R = S and R + S and that

between R: E and R + E are essentially interrelated. R: S necessarily corresponds

to an R;e E, as is the case in (23a) above, whereas R;c S necessarily corresponds to

R : E, as is the case in (23b) above. That is, the two types of evaluation time, I and

l', correspond toR: S and R* S, and also to R * E andR:E respectively.

(24)a. t: R: S

*E

b. t': R*S
*E
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2.2,5. Modifications to Reichenbrch's tense representations

According to my analysis above, R is either aligned with S but not with E, or

aligned with E but not with S. However, this is not necessarily the case with

Reichenbach's tense representations.

Firstly, in Reichenbach's representations for the past perfect (E_R_S) and the

future perfect (S_E_& E_S_R or S,E_R), R is not aligned with S or E. As discussed

in2.2.3.1. above, I argue that these representations could be and should be reduced

to a representation identical to that for the present perfect, i.e., E_R,S, for both

empirical and theoretical reasons. In the identical representation E_R,S for all perfect

tenses, S signifies the "now" point, which may or may not be the actual speech time.

The diferences among the present, pd$, and future perfect are to be accounted for

by the subordinate representations, whose E is connected with the S in the main

representation, as seen in (19) and (21) above. The temporal location of the S as the

'how" point in the main representation is thus specified by the relation to the S as the

actual speech time in the zubordinate representation. This way, all perfect tenses have

R that coincides with S but not with E.

Secondly, Reichenbach's representation for the present tense, S,R'E, has R that

coincides with both S and E. My analysis of two types of R leads us to divide this

representation for the present tense into two distinct representations, as shown in

(25) below. I take it that (25a) has R'aligned witl' s, whereas (25b) has R'aligned

with'E.

(zs)a. (R, S), E

b. s, (R, E)

Notice that although Reichenbach used the notation ',' to represent a temporal

relation of overlap or simultaneity, I have been in fact tvristing its meaning when

using it to connect R with E or S. I maintain Reichenbach's original meaning of ',',

i.e., a temporal relation of overlap or simultaneity, only for that used outside the

parentheses in the present tense representations in Q5'1above. (See Appendix to this

chapter for the discussion of the relation of overlap or simultaneity in the present

tense.) I do not take the other uses of ',', including those inside the parentheses in
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(25), as representing a temporal relation. This essentially means that ',' used to

connect R with E or S does not represent a temporal relation.

Notice that S and E are'real'times in the sense that they designate the time of a

particular event, i.e., the event of speech and the event described in the clause

respectively. R is different. It is not a time in itself In effect, it assigns a function to a

time. In the representation (\ X), where X is S or E, R is a firnction of X. In other

words, X functions as R. I defer discussing what the function of R is to the following

section 2.3. In order to re,present a functional relation between R and X more

appropriately, I further modify the representations in (25), using X(R) in place of (R ,

X), as shown in (26).

Q6)a. S(R), E

b. s, E(R)

Following this, I replace 'R,S's and '\E's in other representations, besides the

present tense, with 'S(R)' and 'E(R)' as they do not repres€nt a temporal relation but

rather a functional relation. For example, tlre simple past representation 'E,R _ S' is

replaced by 'E(R) _ S', and the present perfect representation 'E_ S, R' is replaced

by'E _ S(R)'.

Returning to Q6) above, the trvo distinct representations for the present tense

divide the semantic interpretation of the present tense into two. With S(R), which

signifies that the speech time functions as the reference time, the described situation is

verified at the time of speech. Therefore, 'S(R), E' represents a dynamic present

interpretation that at the moment of speech, the described situation is actively

occurring and progressing. On the other hand, with E(R), which signifies that the

event time functions as the rsference time, the described situation is verified at the

time of situation. Therefore, 'S, E(R)' represents a static present interpretation that

There is a situation that temporally ovedaps with the utterance of the senteflce and

continues throughout in space and time beyond the speech time. (The distinct

interpretations due to S(R) and E@) will be elucidated when I develop the role of R

in2.3 below.)
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The difference between the 's, E(R)' and 's(R), E' interpretations can be

illustrated by the examples in (a) above. Recall that although both (aa) and (ab)

express a present ongoing situation of John's writing a book, they crucially differ in

that (4a) does not necessarily mean that the described situation is actually taking

place at the exact moment of speech, whereas (4b) strictly conveys that the described

situation is actually occurring and progressing at the present moment. In other words,

(4a) describes a static present situation that continues throughout in space and time,

whereas (4b) describes a dynamic present situation that is actively progressing. To

differentiate these two interpretations, I use the term 'present' to refer to the static

interpretation of a present situation which is connected throughout in space and timg

and the term 'progressive' to refer to the dynamic interpretation as of a present

situation which is advancing cumulatively or step-by-step. In these terms, .S, E(R)"

represerts the present, whereas 's(R), E' represants the progressive.2t

Another point to note with respect to my representations in (26) above is that S

appears necessarily on the left hand side of a relation, whereas E appears necessarily

on the right hand side, whether they are on their own or together with R This is

because I fix the positions of 'times' so that what is on the left hand side of a relation

is always the reference point with respect to which what is on the right hand side is

temporally located. That is, it is necessarily the case that S functions as a "point of

28 Thi. distinction between the present and progressive interpretations applies to Kuroda,s famous
examples in (i) below, which are used to illustrate categorical and thetic judgements.

(i) a Nelso-wa asoko-de nemril-tei-ru.
cat the{e-at sleephog-pres
'The cat is sleeping over ttrere. 

, <categorical judgemern >

b. Nd<oge asokode nemut-tei-ru.
€t there-at sleepPriog-pres
'The/A cd is sleeping over there.' <thetic judgement >

The seitence (ia) conveys that the cat is and has been sleeping over there continuously, whereas (ie
describes a situation progressing at the present moment in which a/the cat is sleeping over there.

Thus, the difference benreen (ia) and (ib) is expressed in terms of whether R is aligned with
E (i.e', S, E(R) or with S (i.e., S(R), E) in my analysig while it is also captued by the distinction
between categorical and thetic judgements.
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vieu/'from which an event is viewed and with respect to which the time of the event,

E, is located.D

This leads to another modification of Reichenbach's representations. In

Reichenbach's representations, the temporal ordering of 'before/after' is represented

by the notation'_', which signifies what is on its left is ternporally earlier than what is

on its right. Therefore, the past tense and t}e future tens€, for example, are

distinguished by swapping the positions of what appears on the left and the right of

'_', s shown in(27) below. However, in both the past and the future tens€s, S serves

as a reference point with respect to which the bundle of E and R is ternporally

located. In order to fix the positions of 'times' so that what is on the left hand side is

always the reference point with respect to which what is on the right hand side is

temporally located, I introduce the notations '<' and '>' for the relations 'before' and

'aftor' respectively. As a result, both the past and the future tenses have S on the left

hand side and the bundle of E and R on the right hand side, as shown in (28) below.

It is important that S functions ag a reference point in the modified r€presentations.

That is, it is not R that functions as a reference point. This casts a serious question as

to the statu$ of R, which originally stands for the reference time. I shall develop the

role ofR from a different perspective in Section 2.3 below.

While I put aside the issue of what R really is for the moment, I have argued

above that R is not a time but rather a function. I have proposed that in order to

clearly represent a functional relation distinct from a temporal relation" a

representation such as 'E,R' should be replaced by 'E(R)'. With this, the

representations in (28) are further modified into (29).

(27) past

(28) past

60

E,R-S

S>E3

future S_&E

future S <R E

a This is important especially when it comes to tbe syntactic nepresentation of tense. As will be
discussed in 4.1.1 below, Zagona (1990) and Stowell (1994a,b) take the view that tense is a relation
betrveen two times, one of which is given and serves as a reference point, wilh respect to which the
other is located" They syntactically express this in the phrase struchrre of tense, in which the time
ssring as a re,ference point appears in the external argument position of Tense, whereas the other
time appears in the internal argument position, and Tense temporally locates its internal argument
in relation to its external argument.
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Qg) past s > E(R) tuture S < E(R)

After all these modifications, we now have three temporal relations, ','

(simultaneou$), '>' (after), and '<' Oefore), to connect either S(R) and E, or S and

E(R). Consequently, we have the following six possible tense representations:

6t

(30) s(R), E

s(R) > E

s(R) <E

(31) a. Present perfect

s(R) > E
tl

s, E(R)

b. Past perfect

s(R) > E
il

s >E(R)

c. Future perfect

s(R) > E
ll

s <E(R)

s, E(R)

s > E(R)

s < E(R)

Note that these could be used compositiondly so that the present, past, and

future perfects are distinguished as in (31).

2.2.6. Two types of R and wa/ga-stbjects

Since the two types of R, R: S (0. E) and R: E (* S), correspond to the two

types of evaluation time, f and t', they are also correlated with ga- and wa-markings

of subjects in fapanese. Among the six tens€ representations in (31) abovg those

three with S(R) (corresponding to l) are expected to obtain with ga-marked subjects

and the other three with E(R) (corresponding to t) are expected to obtain with wa-

marked subjects. This is indeed borne out by the two distinct interpretations given to

thewa/ga-minimal pairs of sentences in 2.I above.

In (4) abovg which is repeated in (32) below, the sentence with a rya-marked

zubject yields the present interpretatiorq which is represerrted by 's, E(R)', and the

sentence with a ga-marked subject yields the progressive interpretation" which is

represented by'S@), E'.
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(32'1a. S, E(R) (present)

John-wahon-o kai-tei-ru.
book-Acc write-Prog-Pres

'John is writing a book.' (e.g., these days)

b. S(R), E (progressive)
John-ga hon-o kai-tei-ru.

book-Acc write-Prog-Pres
'John is writing a book.' (right now)

In (2) above, which is repeated in (33) below, the sentence with awa-marked,

subject yields the simple past reading, which is represented by 'S > E(R)', and the

sentence with a ga-marked subject yields the 'hot news' perfect reading, which is

represented by 'S@) > E'.

(33)a. S > E(R)(past)
John-waki-ta.
John come-Past
'John came.'

b. S(R) > E ('hot news'perfect)
John-ga ki-ta.
John come-Past
'John has just arrived.'

In (3) above, which is repeated in (3a) below, the sentence with a wa-marked

subject yields the future reading which is represented by'S < E(R)', and the sentence

with a ga-marked subject yields the 'on the verge' (proximate future) reading, which

is represented by 'S(R) < E'.30

(34)a. S < E(Rxtuture)
John-weku-ru.

come-Pres
'John will come.'

* It is also possible that (34a) receives a habitual reading i.e., John oomes (repeatedly) In order to
be able to account for this interpretation, i.e., 'S, E@)', we probably need to assume that the efFx -
ru crrt convey a relation ','as well. It is also arguable that the interpretation of(3ab) is represented
by ' S(R), E'. See Appendix to this chaper (Section 3).
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b. S(R) < E (proximate tuture)
John-ga ftu-ru.

come-Pres
'John is coming. (Here oomes John.)'

Thus, the temporal relation between S(R) and E is expressed in sentences with

ga-marked zubjects, while the temporal relation berween S ard E@) is expressed in

sentences with lla-marked subjects.

Noq take notice of the affixes attached to the verbs. In (32), (33) and (3a)

abovg we have -teiru, -ta, md, -ru respestively. On the basis of these observations,

\^te c:m reasonably assume that in Japanese the temporal relation ',' (sinnrltaneous) is

conveyed by -teiru,'>' (after) is conveyed by -ta and '<' Oefore) is conveyed by -

ru.3' Therl -teint conveying the relation ',' dves rise to the dynamic progressive

interpretation when it occurs with a ga-marked subject and the relation ',' fu taken as

connecting S(R) and E, and to the static present interpretation when it occurs with a

wa-marked zubject and ',' is taken as connecting S and E(R).tut The affix -ta

conveying the relation '>' yields the 'hot news' perfect interpretation when it occurs

with a ga-marked subject and the relation ')' is taken as connecting S@) and E, and

the simple past interpretation when it occurs with a va-marked zubject and ')' is

taken as connecting S and E@). The affix -nr conveying the relation '<' yields the

'on the verge' (proximate future) interpretation when it occurs with a ga-marked

subject and the relation '<' is taken as connecting S(R) and E, and the future

interpretation when it occurs with a wa'marked zubject and '<" is taken as connecting

S and E(R).

3r such an assumpion that -la, -ru, and, -teiru crtrvey temporal relations, '>' (after), '<' (before),
and ',' (simultaneous) is not trivial. Although in this chapter I work with this assumsirm, in
Chafler 3, especially in 3.1, I show that these affixes can also be consi&red to d€note aspectual
meanings such as 'completed', 'pnospectirre' and 'ongoing'.

3t 
See fmtnote 9 above. Strictly speaking it is the -tei prt of +eiru that should be regarded as

corweying the relation o,', as -teila also conveys ','. (The difference between -teiru and-teita is
whether the relation',' revolves around the present moment or a particular moment in the past.)

33 In addition to these ongoing process interpretations, -teiru can also yield the result state
interpretation and the experiential interpretation, which will be discussed in 3.4.1 below.
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(35) Verbal affixes, subject markers, and temporal relations

wa ga

-teiru

64

-ta

s, E(R)
(present)

s > E(R)
(past)

s < E(R)
(tuture)

s(R), E
(progressive)

SE)>E
('hot news' perfect)

s(R) < E
(proximate future)

-ru

2.2.7. Conclusion

To zum up this sectior\ I have shown that the two types of evaluation time, /

and {, are both comparable to Reichenbach's reference time R and distinguish two

types of it. The original evaluation time f corresponds to R which coincides with S (R

: S) and is distinct from E (R * E). On the other hand, a new evaluation time I'
corresponds to R which is distinct from S (R * S) and coincides with E (R: E). As

the two types of evaluation time, / and r', correlate with ga- and wa-markings of

subjects, the two types of & R : S/* E and R * S/: E, correlate with ga- and wa-

markings of subjects in Japanese. Due to the two types of evaluation time or the two

types of R" wa/ga-minimal pairs of sentences (with the same tense/aspect markers)

receive distinct temporal and aspectual interpretation.

At a more theoretical level, defining the properties of t and /', originated from

the Priorean analysis of tense as a sentential operator (see (l) above), in terms of
Reichenbachian S, E, and R5 the analysis shows an intersection between the two

distinct approaches to tense. Essentially, S in the Reichenbachian model corresponds

to I in the Priorean model at which the utterance is evaluated, and E in the

Reichenbachian model corresponds to t'in the Priorean model at which the event

being spoken of is verified. While Priorean tense logic gives a clear account of
Reichenbach's S and E (Blackbum 1994: 88), it totally obscures Reichenbach's R. I
took an approach that Reichenbach's R is comparable to both t and t'in the Priorean

model. As a result, Reichenbach's R is divided into two types, one that corresponds

to /, i.e., R: S, and the other that corresponds to t', i.e., R: E.

My analysis also casts a question as to the status of R in the tense

representations. Although R originally stands for the reference time, in my analysis it
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is S (ratho than R) that necessarily functions as a reference point, with respect to

which E is temporally located. In the following sectioq I shall develop the role of R

from a differertt perspective.

2.3. R ac viewpoint a$pect

2.3.1. The SE relation and R

It has beerr rather noticeable that in our new tense representations in (40)

above, R., which is necessarily attached to either S or E, no longer has its own place

as a 'time' that stands in a certain relation to other times. Esseirtially, each

representation has just two 'times', S and E, which are connested by a certain

topological relation. R attached to S or E designates a fuirction of S or E, depading

on which a given S-E relation yields distinct interpretations.

To clearly represefi this, we can remove R from the core tense representation

to an additional level. That is, at the core of our tense representations, we have a

simple temporal relation betwee,n S and E, to which R is attached at another level,

aligning with either s or E. using a variable o for the relations ')', '(', and ',', the

representations in (35) above are reducd to the fotlowing two representations.s

(36) a. SoE
ll
R

OE

The representations (36a) and (36b) stand for the wa-column and the ga-column in

(35) above respectively. Notice that at the level of S-E relation, there is no difference

between (36a) and (36b), i.e., between the ras-column and the ga-column in (35)

above. The only difference between thern is the alignment ofR, which is either with E

'o Jurt to remind readers, the R atigned with E in (36a) corresponds to a new wahution time t,,
whereas the R aligned with S in (36b) corresponds to the original evaluation time r. An R aligned
with S signifies that the truth of a clause is dependent on the present moment. With srch an R, the
described situation is taken as an immediate present situation. On the other hand, an R distinct ftom
S signifies that the truth of a clause is dependent on another time distincl ftrom the present moment.
In this case, the described situation is seen as somewhat remote from the present moment.
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or with S. This makes it clearer that an identical S-E relation yields distinct temporal

and aspectual interpretations depending on whether R is aligned with E or S.

2.3.2. R as viewpoint aspect

I propose that R aligred with either S or E functions as a vieuryoint aspect.

Smith (1991: 9l) draws an analogy that a viewpoint is like the lens of a camera,

which focuses a scene to make it visible to the receiver. A viewpoint focuses the

situation talked about in a sertence. It focuses all or part of a situation. Information

in focus has the status of 'visibility'. Only visible information is asserted.

This is exactly what R does. Depending on whether it is aligned with S or E, R

focuses all or part of the situation talked about in a sentence. An R aligned with S

designates the time of speech Geferred to by S) as the time of reference. More

precisely, it designates a temporal point recognized as the'hod'point in the speech

context as a reference point. A situation is viewed and described precisely from the

perspective of this punctual temporal point, which is referred to by S and designated

by R as a reference point. Assume that a situation is an entity which exists over time.

Theq a situation perceived at a punctual temporal point is only a partial manifestation

of a situation as a whole. Thus, an R aligned with S functions as a viewpoint which

focuses 'part' of a situation manifested at a precise temporal point.

On the other hand, an R aligned with E designates the time of the situation

(refened to by E) as the time of reference. That the situation time seryes as the

reference time means that the described situation is to be verified at the time of the

situation. That is, the whole situation is put in focus (without being decomposed into

parts). Thus, an R aligned with E functions as a viewpoint which focuses 'all' of a

situation as a single whole.

To conceptualize the distinction between a punctual manifestation of a situation

(which I claim R: S focuses) and a situation as a single whole (which I claim R: E

focuses), it may be helpful to refer to JackendofPs (1996) decomposition of a

situation. Jackendoffcompares situations to objects such as a cylindrical tube and an

H-bearq which are analyzed as being created by moving a cross-section along an

axis. The drawings in (37) below illustrate that a representative slice of a tube is an
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annulus; of an H-beam, an H shape, afld that this cross-section is projected onto a

linear (one-dimensional) axis to form the shape of the object as a whole.

(37) a. Tube

= @r,r--

b. H-beam

H ''--n

(Jackendoff1996: 319)

Analogically, Jackendoffdecomposes a situation into a:<is plus cross-section so that if
we take a slice of a situation at any point of the axig we get a representative cross-

section of the situation.

In these terms, an R aligned with S points to a single point on the time axis and

cuts out a cross-section of a situation intersecting at that point. Thus, R = S focuses a

cross-section of a situation or part of a sifuation manifested at a precise ternporal

point- On the other hand, an R aligned with E spans the whole length ofthe time axis

and therefore leaves the situation undecomposed. Thus, R : E focuses all of a

situation without decomposing it.

I call a viewpoint signified by R: S which focuses part of a situation View*t
and a viewpoint signified by R: E which focuses all of a situation vieqn.

(38)a- R = s focuses part of a situation (a cross-section) - view*r
b. R: E focuses all of a situation (undecomposed) _ Viewar

As every clause has an evaluation time, t or r,, every clause has a viewpoint,
view*, or view"6 with view* corresponding to /, and vew"u corr€sponding to r,.
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2.3.3. View,u vs. Viewp.n end perfective vs. imperfective

ln order to elucidate the status of the viewpoint aspects, Viewal and Viewn",t, I

compare them with the so-called perfective and imperfective aspects.

Firstly, View.n and Viewot appear similar to perfective and imperfective in that

they are both characterized by the distinction between all and part in the domain of

situations (cf. Forsyth 1970, Comrie 1976, Smith 1991, Filip 1993). For example,

Comrie (1976) states:

'perfectivity indicates the view of a situation as a single whole, without

distinction of the various separate phases that make up that situatioq while the

imperfective pays essential attention to the internal structure of the situation'

(p 16)

In other words,

'the perfective looks at the situation from outsidg without necessarily

distinguishing any of the internal structure of the situation" whereas the

imperfective looks at the situation from inside, and as zuch is crucially

concerned with the internal structure ofthe situation' (p 4)

The perfective-imperfective distinction defined as above fits well with the distinction

between Viewar and Viewor.

However, there are other characterizations of perfective and imperfective. For

example, Smith (199t) distinguishes the perfective and imperfective viewpoints in

terms of whether they include the initial and final endpoints of a situation. Perfective

viewpoints which present a situation as a unit are characterized as including both

initial and final endpoints of a situatior\ as illustrated in (39a) below. (TheV are closed

informationally.) Imperfective viewpointg on the other hand, are characterized as

focusing on intervals that are neither initial nor final and thus excluding endpoints, as
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illustrated in (39b) below. (They are open to additional information and inference.)3s

(39) a. Perfective I..................F

t/II|ilIt/ilil/ilIIIII/

b. lmperfective I..................F

ilililt
(I and F represent the initid and final endpoints of a situation, and

the slashes indicate the possible span ofthe viewpoints.)

Smith's characterization of viewpoint aspects in terms of exclusion/inclusion of

endpoints seems appropriate, for example, for the imperfective and perfective in

English, which are illustrated in (a0) and (al) below. The situation presented by the

progressive is compatible with assertions that the situation is incomplete (40a), or

continues (40b). This shows that the viewpoint expressed by the progressive in

EngltstU i.e., the imperfective, presents an open situation, excluding the endpoints. By

oontrast, the situation presented by the perfective in (al) is incompatible with such

assertions, as indicated by the hashes. The impossibility of the conjunctions shows

that the perfective presents a closed situation, including the endpoints.

(40) Mary was walking to school (but she didn't actually get there).

Mary was walking to school (and she is still walking).

35 In addition, in accounting for aspectually vague senten@s, which allow both open and closed
readings, Smith (1991) counts the neutral viewpoint as another viewpoint category which arises by
default. Its span includes the initial endpoint and at least one internal stage ofa situation.

The Chinese example in (i) below is used to illustrate aspectually vague sentences (Smith l99f :

r23).

(i) Zhangsan dao jia de shihorq Mali xie gongzuo baogao.
Zhangsan arrive home DE time Mali writework report
a When Zhangsan anived at home, Mali wrote the work report-
b. When Zhangsan arrived at home, Mali was writing the work report.

(smith l99l: 123)

Note, howwer, that the interpretations (ia) and (ib) above can be rendered unambiguous if aspectual
markers ar€ included as in (iia) and (iib) respectively (p.c. with Danyu Li).

(iD a. Zhangsan dao jia de shihou, Mali xie wan le gongzuo baogao.
b. Zhanesan daojia de shihou, Mali zai xie gongzuo baogao.
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(41) a. #Mary walked to school ftut she didn't actually get there).

b. #Mary walked to school (and she is still walking).

(Smith l99l: l0l)

Notice here that in English (and in fact many other languages) the imperfective

is generally equated to the progressive. This marks an important difference betweem

the imperfective and Viewor that I am proposing. I conceive of Viewp as a

viewpoint which simply focuses 'part' of a situation, that is, essentially any 'part' of a

situation. Therefore, the progressive is only one of the possible presentations of

View*'. Observe that the situations described in (a2) below are all taken as partial

temporal manifestations perceived from a precise temporal point, I.e., they are all

View-1 presentations. (Actually, I take it that the ga-marking of the zubjects sigprls

Viewot (see 2.4.4. below).) However, the parts of a situation in focus are all

different; in (42a) the final part, in (a2b) the initial part, and n $2c) an internal part

of a sitr,ration. What part of a situation is in focus depends on the tense,/aspect marker

attached to the verb, -la, -ru or -teiru (and also the aspectual class of the verb, which

will be discussed in Chapter 3).

(42) a. John-ga en-o kai-ta. I..................F
/tlcircle-Acc draw-Past

'John has just drawn a circle.'

b. fohn-ga en-o kak-u. I... ...
circle-Acc draw-Pres lll

'John is about to draw a circle/John is drawing a circle.'

c. John-ga en-o kai-tei-nr. r... ... ... ... . .. ...F
/tlcircle-Acc draw-Prog-Pres

'John is drawing a circle.'

Since Viewot I am proposing can focus not only an internal part of a sifuation

which excludes endpoints, but also the initial and final part of a situation which

includes an endpoint, it is not appropriate to characterize View*t by exclusion of
endpoints.

Turning to View4, it also appears different from the perfective characterized by

inclusion of endpoints. Being characterized as including both initiat and final

F
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endpoints, perfective is said to be (canonically) incompatible with situations which

have no endpoints, i.e., states. Smith (1991) shows that the perfective is not available

to statives in Russiarq Chinese, and Navajo, for example.36 By contrast, View"u that I

conceive of is more than compatible with states. In fact, many states are necessarily

presented by Viewal, as will be shown and discussed in detail in 3.3. below. Roughly,

this is due to the stative nature of states that forces the situation to be taken as a

single whole. ln other words, states are often unable to be decomposed into

successive stages or'parts' because of their very nafure.

Observe, for example, that a state of John's being handsome is necessarily

presented by Viewil, which I assume to be signaled by wa-marking of the zubject in

Japanese. (Ia2.3.4. below, I argue that Viewal and Viewr6 are respectively sipnaled

by ra-marking and ga-marking of subjects in Japanese.) As shown in (a3) below, the

subject of a state of being handsome is most naturally marked by -wa, and if marked

by -ga, it can only yield a focus reading, as indicated by the hash. On the assumption

that wa-marking and ga-marking of subjects in Japanese signal View"l and View*t

respectively, I take the unavailabihty of neutral ga-marking of the strbject in (a3b) as

suggesting the unavailability of View*t to the described situation of John's being

handsome. In other words, because View*1 is incompatible with the described

situatiorq the ga-marking of the subject in (43b) cannot be taken as signalling

View*r. It is instead taken as indicating that the subject is in fiocus. Crucially, the

situation of John's being handsome is necessarily taken as a single whole (even in the

focus reading).37 That is, if the sihration holds at all, its entire schema holds.38

tr Smith also obeerves that the perfective applies 'nonqnonically' to the stiltive situation type in
Frenclq as seen in (i) below, and that the perfective may depart from the 'canonical' structure by
presenring open stative situations, as seen in the English examples in (ii).

(r) Marie a vdcu A Paris.
'lVIarie lived in Paris.'

(iD a. Jennifer knew Turkish.
b. ...htt she has forgotten it all (closed)
c. ...and she still knows it (open)

(Smith l99l: 109)

(Smith 1991: 109-ll0)

3t Note that the focus reading of a ga-marked subject corresponds to the (nzutral) thematic reading
of a wa-marked subject in that it gives rise to the View"n interpretation. (d. fmtnote 22 in Chager 4
below)
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(43) a. John-wa hansamu da.

handsome Cop
'John is handsome.'

b. #John-ga hansamu da.

handsome Cop
'It is John who is handsome.'

Thus, while perfective characterized by inclusion of endpoints is canonically

incompatible with states, View"t is a most natural viewpoint for states. Assuming that

states have no endpoints, it is not appropriate to characterize View"x, which most

naturally occurs with states, by inclusion of endpoints.3o Rather, View"l is simply

characterized by presentation of 'all' of a situation, just as View*r is charact€rized by

presentation of 'part' of a situation.

In addition, there seems a difference in the size of 'part' presanted by the

imperfective and by Viewp.r. Smith perceives 'part' of a situation presented by

imperfective as an interval or stages of a situation. The use of zuch terms as an

s Howwer, there are also 'states'which allow (neutral) ga-marking of the suQiects. For example, a
state of John's being sick can take either a wa-marked subject or aga-marked subject, as shown in
(i) below. See the discussion in 3.3 below.

(r) a. John-wa byoki da.

sick Cop
'John is sick 1: John has been sick.)'

b. Johnga loyoki da.
sick Corp

'John is sick (at this very moment).'

tn However, for a situation to be presented as a single whole, it mustbe conceived of as an individual
entity which has boundaries (d. Filip 1993: 16). That is, even a state must have en@ints
somewhere, if it is presented by View"n. I assume that a state has endpoints somewhere but that the
endpoinrs are not clearty marked in the temporal schema of a state so that we cannot refer to them
spocffically. Just having endpoints somewhere is enough for a state to be taken as a unit and
presentedby View"1.
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intenral or stages zuggests that 'part' presented by imperfective is durative.4 By

contrast, I conceive of 'part' of a situation presented by View*1 as a cross-section of

a situation intersecting at a punctual point on the time aris, borrowing Jackendoffs

(1996) terms. Corresponding to a cross-section of a situatioq 'part' presented by

View*t is not perceived as durative but as punctual. It is important that View*1

necessarily presents a situation 'right now', irrespective of whether the situation

actually continues 'for five mimltes' or'from 5 pm to 6 pm'.nt

Thus, on the one hand, View"n and Viewot are similar to perfective and

imperfective in that they are both charasterlzd by the distinction between all and part

in the domain of situations. On the other hand, View"x behaves differently from

perfective, and View*r from imperfective. Unlike perfective and imperfectivq Viewal

and View*t are not appropriately characterized in terms of the inclusion and

exclusion of endpoint(s). In addition, 'part' presented by imperfective and that

presented by View*t are perceived differently as durative and punctual respectively.

There are two logical possibilities in considering the status of Viewar and View*1

One is to take View.11 and View*t as comparable to perfective and imperfective, as

zuggested by their similarities. In the view that the former op€rate in Japanese, and

the later in English and many other languages, the difference between them are

considered as cross-linguistic variations. The other possibility is to take View,1 and

40 The duration of 'part' mggested by th€ use of srch terms as an interval or stages is suported if
overt temporal adverbials of duration such as'for five minutes'and'from 5 pm to 6 pm' are shoryn to
be compatible with imperfective, for example, the progressive expressed by the be + -ing forn in
English. (I am indebted to an examiner for pointing this out for me.) However, it is not particulady
clear whether it is the case, as shown in (i) and (ii) below-

(i) a, *John is writing a book for five minutes.
b. ?John has been writing a book for five minules

(iD a. rJohn is writing a book from 5 pm to 6 pm.
b. ?John has hn writing a book from 5 pm to 6 pm.

ot Observe in (i) below lhat &rrative adverbials cannot cooffru with neutral gr-marking of the
subject, which I assume to signal View*1 in Japanese (cf. also (5) above). (en aCverUA like 'from 5
oblockto 6 o'clock' seems incompatible with the -teiru farm;)

(i) John-wa/#gagohun-kan hono kai+ei-ru.
five-minutes-for book-Acc nnite-Pres-Prog

'Jobn has been writing a book for five minutes.'
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View*1 as totally distinct entities from perfective and imperfective, as their

differences suggest. This view renders their similarities coincidental.

2.3.4. Wo/g a-mrriin g of s u bj ects s i gn alli n g View"/Vietvpert

Let us now compare the grammatical expressions of Viewar and View*1 with

those of perfective and imperfective. It is generally believed that the perfective and

imperfective aspects ilre expressed by distinct verb forms, i.e., by the presence or

absence of grammatical morphemes on verbs, in many languages. In the examples in

(44) below, each sentence displays imperfective aspect expressed on the main clause

verb and perfective aspect on the subordinate clause verb.a2
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(44) English:

Russian:

French:

Spanish:

Italian:

John was reading when I entered.

Ivancital, kogda ja visel.

Jean lisait quand j'entrai.

luanleiacuando entri.

Gianni leggeva quando entrai.

The same is observed in the Japanese equivalent for (44):

(45) Japanese: Watashi-ga hait-ta
I enter-Past

tokl"
when

(Comrie 1976 3')

John-wa yon4eita.
read-ProgPast

That is, the affxes 4a and -teita atrached to the verbs in (a5) ilre seen as conveying

the perfective (i.e., the past) and the imperFective (i.e." the progressive) respectively.

ln contrast, view"11 and View*r are not expressed by verbal morphology.

Rather, they are correlated with the subject marking morphemes, -wa and -ga.

Observe in the familiar examples repeated in (46)-(48) below that the described

ot Comrie (f976) notes that "in English, the relation between the Progressive (e.g., was reading) and
non-Progressive (e.g., entered) is rather more complex, but provided we restrict ourselves to non-
stative verbs and exclude habitual meaning then the ffierence between the two forms is one of
imperfectivity versus perfectivity" (p. 3).
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situation is taken as either a single whole or a cro$s-section deparding on whether the

zubject is marked with -rya or -ga.

(46)a. Iohn-waki-ta.
John come-Past
'John came.'

b. John-ga ki-ta.
John come-Past
'John has just come/arrived.'

$7)a. John-wrku-ru.
come-Pres

'John will come.'

<the whole event in the pa,*>

<the final cross-sectiorP

<the whole event in the future>

b. John-gl ku-ru.
come-Pres

'John is coming/aniving. (flere oomes John.)'
<a preliminary cross-section >

(a8)a. John-wahon-o kai-tei-ru.
book-Acc write-prog-pres

'John is writing a book.' <the whole event in continuitv>

b. Iohn-ga hon-o kai-tei-ru.
book-Acc write-prog-pres

'John is writing a book (right now).' <an internal cross-section>

In (46), -la attached to the verb yields the past tense interpretation when the

zubject is marked with -va and the described situation is taken as a single wholq and

the (present) perfect interpretation when the srbject is marked with -ga and the

described situation being taken as a cross-sectiorl or more specifically the final cross-

section of the situation. In (47), -nr yields the future tense interpretation when the

zubject is marked t,vdrth -wa and the described situadon is taken as a single whole, and

the proximate future interpretation when the zubject is marked with -ga and the

described situation being taken as a cross-section, or more specifically a preliminary

cross-section of the situation. And in (48), -teiru yields the static present

interpretation when the zubject is marked with -wa and the described situation is

taken as a single whole, and the dynamic progressive interpretation when the subject

is marked with -ga and the described situation being taken as a cross-section, or more
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specifically an internal cross-section of the situation. These suggest that View"u and

Viewo.t are signalled bywa- and ga-markings of subjects in Japanese.
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(49) Subject marker

_wa

Viewpoint aspect

View*r

View*.-ga

2.3.5. Case merking and vierpoint aspects

That Viewar and Vi**, are grammatically conveyed by subject marking

morphology, -wa and -ga,rn fapanese appears as a striking contrast to the perfective

and imperfective that are generally conveyed by verbal morphology Interestingly

enough, however, it has been observed in Finnish (and some Slavic languages) that

the perfective and imperfective are distinguished by object marking morphology (e.g.,

I{ainamakki 1974,1984 Filip 1993, Kiparsky 1995b). The examples in (50) and (51)

below illustrate that when the (direct) object has the partitive case marker, the

sentences receive imperfective readings, whereas when the (direct) object has the

accusative case marker, the sentences receive perfective readings.

(50) a. Join kahvia.
drank-lSg cofee-Part
'I was drinking coffee.'

b. Join katwin.
drank-lSg coffee-Acc
'I drank up (all) the coffee.'

(51) a. Luin kirjoja.
read-lSg books-Pl-Part
'I was reading books.'

b. Luin kirjat.
read-lSg books-Pl-Acc
'I read (all) the books.'

(Filip 1993:245)

Filip (1993) and Kiparsky (1995b) independently argue that the Finnish

partitive and accusative cases of direct objects have fwo functions, one as quantifiers

over individuals and the other as markers of viewpoint aspects. The partitive case
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indicates a partial quantrty of the direct object, i.e., 'part' of coffee and 'part' of

books, as a quantifier, and at the same time functions as a marker of the imperfective

aspect. The accusative case indicates the total quantity of the direct object, i.e., 'all'

of coffee and 'all' of books, as a quantifier, and at the same time signals the

perfective aspect.a3 That is, the partitive and accusative markings distinguish between

part and whole of individuals (as quantifiers) and also between part and whole of

situations (as markers of viewpoint aspects).s Since they are markers of noun

phrases (or DPs), it seems reasonable to assume that they are primarily quantifiers to

distinguish between part and whole of individuals. Therq the part-whole distinction of

situations can be seen as an extension of the part-whole distinction of individuals.

That is, because the part-whole distinction of individuals extends over the domain of

situations, part of an individual is linked with part of a situation and the whole of an

individual is linked with the whole of a situation.

Analogously, wd- and ga-markings of subjects in Japanese can be seen as

signalling two functions, one as quantifiers over individuals (to distinguish between

part and whole of individuals) and the other as markers of viewpoint aspects (to

distinguish between part and whole of situations). Just as the part-whole distinction

of direct objects is linked with that of situations in Finnish, in Japanese the part-whole

distinction of subjects is linked with that of situations. Let me illustrate this with

reference to the examples in (a) above, which are repeated in (52) below.

(52) a. John-wahon-o kai-tei-ru.
book-Acc write-Prog-Pres

'John is writing a book.'

b. John-ga hon-o kai-tei-ru.
book-Acc read-Prog-Pres

'John is writing a book (right now).'

a3 Another thing to notice is the definite/indefinite distinction. The notion of partial quantity

acrompanies the notion of indefiniteness, and the notion of total quantity goes with the notion of
definiteness (d. Filip 1994, Lee 1995). I will discuss this point later in 2.4.

aa Mourelatos (1978), Bennett and Partee (1972), and Bach (1986) discuss the notion of partitivity
involved in the semantics of situadons.
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Recatl that (52b), whose subject is marked with -g4 can only be uttered on the

spot where the speaker perceives the astual situation in which John is writing a book,

while (52a), whose subject is marked with -nd, can be uttered even in a speech

situatioq for oramplg where you are introducing John" who is standing nel$ to you

and hence not writing a book at the time of speech, as in "Ihls is John. John is

writing a boolC'. This indicates that the wa-marked John in (52a) refers to a rather

conceptual holistic individual, which transcends and zubsists beyond the

spatiotemporal location in which it is perceived, whereas the ga-marked John n

(52b) strictly refers to the actual manifestation of John at the time and place of

speech. Crucially, when the subject is taken and holistically, the described

situaion is also taken conceptualb and holisticalty as transcending and zubsisting beyond

the spatiotemporal location of perccption. On the other hand, wtren the sbject is seen

physically as a spatiotanporally bounded manifestatiorU the described situation is also

taken as being srictly bounded d the spatiotenrporal location of perception. That is!

qpatiotemporally bonrded urbjects are necessarily predicated by spatioternporally

bounded situationg wlrereas spatioternporally unbotrnded zubjects are predicated by

spatiotemporally unbounded situations.

Thus, part of an individual is linked with part of a situation and the whole of an

individual is linked with the whole of a situation, prezumably because the part-whole

distinction of indMduals extends over the domain of situations. If we assume thatwa-

and ga-markings of subjects are primarily quantifiers to distinguish benveen whole

and part of individuals, since they are markers of noun phrases (or DPs), just like the

Finnish accusative and partitive markings, then it can be seen as a natural comequence

that they signal View"s and View*r to distinguish between whole and part of

situations.

However, in Finnish the part-whole distinction of situations is linked with that

of direct objects, whereas in Japanese the part-whole distinction of situations is linked
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with that of subjects.ot The link between direct objects and situations is in line with

recent studies such as Krifka (1989, 1992), Levin and Rappaport (1995), and Tanny

(1987, 1992) which indicate a close interrelation between events and direct objects,

that is, how internal arguments, when combined with the interpretation of the verb,

can affect the interpretation of the VP so formed. On the other hand, the link between

subjects and situations appears rather peculiar, since subjects have been seen as rather

extraneous to events. For example, Marantz (1984) proposes that while internal

arguments are arguments of the verb, external arguments are not arguments of the

verb (but arguments of VP, which is a composition of the verb with its internal

arguments). Pursuing Marantz's view, Kratzer (1994) proposes a syntactic theory

which detaches the external ilgument from its verb. Bresnan (1982) and Grimshaw

(1990) take a less radical view that the zubject has 'a distinguished role as final

argument in the semantic composition of sentence' @resnan 1982: 350). From these

perspectives, it is not expected that markings on zubjects affect the interpretation of

events or situations.

a5 Although dhect objects are marked with either e or gp in Japanese (excep for the possibility of
contrastive wa-marking), unlike the Finnish accusative and padtive objects, the alternation between
-o and ga does not correlate with the whole-part distinction. The examples in (iXiii) below show
that the alternation between o- andga-markings ofobjects depends on the predicate type: roughly
activities take o-marked objects (the (a) sentences), whereas static stales take ga-matked objects (the
(b) sentences) (cf. Kuno 1973, tr.4).

(i) a. Taro-wa eigo+ narat-tei-ru.
English study-Prog-hes

'Taro is studying English.'

b. Taro-wa eigo-ga deki-ru.
English begoodat-Pres

'Taro is good at English.'

(ii) a. Tare-wa Hanako-o aishi-tei-ru.
love-Prog-Pres

'Taro loves flanako.'

b. Tarowa Hanakoga suki{a.
like4offies)

'Taro likes Flanako.'

(iii) a. Mary-wa piano-o hi-ku.
piano play-Pres

'Mary plays the piano.'

b. Mary-wa pianoga hik+-ru
piano play-can-Pres

'Mary can play the piano.'
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A notable exception to this is Verkuyl (1972), which discusses the role of the

subject in the composition of the aspects. With Dutch examples, Verkuyl shows that

the subject-NP and the verb are involved in the composition of the aspects in the

same way as the direct object-NP and the verb are.

Even more crucial to my analysis is Carlson (1977), which has pointed out an

importarlt relation between zubjects and predicates. He claims that 'stages' are

predicated by 'stagelwel predicates', wtrile 'individuals' are predicated by 'fudividual-

level predicates', wh€tre a stage is defined rouglrly as'a ryatially and tempordly bounded

maniftsation of somethi4g', and an individual as 'tlnt whatwer-it-is that ties a series of
stages togetha to make them stages of the same thing' (Cadson 1977: 8). hdicating

stages, which are spatiotenrporally bounded manifestations of something stage,lwel

predicates s€em to represent qpatioternporafiy bounded situations. So, that $ages are

predicated by stage-level predicates essentially means that qpatiotemporally bounded

zubjwts are predicatd by spatiotemporally bounded situations. On the other hand,

individual-level predicates, individuals, s,tdch are spdiotemporalty unbounded

or transcendfu€ beingss seem to repres€nt qpatioternporally unbouded or transcending

situations. Thereforg that individuals are predicated by irdividuallwel predicates

essentially meims that spCiotemporally unbourded srbjects are predicated by

spatiotemporally unbounded situations.

It is importad to note tha Carlson thus originally defines stage.lwel and indivifual-

lwel predicates as predicates of stages and predicaes of indMduals respectivelX becarse

subsequently $4ge-level ard individualJerrct predicces have been taken rather

independently from their zubjects and often the distinction is understood rnainly in terms

of whether the,y represent transient states srch as my sitting on a chair now (stage.lorel

predicates) or more or less permanent situations nrch as my having brown eyes

(ndividual-level predicdes) (e.g., Kratzer 1989).

Crucially, I take Carlson's insight into the necessary agreament between the

semantic type of zubjects and that of predicces as indicating that the partitivity and the

totality of individuals extend over the domain of situations. A sage can be considered

as a part of an individual, while an individual can be considered as a whole individual

in its entirety. Carlson's claim that a stage is necessarily predicated by a stage-lwel

predicate can be taken as indicating thar the partitivity of the subject noun phrase in the
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domain of individuals extends over the domain of situations. Similarly, the claim that

an individual is necessarily predicated by an individuallevel predicate can be taken as

indicating that the totality of the subject noun phrase in the domain of indMduals

extends over the domain of situations.

In this lighL u,'a- and ga-markings of subjects in lapanese grammatically

distinguish between individuals and stages. And wa- and ga-markings of zubjects are

correlated with the two types of predicates, just in accordance wittr the claim that

individuals and stages are necessarily predicated by individual-level and *ag+lwel

predicates respectively. That is, wa- and ga-markings of subjects are correlated with the

Viewo and Viervot interpretations of predietes. This implies that the Viewa ard

View*, interpretations correlated with wa- and gu-markings of zubjects in my analysis

correspond respectively to individual-lwel and stage-lwd predicates in Carlson'st€f,rns.

Notq howorer, the distinction between individual-level and stage'level prodicates

correlated with uc- and ga-markings of zubjects in Japanese app€ars morc zubtle than it

is generally understood. For example, in rny analysis a single predicate in the same

tense/aspect forrn, (lpn+) kai-teiru'is writing (a book)', is taken as either an individual-

lwel or a stagelwel predicatg depending on whether it predicates of a rrya-marked

Ldividual zubject or of a ga-marked Sage subject, as soen in (52) above. Thus, the

dividirg line betweeri stage- and individual-lwel predicates nrns eventhrough a seemingly

identical predicate. Still, zuch a division betrveen stage- and individualJwel predicates fits

wittr ttre generral understanding ttlat individual-level predicates re,present more or lees

peffnanent situations such as somebody's nvriting a book as an occupatioq whereas stag+

level predicates r€pres€nt transient states such as somebody's writing a book right now.

To avoid a confusioq we migtrt oall them individual-level and stage-level

predications (to be distinguished fiom individual-level and stage'level predicates), which

in principle correspond to but may not necessarily coincide with what are generally

considered as individuat-level and stagolwel prodicdes.s Rather, individual-level and

stage-lwel predications closely correspond to what are originally distinguistrcd as

individual-level and stage-level predicates, i.e., predicates that predicate of individuals and

those that predicate of st4ges.

8t

ou I am indebted to Elizabeth Pearce (p.c.) for this idea.
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Another point to note is that although ga-marking of subjects in Japanese and the

partitive marking in Finnish are both seen as designating partial quantity" their

distributions seem to differ. Essentially, the grammatical encoding of partitivity can

apply even to a single indMdual zubject in Japanese, while it only applies to a collective

group or quantity in Finnish. In (52b) above, for exampll, -8a marks John, a single

individual, to designate one of its stages. Notice that the notion of stages obtains when

the notion of partitivity applies to a single individual. By contrast, Kiparsky (1995b: 29)

shows that in Finnish partitive subjects are possible only with bare indefinite plurals

and mass nouns but not with a singular bear, for example, as seen in (53) below.

Since the partitive marking does not apply to a single individual, it does not have a

global function of distinguishing stages from individuals (like ga-marking in

Japanese). (Note that the Finnish partitive case can thus attach to subjects as well as

direct objects, but that partitive zubjects show only the NP-related function of

partitive cas€ as a quantifier, never the aspectual function.aT)

a7 Moreover, according !o Kiparsky (1995b), partitive subjects only occur wi& intransitive verts
(hence the ungnmrnaticality of (ia) below), and only with the zubclass of soqlled
PRESENTATIONAL VERBS (DGTENTIAL VERBS, in the traditional terminolory of Finnish
gramnrarians). They can be either preverbal or post verbal, as seen in (ib) and (ic).

(i) a. *Karhu-j-a so-I hunaja-a
bear-Pl-Part eat-Past-3Sg honey-SgPart
'There were bears eating honey' (transitive verb)

b. Piha-lla leilfti-l laps-I-a
coutyard-Adess play-3Sg child-Pl-Part
'There are children playlng in the courtyard'

c. Laps-i-a leil&i-I piha-lla
child-Pl-Part play-3Sg courtyard-Mess
'There are children playing in the courtyard'

d" #Pihalla hymyile+ laps-I-a
courtyard-Adess smile-3Sgchild-Pl-Part
'There are children smiling in the courtyard'

e. *flaps-i-a hymyile-e pihalla
child-Pl-Part smile-3Sg courtyard-Adess
'There are children smiling in the courtyard'

Giparslcy 1995b: 30)

The Japanese partitive equivalent, -ga, does not have such restriction and filn occur with most of
verbs, excep intrinsically stative verbs such as copula (d.2.3.3 above and 3.3 below).

Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that the Japanese -ga also occurs in presentadonal or
existential sentences.
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(53)a. Karhu kuol-i.
Bear-SgNomdie-Pst-3 Sg
'The bear died.'

b. #trturhu-a kuol-i.
Bear- SgPart die-Pst-3 S g

c. Karhu-t kuol-i-vat.
Bear-PlNom die-Pst-3 Sg
'The bears died.'

d. Karhu-j-a kuol-i.
Bear-PlPart die-Pst-3Sg
'Bears died.'

(Kiparslry 1995b:29)

To zum up, wa- and ga-markings of subjects in Japanese are comparable with

the accusative and partitive markings of direct objects in Finnish in that the afrxes to

noun pluases (or DPs), rather than to verbs, convey vievrpoint aspectq Viewu and

Viewp.t, or perfective and imperfective. In both cases, we cian assume that the

markers primadty distinguish between part and whole of individuals as quantifiers and

that because the part-whole distinction of indMduals extends over the domain of
situations, they also distinguish between part and whole of situations all a nafiral

consequence. A crucial difference is, however, that in FinnistL situations are

grammatically identified with direct objects in the part-whole distinctiorq whereas in

Iapanese they are grammatically identified with subjects.

In that situations are linked with zubjects in the part-whole distinctioq the

observed phenomenon in Japanese conesponds to the relation betrveen stages/rndividuals

and sagelwel/individual-level predicates as originally claimed by Carlson (1977). W*
and ga-markings of zubjects grammatically distinguish between individuals and stages,

which are necessarily predicated by individualJevel and stage-lwel predicates

respectively. In my atlalysts, the View"q and View*t interpretations corrgspond to

individual-level and stage-lwel interpretations respectively.

23.6. Summery

Separating R from S and E in our tense formula, I have argued that R operates

as a viewpoint aspect. An R which is aligned with S is a viewpoint aspect which
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presents 'part' of a situation manifested at a precise temporal point (i.e., a cross-

section of a situation), and I call it View*t. An R which is aligned with E is a

viewpoint aspect which presents'all' of a situation without decomposing it, and I call

it View"n.

View"x and View*t operating in Japanese are comparabte with perfective and

imperfective observed in many other languages in that they distinguish between all

and part in the domain of situations. However, View"x and View*1 differ from the

perfective and imperfective characterized by Smith (1991) in that they are not to be

distinguished by inclusion and exclusion of endpoint(s). In additiorl while Smith

conceives of 'part' presented by the imperfective as an interval or stages of a

situation which suggest duratioq I conceive of 'part, presented by view*t as a
cross-section of a situation intersecting at a precise temporal point and hence very
punctual.

Moreover, while perfective and imperfective are expressed by verbal

morphology in many languages, Viewar and Viewn r in Japanese are gftmrmatically

conveyed by subject marking morphemes, -wd and -ga, respectively. In that the

affixes to noun phrases (or Dps) convey viewpoint aspects, wa- andga-markings of
subjects in Japanese are comparable with the accusative and partitive markings of
direct objects in Finnistr, which have been claimed to convey perfective and

imperfective aspects respectively (Filip 1993, Kiparsky 1995b). In that situations are
linked with subjects in the part-whole distinctioq the observed phenomenon in Japanese

corresponds to the relation between stageMndividuals and s4gelevel/individual-level

predicates as original$ claimed by Carlson (1977).

2.4. wa- and ga-mar*ings of subjects and the English articles the and a(n)

Having said that wa- and ga-markings of subjects in Japanese distinguish

between whole and part of individuals, in this section I discuss that the English

articles, the and a/an, also have a function of making the part-whole distinction of
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individuals to some extent.at

Return to Kuroda's famous exarnples repeated in (54) below and observe (once

again) how they are translated into English. The subject nel(a'c'at' is translated into

the cat in (5aa) and the or a cst in (54b). That is, the wa-marked cat is necessarily

taken as definite, whereas the ga-marked cat is either definite or indefinite.

(5a)a. Neko-we asoko-de nemut-tei-ru.

cat there-at sleePProg-Pres
'The cd is sleping over th€re.' <individual-lwel>

b. Nekoga asoko-de ne,lnut-tei-ru.

cat thereat sleePProg-Pres
'The/A cat is sleeping over there.' <stage -lwel>

The same is observed in (55) and (56) below. That is, the wa-marked subjects

are translated with ffte, whereas the ga-marked zubjects are translated with erther the

or a.

* Cf. Filip (1994), which shows that the semantic differences expressed by artides h English

(partioilarty on direct objects) are conveyed by verb modifiem (wbich com/ey viewpoint aspects) in
Slavic languages. Obrcne in the Czoch examples in (i) ad (ii) below that with the perfectivizing
prefixes o'n the verbe in (tb) and (iib), the noun phrases (with mass and plural noun heads) must be

translated with fhe definite afiicle the in English. On ths other han4 in the absence of perfecdvizing
ptfixes in (ia) and (iia), tbe noun phrases most closty corespondto English mun phrases with no

articles (or perhaps with the unstressed sorre).

(i) a. Pil
drank-Sg-lvlasc coffee-Acc
'He was drinking (some) coffee.'
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b. Wpil
hefdrank-Sg-Masc cofree-Acc
'He drank up (all) the cofree.'

(ii) a. Pletla svetry.
knitted-Sg-Femsweaters-Pl-Acc
'Slrc was lnitting Neeat€rs.'

b. Upletla svetry.

hef-knitted-Sg-Fem snrecers-Pl.Acc
'She tnitted (alD the sweaters.'

[i.e., she finished tnitting all the sweaters.l

@lip r99a:229)

Crucially, the presence and abeence of the perfectivizing prefixes prwide the only formal clue as to

how the mass and plural noun phrases (which are the direct objects of the vefts) are to be

interpreted
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(55)a. Sensei-wa ki-ta.

teacher come-Past
'The teacher came.'

b. Sensei-ga ki-ta.
teacher come-Past
'The/A teacher has come/arrived.'

(56)a. Sensei-wa ku-ru.
teacher come-Pres

'The teacher will come.'

b. Sensei-ga ku-ru.
teacher come-Pres

'The/A teacher is coming. (Here comes althe teacher')'

This shows certain correspondence betwee nwa- and ga-markings of zubjects in

Japanese and the uses of the definite and indefinite articles, the and a(n), n English

(when the subject phrase is a common noun).

2.4.1. Familiar vs. novel

Firstly, both wa- and ga-markings of subjects in Japanese and the definite and

indefinite articles, the and a(n), rnEnglish are seen as distinguishing between familiar

and novel referents in the discourse. As for walga-subjects, it has been claimed that

wa-marked subjects refer to familiar referents, whereas ga-marked zubjects refer to

novel referents in the current discourse (e.g., Chafe 1976, Halliday 1967-1968,

Haviland and Clark 1974, Inoue 1980" Kuno, 1972, 1973, Prince 1981)' (Roughly,

the first mention in the discourse is taken as novel, and a subsequent reference to it is

taken as familiar.) Similarly, as for the English definite and indefinite articleg it is

generally believed tlnt the indicates the farniliarity of a referent, whereas a(n)

indicates the novelty of a referent in the current discourse.

This provides an explanation for the fact that rrya-marked subjects in Japanese

are translated with the definite article the nEnglish, as seen in (54a), (55a) and (56a)

above. That is, a familiar referent is marked with -rva in Japanese (if it is a 'subject')

and the in English.

As for ga-marked subjects, however, while the above predicts that they are

translated with the indefinite article a(n) inEnglish, as they refer to novel referents in
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the discourse, it is shown in (54b), (55b) and (56b) above that ga-marked subjects

can be translated not only wrth a(n) but also wrth the. Snce the indicates that the

referent is known to the interlocutors, while a(n) indicates basically that it is the first

mention in the discourse, this suggests that the referents of ga-marked subjects may

or may not be novel. Here, we need to distinguish distinct levels of novelty. That is,

although the indicates that the referent of a noun phrase is known to the

interlocutors, a noun phrase wth the can be presented and taken as novel to the

current discourse. For example, in (57a) and (57b) below, both a teacher and the

teacher are taken as novel in the sense that they have just been brought into the

current discourse. The difference between the two sentences is that the interlocutors

are assumed to have no knowledge about the teacher in (57a), but to have some

previous knowledge about the teacher in (57b).

(57)a. Here comes a teacher.

b. Here comes the teacher.

It is exactly in this sense tlat the referents ofga-marked subjects are novel to

the current discourse. That is, a novel referent in the current discourse may have been

known to the interlocutors (because of their previous knowledge), in which case it

takes the in English, while it may well be totally unknowrq in which case it takes a(n).

Therefore, ga-marked zubjects whose referents are novel to the current discourse are

translated with either the or alan, depending on whether the referents are known or

unknown to the interlocutors, as shown diagrammatically in (58b) below. On the

other hand, familiar referents of wa-subjects are necessarily known to the

interlocutors, as in (58a).ae

oe This in fact repr€sents only one dimension of the uses of the and a(n) . Other uses of rle and a(n)
include 'kind'-referringthe and a(n) in generic sentences (corresponding to the use of bare plurals),
as shown in (i).

(i) The/A whale is a mammal. (=Whales are mammals.)

There is also a restriction on the uses af the anda(n) ntch that they are normally not allowed with
pronouns and proper names designating unique referents.
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(58) a. wa-zubjects
I

I

familiar

I

known

I

the

b. ga-ybjects <Japanese>

I

novel

-/-/-\-\
known unknownll

the a(n) <Englistr>

z.4.z.lYhole vs. pert

While it is a commonly held view that wa- and ga-markings of subjects

distinguish between familiar and novel referents in the discourse, I have argued in

2.3.5 above that they distinguish between whole and part of individuals. Essentiallg

familiar referents correspond to total individuals, and novel referents correspond to

partial manifestations of individuals. Such correspondanoe between the referential

familiarity/novelty and the whole/part distinction of individuals can be explained as

follows. The interpretation of familiar referents depards on linking to the antecedents

in the discourse.$ This linking establishes the totality or the continuity in which the

referents are perceived. Therefore, familiar referents lhked to the antecedents are

necessarily interpreted as whole 'individuals'. On the other hand, novel referents,

which lack antecedents to be linked to, are interpreted solely on the basis of their

actual manifestations at the time of utterance. Without being linked to other

manifestations, novel referents are not perceived in their totality or oontinuity beyond

the spatiotemporal location of one particular manifestation. Therefore, novel referents

aretaken as'stages'of individuals manifested at punctual spatiotemporal locations.

Thus, in my view the familiarity of a referent in the discourse is interrelated

with the totality of a referent in our cognition, i.e., the total 'indMdual'

interpretatiorl whereas the novelty of a referent is interrelated with the temporality of

a referent, i.e., the transient 'stage' interpretation. Adding another level representing

the part-whole distinction of individuals, the diagrams in (58) above are revised as in

(5e).

to The physical tokens in the achral speech situation can also serve as the antecedents to which the
referents (panicularly of 'I' and 'you') are linked to be appropriately interpreted This point is
discussed more in detail in 4.5.3 below.
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b. ga-ybjects <Japanese>

I

novel

I

'stage'(part)

------\
known unknownrl

<English>

Notice in (59) that while wa- and ga-markings of zubjects in Japanese are

straightforwardly connected to 'individuals' and 'stages' (through familiar and novel

referents) respectively, the and a(n) in English do not directly correspond to
'individuals' and 'stages' due to the known/unknown distinction intervening between

them. However, although indirectly, the and a(n) are connected to 'individuals' and

'stages' in the same way in which they are connected to familiar and novel referents

respectively. This means that to the extent that the and alan designate the familiarity

and novelty of referents in the discourse, they also designate the whole and part of
individuals in our cognitio4 i.e., 'individuals' and 'stages,.

It has bean pointed out that the notion of total quantity is connected with the

notion of definiteness because total quantity necessarily has an exact and discernible

limit (Filip l994,Lee 1995). Moreover, the existence of total quantrty is absolute and

'bmnitemporal".5r Therefore, it is reasonable that the definite article rie implies the

exact and discernible limit and/or the absolute, omnitemporal existence of total

quantrty.

On the other hand, the existence of partial quantity is contingent and relative to
time. It is probably in such indeterminacy that the notion of partial quantity is

connected with the notion of indefiniteness. Just like the definite article tie implies

the absolute existence of total quantity, the indefinite article a(n) implies the

temporary existence of partial quantrty. (The fact that sentences with indefinite

subjects are taken as describing temporary existence and often identified as

'existential" supports that the indefinite article a(n) ndrcates the temporary existence

of a referent.)
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(59)a. wa-zubjects

I

familiar

I

'individual' (whole)

I

known

I

the the

" The term 'omnitemporal' is used in Bahloul (1994).
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Thus, the and a(n) seernto have a function of distinguishing between whole and

pafi of individuals or between 'individuals' and '$tages' in our cogrltioq

corresponding to their function of distinguishing baween familiar and novel referents

in the discourse. It follows that the part-whole distinction designated by wa- and ga-

markings of zubjects in Japanese is partly expressed by the and a(n) in English'

Finally, note that while I point to a certain semantic correspondertce between -

wa and -ga n Japanese and the and a(n) in EnglisfL it goes without saymg that there

are rnany apparefit differences between them. To begin with the use of a(n) n

English is restricted only to count nouns, whereas the mass-count distinction is

irrelevant to the uses of -wa and -ga in Japanese. While 'kind' zubjects of generic

sentences are necessarity marked by -wa in Japanese, they are opressed by eithet the

or a(n) plus singular or bare plurals in English. While -wa and -ga $e generally

available to any noun phrases (which are the subjects of sentences), the and a(n) are

not available to some noun phrases including pronou$ and proper names.t4tt For

instancg while he as an'indMdual' subject and as a 'stage' zubject, or Jolm as an

'individual' subject and as a 'stage' subject are distinguished by -wa and -8a n

Japanese, they are not grammatically distinguished in English. In any case, the

discussions above are not meant to suggest syntastic correspondence between the

Iapanese wa- andga-particles and the English articles thernselves.

Nevertheless, in 4.6.2 below I will discrrss some compatibility between

ya-marked subjects in Japanese and rle-subjects in English and between ga-marked

subjects in Japanese and a(n)-subjects in English in terms oftheir strucaural positions.

2.5. Conclusion

In this chapter, I have argued that wa- and ga-markings of subjects correlate

with (i) two different types of evaluation tirne, which are distinguished as 'original'

and 'new', (ii) two types of \ one that coincides with S but not with E (R: S/ + E)

52 It is howgver possible for a p'roper name to take an article as in 'tlrc tvlary that we met yesterday'

and 'the lvlarys that I know'.

s When it comes to pronouns, wa- andga-markings apply differeotly to the first and second peison

pronolms on the one hand and the third person pronouns on the other (see Section 4.5 below.)
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and the other that coincides with E but not with S (R: E/ * S), and (iii) two types of

viewpoint aspect, one that focuses 'part' of a situation manifested at a precise

temporal point (Viewol) atrd the other that focuses 'all' of a siaration without

decomposing it (ViewaD.

(60)

9l

i.

ii.

ul.

-84

Evaluation Time origlnal (t)

S,E,R R:S/*E
Viewpoint Aspect Viewn r

-wa

new (l)

R=E/* S

View.1

Due to the availability of two types of evaluation time, two qpes of R, or two

types of vievpoint aspect conveyed by wa- and ga-marking of zubjects, a single

predicate with the same tense/aspect marker can yield two distinct temporal and

aspectual interpretations in a perfect correlation to wq- and ga-marking of the

subject.

Defining a correlation between wa/ga-maflnng of zubjects and tense/aspect

interpretations, this analysis suggests an interrelation between zubject marking and

tense/aspect in the syntax. ln particular, it points to the need to encode the distinction

between the two types of evaluation time, R, or viewpoint aspect in our syntactic

representation, if we assume some syntactic mechanisms to account for wa/ga-

marking of subjects. I shall pursue this line of investigation in Chapter 4.
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Appendix to Chapter 2

Present tense

l.Overlap relation

Although Reichenbach (1947) represented the present tense with s,&E,

which signifies that all three points, s, & and E, coincide with one another, I
have proposed the representation to be modified to the following two

representations.

(l) a. S(R), E

b. s, E(R)

It is important that I use the notation ',' in these representations to

represent a relation of overlap rather than a relation of coincidence. It has

been pointed out by Comrie (1985) and others that the literal coincidence

between S and E is hardly observed in the semantics of the pres€nt tense.

Rather than coincidence of s and E, inclusion of S in E or overlap between S

and E seems to characterize various uses of present tense.r For example, the

state or the process described with the present tense in (2a) and (2b) below

are taken as holding at the present moment, but having began before the

present moment and may well be continuing beyond the present moment.

when the present tense is used with habitual aspectual meaning as in (2c)

below, it refers to a habit, or a characteristic situation, which holds at the

present moment but which is not restricted only to the present moment.

a. The Eiffel Tower stands in paris.

b. The author is working on chapter two.

I Demirdache and Uribe-Etxebarria (l99s4b,c) also argue that hesent Tense (as well as
Progressive Aspect) should be analyzed as a relation ofinclusion.
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c. John goes to work at eight o'clock every day.

(from Comrie 1985)

Thus, the present tense is characteristically used to refer to a situation

holding at the pres€nt moment but occupying a much longer period of time

than the present moment (cf. Comrie 1985). In these cases, E includes S, as

illustrated in (3).

On the other hand, a relation in which S includes E seems less common

but can also be observed with the present tense, for example, used in a horse-

racing conrmentary, as in (4).2

(4) Red Rover crosses the finishing line.

Although we normally teke a commentator's utteranc€ of this sentence as

simultaneous with the situation being describd i.e., the event of Red Rover's

crossing the finishing ling the event of crossing in fact takes place so

instantaneously that it should not take as long as what it takes to utter the

sentence. In such a case, S includes E, as illustrated in (5).

(s)

Another use of the present tense is found in performative sentences, as

in (6) below, The performative use of the present tense expresses a literal
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coincidence between S and E, as illustrated in (7) below. utterance of (6a)

constitutes the promise to pay ten pounds, and utterance of (6b), under

appropriate circumstances, constitutes the act of naming the ship.
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(6) a. I promise to pay you ten pounds.

b. I name this ship the'Titanic'.

(from Comrie 1985)

Another logical possibility of an overlap relation is a case illustrated in

(8) below. However, I do not find any instances of such a case.

Therefore, I take the overlap reration of S,E in the representations

s(R),E and s, E(R) for the present tense as including the three distinct

relations between S and E as illustrated in (3), (5) and (7) above.

2. Two types of present

while the two representations for the present tense in (l) above

commonly denote an overlap relation between S and E, by having R either

attached to S or attached to E, they divide the semantics of the present tense

into two. with R attached to S, signifting that the speech time is the reference

time, 's(R), E' represents a dynamic present interpretation that at the moment

of speech, there is a situation aotively occurring. on the other hand" with R

(7)

(8)

2 comrie (1985) uses this example to show a literal coincidence between s and E.
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attached to E, signifying that the event time is the reference tim€, 'S, E(R)'

represents a static present interpretation that the situation described in the

sentence temporally overlaps with the utterance of the sentence and continues

throughout in space and time beyond the speech time.

Among the examples we have seen above, the 'S(R), E' interpretation

ofpresent is illustrated by one reading of (2b) arrd (a). The relevant reading of

(2b) is that the situation of John's writing a book is actually occuning and

progressing at the present moment. Rather similarly, (4) conveys that the

dessibed situation of Red Rover's crossing the finishing line is actually

ocorrring at the present mornent (though it occurs instantaneously).

On the other hand, the 'S, E(R)' interpreution of present is illustrated

by Qa), the other reading of (2b), and (2c) above. The so-called generic,

habitual or characterizing sentences such as (2a) and (2c) are typical examples

of the 'S, E(R)' interpretation. They convey that the described situation

temporally overlaps with the utterance of the sentence and continues

ttroughout well beyond the speech time. The 'S, E(R)" interpretation of (2b)

is that the situation of John's writing a book is statically continuing beyond

the spatiotemporal confine of speech. In any of these cases, the described

situation does not have to be manifested at the time of speech.

In perfbrmative sentences as in (6a) and (6b) above, since S and E

literally coincide, the difference between 'S(R), E' and 'S, E(R)' is expected

to be rather minimal. Nwertheless, the typical interpretation of a performative

sentence would be represented with 'S, E(R)' (rather than 'S(R), E') because

in my opinion the described situation is not taken as being strictly confined to

the speech situation. Although the utteranc€ of a performative sentence

constitutes the situation described in the sertenc€, it is also typical of a

performative sentence that the performer of the described situation, i.e., the

zubject of the sentence, is taken as an 'individual' in Carlson's (1977)

terminology" which transcends the confine of speech situation. Crucially,

when the zubject is taken as transcending the confine of speech situatiog the

situation is also taken as transcending the confine of speech situation. That is,

spatiotemporally transcending subjects are necessarily predicated by

spatiotemporally transcending situations (cf. 2.3.5). (In Carlson's terms,
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'indMduals' are necessarily predicated by individual-level predicates.) Since

the described situation is not taken as being spatiotemporally bounded at the

time of utterance, a performative sentence is typically represented with 'S,

E(R)', in which 'E(R)' signifies thar the situation is spatiotemporally

transcending or'omnitemporal'.

Howwer, the 'S(R), E' interpretation is dso obtainable when a

potentially performative predicate is used in a commentary, just like the

example in (a) above. Consider, for example, 'The prime minister promises to

reduce tar'. When it is uttered as a commentary, the sentence is rather

synonymous with 'The prime minister is making a promise to reduce tax

(right now)'. That is, the described situation is taken as actually occurring and

being bounded at the time ofutterance.

Note that the subject of a perfonnative sentence has to be a first person,

i-e-, the speaker is the performer. As I witl discuss in 4.4.2 beloq rather

mysteriously the first person subjects (as well as second perso{r subjects)

necessarily refer to whole 'individuals' (as opposed to 'stages'), which

transcend the confine of speech situation and stand behind all of their tokens

(i.e., 'stages') to connect thern. When the subject is the fint person and hence

interpreted as an 'individual', a performative sentence is necessarily

represented with 'S, EE)' (as spatiotemporally transcending subjects are

necessarily predicated by spatioternporally transcending situations). The

'S(R), E' interpretation is only available with a third person subject, which

can refer to a'stage' (as well as to an 'individual').

3. Present tense in Japanese

Let us now turn to the present tense in Japanese. Firstly, observe in (9)

below the Japanese equivalents to the English exarnples of present tense uses

in (2), (a) and (6) above.

(9) a. Efleru-tou-wa pari-ni tat-tei-ru.
Paris-in stand-Prog-Pres

'The Eiffel Tower stands in Paris.'
b. Chosha-wa/ga dainishou-ni torikun-dei-ru.
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author chapter two-on work-Prog-Pres
'The author is working on chapter two.'

John-wamainichi hachi-ji-ni shigoto-ni ik-u.
every day eight o'clockwork-to go-Pres

'John goes to work at eight o'clock every day.'

Red Rover-ga gooru-o koe-ru.
goal-Acc cross-Pres

'Red Rover crosses the finishing line.'

Watashi-wa anata-ni jup-ponndo harau-koto-o
I you-to ten-pounds pay-Nomz-Acc
yakusokusu-ru.
promise-Pres
'I promise to pay you ten pounds.'

f Watashi-wa kono-hune-o Titanic-to meimeizu-ru.
I this-ship-Acc name-pres
'I name this ship the 'Titanic'.'

we have teiru-forms in (9a-b) and ru-forms in (9c-f) to correspond to

the present tense forms in English. These observations suggest that 'S,E' is

conveyed by -teiru and -ru in Japanese. (In fact, the English present tense

forms conveying 'S,E' also have two forms, i.e., the simple present tense form

and the progressive be + -ing form.)

In the body of this thesis, t simplistically take -teiru as conveying 'S,E'

and -ru as conveying 'S ( E', so that the correspondence between form and

meaning is one to one. However, while it is true that -teiru necessarily

conveys 'S,E', -ru is in fact rather ambiguous between .S < E' and .S,E', 
as f

note in footnotes at appropriate places. This is a problem that I leave outside

the scope of this thesis for the sake of simplicity but that certainly needs to be

properly investigated in the future.

Another point to note is wa/ga-muktng of subjects. Subjects are

marked with -pa when the 's, E(R)' interpretation obtains and with -ga when

the 'S(R), E'interpretation obtains. In (9) above, (a), (c), (e), and (f) receive

the 'S, E(R)' interpretation and they necessarily have rrya-marked subjects,

whereas (d) receives the 'S@), E' interpretation and has a ga-marked zubject.

The subject in (9b) can be marked by either :wa or -ga, depending on whether
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the sentence receives the 'S(R), E' interpretation or the 'S, E(R)'

interpretation.
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Chapter3

Thre-component analysis of aspect

In Chapter 2,I have focussd on the role of tense in relation to the wa/ga-

marking of subjects in Japanese. In this chapter, I shift the focus to aspect in order to

get a balanced view as well as to provide a thorough analysis, because tense and

aspect are so closely related that they are hardly separable. In fast, I show that it is

often a matter of tenninology that the same concepts can be attached different labels

of tense or aspect. This is important to my thesis which ultimately accounts for both

tense and aspect as a unified system in the synta4 as will be developed in Chapter 4.

Mainly, the aspect oriented analyses in this chapter confirm the main findings

from the tense oriented analyses in Chapter 2. That is, the same predicate with the

sarne tense/aspect marker(s) can yield two distinct temporal and aspectual

interpretations due to the availability of two tlpes of evaluation time, R', or viewpoint

aspecL which are signalled by wa- and ga-markings of zubjects. At the same timq

horrever, they also show that the nice contrast between pa- and g.a-sentenc€s as

observed in Chapter 2 does not always show up due to the other interacting factors.

In 3.1, I begin by rwiewing the denotations of the markerg -ta, -nt, and -teiru

from the aspect perspective. Although they were assumed to convey temporal

relations between S and E in Chapter 2, a certain S-E relation corTesponds to a
c€rtain aspectual meaning and therefore those markers can also be considered to

denote aspects.

Section 3.2 is devoted to clarifying the anrbiguity of the teirn 'aspect'. I show that

the term 'aspect' can be used to refer to (r) S-E aspect, which is conveyed by the

tensdasp€ct markers in Japanese, (ii) viewpoint (or grannnaticat) aspect, which is

signalled by wa- and ga-markings of zubjects in Japanese, (iii) situation types (or lorical

aspect) which is largely determined by the predicateq and (rv) the fourth kind of aspect,

which resrlts from the interaction of the first three aspects.

In 3.3, I turn to situation types and investigate what features of situations the

Japanese viewpoints, View"11 and View*r, interact with. Essentially, View"u and
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View*t interact with situation types which determine whether the situations can be

decomposed into stages or not. While View"1 is generally available, View*1 is

restricted to situations which can be decomposed into stages. To the extent that it

determines the decomposability of situations, the distinction between states and non-

states or the feature [+/-Stage] has an important bearing on the availability of

Viewor. I further propose that the feature [+/-Visible] is the true determining factor

for the availability of View*t.

Section 3.4 examines how S-E aspects conveyed by tense/aspect markers

interact with situation types as well as viewpoints. Firstly, I show that the

interpretation of -teinr depends on the [+/-Durative] feature of situations. Secondly,

the presence or absence of a clear final endpoint, i.e., [+/-Tetc], bears on the

interpretation of -ta occurring with View*. Thirdly, the presence or absence of the

preliminary stages, i.e., [+/-plsliminary], bears on the interpretation of -nr occurring

with View*t.

Having shown how situation types, viewpoint aspects, and tense/aspect

markers interact with one another, I conclude in 3.5 that temporal and aspectual

interpretation is compositional of those three 'aspects' expressed at differem parts of a

sentence. The three-compone,lrt analysis enables us to account for a variety of semantic

interpretations yielded by one and the same tense/aspect marker (or by one and the

same string of tense/aspect markers) in Japanese, without having to assume that they

are just homophonous (i.e., maintaining the assumption broadly motivated by a

principle of economy that bits of language which are identical in form are also

identical in meaning).

3.1. Denotations of -fa, -nr, and -teiru

In Chapter 2, we have worked with the assumption that the markers -ta, -ru,

and' -teiru designate the relations ')', '(', and ',' to connect S and E. These markers

can also be considered to denote aspectual meanings, which will be examined one by

one in this section. The discussion shows that it is only a matter of terminology

whether we call it tense or aspect.
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3.1.1. S > E: Completed aspect

The marker -tahas been considered to carry the relation ')' to connect S and

E, i.e., 'S > E'. That the time of the event is located before the time of speech

suggests that the event has been completed at the time of speech. Indeed, the marker

-ta can also be considered to denote a completed aspect.

Recall that the marker {a yields either the 'hot news' perfect interpretation or

the simple past reading depending on whether R is attached to S or E in the temporal

relation 'S > E' (see2.2.6 above). Ifwe take -to as conveying the aspectual meaning

'completed', the two distinct interpretations it yields can be explained as due to the

two types ofviewpoint aspect, View"x and View*r (which correspond to R = E and

R : S respectively), With View"1r (corresponding to R = E), the completed aspect

modifies an event as a whole. Since the whole event is taken as having been

completed, it rezults in the past tense reading. On the other hand, with View*t

(corresponding to R : S), the completed aspect modifies a cross-sestion of an event

intersecting at the present moment. Since the immediate cross-section is modified by

the completed aspect, it yields an interpretation that what we have got here is the

final cross-section of an event, and therefore the event has just been completed. This

results in the 'hot news' perfect interpretation.

3.1.2. S < E : Prospective aspect

The marker -ruhas been considered to convey the relation '(' to sonnect S and

E, i.e., 'S < E'. That the time of the event is located after the time of speech suggests

that the event has not yet taken place at the time of speech. Indeed, the temporal

relation 'S < E' corresponds to the aspectual meaning that the event has not yet taken

place but is somehow errpected to occur. I take it as an aspectual meaning because it
is concerned with a stage of a situation before h occurs, which can be considered as

the zubstructure of a situation. Let us call such an aspectuat meaning 'prospective'.

Therg the marker -nr denote an prospective aspect (which corresponds to 'S < E').

Recall that the ternporal relation 'S < E' yields either the 'on-the-verge' or

proximate future interpretation or the simple future reading depending on whether R

is attached to s or E and (see 2.2.6 above). with the aspwtual meaning

'prospective', the two distinct interpretations it yields can be explained as due to the

t0l
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two types of viewpoint aspect, View"rr and View*t (which correspond to R: E and

R : S respectively). With View.n (corresponding to R : E), the prospective aspect

modifies an event as a whole. Since the whole event is taken as not having taken

place but will be taking place, this rezults in the future tense reading. On the other

hand, with Viewor (corresponding to R = S), the prospective aspect modifies a

cross-section of an ev€nt intersecting at the present moment. Since the immediate

cross-section is modified by the prospective aspect, it yields an interpraation that

what we have got here is a preliminary st€e of the ev€nt, and therefore the event is

visibly on the verge of taking place. This results in the proximate future or 'on the

verge' interpretation.

3.1.3. S, E = Ongoing aspect

The string of markers -teiru has been considered to convsy the relation o,' to

connect S and E, i.e., 'S , E'. That the time of the event overlaps with the time of
speoch suggests that the event is going on at the time of speech. Indeed, the temporal

relation 'S , E', corresponds to the aspectual meaning 'ongoing'.

Recall thart -teiru yields either the dynamic progressive inteqpretation or the

static present interpretatiorq depending on whether R is attached to S or E in the

tanporal relation 'S , E' it designates (see 2.2.6 above). With the aspectual rneaning

'ongoing', the two distinct interpretations -teiru yields can be explained as due to the

two types of viwrpoint aspect, View.x and View*1 (which correspond to R = E and

R : S respectively). With View4 (corresponding to R : E), the ongoing aspect

modifies an went as a whole. Since the whole event is taken as ongoing (throughout

in space and time), this results in the static present interpretation. On the other hand,

with View*t (corresponding to R = S), the ongoing aspect modifies a cross-section

of an event intersecting at the present moment. Since the immediate cross-section is

modified by the ongoing aspect, it yields an interpretation that what we have got here

is one of the internal cross-sections of the event, and therefore the event is visibly

going on and progressing at the present mornent. This results in the dynamic

progressive interpretation.
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3.1.4. Conclusion

I have shown above that each S-E relation has a coresponding aspectual

meaning and therefore those affixes which have been assumed to convey S-E

relations can also be considered to denote aspectual meanings. The two

corresponding denotations of -ta, -ru and -teiru are summarised in (l).

(l) Denotations of -ta, -ru and -teiru
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-ta

-ru

-teiru

temporal relation (S-E) aspectual meaning

completed

prospective

ongoing

Since the S-E relations define the location of the time of the event in relation to

the time of speech, they are most likely regarded as tenses. On the other hand,

completed, prospective and ongoing are considered as being concerned with 'the

intenral temporal constituency of a situation' (Comrie 1976,1985), and hence most

likely regarded as aspects. According to zuch views, the S-E relation and the

aspectual meaning conveyed by the same marker are differentiated as tenses and

aspects respectively.

Crucially, howeveq my analysis zuggests that S-E relations and aspectual

meanings which correspond to each other are in fact two different sides of one thing.

That is, those markers carry inseparable tense/aspect meanings, which denote S-E

relations on the one hand and aspectual meanings on the other. If they carry

inseparable tense./aspect meanings, those markers should be regarded as both tense

and aspect markers, rather than either tense or aspect markers.

This stands in between the two opposing views; one that regards -ru and -ta as

tense markers expressing present (or non-past) and past tenses respectively (e.g.,

Suzuki 1977, Nakamura 1994) and the other that regards them as markers of aspects

indicating the incompletion and completion of an event, or the imperfective and the
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perfective aspects (e.g." Kunihiro 1967,McGloin 1989).t These two views are takefl

as conflicting because it is assumed that tense and aspect are two separate things and

that it has to be either one of them that those markers express. However, my analysis

suggests that those markers can be considered to o<press either tense or aspect, or

indeed both tense and aspect. This reconciles the two opposing views, taking them

both as correct, because those markers express tense and/or aspect.2

Due to the availability of two types of evaluation tirne, R or viewpoint aspect

(as discussed in Chapter 2),the same S-E relation and/or the same aspectual meaning

conveyed by the same marker can yield trro distinct interpretations. The two distinct

interpretations yielded by each of -ta, -rz, and -teiru are summarised in (2).3

(2) Interpretations of -ta, -ru and -teita
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l'lR= EA/iew"u

-ta S>E/completed Past

-ru S<E/prospective Future

-leinr S,E/ongoing Present

t/R: SMew*t

'IIot n€ws' perfect

Proximate future

Progressive

Those two distinct interpretations may also be differentiated as tense and

asp€ct. The past, future, and present interpretations yielded with a new evaluation

time (t ), R : E, or view"1, are normally regarded as tenses. on the other hands, the

perfect, proximate futurg and progressive interpretations yielded with the original

evatuation time (r), R: S, or Viewo",t are generally regarded as aspects.

t While -rn and -td ?re recognized as the key tense or aspect markers in Japanese, -teinr/ta seems to
have beeir seen at a different level. For one thing while -ru and -ta are simpte uartcers, -teiru/ta is
seemingly complex (compounded) markers (containing.ra and -ra). Another thing is that becsuse
-r{ atrd 4a make a nice set of semantic opposites, -teitu/ta app€srs odd among then In ry analysis,
howwer, lteat-teiru/ta on a par with -nr and -ta as rnajor tense/aspect markers in Japanese.

2 For the issue of tense-aspect contrwersy concerning 4a and.rn in Japanese, I re,fer rhe readers to
Ilasegawa (1999), which compares and evahutes competing analyses of -la and -ru. Hasegawa's
discussion sugg€sts that the cnrcial diffelence betsreen the app,roach of the tense-advocates and the
approach of the aspect-advocates is the direction of semantic extensior, i.e., which one (of lense and
aspect) is &rived from the other. (llasegawa supports the view that tense interpretadon is derived
from the aspectual meaning.)

t Sttiab speaking; it is the -tei pfi of -teira that should be regarded as conveying S,E/ongoing
irnw -teita is used to conv€y the same if the reference point, i.e., S, is recognized as 'at that time"
rather than "no\y*.
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Thus, in both denotations and interpretations of -ta, -ru and -teiru, tense and

aspect are operating as two different sides of one thing. This analysis of tense and

aspect as a unified system suggests that tense and aspect are unified in the syntax as

well. (I will pursue this in Chapter 4.)

3.2. Four kinds of aspects

In the prwious section, we have seen'aspects' such as completed, prospective

and ongoing, which I claim are denoted by -ta, -ra and -teiru, and other 'aspects'

zuch as perfect, proximate futurg and progressive, which I claim are yielded by the

combination of the denotations of those markers and the original evaluation time (/),

R: S, or View*r.

To make the term 'aspect' even more obscure, we have also been calling

Viewar and View*t 'viewpoint aspects', which generally refer to perfective and

imperfective aspects in other languages. Whether View"u and View*t or perfective

and imperfective, viewpoint aspects grammaticize differences in perspective that a

speaker can take with respect to the event. Since viewpoint aspects are expressed by

inflectional morphology (usually verbal morphology), they are also referred to as

' grammatical aspects'.

Moreover, the terrr'aspect' is also used to refer to contrasts between different

classes of verbs, for example, Vendler's (1967) well-known four classes of verbs,

namely states, activities, accomplishments, and achievernents. This kind of 'aspect' is

also referred to by other terms such as 'situation type' (Smith l99l), 'alclionsart', and

'eventuality type' (Bach 1981, 1986, Parsons 1990), among which I use Smith's term

in this thesis. Since aspectual classes of verbs are largely lexically determined (though

it is the properties ofan entire predicate, rather than ofjust verbs, that counts), they

are also referred to as 'lexical aspects' (as opposed to 'grammatical aspects').

As for the relation between 'grammatical' and 'lexical' aspecl, there are two

different views. Filip and Carlson (1997) zummarize as follows:

105
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A 'two-component theory of aspect' (the term was coined by Smith 1991)

assumes that the 'grammatical' and 'lexical' aspects are separate categories

whose members interact in systematio and predictable ways (cf. Comrie 1976,

1985, Dowty, 1979, Dahl 1985, Smith 1991, Filip 1993, Depraetere 1995). In

contrast, what may be dubbed a'one-component theory of aspect' assumes that

there need be drawn no' or no strict line, between the 'grammatical' and

'lexical' aspects (cf. Bennett 1981, Vlach 1981, Kamp and Rolrer 1983,

Hinrichs 1985, Kdfka 1992, Parsons 1990).

I follow the two-component theory. In fact, I am going to extend it to a 'three-

component theory', because in addition to grammatical and l€'xical aspects, 'aspects'

zuch as completed, prospective and ongoing (corresponding to S-E relations)

denoted by -n, -ra and -teiru in Japanese join the interaction. Furthermore, as a

rezult of the interaction of the three aspects, the fourth kind of aspegt zuch as perfect,

proximate firture, and progressive arises.

Having thus clarified the ambiguity of the term 'aspect'" in the following

sections I examine how the three 'aspects', namely viewpoint (or grammatical)

aspects, situation types (or lexical aspects), and S-E aspects, interact with one

another.

3.3. Interaction bctween vierpoints and situation types

Situation types (or lexical aspects) divide situations into difi[erent classes

according to their features that determine their temporal schemata. Since viewpoints

operate on the temporal schemata of situations, they necessarily interact with

situation types determining the temporal schemata of situations. In this section, I
investigate what features of sifuations the Japanese vieuryoints, View"1 and View*1,

interact with. Essentially, I argue that View.u andViewo,t interact with situation types

which determine the decomposability of situationg examining in particular the

distinction between states and non-states, the feature [+/-Stage], the stage-

level/individuallevel distinction, and the visibitity of situations.
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3.3.1. States vs. non-states

Since View"1 and View*t in Japanese are comparable with perfective and

imperfective in other languages, let us begrn by considering the features of situations

that have been observed to interact with the perfective and imperfective aspects.

In terms of Vendler's (1957) four-way distinction" as illustrated in (3) below,

the English imperfective, which is often equated with the progressive, is grammatical

with activities, accomplishments and achievements but not with states, as shoum in

(4) below.

(3) a. States: e.9., know', believe, Iore

b. Activities: e.9., rtm, walk, svim, play the piano

c. Accomplishments: e.g., bake a cake, &aw a circle, sing a rcng

d. Achievements: e.g.,recognize, E)ot, reach, Iose,find, die

(4) a.*John is liking the guitar.

b. John is playing the guitar.

c. John is building a guitar.

d. John is reaching the guitar.

<state)

<actMty>

<accomplishment>

<achievement>

Note that the grammaticality of the progressive with achievements, as in (4d)

above, is rather doubtful. Since achievements are distinguished from aooomplishments

in that they are more or less instantaneous events, they are logically incompatible with

the progressive. That is, we cannot'lrogressivize" the actual moment of reaching the

guitar. As Parson (1990; 2SS n.2) suggests, there is a shift in meaning when we

"progressivize"' achievements. When we say Jolm is reaching the guitar, we mean

John is stretching out for the guitar or trying to touch the guitar, which is an

accomplishment rather than an achievement.n That is, (4d) is in e'ffect no different

from (4c) above in that both describe a process which has some duration and leads to

a goal (i.e., an accomplishment). Since the imperfective is a viewpoint which pressnts

'part' of a situation, it is expected to be essential that a situation has some duration

o I will explain this kind of shift in meaning with respect to tb€ Japancse progressive 4eint im3.4.l
below.
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and consists of parts (or stages). The ungrammaticality of the progressive with states

is ascribed to the fact that states are not conceived of as being made up of parts (or

stages), though they are durative.

On the other hand, the perfective, which is roughly equated with the past tense

in English, is indiscriminately available to all the four classes, as shown in (5).

(s)
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a.

b.

c.

d.

Iohn loved the guitar.

John played the guitar.

John built a guitar.

John reached the guitar.

<state>

<activity>

<accomplishment>

(achievement>

Since View"1 and View*t correspond to respectively perfective and

imperfective in that they present 'all' and 'part' of a situatiorl we can reasonably

anticipate that View*t is not compatible with states which are not conceived of as

being made up of parts (or stages), while View.u is generally available to all types of

situation. Firstly, observe in (6) below the Japanese sentences equivalent to the

English sentences in (4) above. They show that ga-marking of the subject, which I
assume to signal Viewn6, can yield a neutral reading with activities, accomplishments

and achievernents but not with states.s The hash on (6a) indicates that the sentence is

grammatical only with a focus reading that it is John who likes the guitar.6

(6) a. #John-ga gitaa-o konon-dei-ru.
guitar-Acc like-Prog-Pres

'John likes the guitar.'

b. John-ga grtaa-o hii-tei-ru.
guitar-Acc play-Prog-Pres

'John is playrng the guitar.'

5 In facg te o nobant in (6d), which literally means 'stretch one's hand (arm)', is not an achievernent
but an acc-omplishment. With a real achiwemen! for example, srna 'die', teiru yields a distinct
interpretation (see 3.4.1 below).

u Kuroda (1965) calls the focus reading of a ga-marked subject *characterization", 
as it firnctions to

characterize the subject by the property described by the predicate. In this respect, the focus reading
of aga-markd subject is akin to the topic/thematic reading of a raa-marked subjecl
ln fact, when a ga-marked subject cannot yield a neutral reading and is forced to be construed as

being in focus, the sentence receives the R = E or View4l interpretation just like a sentence with a
wa-marked subject.
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c. John-ga gtaa-o tsukut-tei-ru.
guitar-Acc make-Prog-Pres

'Iohn is building a guitar.'

d. Iohn-ga gtaa-ni te-o nobashi-tei-ru.
guitar-to hand-Acc stretchfrog-Pres

'John is reaching the guitar.'
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In contrast, wa-marking of the subject, which I assume to signal View"x, is

good with all the four classes, as shown in (7)

(7) a. John-wagitaa-o konon-dei-ru.
guitar-Acc like-Prog-Pres

'John likes the guitar.'

b. John-wagltaa-o hii-tei-ru.
guitar-Acc play-Prog-Pres

'John is playing the guitar.'

c. John-wagtaa-o tsukut-tei-ru.
guitar-Acc make-Prog-Pres

'John is building a guitar.'

d. John-wagitaa-ni te-o nobashi-tei-ru.
guitar-to hand-Acc stretch-Prog-Pres

'fohn is reaching the guitar.'

Thus, as we erpect, View*. has limited distribution, while View.1 is generally

available. Essentially, the distribution of View*t is restricted by the fact that some

situations are not conceived of as being made up of parts.

3.3.2. [+Stagel vs. [-Stagel situations

What restricts the distribution of Viewol is the feanrre [+StaticJ as opposed to

ttre feature [+Stage] in Smith's (1991) terminolog5r. Smith (1991: 30) defines that a

[+Stage] situation has an internal structure with successive stages of the situatioq

whereas a [+StaticJ sihration is in effect a singlg undifferentiated period of states,

without an internal structure.

Thus define4 the features [+Stage] and [+566c] seem totally antagonistic to

each other so that [+Stage] suggests [-static] and that [+Static] zuggests [-Stage].

This means that the two-term coftrast is not necessary as we can take one term and
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assign + and - values to it. While this raises the issue of why Smith does not collapse

them into a single feature,7 I simply choose to use the feature [Stage] with the

specification of + and - values for economical reasons.

The [-Stage] feature forces a situation to be taken as a whole. That is, if a [-
Stage] situation holds at all, its entire schema holds. Since it is not conceived of being

madeup of stages, it is simply not possible forusto assert that one or some of the

stages of a [-Stage] situation hold at any glven moment in time. Thereforg a [-
Stage] situation necessarily selects Viewar.

In contrast, the [+$6ge] feature allows us to go into the stages of a situation

and assert that a particular stage of a situation holds at a particular spatiotemporal

location. At the same time, a [+Stage] situation can also be seen from outside as a

single whole. That is, we can also assert that the entire schema of a [+Stage] situation

holds at a certain time, without going into its stages. Thus, with a [+Stage] situation,

we have an option as to whether we take it as a whole and claim that its entire

schema holds or to focus a part of it and assert that one stage of the situation holds at

any glven moment in time. Therefore, a [+Stage] situation is compatible with both

View*t and View"x.

3.3.2.1. [+Stagel situations

The examples discussed in Chapter 2 have all exhibited a good contrast in the

temporal and aspectual interpretation in correlation with pa-marking (which signals

View"n) and ga-marking (which signals View*r) of the subjects. This means that

those situations zuch as (John's) coming/arriving, (John's) writing a boolg and (a/the

cat's) sleeping are considered to have successive stages in their temporal structure,

i-e., [+Stage]. In terms of Vendler's four-way distinction, come/arrive is an

achievement,write a book is an accomplishment, and sleep is an activity.

Since accomplishments and activities have durations, it is easy to conceive of
them as having successive internal stages, as illustrated in (s) below.

ll0

? I appreciate an examinet's comment pointing this out for me.
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(8) [+Durative] situations

Situation

t.. .. 1

internal

On the other hand, achievements are considered as instantaneous situations,

whose temporal structure is said to consist of a single point" at which they occur

instantaneously. Howwer, if they are made up of a single temporal point, how are

they conceived of having successive stages? Although it is true that instantaneous

situations (such as arriving) take place at a punctual temporal point, we in fact talk

about the stages leading to the occurrence of the instantaneous situation and the

stages following it. Therefore, I take it that the ternporal structure of instantaneous

situations is made up of stages before and after the actual occurrence of the situation

described by verbs, as illustrated in (9) below.

(9) [-Durative] sinrations

Situation

llt

...t...

preliminary rezultative

Notice that the [+Stage] feature is inseruitiw to the telicity of situations, i.e.,

whether a situation has an intrinsio goal or not. Activities are atelic, whereas

accomplishrnents and achievements are telic. Since activities are atelic and lack an

intrinsic endpoint, their stages are all homogeneous without a direction (e.g." an event

of sleeping). In contrast, the stages of an accomplishment (e.g., an event of writing a

book) are directed towards a goal and therefore each stage is theoretically distinct.

And the stages of an achievement (e.9., an event of arriving) are combination of both.

The preliminary stages are directed towards a goal, whereas the resultative stages are

homogeneous without a direction. Thuq it does not matter to the [+Stagel feature

whether stages are directional or homogeneous. All that matters is that tlere are

successive stages.
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Another goup of situations (pointed out by an examiner) is atelic instantaneous

situations, or Smith's (1991) semelfactives" such as coughing and flapping a wing.t

With these situations, we do not conceive of successive stages, but rather just one

stage. However, these situations can take either wa-marked or ga-marked zubjects in

Japanese and in correlation elfiibit a contrast in the temporal and aspectual

interpretation. Observe in (10) and (l l) below that with rya-marked zubjects, the

described situations are interpreted as having taken place at a certain time in the past,

whereas with ga-marked subjects, the described situations are interpreted as hauing

taken place just now.

(10)a. John-waseki-o si-ta.
cough-Acc do-Past

'John coughed.'

b. John-ge seki-o si-ta.
cough-Acc doPast

'John has just coughed.'

(l l)a, flakuchou-we tubasa-o habatai-ta.
swan wing-Acc flap,Past
'The swan flapped its wings.'

b. Ilakuchou-ge tubasa-o habatai-ta.
swan wing-Acc flap-Past
Ifhe/A swan has just flapped its wings.'

This suegests that Viewp"nt signalled byga-marking of zubjects does not require

that a situation has successive stages. Rather, it seems to only require that a situation

has a stage or stages, where it does not matter whether it has just one stage or many

stages. This sounds very reasonable because Viewor presents a stage of a situation

manifesting at a precise temporal point (rather than stages). In other words, it focuses

just one stage of a situation. All it requires is therefore a stage, whether it is preceded

and/or followed by successive stages or not.

lt2

t I am iri&tfed to an examiner for pointing this out for me.
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3.3.2 2. [-Stagel situations

Let us now turn to [-Stage]. By definitiorq [-Stage] situations cannot be

conceived of as being made up of successive stages (or just a stage). Therefore, they

are incompatible with Viewp",t, which means that they cannot receive the R : S or

View*t interpretation (even when the zubject is marked with -ga) However, how do

we know that the [-Stage] feature of a situation forces the situation to be taken as a

whole, rather than that a situation is [-Stage] because it is always taken as a whole?

There seems circularity here. We need to clarify what makes a situation [-Stage] and

incompatible with View*t. In other words, why can't some situations be conceived

of as being made up of successive stages (or a single stage)?

As a first approximatioq we can consider that the feature [-Stage] is inherent

in 'states'. That is, 'states' do not have an internal strucfure with zuccessive stages

(or a stage), in contrast with 'events', which have an internal structure (cfl Smith

l99l: 30).

It seems true that the situations incompatible with Viewot and (neutral) Sa-
marking of subjects are typically states. In addition to the example in (6a) above, (12)

shows some more examples which are incompatible with View*t and (neutral) ga-
marking of the subjects.

(12)a. John#galwahansamu/shinsetsu/dokushin da.
handsome/kind/single Cop(pres)

'John is handsomelkind/single.'

b. John#ga/wa nihon-ni zun-dei-ru.
Japan-in live-Prog-Pres

'John lives in Japan.'

c. John-#galweToyota-ni tsutome-tei-ru.
Toyota-at beemployed-prog-pres

'John is employed at Toyota.'

The unavailability of the neutral interpretation ofga-marked subjects (indicated

by the hashes) and the View*t (R : S) interpretation in these examples can be

ascribed to the [-Stage] feature of those states. For example, we might explain that
because a state of John's being handsome cannot be conceived of as being made up
of zuccessive stages, we cannot talk about John's being handsome manifested at a

ll3
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particular spatiotemporal location. That is, if John is handsome at all, he is

(supposedly) always handsome.

However, there are also 'states' which allow (neutral) ga-marking of the

subjects and can receive the View*t G : S) interpretation' For example, a state of

John's being sick can take either a rrya-marked zubject or a ga-marked subjeot, as

shown in (13) below. With a wa-marked subject, the situation of John's being sick is

taken as a whole and the entire schema is said to hold. Thus, (l3a) yields the Viewo

interpretation (corresponding to the representation 'S, E(R)'). With a ga-marked

subject in (l3b), on the other hand, the described situation (of John's being sick) is

taken as a temporal rnarrifestation, i.e., the \4ew*t interpretation (corresponding to

the representation 'S(R), E').n Note that the distinction between the View"u

interpretation in (l3a) and the View*r interpretation in (l3b) does not involve the

distinction between perennial and temporary sickness. lrrespective of whether John's

sickness is perennial and temporary, it can be captured and presented either in its

entirety or precisely at a certain temporal point where its rranifestation is observed.

The availability of the View*1 (R : S) interpretation with a (neutral) ga-subject

shows that a state of John's being sick can be taken as having zuccessive stages, i-e-,

[+Stage].

(13) a. John-wabyooki da.

sick Cop(Pres)
'Jobn is sick. (: John has been sick.)'

b. John'ga byooki da.

sick Cop(Pres)
'John is sick (at this very moment).'

Such an interpretive difference may be more clearly observed with examples

such as (14) below. With a wa-marked subject, (l4a) conveys that the sky is blue in

the sense that it is essentially/characteristically blue, whereas with a ga-marked

subject, (t4b) conveys that the sky is blue in the sense that it is looking blue or it

happens to be blue right now. The fbrmer describes a spatiotemporally transcending

characteristic of the sky and that of ice, whereas the latter describes a

e Note tbar (l3b) can also get the Viewol interpretation (i.e.. S. E(R)) with the subject construed as

being in focus.

ll4
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spatiotemporally bounded manifestation of the sky. The two distinct interpretatrons

observed in the (a) and (b) sentences correspond to the Viewar interpretation ('S,

E(R)') and the Viewp.t interpretation ('S(R), E")-

(14) a. Sora-waaoi.
sky blue(Pres)
'The sky is blue (essentially, characteristically)''

b. Sora-ga aot-

sky blue(Pres)
'rle sky is blue (: is looking blue at this very moment)''

It is perhaps worth noting here that it is well known that in spanish zuch a

difference is distinguished by the use of ser and estar,as shown in (15) below'"'Da

Silva (1978: 77) explains that "estur indicates a state, a condition" or a semblance of

being (what the subject feels like, looks like, happens to be like at a certain time)",

while s'sr "indicates essential qualities, basic characteristics".

(ls) a. El cielo es azul. (: Sora-wa aoi')

the sky blue
'The sky is blue (essentially, characteristically).'

b. El cielo esti az;/..

the sky blue
'The sky is blue (at this very moment).'

(: Sora-ga aoi-)

t0 Although the e:ramples in (15) demonstrate a correspondence between ser in Spanish and -raa in

lapanese 
*ana 

that between estar in spanish and €a in Japanese, it is not necessarily the case that

they cor.espond exactly to sach other. ln particular, the chanrcterising interprecfion associated with

t1e-use of ser in SFri;h is only one of thi View"x (R = E) ilterpretations which t associate wilh wa-

meuking of subjects in Japrnese. Therefore, when a wa-sentence does not yield a characterising

readiryf for ex1nfle, as s€en in (l3a) above, tlrere seens no correspolrding ser sentene in Spanish'

(Compare (l3a) above and (ia) below.) Also, the transient interpretation associated with the use of

esfar in Spanish does not seem as sharp aud punctual as that I associift with ga-marking of subjects

in Japrnese. (Compue (I3b) above and (ib) below-)

(1) a. Juan es nalo.
bad

'John is a bad man (csscntially, charactcristically)''

b. Juan esti m:ilo.
bad

'John is bad (in his illness).'

ll5
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The availability of the View*.(R: S) interpretation with a (neutral) ga-subject

in Japanese (and also with estar in Spanish) in the (b) examples above shows that not

all "states' are [-Stagel. While some states such as John's being handsome are not

compatible with a (neutral) ga-subject and the Viewp",t interpretation (as secn in

3.3.3.1 above), other states such as John's being sick and the sky's being blue are. (In

Spanish, while some states such asTovez (young), vieio (old), rico (nch) and pobre

(poor) nonnally take .rzr, others such as pAhfu (pale), makt @ad), frfu (cnld), and

verde (grren) freely take either eslar or ser (cf. Da Silva 1978: 77).) Since 'states'

can be either [-Stage] (in which case they are only compatible with View"u) or

[+Stage] (in which case they ile compatible with both Viewar and View*t), we need

to look further into what makes some states [-Stage] and others [+Stage]?

3.3.3. Stagelevel vs. individual-level predicetes

we might consider the distinction between [+Stage] and [-Stage] situations in

terrns of the distinction between stageJevel and individuallevel predicates. As

discussed n 2.3.5 above, stage-level and individualJevel predicates are originally

distinguished as predicates of stages and those of individuals (Carlson 1977), vrhere a

stage is defined roughly as 'a spatially and temporally bounded manifestation of

something', and an individual as 'that whatever-itjs that ties a series of stages together to

make them stages of the same thing' (p. 63). Subsequeiilly, however, the di*inction

benveen the two types of predicates has been taken rattrer indeperdattly from the

distinction befween the two types of srbjects. Ofter! the stage-level and individualJevel

distinction is understood rnainly in terrrs of whether they represent transie'lrt states s,rch

as my sitting on a chair now (stageJwel predicates) or more or le.ss pormanent situations

s;ch as my having brown eyes (indivrdual-level predicates) (e.9., Ikatzer 1989). The

distinction is thus rather loosely captured.

Nevertheless, the distinotion has been proved useful in analyzing a number of

gramrnatical phenomena. For example, observe in (16) below that while (l6a) can

mean'l.f John stands on a chair, he can touch the ceiling', (l6b) cannot mean'lf John

has unuzually long arms, he can touch the ceiling' (Stump 1985 cited in Kratzer

1989). Such a contrast in interpretation is ascribed to the aszumption that standing on

ll6
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a chair is a stageJevel predicate, while havrng unusually long arms is an individual-

level predicate.

(16)a. Standing on a chair, John can touch the ceiling'

b. Flaving unusually long arms, John can touch the ceiling.

(Stump 1985: 4l-43' cited in Kratzer 1989: l)

The stageJevel and individual-level distinction is also used to account for a confrast

in grammaticality. Observe in (17) below that thereinsertion is grammatical with

available but not with altruistic, where the assumption is that available is a stage-

level predicate, while altruistic is an indMdualJevel predicate.

(17)a. There are firemen available.

b. *There are firemen altruistic.

(Kratzer 1989: l, bassd on Milsark 1974)

However, although the stageJevel and individual-level distinction can provide

an account for these contrasts, it is not that these contrasts can provide definitions of

what stage-level and individuallevel predicates are. Apparently, there are multiple

factors interacting in each case and the predicates afe not the only key to those

contrasts.

Without being able to precisely define what stage-level and individual-level

predicates arg' it is probably pointless to consider the distinction between [+Stage]

and [-Stagel situations in terms of the distinction between stageJevel and individual-

level predicates. Nevertheless, we intuitively notice that (John's) being sick' and

'being handsome' seem to semantically correspond respectively to (John's) 'standing

on a chair'and'having unuzually long arms', or (firemen's) being available'and being

altruistic'. Since 'standing on a chair' and 'being available' are as$med to be stage-

level, to the extent that'being sick' seems to semantically correspond to'standing on a

chaiC and berng available', it seems plausible that 'being sick' is stageJevel. On the

other hand to the extent that being handsome' seems to semantically correspond to

tt7
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,having unusually long arms'and being altruistic" which are assumed to be individual-

level, it seems plausible that'being handsome'is individual-level'

This seems to suggest that the distinction is somehow connected to the lexical

semantics of the predicate (whether it is a verb, an adjective, or a verb phrase)' That

is, [+Stage] situations are lexically and inherently stage-level, while [-Stage]

situations are lexically and inherentty individual-level. Accordingly, the ditrering

compatibility of being sick'and being handsome'with the View*t interpretation and

with a (neutrally) ga-marked subject in Japanese might be ascribed to the stage-level

and individualJevel distinction. That is, stageJevel predicates (which include beittg

sick') are compatible with the Viewpo,t interpretation and with a (neutrally) ga-marked

zubject in Japanese, while individuallevel predicates (which include being

handsome,) are not. In other words, individual-level predicates are necessarily

presented by Viewar, whereas stageJevel predicates can be presented by either

View"u or Viewoun.

It is noticeable however that to the extent that stage-level and individuallevel

predicates correspond to [+Stage] and [-Stage] situations, they are only different

terms for the same things. Thus, the stageJevel and indMdual-level distinction does

not help us identify what distinguishes between [-Stage] and [+Stage] situations'

Besides, espousing the original view that stageJevel and indMdual-level

predicat€s are distinguished as predicates of stages and those of individuals

respectively, I do not conceive of the stage-/indMduallevel distinction as lexically

determined (at least not entirely). In my view, even the same predicate can be either

stageJevel or individual*level, depending on whether it predicates of a stage (which I

claim to be marked by -ga in Japanese) or of an individual (which I claim to be

marked by .wa in Japanese) in the context of use. ln other words, the situations

presented by View"1(signalled by wa-marking of the subject in Japanese) are taken as

individual-level and those presented by Viewot (signalled by wa-marking of the

118
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subject in Japanese) are taken as stage-level. (See (13) and (14) above, for orample')ll

particularly with this view, the stageJevel and individual-level distinction does not come

before the [+Stage] and [-Stage] distinction'

3.3.4. Visible vs. irrvisible situations

Return to the Viewo",r (R: S) irilerpretation in (l3b) above. The View*1 @:

S) interpretation is possible, for example, when the speaker sees a scene in which

John is lying in bed with a thermometer in his mouth. The scene can be taken as a

temporal manifestation of John's sickness and an assertion can be made just for that'

lmportantly, the View*r (R: S) interprctation is obtainable only when the situation

is ,,visible". Here, being "visible" means not only that a situation is physically

manitbsted in front of our eyes so that we can "see" it but also more broadly that the

physical manifestation of a situation can be perceived or ascertained by any of our

senses. For example, one might perceive that John is sick through John's voice she/he

hears on the phone. The sentence ( t3b) can also be uttered in such a case to yield the

Viewn6 (R: S) interPretation.12

ln contrast, for the Viewar (R : E) interpretatiorU it is not required that a

situation is physically perceivable. For example, we can utter (13a) above when John

is absent in a class (which he is expected to attend). ln zuch a case, that John is sick is

not physically perceivable (to the interlocutors who are in the class). Since (13a)

asserts that the situation of John"s being sick holds in its entlr€ty, it does not require

that its stage is visibly manitbsted. In fact, the entirety of a situation can only be

understood conceptuallY.
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rr lndhi&rallevel and sageJwol FrEdicat€s thus associated with Vierp"u and Viem*r and tEnce with wa-

and ga-markings of sobj""tr in lapurese rruy mt necessarff coincide with what ale gercrally

olsiOereA as indiviAraHwel uxf Saee-level preOlcates. To avoid a oolfisiotl ps miglrt €all tltem

individral-level and 5llryF-ler€l predications (to be distitrguished from individral-lel'el and $age-lwel

geOic*es) (cf. 2.3.5 JU*.1. nftno,rgn ildividral-level and $age-level predications in drcide
brrespoud to u,lrat are genemlly considerea es inilividunl-lwel ald stirge-loel predicates' i'e-, predic*es

r.pro.nti"g rnorB or l65s pemurrcnt sitrrations ard those representing transient $ates respectivety' tlry
conespondmore slrictly to'what eue orighafty distinguished as indivrdral-lo'el and stage-lwel gedicates

i.e., predicales tlrat gedicde sf irdiyidrr:rlc, and tlrose tlra pedicate of *ages.

t? Related to tlds, Makino (1987: 300) points out that with a ga-marked srbject, the speaker focuses

on atr actio& existence, or t€mporary state of the ga-urarked object (which uray be anirnate or

irurnirnate) prinlurly tluough visuat or auditory sense. Crucia$', the description with a ga-marked

subject depends o1r ttre ,p"uk r', direct perception lt ofteu indicates atr exclauratory expression of

the speaker.
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Similarly, (14b) above is uttered to yield the View*t (R = S) interpretation only

when the speaker actually perceives the colour of the sky as blue, while (14a) can be

uttered when and where the sky cannot be looked up and therefore rather irrespective

of whether it is actually blue or grey at the time of utterance.

Essentially, stages of a situation are manifestations of a situation. As

manilbstations, stages are inherently "visible"- The feature [+Stage] thus seems to

entail [+Visible]. States such as being sick' being blue, and being cold are [+Stage]

and therefore intrinsically [+Visible]. An intrinsically [+Visible] situation can be

presented either as an actually "visible" situation with a physical manifestation (as in

(l3b) and (l4b) above) or as an "invisible" situation holding in its entirety (as in (l3a)

and (laa) above), depending on whether it is presented by View"u or View*t.

conversely, does the feature [-stage] entail [-visible]? consider a [-stage]

state of (John's) being handsome, for example- Is it [-Visible]? We can see the

physical manifestations of John's being handsome. Does it mean that the feature [-

Stagel does not entail [-Visible]? Notice' however, that John's being handsome is

very diftbrent from John's looking handsome. The former is considered a more or less

permanent characteristic of John, whereas the latter is a temporary state of John'

Although we may think that we can see the physical manifestations of John's being

handsome, as a characteristic ascribed to an indMdual called John the state of being

handsome is more or less permanent and taken as holding in its entirety. Crucially, the

entirety of a state is not something that can be physically observed but rather

something that is understood conceptually. In this sense, [-Stage] situations aIe [-

Visible]. We cannot assert (or deny) John's being handsome restrictively only at a

particular spatiotemporal location (while we can assert (or deny) John's looking

handsome restrictively only at a particular spatiotemporal location)' What we can

assert (or deny) is that the entire state of John's being handsome holds-

But if [+Stage] and [-Stage] situations corespond precisely to [+Visible] and

[-Visible] situations respectively, visibility is not a helpful criterion for determining

situations" compatibility with Viewar and View*r. However, there are cases in which

two situations are hard to distinguish in terms of the opposition between [+Stage]

and [-Stage] but can be differentiated as [+Visible] and [-Visible], and crucially

exhibit a difference in their cornpatibility with View"u and Viewo,,t. Consider, lbr
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example, a situation of someone's being here as a result of his/her having come here

and a situation of someone"s being somewhere out there as a result of hiVher having

gone there. In terms of [+stage] and [-stage], it is hard to dift'erentiate these two

situations. However, the data in (lS) and (19) below suggest that a situation of

someone's being here as a rezult of his/her having come here is compatible with both

Viewuu (which is signalled by wa-marking of the subject) and View*r (which is

signalled by ga'marking of the zubjeot), whereas a situation of someone's being

somewhere out there as a result of his/her having gone there is only compatible with

View"'(but not with Viewp*).13 The hash oa -ga in (19) indicates that the ga-marked

subject cannot be interpreted nzutrally (and therefbre the focus interpretation is

forced).

(18)John-wa/ge ki-tei-ru.
come-Prog-Pres

'John has come and is here-'

(I9)Iohn-wal#gt Amerika-ni it-tei-ru.
America-to go-Prog-Pres

'John has gone to America and is in America-'

Although these two situations are hard to differentiate in terms of [+S1*"1 *O

[-StageJ, they are clearly distinguished in terms of visibility to the speaker. A

situation of someone's being here is visible to the speaker, who is also here. On the

other hand, a situation of someone's being somewhere out there is invisible to the

speaker, who is here. (Note that deictics here and there we us€d to refer to

respectively a place where the speaker is and a place where the speaker is not.) A

[+Visible] situation of someone's being here can be presented either as ao actually

visible situation with a physical manifestation (by Viewru,t) or as an invisible situation

holding in its entirety (by View"11). Therefore, its subject can be marked with either

-wa or -gd, Nshown in (lS) above. On the other hand, with a [-Visible] situation of

someone's being somewhere out the1e, we have no option of talking about a visible

13 The ,eiru-forms in (18) and (19) express result siates, dre to the [-Durative] feanrre of the vefu. I
will discuss the ilteraction bgtwen the dencation of the nrarlrer -teiru 'and the [+Durativel 'and l-
DurativeJ features of situatiom iu 3.4'l below'

t2L
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manifestation of the situation. Without being able to see the physical manifestations,

we can only assert (or deny) that the situation as a whole holds'ra That is, a [-Visible]

situation cannot be presented by View*t but only by Viewar. The incompatibility with

View*1 is indicated by the absence of neutral ga-marking of the subject in (21)

above.

The examples in (20) and (21) below show similar contrasts. situations

described in (20) and (21) are hard to distinguish in terms of [+Stage] and [-Stage]'

However, in terms of visibility to the speaker' a/the mole's being dead and a/the

door's being open described in (20) are inherently [+visible] (as they have physical

manitbstations), whereas John's knowing and John's being married described in (21)

are inherently [-visibte] (as they lack physical manilbstations). And [+visible]

situations can have either wa-marked or ga-marked zubjects, whereas [-Visible]

situations can only have wa-marked zubjects (except for ga-marked zubjects

construed as being in focus, as indicated by the hashes)'

(20)a. Mogura-ga/wa sindeiru.
mole die-Prog-Pres
'There is a dead mole./ The mole is dead''

b. Doa-ga/wa ai-tei-ru.
door oPen-Prog-Pres

'A"/The door is open.'

(21 ) a. John#ga/wa sit-tei'ru.
know-Prog-Pres

'John knows (that).'

b. John#galwe kekkon-si-tei-ru.
marriage-do-Prog-Pres

'John is married.'

Thus, where the opposition between [+Visible] and [-Visible] does not

correspond to that between [+Stage] and [-Stage], View"1 and View*t interact with

f+Visible] and [-visible] rather than [+stageJ and [-stage]. while view"u is

available to both [+Visible] and [-Visible] situations, View*t has limited distribution

ra Excepional cases are when a situation somernhere out therp is made possible to be perceived by

the speaker here by the use of a tekphone, a TV, etc'
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only with [+Visible] situations. Since [+Visible] situations can be presented by either

Viewar or Viewpn t, they can yield two distinct temporal and aspectual interpretations

in correlation with wa- and ga-markings of the subjects. on the other hand, [-

Visible] situations can yietd only one temporal and aspectual interpretation, i.e., the

Viewar interpretation. This asyrnrnetric pattern of interaction between viewpoints and

situation types is illustrated n (22) below.r5

(22)

View*n(

This leads us to conclude that what makes a situation incompatible with

Viewo",t is the invisibility of a situation. That is, the invisibility is at least one of the

reasons why some situations cannot be conceived of as being made up of successive

stages (or a stage), i.e., [-Stage].

Some situations such as a situation of knowing are inherently [-Visible] and

in these cases the visibility seems lexically determined. However, there are many non-

Iexical tbctors that determine the visibility of a situation. For one thing, the visibility

of a situation is relative to where the speaker is (in relation to the situation talked

about). That is, one and the same situation can be either visible or invisible to the

speaker, depending on where he/she is. The visibility of a situation is also affected by

the use of a telephone, a TV, and $o on. Moreover, the visibility of a situation may

differ according to the intended meaning. For exarnple, the situation described in the

sentence John is teaching ttngtish is visible with the intended meaning that John is

t5 Smith (1991: 94) claims ttr.rt when a language exhibits an asmrmetric pattern of interaction

behveen viewpoints and situation types, i.e., one vieu'point has limited distribution, and the other(s)

appeu(s) generally, the geuerally available viewpoint is dominaut. Applying tlris to the above case,

VG*", w6ich is g"o"olly available (:u opposed to View*t which lras lindted distribution) is a

donirurnt vienpoint in Japlrese. Altlrough it is not clear exactly what Smith mearrs by tlre word

dominant, let us sirnply take it that the dorninant viewpoint is used urore frequently than tlrc other

view'point. T[at is, the occuffenc€ of View"x is more frequent than that of View**. Since Viewar zutd

View-*r tresignaledby wa-:rndga-rniukings of subjects respectively, it predicts that there should be

more wu-nurked subjects than (neutral) ga-muked subjects il total'

t23
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actually teaching English right now but invisible with the intended meaning that John

teaches English as an occupation. In additiol! some grammatical items such as

negation, potential, and past and future tenses have an effect of making situations

invisible. Importantly, however, only lexically and potentially [+Visible] situations can

be affected by these other factors to be aotually visible or invisible' Lexically and

inherently [-Visible] sifuations can never be visibly manifested' Without visible

manifestations, these situations are not conceived of as being made up of zuccessive

stages (or a stage). Therefore, [-Visible] situations are incompatible with View*t'

Let me note in addition that unlike the situation of knowing some situations

such as memorizing something solving a problenr, and falling in love are potentially

[+Visible], though we may consider them rather invisible'r6 Crucially, we can readily

imagne some visible sc€nes of memorizing something solving a problern' and fhlling

in love (but not a visible scene of knowing). These scenes can be taken as the visible

manifestations of the stages of these situations, and therefore g1n be presented by

View*1.

As far as the visibility is seen as a lexically determined semantic feature rather

than a pragmatic notioq it can probably supersede the [Stage] feature as a feature

that interact with Viewuu and View*r-

3.3.5. Summary

To zum up, View.x and View*t essentially interact with situation types which

determine whether the situations can be decomposed into stages or not. While Viewu

is generally available, View*t is restricted to situations which can be decomposed

into stages (or a stage). To the extent that it determines the decomposability of

situations, the distinction between stat€s and non-states or the feature [+/-Stage] has

an important bearing on the availability of Viewo't'

However, it is not clear whether the [-Stage] tbature of a situation tbrces the

situation to be taken as a whole or the fact that a situation is always taken as a whole

makes the situation [-Stage]. What seems to make a situation incompatible with

View*r more fundamentally is the invisibility of a situation. Some situations (such as

knowing) are texically and inherently [-Visible] and can never be visibly manifested.

lu I app, ciatc an cxamincr's commcnt on this point.
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Without visible manifestations, these situations are not conceived of as being made up

of successive stages (or a stage). Therefore, [-Visible] situations are incompatible

with View*t.

Althoughinmanycases[+yisible]and[_Visible]sifuationscorrespondto

[+Stage] and [-Stage] situations, where they do not, Viewull andView*linteract with

[+visible] and [-visible] rather than with [+Stage] and [-Stage]' This leads us to

conclude that while View"u is generally available, Viewp",t has limited distribution only

with [+Visible] situations. Thus, the lbature [Visible], as a lexically determined

semantic feature rather than a pragmatic notiorq seems to zupersede [Stage] as a

feature that interacts with View.x and View*.'

3.4. Interaction between situations types and denotations oI -ta, -ru, and'teiru

In addition to the interaction between viewpoints and situation tJrpes, which we

have just seen in the previous sectioq the S-E aspects conveyed by tense/aspect

markers join the interastion. ln this sectioq I will oramine how the S-E aspects interact

with situation types as well as viewpoints.

3.4.1. lnterpretatious of -feirzr

3.4.1.1. [+/-Durativel

tn 3.3.2 above, we have seen that the distinction between durative and

instantaneous situations does not matter to the availability of Viewo and View*1'

However, that distinction has an important bearing on the interpretation of teiru-

forms of verbs. I take the [+Durative] and [+InstantaneousJ features as totally

antagonistic to each other so that [+Durative] suggests [-Instantaneous] and that

[+lnstantaneousl suggests [-Durative]. I only use the feature [Durative] with the

specification of + and - values.

'125
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The leiru-forms have been recognised as diagnoses for [+Durative] and [-

Durativel situations (Kindaichi 1950, 1955 , lg76),as summarized in (23) below:'t

(23)a. If the -teiruform of a verb is interpreted as expressing an ongoing

process, the verb is [+Durative].

b. lf the -teiruform of a verb is interpreted as expressing a result state, the

verb is [-Durative].

Tlie examples in (24) below illustrate the diagnosis (23a). The 'teiru forms are

interpreted as expressing ongoing proc€sses, and the verbs indeed describe processes

which have durations.

Qa)a. John-wa/ga (ima) Chomsky-o yon-dei-ru'

now Chomsky-Acc read-Prog'Pres

'John is reading Chomsky (now).' <present/progressive>

b. John-wa/ge (ima) oYoi-deiru.
Dow swim-Prog-Pres

'Johnisswimming (now).' <present/progtessive)

c. John-walgs (irna) nihongo-o benkyoo-si-tei-ru'
now Japanese-Acc study-do-Prog-Pres

'John is studying Japanese (now).' <present/progressive)

With a wa-marked zubject which signals Viewu, the -teiru form presents an

ongoing situation as a whole. This yietds a static present interpretation- With e ga'

marked subject which signals Viewpot, the -teira form presents an arbitrary internal

cross-section of an ongoing situation" which gives rise to a dynamic progressive

interpretation. Notice that with the static present interpretation, the situations

described in the s€ntences are not necessarily visible to the speaker, while with the

dynamic progressive interpretation they are necessarily visible.

,t The diagnoses also aply to -teita. Strictly speating it is the -tei Frt of 'teint that should be

regarded as expressing arr-ongoing process or a result state, as 'teita also expresses fhem (The

difference between -teiru urd-ieffa is whether the reference point is reoognized as nnow' or "at that

time'.)
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The diagnosis (23b) above is illustrated by the examples in (25) below' The

-Ieirufbrms receive result state interpretations, and the verbs inde€d describe discrete

changes which happen instantaneously' 
18

(25)a. John-wa/ga ki-tei-ru.
come-Prog-Pres

'John has come and is here''

Mado-wa/ga ai-tei-ru'
window oPen-Prog-Pres
.The/A window is open.' <result(invisible/visible)>

Mogura-wa/ga sin-dei-ru.

mole die-Prog-Pres
.The mole is dead./Th"r.l, u dead mole.' {rezult(invisible/visible)>

With a ya-marked subject which signals Viewat, the described result state is

taken as a whole. With a ga-marked subject which signals Viewp"'t' the described

result state is taken as an arbitrary internal cross-section of a result state. Again' the

sentences with ga-marked zubjects require that the described situations be visible to

the speaker, while those with wa-marked subjects do not have such requirement'

Such an interpretive difference between ongoing proce$ses and reSult states

yielded by -reirucan be ascribed to the structural differenoe between [+Durative] and

[-Durative] situations, while we maintain the assumption that -teiru uniforrnly

denotes the ongorng aspect (or the topological relation ',' to oonnect S and E) (cf

3.1.3 above). [+Durative] situations have a temporal schema with only internal

stages, as illustrated in (8) above, which is reproduced in (26) below' ln such a

schema" if something is said to be ongoing, it can only be the internal stages that are

ongoing. That the internal stages are continuing means that the process is in progress'

,, Notice that fe o nobant in (6d) and (7d) absve, which literally means'stretch one's hand (arm)" is

not a [-Durative] achieveruefi, since the fein{-form does not erpress an ongoing fssult state t'ut

<resul t(i nvi siblelvi sible)>

b.

c.

ralher an ongolng Prtrcess'
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(26) [+Durative] situations

Situation

internal

On the other hand, [-Durative] situations have a temporal schema with a single

temporal point which is preceded by preliminary stages and followed by resultative

stages, as illustrated in (9) above, which is reproduced in (27) below- In such a

schema" if something is said to be ongoing, it is either the preliminary stages or the

resultative stages that can be ongoing. It goes without saying that the resultative

interpretation obtains when the resultative stages are taken as ongoing'

(27 ) [-D ur ative] situations

Situation

....t-..

preliminary resultative

If the preliminary stages are taken as ongoing, it should yield an interpretation

that what is going on now is leading to the occulrence of the instantaneous situation

described by the verb in the (near) future. Logically, such an anticipative

interpretation should also be available with the teiru-forms of [-Durative] verbs' The

tbct that it is not seems rather idiosyncratic.

lnterestingly enougtr, the English progressive shows the opposite case' That is,

when [-Durative] situations are "progressivized", it is the preliminary stages but not

the rezultative stages that are taken as ongoing. Observe in (28) below that the

English equivalents for the [-Durative] verbs in (25) above in the progressive form

yield the interpretation that the preliminary stages that lead to the occulrence of the

actual situation described by the verb are ongoing. Thus, in English [-Durative]

situations in the progressive form yield the anticipative interpretation but not the

resultative interpretation.

r28

t
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(28)a. John is coming.

b. The window is oPening.

c. The mole is dYtng.

129

Thus, the progressive form of a [-Durative] situation necessarily yields the

resultative interpretation in Japanese and the impending prospective interpretation in

English. For this difference, I have no explanation to offer. Crucially, however, the

choice between the ongoing process interpretation and the resultative interpretation

both yieldedby -teiru in Japanese is explained by the structural difference between

[fDurative] and [-Durative] situations. since [+Dr.rative] situations only have

internal stages, the ongoing aspect denoted by -teiru has no choice but to modify the

internal stages.t'This results in the ongoing process interpretation (as seen in (24)

above). On the other hand, with [-Durative] situations, which have preliminary and

resultative stages, the ongoing aspect denoted by 'teiru selectively modilies the

resultative st4ges to yreld the resultative interpnetation (as seen in (25) above)' Thug

we can ascribe the distinct semantic interpretations yielded by 'leiru to the distinct

temporal structures of the predicates. This allows us to maintain the assumption

broadly motivated by a principle of economy that bits of language (i'e', 'leiru) which

are identical in form are also identical in meaning (i.e., ongoing) and yet to eccount

for the distinct interpretations obtained.

To summariz e, -teifa expresses an ongoing prooess with a [+Durativel

situation, which yields the static present interpretation with View"u (-wa) and the

dynamic progressive interpretation with Viewp*t (Sa) With a [-Durative] situation'

on the other hand , -teiru expresses an resultant state, which is taken as invisible with

View"x (wa) and visible with View*t (-ga).

re when we take the possibility of the ex?eriential interpretati on of -teint into consideration' this is

in fact an o''erstatement. x wnr be discussed in the following section (3'4.I-z below), the teiru-

form of a [+Durativel situalion qan be ambigUous bEtween the ongoing plocess interpretation and

tlre experiential ilterpretation.
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(29) The interpretations of -reiru

[+Durative] t-Durativel

Ongoing process Ongoing resultant state

View41(-wa) Static present (Invisible) Invisible

View*1(ga) Progressive (Visible) Visible

3.4.1.2. Experiential interpretation oI'teir u

However, the interpretations of -leiru in (29) above are not exhaustive'

Another interpretati on of -teiru is past experience. The experiential interpretation can

obtain with both [+Durative] and [-Durative] situations, as shown in (30) and (31)

below. Although the experiential interpretation often and most naturally obtains with

overt adverbials which denote a past time or the number of times such as'beforehand'

and 'once', it is not that the occulrence of the experiential interpretation requires the

presence of such adverbials.zo (Note that the experiential interpretation of the verb

'die' in (3lc) pragmatically requires an imaginary setting such as a fairy-tale')

(30)a. John-#galwa(mae-ni) Chomsky-o yon-dei-ru'
before Chomsky-Accread-Prog-Pres

'John has read ChomskY (before).'

b. John-#galwa (izen) intaahai-de oyoi-dei-ru'
betbre interhigh-at swim-Prog-Pres

'John has swum at an inter-high (before).'

c. John#galwa kookoosei-no-toki nihongo-o

high school student-of-when Japanese-Acc

benkyoo-si-tei-ru.
study-do-Prog-Pres
'John has studied Japanese when he was a high school student.'

(31)a. John-#ga/wa mae-ni ki-tei-ru'
before come-Prog-Pres

'John has come before''

b. Mado-#galwa ichi-do ai-tei-ru.

window once oPen-Prog-Pres
'The window has been oPen once.'

20 I appreciate an examiner's comment on this point-
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c. Mogura-#galwa ni-do sin-deiru.

mole two-times die-Prog-Pres
'The mole has died two times.'

past experiences are a special kind of result states. Every time a situation ends"

the subject of the situation is left with a rezult state that he,/she has done it. ln this

sense, a past experience is an indirect result state of every situatiorL which is

p€rmanently ascribed to the subject. For example, if John read Chomsky, it is true

forever that he has read Chomsky (even after he has totally forgotten what he read).

Importantly, experiences ascribed to individuals are necessarily [-Visible]' Therefore,

they are only compatible with View"x (and hence wa-marking of subjects) but not

with Vierr/e,r (and hence neutral ga-marking of zubjects, as indicated by the hashes).

To account for the possibility of the experiential interpretation with both

[+Durative] and [-Durative] situations, we might add the indirect result state

necessarily following in every temporal schema of situation, as illustrated in (32) and

(33) below. A dotted line indicates a series of potentially visible stages of a situatiorq

which therefore can be presented by either View.u (with -wa) or \fiewor (with -ga),

whereas a solid tine indicates a necessarily invisible state, whioh therefore can only be

presented by Viewar (with -wa).'' lThe boundary between the direct resultative

stages and the indirect result state of a [-Durative] situation is arbitrary.)
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(32) [+Durative] situations

Situatiou Result state

f)
-teiru
(wa/ga)

2r Note tbat while potentially visible situatioru can be presenled as either visible or imdsible,

inherently invisible situations have no choice bnrt to be presented as invisible (See the disarssions in
3.3.3.3 above).

fl
-teiru
(wa)
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(33) [-Durative] situations

Situation

1,|

-teiru
(walga)

t32

Result state

f)
-teint
(wa)

With the possibility of the experiential interpretatiorl -teiru can be ambiguous

(out of context) particutarly with wa-marked subjects. With [+Durative] situations,

-teiru can be taken as either modi$ing the internal stages to express an ongoing

process or modifying the result state to express a past experience, as illustrated in

(32) above and exemplified in (34) below. With [-Durative] situations, -teiru can be

taken as either modifying the direct resultative stages to express an ongoing resultant

state or modifiing the indirect result state to express a past experience, as illustrated

in (33) above and exemplified in (35) below. (The situations presented with wa-

marked subjects, which signal View41, are all taken as invisible.)

(34)[+Durative]
John-wa Chomsky-o Yon-dei-ru.

ChomskY-Acc read-Prog-Pres
a. 'John is reading Chomsky.' <Ongoing Process (static present)>

b. 'John has read Chomsky.' <Experience>

(35) [-Durative]
John-we ki-tei-ru.

come-Prog-Pres
a. 'John has come and is here.' <Ongoing resultant state (invisible)>

b. 'John has come here (before).' <Experience>

On the other hand, when the subject is marked with -ga, the experiential

interpretati on of -teiru is not available (except with the focus interpretation of the ga-

marked subjec$ Therefore, -teiru is unambiguously interpreted as expressing an

ongoing process if it is modifying a [+Durative] situatioq as shown in (36) below'

and an ongoing resultant state if it is modi$ing a [-Durative] situation, as shown in

(37) below. (The situations presented with ga-marked subjects, which signal View*1'

are necessarily visible. )



(36) [+Durative]
John-ga ChomskY-o

ChomskY-Acc
'John is reading ChomskY.'

(37) [-Durative]
John-ga ki-tei-ru.

come-Prog-Pres
'John has come and is here.'

Three-umtrrunent tmalysi s ttf ttspe ct

yon-deiru.
read-Prog-Pres

<Ongoing process (Progressive)>
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<Ongoing resultant state (visible)>

3.4.1.3. Summary

ln this section, I have elucidated that the interpretation of -teira depends on

whether the situation described by the verb is [+Durative] or [-Durative]. With a

[+Durative] situatiorq which only has internal stages, the ongoing aspect denoted by -

teiru is taken as modifying the internal stages. This results in the ongoing process

interpretation. On the other hand, with a [-Durative] situatioq which has preliminary

and resultative stages, the ongoing aspect denoted by -teiru is taken as modi$ing the

resultative stages. This results in the resultative interpretation.

In addition , -teiru can also yield the experiential interpretation, irrespective of

the [+Durative] and [-Durative] features of situations. With the possibility of the

experiential interpretati on, -leiru can be ambiguous (particulady with wa-marked

subjects) between the ongoing process interpretation and the experiential

interpretation with [+Durative] situations and between the resultative and the

experiential interpretations with [-Durative] situations.

Crucially, as a result of interaction with situation t1pes, [+Durative] a"d [-
Durative], as well as with viewpoint aspect$, Viewar and Viewp, the marker 'teiru,

which is maintained as having a constant denotation, yietds various semantic

interpretations.

3.4.2. [+/-Telic] and the interpretation of -ta

ln 3.3.2 above, I have mentioned the telicity of situations as something

irrelevant to the [+/-Stage] feature. However, when it comes to the interpretation of

-/n (particularly occurring with a ga-marked subject), it is an important factor

whether a situation has a clear final endpoint or not, i.e., [+TelicJ or [-Telic].
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Recall the two distinct interpretations yielded by -ta. When it occurs with a r'va-

marked subject, -/a yields the past tense interpretation (38a), whereas with a ga-

marked subject, it yields the 'hot news' perfect interpretation (38b).

(3S)a. John-waki+a.
come-Past

'John came.'

b. John-ga ki-ta.
come-Past

'John has just come.'

t34

<Past>

('Hot news'perfeot>

On the assumption that -ta constantly conveys the completed aspectual

meaning (corresponding to the relational meaning'>' to connect S and E) (cf' 3'l'1

abovet the two distinct interpretations it yields are explained as follows. The past

tense reading obtains when the completed aspect denoted by 'la is taken as modi&ing

the situation (described by the verb) as a whole, with a wa-marked subject signa[ing

View"u. That is, the situation as I whole has been completed some time in the past.

On the other hand, the 'hot news' perfect interpretation obtains when the completed

aspect is taken as modifing a cross-section of the situation intersecting at the present

moment. That is, what we have got here is the final cross-section of a situation, and

therefore the situation has just been completed'

Notice that it is essential for the 'hot news' perfect interpretation that the final

cross-section of a situation is visibly manifested at the moment of speech. (Recall that

View*t is only compatible with [+Visible] situarions.) For a situation to be able to

visibly manifest its final cross-section, it must have a clear final endpoint, i-e.,

[+Telic]. lf the 'hot news' perfect interpretation of -ta requires a visible manifestation

of the final cross-section of a situation, it means that the 'hot news' perfect

interpretation is only available with [+Telic] situations.

In tenns of Vendler's four-way classification, achievements and

accomplishments are [+Telic], whereas states and activities are [-Telic]. Accordingly'

we predict that the 'hot news' perfect interpretation of -fcl is restricted to

achievements and accomplishments and unavailable with states and activities. The

situation of coming/arriving in (38) above is an example of achievements, and it has

been shown that -ta can yield the 'hot news' perfect interpretation with a go-marked
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subject. ln (39) below, a situation of drawing a circle is demonstrated as an example

of accomplishments, with which -la canyield either the past interpretation or the 'hot

news' perfect interpretation, depending on whether the subject is marked with -ws or

-ga."
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(39)a. John-waen-o
circle-Acc

'John drew a circle.'

b. John-ga en-o

kai+a.
draw-Past

kai-ta.

<Past)

circle'Acc draw-Past
'John has just drawn a circle.' ('Hot news' perfect>

In (40) below, a situation of John's being sick is demonstrated as an example of

states, which are [-Telic] (without a clear {inal endpoint). As predicted, the ta-form

of a state fails to get the 'hot news' pertbct reading with a ga-marked subject. With

states, -ts canonly yield the past tense interpretatiorg even with a ga-marked subject,

which then has to be interpreted as being in focus, as indicated by the hash on (40b).

(aO)a. John-wa byooki dat-ta.

sick Cop-Past
'John was sick.' <Past>

b. #John-ga byooki dat-ta.
sick Cop-Past

'It is John who was sick.' <Past>

Recall that the state of being sick is [+51ngt] and hence compatible with

Viewp",t, when it does not occur with -tc (see (13) above). Therefore, it is not the

incompatibility between the situation type and the viewpoint that makes the 'hot

news' perfect interpretation unavailable. lt is the incompatibility between the situation

type (i.e., [-Telic]) and the combinationof -ta and View*t.

' In Englisq drsw a circle and drtrv' circles are distinguished as [+Telicl and [-Telic] respectirely'

Similarly, drav'the circlesand draw circles z:ue distinguished as [+Telicl and [-Telicl respectively.

In Japanese, howwer, such distinclious between singular ard plurarl and between defilite and

indefinite are not grammatically expressed- Therefore, the telicitl' of en o kaku nrxy well alter

dependilg on the context ofuse.
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In (41) below, a situation of swimming is demonstrated as an example of

activities, which are also [-Telic].8 Without a clear final endpoint, a situation of

swimming is not expected to allow a 'hot news' perfect reading of -ta. However, the

.hot news' perfbct interpretation of Ja is marginally available with a ga-marked

subject, as indicated by the question mark on (4lb).

(al)a. John-wa oyoi-da,

'John swam

b. ?John-ga oYoi-da.
swim-Past

'John has just swum.'

<Past>

('Hot news' perfect>

When the fc-form of a typically activity verb receives the 'hot news' perfect

interpretation (with a ga-marked subject), the clear final endpoint of the situation is

actually perceived. For example, if we are watching a swimming competition, -/trhr

has just swum is taken as John tns jusl swum his race or John has jusl swum I0Am

and so on. (Note that zuch a oommentary flavour is always a oharacteristics of the

'not news'reading.) Although the linguistically described situation itself is classified as

[-Telic] without a clear endpoint, the context of speech can supply a final endpoint,

which is understood by the interlocutors. Thus, what is typically a [-Telic] activity

can also be taken as a [+Telic] accomplishment, depending on the context ofuse.

To conclude, the above bears out our prediction that ^ta can yield the 'hot

news' perfect interpretation (with a ga-marked subject signa[ing View*t) only with

[+Telic] situations. However, it seems not only that the availability of the 'hot news'

perfect interpretation depends on the [+Telic] feature of a situation but also that the

'hot news' pertbct interpretetion forces the described situation to be interpreted as

[+TelicJ, where it is possible. As suggested by the possible 'hot news' perfect

interpretation with an activity verb, the telicity of a situation is not so rigid that it may

well alter depending on the conte)ft of use.'o

t The nrarker -da is a phonological variant of -ta'

2' The telicity of a situation app€a$ evetr more fluid in Japa.nese, considering tlre fact nded in

footnote Z?abpve.
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3.4,3. [+/- Preliminaryl and the interpretation of -ra

Just as the telicity of situations, i.e., tle presence or absence of a clear final

endpoint, bears on the interpretation of -ta, the presenc€ or absence of the

preliminary stages bears on the interpretation of -ru (occurring with a ga-marked

subject signalling Viewo,t)

As shown in $2) below, -rrz yields a future tense reading with a uu-marked

subject and the 'on the verge' interpretation with a ga-muked subject'25 On the

as$umption that -ru conveys the prospective aspectual meaning (corresponding to the

relational meaning'<'to connect S and E) (cf.3.l'2 above), the two distinct

interpretations it yields are explained as follows. The future reading obtains when the

prospective aspect denoted by -ru is taken as modifying the situation (described by

the verb) as a whole, with a rsa-marked subject signa[ing View"n. That is, the

situation as a whole is going to take place some time in the future. On the other hand,

the 'on the verge' reading obtains when the prospective aspect is taken as modifying

a cross-section of the situation intersecting at the present moment, with a gcl-marked

subject signalling Viewot. That is, what we have got here is a preliminary cross-

section of a situation, and therefore the situation described by the verb is visibly on

the verge of taking place.

t37

(42)a.John-wa ku-ru.
come-Pres

'John will come.' <Future>

b. John-ga ku-ru.
come-Pres

'John is arriving/ just about to arrive.' <On the verge>

Notioe that it is essential for the 'on the verge' interpretation that one of the

preliminary stages of a situation is visibly manifested at the moment of speech-

(Recall that View*t is only compatible with [+Visible] situations.) For a situation to

be able to visibly manifest one of its preliminary $tage$, it must have the preliminary

25 Another possible interpretation of (42a) is habitual, i.e., 'John comes'. As briefly discussed in

Appeldix to Clapter 2, t[e denotation of -ru is actually ambiguous between 'ScETprospoctive and

'S-j'/ongoing. While I leuve this probtern outside the scope of this thesis for the sake of simplicity, it
certainly needs to be prop€rly investigated in the future'
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stages. lf the 'on the verge' interpretation of -rz requires a visible manifestation of a

preliminary cross-section of a situation, it means that the 'on the verge' interpretation

is only available with those situations which have the preliminary stages.

ln 3.3.2 above, I have assumed the presence of the preliminary stages with [-

Durativel situations but not with [+Durative] situations, as illustrated in the

representations in (S) and (9) above, which are reproduced in (43) and (44) below-

This predicts that the on-the-verge interpretation of -ra is only available with

achievements, which are [-Durative], but not with states, activities, and

accomplishments, which are [+9ut.1ive].26

(43) [+Durative] situations

Situation

t. .. 1

internal

(44) [-Durative] situations

Situation

.l
preliminary

(45)a. John-we oyog-u.
swim-Pres

'John will swim.'

resultative

However, the -ru forms of activities and accomplishments can yield the on-the-

verge interpretation with a grr-marked subject, as seen in (asb) and (a6b) below,

though only in some special contexts such as a rururing commentary, where it is

essential that the described situation is visible, as indicated by the question marks.tt

<Future>

26 I classi4, accomplishments as durative because the,y have a durative activity su@rt. Howwer' the

overall went of accomplishments is not durative in the same way that activities and states are, as

pointed out by an examiner.

tt The seltenffis (45a) :urd (46a) can also rereive a habitrul reading i.e., 'Jolu swirns' and'John

drans a circle' respeclively. See footnote 25 above.
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b. ?John-ga oyog-u'
swirn-Pres

'fohn is swimming/ just about to swim''

(a6)a. John-waen-o kak-u'

circle-Acc draw-Pres

'John will draw a circle.'
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<On the verge>

<Future)

b. ?John-ge en-o kak-u.

circle-Acc draw-Past
.John is drawing a circle/ just about to draw a circle.' <on the verge)

when the ra-form of a [+Durative] verb occurring with a ga-marked subject

yields the on-the-verge interpretation" the [+Durative] situation is conceived of as

having the preliminary stages, as illustrated in (47) below' The on-the-verge

interpretation obtains when -ru is interpreted as modifring one of the preliminary

cross-sections leading to the occurence of the situation described by the verb'

(47)Durative situations

Situation

1l

-ru

With states, however, the 4r-forms are hard to find- In Japanese, stative verbs

such as ktve,lmow, and believe are normally in theil -teiru forms to express the states

of loving, knowing and believing. (The -ra forms of stative verbs are mainty found in

performative sentences. ln the perfiormative uses, these verbs do not expres$ a state')

Moreover, rnny stative predicates take the copula da' wrth which -ra does not

surface. Crucially, even if we assume that -nr is underlyingly present with a copula

da, withstates it does not yield the future reading nor the 'on the verge' reading; as

shown in (4S) below. Since we only get the present interpretation, whether static or

dynamic, -ru isnecessarily taken as conveying the ongoing aspect (or 'S, E') but not

the prospective aspect (or 'S < E'). Certainly, we can talk about becoming sick'

However, while being sick is a state, becoming sick is not a state but rather an

achievement. Thus, the prospective (or 'S < E') interpretation seems totally

unavailable with states.
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(a8)a. John-wa bYooki da'

sick CoP(Pres)

'John is sick. (: John has been sick)'

b. John-ga bYooki da'

sick CoP(Pres)

'John is sick (at this very moment)''
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<Static present>

<Dynamic Present)

The unavailability of the prospective (or 'S < E') interpretation may be due to

the assertiveness of the copula da, withwhich states are necessarily asserted either to

hold or not to hold (or either to have held or not to have held)' But the unavailability

of the 'on the verge' interpretation in particular can also be explained as due to the

absence of preliminary stages in the temporal schema of states'

In any case, the presence of preliminary stages is required for the availability of

the on-the-verge interpretation of -ru occurring with View*. on the other hand' the

on-the-verge interpretation forces a situation to be conceived of as having preliminary

stages, where it is Possible.

3.4.4. SummarY

In this section, we have observed the interaction between situation types (i'e''

aspectual classes of verbs) and the s-E aspect conveyed by -teira, -ta and -ru tn

Japanese. Firstly, I have shown tlnt the interpretation of -leiru differs, depending on

the [+/-Durative] tbature of situations (though the experiential interpretation of 'teiru

obtains irrespectively of the [+/-Durative] feature)' Secondly' the telicity of

situations, i.e., the presence or absence of a clear final endpoint, bears on the

interpretation of -/a occurring with Viewpo,t. Thirdly, the presence or absence of the

preliminary stages bears on the interpretation of -ru occurring with Viewot'

3.5. Conclusion: Threecomponent analysis of aspect

ln 3.1, we have seenthe aspectual meanings of tense rlarkers' In 3'3, we have

observed the interaction between viewpoint aspects and situation types' And in 3'4' we

have observed the interaction between situation types and the denotations of

tense/aspect markers. The discussions in these sections have shown that the temporal
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and aspectual interpretation is compositional of the thnee different things, which are

posibly alt called'asP€cts'.

As illustrated in (a9) below, those tluee 'aspggts' are ocpressed at different parts of a

sentence. Firstly, the zubiect markers, -wa aild-g4, @nv€y viewpofuf aspects, \/iewar and

View*1. secondly, situation types such as [+/-stage], [+/-Durative]' [+/-Telic] and [+i-

Preliminaryl are conveyed by (lexical) predicates. Thirdb, verbal affxes srch as 'b' -H

wrd -teiru conv€y what I call 'S-E aspects' expressing such meanings as completed'

prosp€ctive and ongoing. Those properties conveyed by three 'aspects' are originally

independent of one another, but as an outcome of interacting with one another, they

yield a certain tcmporal and aspectual interpretation' (Note that the distinct temporal

and aspectual interpretations of (a) and (b) in (49) are due to the distinct vieupoint

aspects conveyed by the subject markerg 'wa and'ga')

(49) Three conponents of 'asPect'

i. Viewpoinr aspect (Grammatical aspect)

ii. Situation type (I$dcal aspect)

iii. S-E Aspect

l4l

e.g., a. Johtt

(ii)
ki
come

[+Stage/Visble]
[-Durative]
[+Telic]

(iii)
-la.

(u)
-ta"

(ii)
ki
come

(')
-gsb. hhn

(D

4ry4

Viewar

(R: E)

-+'John came.'

cornpleted
(S>E)

View*r [+StageA/isible] completed

(R: S) [-Durative] (S >E)
[+Telic]

-> 'John has just come/arrived''

This tluee-component analysis is an extension to Smith's (1991) two-

oomponent theory. while smith has viewpoint aspects and situation types, I have s-E
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aspects in addition to the two. In effect, I have decomposed Smith's viewpoint

aspectsintotwoparts;viewpointaspects.proper'andS-Easpects.Noticethat

Smith's viewpoint aspects do two jobs; one is to distinguish 'all' and 'part' of a

situation and the other is to specis which 'part' of a situation is in focus (if 'part'

rather than 
.all" is in focus). ln my analysis, viewpoint aspects do just one job, i'e', the

job of distinguishing 'all' and 'part' of a situation' The other job' i'e'' the job of

designating which 'part' of a situation, is allocated to the S-E aspects conveyed by

the verbal affixes. Recall the discussions in chapter 2 (2'4'3) that while the

imperfective is almost equated to the progressive in Smith's charaoterization' the

progressive is only one of the possible presentations of Viewp* in Japanese' View*t

can focus a preliminary stage of a situation and the final stage of a situation as well as

an internal stage of a situation, depending on the marker attached to the verb (i'e'' -

ru, -ta, or -teiru).

Furthermore, s o result of introducing s-E aspects, which interact with two

different viewpoint aspects, tense and aspect are merged into one system' With

view4, s-E aspects express tsnses such as past' future, and present, whereas with

View*t they express aspects such as perfect, proximate future' and progfessive'

The three-component analysis enables us to maintain the assumption broadly

motivated by a pnnciple of economy that bits of language which are identical in form

are also identical in meaning and yet to account for a variety of temporal and

aspectual interpretations yielded by one and the same tensdaspect m'arker (or one

and the same string of tense/aspect markers) in terms of the interaction with situation

types and viewPoint aspects.

More crucially to o'r purpose, we confirm that due to the availability of two

types of viewpoint aspect conveyed by wa- and ga-markings of subjects, the same

predicate with the same tense/aspect marker(s) can yield two distinct temporal and

aspectual rnterpretations in correlation with wa- and ga-marking of the subject'

However, due to the incompatibility between a viewpoint and a situation type (i'e',

View*r and [-stage] or [-visible]) and/or the incompatibility between a situation

type and the combination of a tense/aspect marker and a viewpoint (i'e'' [-Telicl and

the combination of -m and View*t), walga-pats of sentences do not necessarily

exhibit the nice View"rrViewoart Contf&st as illustrated in Chapter 2'
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Chapter 4

The phrase structure of tense

I have shown in the previous chapters that rrya- and ga-markings of

subjects in Japanese correlate with tvro types of evaluation tim€/R/ viewpoint

aspect. If we assume some qmtactic mechanisms to account for wa/ga-

marking of subjects, it suggests that we need to encode the distinction

between the two types of evaluation timeiR/viewpoint aspect in our syntactic

representation. In this chapter, I propOse a phrase structure which enables us

to s€e the interrelation between the two types of evaluation time/R/viewpoint

aspect and wa/ga-marking of zubjects in Japanese. To the extent that the

wa/ga-phenomena are concerned with the notions of both tense and aspect as

shown in Chapters 2 and 3, the system I propose to account for thern in this

chaper is a unified system of tense and aspect in the synta"x.

In 4.1, I start with the task of representing our tense formulae with the

S-E relation at one ler/el and R aligned with either S or E at another level in

the phrase structure. To syntactically represent the S-E relatiorU I follow the

spirit ofZagona (1990) and Stowell (199aab) in analyzing that a tense phrase

(i.e., TP) denotes a relation between two times, one of which is givon and

serv$ as a reference point, with respect to which the other is located. To

represent R aligned with either S or E,I propose that R: E and R = S project

their own syntactic phrases, which are both tense phrases defining the relation

between S and E. I call them Tn=sP and TR=gP respectively.

In4.2,I scrutirrise the semantic contents of the two firnstional heads,

Tn.-e and Tn=s. The essential semantic content of Tn-s is identified as an anchor

to a spatiotemporal locatior4 while that of Tp=6 is identified as an anchor to a

world. An anehor to a spatiotemporal location is represanted by a event

variable e, which may or may not occur in the event-place E. On the other

hand, an anchor to a world is represented by a world variable o, which may or

may not occur in the world-place tr Assuming that the event-place E and the

r43
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world-place W project their own phrases, which correspond to Tn=sP and

Tn=nP respectively, I rename them as EP urd IlP.

In 4.3, I investigate the syntactic mechanisms operating in the temporal

strusture made up of W and EP. In particular, I argue for the syntactic and

s€mantic association between W and wa-marked subjects and that between

EP and ga-marked subjects. As temporal categories, W and E are assumed to

have T-features (to be checked by the relevant features of predicates) and D-

features (to be checked by the relevant features of DPs). However, their T-

and D-features need to be checked only when W and E are activated by the

occurrence of co and e respectively. That is, activated W and E attact

predicates in order to have their T-features checked by their features and

zubject DPs to their Spec positions in order to have their D-features checked

by their features through Spec-head agreement.

While the T- and D-features of W and .E qyntactically function as

triggers of movement and licensers of relevant items (due to their need to be

checked by appropriate items), due to the distinc't semantic contents of W and

E, their T-features checked by the relevant features of predicates affect the

temporaVaspectual interpretations of the predicates, whereas their D-features

checked by the relevant features of DPs affect the semantic interpretations of

the subject DPs. The T-features of W and E checked by the features of

predicates give rise to the R : E and the R : S interpretations respectively.

The D-features of W and E checked by the features of DPs make the subject

DPs taken as referring to spatiotemporally transcending whole individuals

(i.e." 'individuals') and spatiotemporally bounded manifestations of individuals

(i.e., 'stages') respectively. Assuming that those subjects appearing in [Spec,

Wl and taken as referring to 'individuals' are va-marked and those appearing

in [Spec, E] and taken as referring to'stages' are ga-firatked in Japanese, wa-

marked and ga-marked subjects are licensed by the D-features of W and E

respectively. The correlation between wa/ga-subjects and the two types of

temporal and aspectual interpretations obtained for the clauses is explained by

the T- and D-features of W and4 which are respectively responsible for the

two types of temporal and aspectual interpretations and for licensing of wa-
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marked and ga-marked subjects. Crucially, the T- and D-features of Z and E

assure that subjects and predicates of the same semantic type are properly

paired and, as an interesting consequenc,e of my analysis, the distinction

between stage and individual-level predicdes is encoded in the plrase stnrcture

oftense.

In 4.4,I compare my anat5nis as a system to syrrtactically account for the

stage-findividual-level distinction with the previous analyses of Kratzer (1989)

and Diesing (1992). I show that while matraining the spirit of the prwious

analyses, my proposal e,ftibits both onpirical and theoretical advantages .

In 4.5, I compare my analysis with Davis' (1998) proposal which also

considers $$ject licensing to depend on a temporal stnrcnrre. While I associate

wa- andga-marked subjects in Japanese with the two temporal heads (V and

E"), Davis associates the {-features of the first and second person zubjects and

thoge of the third person zubjects with the two tanporal heads (T and Asp).

Investigating the commonality between the split between | &.2 subjects and 3

subjects and the wa/ga-spht of subjects in Japanese, I argue that the elract

properties that distinguish between the two classes of subjects associated with

the two temporal categories are the referential familiarity vs. novelty in the

discourse and the totality vs. temporality of the referent in our perc€'ption,

which are closely interrelated. I propose that those properties are encoded in

the D-features of W and E and checked by subject DPs raised to their Spec

positions.

In 4.6, I show that the two zubject positions proposed for wa- and ga-

subjects in Japanese are tenable across languages, even where there is little

overt differentiation oftwo kinds of zubjects as in English.

Lastly in 4.7,I discuss an implication of my analysis for first language

acquisition.
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4.1. Syntactic representations for the S-E relation and R as a viewpoint

aspect

The summary table from Chapter 2 is reproduced in (l) below as a

quick reminder of the correlationbetween wa- andga-marking of subjects and

(i) two types of evaluation timq (ii) two types of R, and (iii) rwo types of

viewpoint aspect.

(l) -84

Evaluation Time original (t)

S,E,R R:S/*E
Viewpoint Aspect Viewot

While the two types of evaluation time, R, and viewpoint aspect correspond

to one another, the two types of R in particular provide a good starting point

for investigating the syntactic representations.

Recall that the two types of R are represented in our tense formulae,

where a temporal relation is specified between S and E at one level and R is

aligned with either S or E at another level. The formulae are reproduced in (2)

below. I take it as my first task to represent the formulae in (2) in the synto(.
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i.

ll.

iii.

-wa

new (l)

R:E/*S
Viewar

(2) a. SrE b. SrE
il ll

RR

<Level l>

<Level 2>

4.1.1. Representation for the S-E relation

Let me begin by reviewing the analysis of tense as a dyadic predicate, as

in Stowell (l99aab) based onZagona (1990), which seems highly pertinent

to our task of representing the S-E relation in the syntax. To syntactically

express that tense is a relation between two times, one of which is given and

serves as a reference point, with respect to which the other is located, Zagona

(1990) proposes that tense takes two time-denoting phrases as arguments and

defines the temporal relation between them. The time denoting arguments,
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which Stowell (l994qb) calls ZPs ('Zeit-Pfuase'), thus appear in both

extemal and internal argument positions ofTensg as shown in (3).

(3) rP
/------\
nT'

-,At-.

Stowell maintains that the internal ZP argument denotes the Event Time, the

time at which the event in*antiated by the predicate of the clause is

interpreted to take place, and that the external ZP argument refers to a time

relative to which the internal ZP argument is (temporally) ordered. The

external n argument tWically denotes the utterance time, though

theoretically it has no fixed indexical denotation. (I will return to this point

shortly.) Tense temporally locates the denotation of its internal argument in

relation to the denotation of its external argument, i.e., the event time (E) in

relation to the utterance time (S) most typically. For examplg if Tense

contains Past, or the relation 'after' ('>'), the Tense Phrase (TP) denotes that

the utterance time is after the event time, as shown in (4) below. This yields

the past tense interpretation.

(4) rP
---------------.Subject T'

; ------.------=.
Utterance T Complement
Time 

I

(Past) Event Time
'after' -\---

-..vP.. '

(Stowell 1994a: 8)

Let us now take a closer look at the denotation of the external

argument. Although it is typically the utterance time which serves as a

reference point, with respect to which the event time is temporally located,

other temporal moments can also serve as a reference point when they are
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recognized as the 'how" point in the speech situatiorq as discussed in 2.2.3.1

above. To capture this fact, Stowell compares the external argument of T to

PRO. The denotation of the external argument, a PRO-ZP, is controlled by a

c-commandingZP. As the external argument of a main clause Tens€, PRO'ZP

has no c-commanding syntactic antecedent. It is therefore analogous to

PRO"6. In this case, it takes its denotation from the speech-act setting and

denoteS the time of utterance or refers to a time recognized as 'ttou/" as

specified by other $€ntences in the discourse. In subordinate clauses, PRO-ZP

is obligatorily bound by the event time ZP in the immediately higher clause,

and therefore it refers to the event time of the immediately higher clause.

Thus, the external ZP argument essentially denotes the 'how" time, which

serves as the reference point for the ternporal location of the event time. fuid

prezumably because it is the time which serves as the reference point, Stowell

refers to the denotation ofthe external ZP argument as the Reference Time.

It is important to note here that Stowell's use of the term Reference

Time or R is quite different from Reichenbach's and also from mine. Recall

that Reichenbach used R to primarily repre$ent a 'loint of vieu/' for the

semantic interpretation of perfect (and in other cases, just bundled it up with

E), whereas I have been taking R as representing the viewpoint aspect of a

clarse by attaching to either S or E (of the S-E relatiort) (cf Chaper 2).

Stowell uses R to refer to the time in relation to which the event time is

located. In effect, Stowell's R corresponds to my S defined as a deictic

element which refers to a time recognized as the "now" point in the discourse,

with respect to which the event time is located. Accordingly, a temporal

relation between R and E Stowell claims to be expressed in his TP

corresponds to a relation between S and E in my definitions. Therefore, I

a$sume that by adopting the spirit of Zagora-Stowell analysis of tense, the S-

E relation irr our tense formulae is qyntactically represented in the phrase

structure of Tense.

From the analysis that Tense defines the relation between S (the

denotation of its external argument) and E (the denotation of its internal

argument), it follows that what carries the information about the relation

between S and E should appear in T at some stage of derivation (whether
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overtly or covertly). Recall that we have been working with the assumption

that in Japanese the relations to connect S and E are carried by verbal afrxes

such as -ta, -ru, and -teiru (cf. Chapter 2).lf this assumption is correct, we

expect that those affixes, -tu, -fl, and -teiru, appear in T to connect S and E-

However, let me note here that alternatively we can assume that -ta, -

ru, and -teiru carry the whole S-E relations rather than just the (topologcal)

relations to connect two things. That is, we can assume that not just '>', o<',

and ',' but 'S ) E', 'S < E', and 'S , E' are conveyed as a whole packby -ta,

-ru, and -teiru respectively. With this alternative view, we can maintain that

Tense is a relation between S and E without having S and E represented as its

arguments in the phrase structure. In fact, despite the beauty of the analysis, it

is hard to find concrete widence for the existence of ZPs denoting S and E as

the arguments of Tense because they cannot be overtly realized.l It therefore

seems equally conceivable that S and E are not syntactically represented as

arguments in the phrase structure. As I advance my analysis in the following, I

will come to adopt this alternative view.

4.1.2. Representation for R as a viewpoint aspect

I now turn to the syntactic representation of R which is aligned with

either S or E. I propose that these two kinds of R project their own syntactic

phrases in an articulated temporal structure. Let us call those phrases Tn=sP

and Tn=sP for the present. Building on the analysis that a tense phrase

primarily defines the relation between S and E, as discussed in 4.1.1 above, I

assume that both Tn=eP and Tn=sP define the relation between S and E. Then,

Tn=eP represents the tense formula in (2a), and Tn=sP represents that in (2b)

above.

As illustrated in (5) below, I assume that the sequence (dominance

relation) of Tn=eP and Tn=sP is such that Tn=sP dominates Tn=sP. One reason

I In Stowell's rnelysis, the syntactic projection of the external argument of T is required for
a PRO argument, which accounts for the shifting of the denotation of his reference time in
embedded contexts, as pointed out by an examiner. Howeveq with the new notion of 'S' I
propoc€ as a daictic element which refers !o a time recognized as the *now" point in the

discourse, the control analysis for the shifting of its denotation is not necsssary, as will be

discussed in the following section 4.1.2.
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to assume zuch a hierarchical relation between the two tense phrases is that

sernantically R : S comes under the scope of R = E. Recall that as a

viewpoint aspect R: S foouses part of a situation, while R = E focuses all of

a situation. Since all of a situation contains part of a situatioq I conceive that

R : E (which focuses all of a situation) has wide scope over R : S (which

focuses part of a situation) in the syntactic structure.
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(5) Tn=e P

_----------._ (2a)SrE
Tn=s' ll

-.-,A=-- R

Tn=s Tn=f
-----------.-

Tn=s'

--t-"-------Tn+ VP

(2b)S r E

rl

R

Another r@son is the anticipation that Tn=sP and rn=sP are somehow

associated with wa- and ga-marked zubjects respectively. Recall the

correlation between R = E and wa-marked zubjects and that between R: S

and ga-marked zubjects obsenred in Chapter 2. Based on the well-observed

structural hierarchy between wa- $rd ga-marked subjects such that wa-

marked zubjects occupy a higher syntactic position than ga-marked zubjects

(cf. 1.3 above)' it seems reasonable to assume that Tn=rP associated with va-

marked subjects are strusturally higher than Tn=sP associated with ga-marked

subjects.

Let us consider here the issue of whether to assume that a tense phrase

is a dyadic predicate of two time-denoting arguments, as Zagona and Stowell

do. If we adopt the analysis of tense as a dyadic predicate as it is, we need to

postulate time denoting phrases, i.0., ZFs, in both external and internal

argument positions of Tn=rP and Tn=sP, as shown in (6) below.
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(6) Tn=r P

.----------
ZP (S) Tn=r'

Tn=s ZP (E)
///^-\

z'
--------.-
Z Tn=f

-.-----'.-
zP (s) TR=s'

--l----t--
rn=s /Ag

z'
-------.-

In Stowell's analysis, the syntactic projection of the external argument

of T is required for a PRO argument, which accourts for the shifting of the

denotation of his reference time in embedded contexts. However, with the

new notion of 'S' I propose as a deictic element which refers to a time

recognized as the "nou/' point in the discourse, the control analysis for the

shifting of its denotation is not necessary. It simply picks a time recognized as

'hod'in each context, which is in an embedded context the time of the event

described in the higher clause. In my view, such a phenomenon does not need

to be captured and represented in the synto(. As for the syntactic projection

of the internal argument" its repetitive occurrence in (6) above appears rather

redundant. In the interest of economy and on the basis of lack of evidence for

the existence of those time denoting phrases, I rather assume simply that each

tense phrase defines the relation between S and E, without harring S and E

syntactically represented as arguments. That is, I assume that an articulated

temporal structure looks like (5) above rather than (6).

Since Tn=eP and Tn=sP are both tense phrases that define the relation

between S and E, those affixes which are assumed to carry the ffirmation

about the relation between S and E, i.e., -ta, -ru, and -teiru in Japanese,

should be able to appear in both Tn=u and Tn=s, More precisely, in a given

clause, those affixes should appear in either Tn=r or Tp;s ot some stage of

l5l
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derivation either overtly or covertly. Crucially, although -ta, -ru, and 'teiru

constantly convey 'S ) E', 'S ( E', and 'S , E' respectively, depending on

whether they appear in Tn=s or Ta=5, the same S-E relations yield distinct

temporal and aspectual interpretations, due to the semantic contents, R : E

and R: S.2

4.f 3. Comparison with Ilemirdache end Uribe-Etxcbania (1998e'b,c)

The temporal strrrcture with a ca|rple of functional projections, Tn=eP and

Tn+P, that I am proposing is shikk€ly similar to that with TP and AspP

proposed by Dunirdache and UribeEO<ebania (19984b,c) ftenceforth D & U-

E). Ext€nding Tagom(1990) and Stowdl (1993), D & U-E assun€ that not only

Tense but also Asp is a dyadic predicate of spatiotanporal ordering establishing a

topological relation bstween two time denoting arguments. Howerrer, while they

say both Tense and Asp are dyadic predicateg D & U-E do not assume a time

denoting phrase in ttrc internal argum€d positioq unlike Stowdl. Rather, as s€en

in (7) belorv, their time denoting arguments are all in the specifier positiong i.e.,

the orternal argunrnt positions. Wrthout a time denoting phrase occuning in the

internal argument position of each temporal projection, D & U-E's ternporal

structure is made up of just the two functional projections which both define

spatioternporal ordoing.

' Travis (1991) has also proposed an analysis that a single tense morphen€ can appear in
two distinst qyntactic postitions to yield two distinct interpretations. Th€ data from Ower6

Iglo presented S Ddchaine (1991) shows that the morpheme ga appea$ in two different
positions and yiel& two different interpretations, as seen as in (i).

(i) a. O ri- gN ri A.

3sg eat progfoodthis
'S/he is eating this food'

b. O ga e-ri- ri e-

3sg fut ?-eatfood this
'S/he will eat this food-' (fravis 1991:9)

Travis analyzes that the progtressive and future interpretations derive from the same

morpheme, ga, with tha same meaning, irrealis. Maping ontO the phrase strucnre she

argu€s for, Travis explains that when gd appears in the uper tense position, the whole

event is unrealized and it has the interprretation of future tense and when it appears in tlc
lower tense position, only the resulting state is unrealized and it has the interpretation of
uncomplaed aspect or progrcssive.
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AST-T ASP'
----\\

ASP VP

EV-T VP

Both Asp and T have the meaning of AFIER' BEFORE, or (WITFfIN.

Crucially, hourwer, the same import, AFIE& BEFORE, or (WITtt[N, gives

rise to nvo distinct interprAations depending on whether it appears in AsP or T.

Aspect e$ablishes a topological relation between the assertion time (AST-T), the

time for which an assertion is rnade or to which the assertion is confined (Klein

1995), and the went time (EV-T) On the other hand, Tense orders the assertion

time (AST-T) with respect to the utterance time (UT-T). Therefore, AFTER,

BffORE, ad (IYITIDDI respectively yield Perfect, hospctive, and Progressive

interpretations in Asp€ct, and Past, Futurg and Present interpretations in Tense.

(8) Aspest Tense

AFTER Psfect Past

(AST-T afterEY-T) (Uf-T after AST-T)

BEFORE Prospective Future

(AST-T before EV-T) (UT-T before AST-T)

(MTIDIN Progressive Present

(AST-T within EV-T) (tiT-T wilhin AST-T)

According to D & U-8, Past Progressives (e.9., Mry was reading LI),

for examplg derive from the compositional interaction of Tense and Aspwt

as illustrated in (9) below. Asp orders the time to which the assertion of the

sentence is confined (AST-T) (with)in the EV-T, and T orders theffi-T fier
the AST-T (which refers to a proper srbpart of the EV-T).
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(9) Past Progressive (e.g., Mary was reading I/.)

TP-_____\

Lff-T T' UT-T after AST-T

----t 

-----\

T ASP.P
after -------
AST-T ASP' AST-T within EV-T

t-'// 
-\\\

ASP \IP
(with)in

EV.T IV?

(D & U-E 1998a: 29)

For the cases without morphological Tense or without morphological

Aspect, D & U-E assume that although T? and AspP are always projected,

when T or Asp lacks morphological content, its orternal argument is

syntactically equated with its internal argument (via binding or movement)'

For oramplg a sentence with Prospective Aspect and no morphological Tense

(zupposedly in Salish) has the phrase structure (lOa) below, in which the UT-

T binds the AST-T which is ordered before the EV-T. On the other hand, the

simple Future Tense with no morphological Aspect has the phrase structure

(lOb) below, in which the UT-T is ordered before the AST-T which itself

binds the EV-T (since Asp is empty).

(10) a. Prospective Aspect without Morphological Tense

TP

UT-T T'
--"--

T ASP-P

--/ -----.-
AST-T ASP'

ASP VP
before -/- -------

EV.T VP

"-t------"----l- t-----l---->
UT-T: AST-T EV-T
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b. Future Tense without Morphologicd Aspect
TP

-/--'t 
-----'--

UT-T T'

T ASP.P
before

AST.T ASP'

ASP I/P

.----t --------

EV-T VP

--.t--..-1-t----------l-->
UT-T AST.T : EV-T

(D&U-E 1998a:29)

Notice that Prospective Aspect and Future Tense share a single

topological relation BEFORE but are distinguished by whether BEFORE

appears in Asp or T. Having BEFORE in Asp, Prospective Aspect has a

deactivated T without corfent. Having BEFORE in T, Future Tense has a

deactivated Asp without content. Deactivated T in Prospective Aspect

conv€ys that its external argument UT-T (i.e., S) is equated with its internal

argument AST-T (i.e., R), that essentially means R: S. On the other hand,

deactivated Asp in Future Tense conveys that its external argument AST-T

(i.e., R) is equated with its internal argument EV-T (i.e., E), that essentially

means R= E.

Importantly, both D & U-E and I propose two functional projections of

temporal ordering. Moreover, we both encode the information about whether

R (AST-T) coiucides with S (UT-T) or E (EV-T) in one way or another. In D

& U-E's proposal, deac'tivated T conveys UT-T = AST-T (corresponding to

R: S) and deactivated Asp conveys AST-T : EV-T (corresponding to R:
E). That is, R is equated with S or E only when T or Asp is deastivated.

When both T and Asp are activated, R is not equated with S nor E.3 In my

proposal, on the other hand, the higher temporal ph'rase (corresponding to D

3 The other logical possibility in D & U-E's analysis is that both T and Asp are deactivared

to convey thatR is equated with both S and E, i.e., R = S = E. Howcrer, D & U-E do not

s€€m to allow for such a case.
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& U-E's T) directly encodes R : E and the lower temporal phrase

(corresponding to D & U-E's Asp) encodes R = S. Therefore, R is necessarily

equated with E or S. There is no possibility of R being distinct from both E

and S.

Thus, an important difference between D & U-E's and my analyses is

that I only allow for two types of \ that is, R has to be equated with either E

or S (i.e., R: E or R: S), while D & U-E allow for the possibility of R being

distinct from both E and S as well as the possibility of R being equated with E

or S. On first sight, the two analyses also differ in that while in my analysis the

two temporal phrases define the relation between S and E, in D and U-E's

analysis the higher phrase defines the relation between UT-T and AST-T

(corresponding to S and R) and the lower phrase defines the relation between

AST-T and EV-T (corresponding to R and E). However, this difference is in

fact reducible to the issue of whether we only allow for two types of R or not.

Although D & U-E's TP denotes the relation between UT-T and AST-T (i.e.,

the S-R relation), when Asp is empty and AST-T is equated with EV-T (i.e.,

R: E), the relation between UT-T and AST-T specified in TP is essentially

the relation between UT-T and EV-T, i.e., the S-E relation. Similarly,

although D & U-E's AspP denotes the relation between AST-T and EV-T

(i.e., the R-E relation), when T is empty and UT-T is equated with AST-T

(i.e., R : S), the relation between AST-T and EV-T specified in AspP is

essentially the relation between UT-T and EV-T, i.e., once again the S-E

relation. That is, if R (or AST-T) is necessarily equated with E @V-T) or S

(UT-T), the two sets of relatiorq the relation between UT'T and AST-T and

that between AST-T and EV-T, are essentially reduced to the relation

between uT-T and EV-T, i.e., the S-E relation. The issue of whether we

should only allow for two types of R or not hinges on the discussions in

Chapter 2, where I suggest some modifications of Reichenbach's tense

theory.

For the present purpose, however, let us rather converge on the

similarities between D & U-E's and my analyses. That is, D & U-E's and my

analyses support each other in that an articulated temporal structure is made

up of two functional projections of temporal ordering and encodes the
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information about two qpes of R' i.e., R = E (or AST-T: EV'T) and R: S

(or AST-T: UT-T).4

4.1.4. Summary

To sum up, in order to represent our tense formulae in (2) above, I have

proposed a series of functional projections, Tp=sP and Ti=sP, as an articulated

TP stnrcture. The higher temporal phrase, Tn=sP, represents the tense formula

inQa), whereas the lower phrase, Tn=3P, represents that in (2b) above.

Since both Tn+P and Tn=sP define the rdation between S and E, verbal

affxes such as -ta, -nt, aurrd -teiru in Japanese, which I assume to carry the

information about the relation between S and E, can appear in both Tn=s and

Tp=s, or in a given clause either in Tn=s or in Tn=s at some stage of derivation

either overtly or covertly. While those morphemes constantly convey the S-E

relations ('S > E', 'S ( E', and 'S , E'), depending on whether they appear in

Tn=e and Tn=s, the same S-E relations yield distinct temporal and aspectual

interpretations.

4.2.|$ore on the semanticg of thc two tense phrases

Having postulated the two functional projections making up the phrase

structure of tense, in this section I further examine the semantic content of

those functional heads.

4.2.1. The lower tense phrase and e spttiotcmporal locetion

The lower tonporal projection postulated as Tn=iP is to be compared with

Cowper's (1997) AspP and Stowell's (199aab) ZP (as the intemal argument of

T) not only in terms of the location in the phrase structure (as sean in (11) below)

but also in terms ofthe serrantic content.

o However, on the basis of lack of widence for the pres€noe of time dernting arguments, I
do not particularly €spouse the idea that those times' are qfntactica[y represented as

argutnents occupying the Spec positions of those FPs. Later in 4.3, I will propose that wa-
andga-marked subjects in Japanese appear in the Spec pooitions of those FR.
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(11) a. Torii b. CowPer (1997)
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Tn=u P

Tn=g'

Tn=s Tn=*P

Tn=s'

Tn=s

TP

T'

T AspP

c. Stowell (l99aqb)

TP

T'

TZP

Asp'

Asp

Z'

z

Cowper (1997) argues for an e projectiorq which she calls AspP after

the aspectual nature of e. Courper's AspP is not to be confused with aspectual

projections that have been proposed by Travis (1991) or with the aspectual

phenomena discussed by Tenny (1987, 1992). Travis and Tenny among otlrers

(e.g., McClure 1994, Desing 1997) are concerned with lexical aspects or

situation types wch as transitivity and telicity, which are conveyed by (odcaf)

predicates and are to be ryntactically represented within the vert ptnase(s). In

contrast, Cowper's AspP is concerned with the VP-external asp€ctual

struch1re particglarly for viewpoinVgrammatical aspects and is therefore

situated outside of VP" between TP and VP.

Cowper af,gues that the Davidsonian event element e is not a lexical

property ofverbs but rather a property of a clause. Essentially, clauses may or

may not have e, depending on whether they describe wents or states. For

example, n Kelly is eating junk fod describing an event, e is present,

whereas n Kelly eats junh food describing a charasteristic of Kelly' i.e', a

state, there is no e. That is, the distinction between sventive and stative

clauses is aocounted for by the presence or absence of e, which is independent

of the choice ofverb.

Cowper proposes tlwt e projects its own syntactic category as part of

the inflectional zuperstructure of a clause. Eventive clauses have e and hence

an e projection (AspP)" whereas stative clauses lack e and hence an e

projection (AspP) altogether. Note that while e is originally a (non-nominal)

argument of predicates (Davidson 1967), Cowper treats it not as an argument

but as the head of a syntactic category in the phrase structure of a clause.
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I agree with Cowper in aszuming that e projects its own syntactic

category and that e may be present or absent in a given clause' However,

while Cowper takes it that the absence of e means the absence of the syntactic

category in the phrase structure, I rather assume that the functional category

is always present in the phrase structure of a clause, irrespective of the

presence or absence of e, following the spirit of Cinque (1999)' This means

that the functional head is not e itself but the event-place, in which e may or

may not occur. To distinguish between the event-place and an actual token of

event, I use E for the former and e for the latter.s E as the event-place is

always presant but it may or may not have the content, i.e-, an actual token of

e, depending on whether a clause describes an event or a state. Thus, I take it

that it is E rather than e that projects its own projection in the phrase

structure of a clause.

The occurrence of e rn E signifies that there exists an event at some

spatiotemporal location. I take e as a variable standing for a spatiotemporal

locatioru and the actual occurrence of e in E as an anchor to a spatiotemporal

location.6 A clause anchored to a spatiotemporal location is interpreted as

being strictly bounded at that spatiotemporal location. The situation described

in such a clause is therefore taken as spatiotemporally bounded, eventive, or

stage-level. Thus, the occurrence of e n E gives rise to the R : S

interpretation (or the View*t interpretation).

This zuggests that the semantic content of the lower temporal head Tn=s

is comparable to e in E as an anchor to a spatiotemporal location. Notice that

as a functional head Tn=s is expected to be always pfesent in the phrase

structure of a clause, but that the semantic interpretation of R : S is present

at some time and absent at another. This is appropriately characterised by the

presence or absence of e in E. fu the event-place E is always present, I take E

5 Nore that the italicised.E is to be clearly distinguished from the non-italicised E. The

former (E'1 represents the event-place and is a functional category (as I intnrduce so), while

the latter @) is Reichenbachian 
nevent timen.

u I am using the notion of anchoring in a broad sense so that a spatiotemporal location

anchors the intension of a clause as well as a world does, although a spatiotemporal

location certainly does not anchor in the same \f,ay as a world does.
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as the functional head, which correspondS to Tn=s, and call the phrase it

projects E?, which corresponds to Tn=sP. (The main reasons for this renaming

ale typographical convenience and the ease ofpronunciation' I rather do not

adopt Cowper's label, AspP, to avoid the confusion with the other kind of

AspP as in Travis (1991) and Tenny (1987, 1992)')

Turning to Stowell (l994ab), he also assumes the presence of an went

element in the lower functional phrase of a temporal structurg wtrich he calls ?
(see (l lc) above). He says that 'some element at the Z,Plet/el (eith€r Z itself or an

operator residing in the Spec of ?) binds a temporal variable witttin VP

corresponding to Krdzer's (1989) "external" went argurnent' (Stowell 1994a-' 6)'

(Note that Kratzer (1989) postulates an event argument as the orternal

argument of (stage-level) VPs.) Drawing an analogy between DP and zP,

Stowell (1994b) uggests ttnt Z binds the external afgum€nt of its VP

complement, just as D binds the erdernal argum€nt of its NP complemeilt, as

shorvn in (12) below.T

(r2) n
------.-.-
zt vP

---^-----
€i vp

--,-.------
John V'

_____r

sing

(Stowell 1994b: l0)

Such binding of a temporal variable s€erns to correspond to what e m E

does as an anchor to a spatiotenrporal location. If we assume the presence of a

temporal variable to be bomd within VP, we could say tlloit e in E anchors the

intenrsion of a clause to a spatiotemporal location by virtue ofbfuding tbis variable-

? This anatysis 'imdlrs that tlp tnrc elrcrnal iu'gurlrnt of VP is thp tfuredemoting argmct|
bondby a rsh€r than the traditional DP $bject that figures in moat snall dause thmry ard in

the \lP-futternal srfject ttypAnesiS (Stowe[ t9%br 10).

DP

---^--.-
Dr NP

| ------aBiN'
--\r\

man
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Moreover, as Kratzer (19S9) originally postulates an event argument' e'

only for stage-level (or eventive) VPs (or predicates), Stowell's binding of e by

Z is naturally concerned with the distinction between stative and eventive

predicates. Stowell conceives that the distinction between stative and eventive

predicates is encoded in the semantics of?, which is again comparable to ttrat of

Dp. Like DP,n is semantically either definite or indefinitg according to Stowell.

With a stative predicatg the event timeZP is generally understood to have

a definite reference; in other words, it is typically understood as referring to

a time akeady mentioned. With an eventive predicate, the et/ent time ? can

have either definite or indefinite reference: it can either refer to a time

already mentioned, or it can introduce a new time. (Stowell l94a: 8).

Thus, Stowell relatesthe distinction benryeen wentive and stdive predicates to the

distinction between definite and indefinite went times somehow encoded nZ (ot

Zl), though it is not a simple one-to-one relation. Recall that in my anatysis the

distinction between eventive and stative predicates is determined by the presence

or absence of e in E. Aninteresting connnonality is that the lower functional head

(or projection) of the articulated tense stnrcture is given a function of

distinguishing between wentive and stative predicates.

Furthermorg with a little spectrlatiorq the similarity between the semantic

corfent of Z and that of E can become more significant. Assrme that each

functional head intrinsically contains a unique semantic featwe. Ther\ Z should

have only one of the two values, definite or indefinitg as its intrinsic semantic

content. The two logical possibilities are (i) Z is intrinsically definitq and (ii) Z is

intrinsically indefinite. Interestingly, if we opt for the second possibility and take

indefinite (rather than definite) as the intrinsic semantic content of Z,the similarity

between the semantic content of Z and that of E becomes sriking. The

interpretation of 'hn indefinite timd', i.e., a time newly introduced to the

discourset solely relies on and directty derives from the actual spatiotonporal

location ofthe speech situation (most tlpically) An indefinite event time therefore

l6t

8 A time is indefinite in tlre sense that it has no antecedent.
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yields an interpretation that the described situation is nevr to the discourse and

bounded at that particular qpatiotenporal location in the discourse. Thus,

indefinite Z signifies wentive or stagelevel situations.e

So, there are some similarities among the lower firnctional phrase of a

temporal structure, which I originally postulated as Tn=3p and now call E?,

Couper's (1997) AspP, and Stowell's (19944b) n @s the irilernal argument of

T) not only in terms of the location in the phrase structure but also in terms of the

semantic conteril (at least to ssne extefit). I assume that the intrinsic ssnantic

content of the lower temporal head is an anchor to a spatiotemporal locatiorq

which is responsible for the eventive or stage-lorcl interpretation of a clausg that

ig the R: S (or Viewp) interpraation.

4.2.2. The upper tense phrese end e world

Having argued that the semantic content of the lower temporal head is

analogous to Stowell's (19944b) indefinite Z, I eonjecture the semantic

content of the upper temporal head to be analogous to Stowell"s definite Z.

That is, I in effeot split Stowell's Z and shift the definite one to the upper

temporal head, so that each functional head contains an absolutely unique

semantic property.

Stowell's definite Z indicates that the evetrt time (?) refers to a definite

timg which is a time already talked about or somehow esablished as ttre topic

time in the discourse (Ihe specification of a definite event time is provided by a

non-linguistic or linguistic antecedent.) The senrartic interpretation of a definite

e;rrent time is dependent on the link to an antecedent time in the discourse. With a

definite event timg the described situation is interpreted to take place at the

understood topic time. The topic time desigrrrated by a definite ev€nt tirne in frct

fxes a context, in which the described situation is interpreted to take place. In

contrast to an inddnite event timg which t5ipicalty refers to the punctual mom€nt

of speectr as a brand new time in the discourse, a definite event time refers to an

old time in the discourse, which is not a punctual time and rath€r fixes a coriloil.

e lncomasq ffinitez signifies sative or individul-lerd situdions. Brr I deferdisorssingthis
to the nerd section
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knagine a speech situation where we have been talking about the party

which was held last FridE'. A sentence, for example, Joln cone (Jolrrwa ki'b)

uttered in strch a discourse is understood to mean that John Game to the party. kt

the interpretation of this s€ntence, the exact time at which the event of John's

coming took place is irrelevant. That is, John came simply sometime when the

party was being held. This suggests that the sentence is anchored to the

context fixed by the definite event time "last Friday when the party was held"

but not to a punctual spatiotonporal location at whioh the event of John's

coming actually took place.ro'lr

Following this, I assume that the semantic contest of the higher

temporal head is an anchor to a contod, which is fixed in the discourse- A

context is made up of a set of spatiotemporal locations. A particular set of

spatiotemporal locations is a particular world. A world may be, for examplg one

in which a party was held last Friday, or one in vrhich John has blue eyes. An

important characteristic of a world is that it transcends and subsists beyond

spatiotemporal locations.

Adopting Svenonius' (1994) notation, I represent an anchor to a world

with o, which stands for world. Analogising with e in E, I assume that o, a

particular worl4 appears in W, the world-place.t' As I have renamed the

lower ternporal projection Tn=sP as EP, I also rename the upper temporal

projection Tn=eP as W mainly for typographical convenience and the ease of

pronunciation. As.EP is projected by the event-place E, WP is projected by

the world-place W. As the occuffence of e in E functions as an anchor to a

spatiotemporal locatioq the occulrence of co in I/ functions an anchor to a

world.

ro Reca[ ttre disrssion :m2.1.2 above thd a new waluation timc t' refers to a more looee$

d€fined tim€, while the original evaluation time f refors to a precise temporal point. Note

thil. a new evaluation time is a oopic time in the discourse and therefore often an old
(understmd) time.

It This essentially agrees with Partees On, daim that the past tense in a sentence like

John went to a private school refers to whengver it was that John went to sphool. For such

vagueness of the referent of the past tense, Partee draws a parallelism to the use of the

pronoun they as n They haven't installed my telephone yef which rders to whoever it is
that's su@ to install the telephone.

tt I am indebted to Harry trder (p.c.) for this idea.
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Just like e may or may not appear in d o may or may not appear in W.

While the presence or absence of e in E depends on whether a clause

describes an eventive or stative sifuation, the presence or absence of a n W

depends on whether a clause is to be evaluated in terms of its truth or not.

The truth can be evaluated only in a certain context with a certain set of

background assumptions of the speaker and hearer regarding the relevant

domain of discourse, and so on. Therefore, an anchor to a context, o, is

essential for any clause which is to be evaluated for its truth. Basically, I

assume that a main clause is necessarily to be evaluated for its truth and

therefore that <o is always present in root P.l3 However, a non-root or

subordinate clauses may or may not be evaluated for its trutb and accordingly

o may or may not be present in subordinate W. (I wiil take up this issue in

Chapter 5, which examines zubordinate clauses.)

4.2.3. A world and e spatiotemporel location

Although R: S and R: E (or View*t and View"1) are unable to both

exist at the same time (cf Chapter 2), e n E and a n W are not mutually

exclusive. A world and a spatiotemporal location stand in the part-whole

relation in that the former contains the latter, or the latter is part of the

former. Therefore, an anchor to a world, o, and an anchor to a spatiotemporal

locatioq e, also stand in the part-whole relation.

To reiterate, W and, d which respectively represent the world-place and

the event-place, are constantly present in the functional structure of a clause,

whereas rrr and e, which are respectively variables for the actual tokens of

world and spatioternporal location, may or may not occur in W wrd E. The

occurrence of co in Z depends on whether a clause is to be evaluated for the

truttq whereas the occurrence of e in ^E'depends on whether a clause describes

an eventive or stative situation. Since what is said in root clauses is

necessarily evaluated for its trutlU o is always present in root Z Thereforg

tt I assume that interrogative sentences as well as in affrrmative sentences are anchored to a
particular worl4 in which what is asked is understood and e\raluated I conceive that the
distinction between interrogative and affirmative sentences is made somewhere higher in
the structure ahve W @resumably in a C-related position).
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depending on whether e is present or absent in E, we have two different

configurations of root temporal strusture, as shown in (13)'

165

(13) a. lryplwa tn
b. [wplwa lw

The configuration (l3a) with o but without e characterizes stative or

individual-lwel sentences, which are anchored to a world but not to a

spatiotemporal location. It is responsible for the R : E (Viewar)

interpretation. On the other han4 the configuration (l3b) with both o and e

characterizes eventive or stageJevel sentences' which are anchored to a

spatioternporal location and also to a world (since they are to be evaluated for

the tnrth too). It is responsible for the R : S (Viewot) interpretation.

Note that there is a twist from the eadier discussions in 4.1 above,

where I assumed that the two Tenses I postulated conveyed the information

of R: E and that of R = S in each head separately. With this assumption' we

would not expect that both heads be activated at the same time in a single

clause. Howwer, with the elaboration that the two heads represent the world-

place and the event-place in which a world and a spatiotemporal location may

ocsur, the semantic interpretations of R: E and R: S do not derive directly

from the respective heads. Rather, it is the configUration of the temporal

structure as a whole that determines the semantic interpretation. That is, the

R: E interpretation is due to the configuration (l3a), and the R : S

interpretation is due to the configuration (13b) above.

Another important point is that co and e are not occupants of syntactic

positions, W and E. The presence or absence of co and e makes W and E

syntactically active or inactive. Therefore, the configurations in (13) above are

more appropriately represented with + and - values specified for W and E, as

in (la) below.

b
tE

- 1111

e llll

R: E/View,rr

R: S/View*r
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(14) Iltl
llll

a.

b.

l*lw:"a fse

lwplm.'t ln

R : E/Viewar

R: SA/iewp.,t

[q-r

lqq

4.2.4. Conclusion

I have examined the semantic contents of turo functional heads, which I

have postulated as Tn='P and Tn=rP to syntactically represent our tense

formulae. The semantic content of Tp=s has been identified as an anchor to a

spatiotemporal locatioq which is represented by an event variable e, which

may or may not occur in the event-place E. An the other hand, the semantic

content of Tn=r has been identified as an anchor to a world, which is

represented by a world variable co, which may or may not occur in the world-

place l{. Assuming that the event-place E and the world-place W proiect their

own phrases, which correspond to Tn=sP and Tn=rP respectively, I have

renamed them as EP and@.

Whether we call them Tn=sP and Tn=rP or il and Y[/P, they are

functional projections making up the temporal structure of a clause. In other

words, they are essentially temporal projections. However, as the new labels

indicate, they are concerned not only with temporal matters but also with

spatial matters. This points to a somewhat inseparable relation between time

and space.

43. Syntactic mechanisms in the temporal structure

I now turn to the syntactic mechanisms operating io the temporal

structure made up of W and E?, particularly to argue for the syntactic and

semantic association between W and wa-marked subjects and that between

E? and ga-marked subjects.

4.3.1. T-features and D-features

As functional categories, W and E are assumed to be always pres€nt in

the phrase structure of a clause, but they may be astive or inactive both
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semantically and syntactically in a given clause. As temporal categories, W

and liare assumed to have T-fbatures (to be checked by the relevant features

of predicates) and D-features (to be checked by the relevant features of DPs)'

Crucially, however, their T- and D-features need to be checked only when lV

and /i are activated by the occurrence of al and e respectively' In other words,

only when they are specified with [+1, Il ud ]-t attract predicates to have their

T-features checked by them and DPs to have their D-features checked by

them.'n

4.3.2. Movement

Now, recall the two distinct configurations of root temporal structure' (l4a)

and (lab) above. Firstly, in the configuration (14a), l/ is syntactically active

and has a T-feature and a D-feature to be checked but E is syntactically

inactive and does not have a T-l'eature nor a D-fbature to be checked' In a

clanse with this configuration of the temporal structure, w attracts a

predicate, which is assumed to have some tbatures that need to check T' we

might assume at least tentatively that the constellation of a predicate with a

tense/aspect marker (such as -Ia,'ru, and'teiru) attached to it raises from the

predicate head (such as V) to W vta E, i.e., a head-to-head movement' ln such

an analysis, the movement may be assumed covert in order to account for the

v-final surface word order in Japanese. Nevertheless, I do not exclude the

possibility of overt movement. I rather leave it open as to the details and

specifics of the movement involved for the ohecking of a T-feature' which at

least in part depends on the movement possibilities applying to other clause-

internal constituents.

to Note that the recprirement that the D-features of I/ and E be checked (when they are

active) constitutes tie EPP (e:rlended projection principle).whi"L"ttotTi:Y::T":"""i

r67

r-o. *u:o,r. while ttir-"t*rvrir suggests that [-spec, IlPl and lspec,,8Pl are two EPP

positio's in Japanese, it affi mfter questionaUf" to tt"ut [Spec, ll?l as an EPP positiott

when we take 1on-subji ,"-**t"a topics into account' lf tte were to allow non-zubject

ra-nrarked topics to appear i1 [Spec, ,i.ffl'if- well, we ueed to conceive of [Spec, ]lPl ttot

sirnpty as one of tne gbp positions to which subject argurnents ur:ry raise but as a more

versatile posrtio[" in whicli non-arguflrelrt 
upure iopic" plrrases (without a theta-role) nray

6* hn gene'*ed:'nd PPs and othEr fonns of aaju'a rnay be moved to from their base

pouiaioJto, possibly base ge'erated as a "pure topic";. Importantly, in my view those nou-

subject wu-nrarked topics ihow the sarne t" *ti" effects as wa-marked subjects under

consideration.
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Activared w alsoattracts a subject DP prezumably to its spec position

in order to have its D-lbature checked through spec-head agreement'

Assumingthatsubjectsareallbase-generatedwithinVP(orthemaximal

projection of the predicate) (see' e'g'' Kitagawa 1986' Koopman and

Sportichelggl,Harleylgg5),lproposethatasubjectDPraisesfromthe

VP- or predicate-internal position directly to [Spec' l|PJ to check the D-

feanrre of ffthrough Spec-head relation, as illustrated in (15) below' I assume

that this movement is overt'

(1 s) WP

Spec W

wn lD

E

--/-----.-Evt vP

The direct movement li'om a vP-internal position to [spec' l41P] might

be seen as a violation of one of the economy principles, namely shortest

Movement(seeChomsky1993:15)'asspelledoutin(16)below'ifwesee

[Spec, ,EP] as the first possible landing site. However, by hypothesis, a

potentialspecifierpositionispresentonlywhenthesemanticconterrtis

presentinitshead.Thatis,[Spec'EP]ispresentonlywheneispresentinE.

Asubjectraisesto[Spec'l|lP],preciselywheneisnotpresentin^tr.'and

therefore when [spec,.EP] is not present. ln this configuratiorg [spec' D?J is

the first appropriate landing site for the movement'

(16) Shortest Movemont @conomY)

The target of movement must be no fhrther than the first appropriate

landing site, where appropriale includes the following:
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a head position for head movement'

an A-position for A-movement

an A'-position for A'-movernent

169

(spelled out inBobaljik and lonas 1996: 198-199)

Secondly, in the configuration (l4b) above' both W and E ue

syntacticallyactiveandhaveT-andD-feafurestobechecked.lnaclause

with this configuration of the temporal structure, a predicate raises to 'L to

check the T-feature, and a subject Dp to [spec, EP] to check the D-feature'

They do not move further up to ll ud [Spec' I|P] because Shortest

Movement requires that the tafget of movement be no farther than the first

appropriate landing site. Again" I assume that the movement of a subject DP

is overt, while the movement of a predicate rnay not be'

a.

b.

c.

(17) WP

Spec W' 
-----,n---wvt EP

'---\-
SPec E

T A-r VP

i -^---.-

-tHere,aquestionarisesastowhathappenstotheT-andD-featuresof

ff which remain unchecked in this configuration. Although this is not a trivial

problern'lsimplyleaveitopenexoepttomentionapossibilityttrattheD.
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feature of w maybe checked by an expletive such as there in English'ls (t will

discuss this later in 4.6.2.)However, not all languages have overt expletives

and Japanese is one of the languages that lack overt expletives'

Note that the requirement that the D-features of Il ud '{l be checked

(when they are active) constitutes the EPP (extended projection principle)

whictr requires that sentences have subjects. This means that [Spec' wPl and

[Spec, EP] are two EPP positions' ln the case of (17) above' the EPP is

satisfied when a subject Dp raises to [spec, LP]. Thereforg no further

movement is required.

Thus,thechoicebetween[Spec,l/trlandlSpec"&P]asthedestination

of subject raising depends on the configuration of temporal struchrre' since tr

and /r need their D-features to be checked only when they are activq the

target of subject raising is basically the one which is active and whose D-

feature needs to be checked. However, when botJr w and /r are active' the

target of movement is the first appropriate landing site, i.e.' E, as shortest

Movement requires.

4.3.3. Semantic interPretations

so far, I have argued that zand E have both T-features and D-features'

which are checked respectively by the relevant features of predicates and

subjeot DPs when they are active. Syntactically' the T-features and D-features

of W andl function as triggers of movement and licensers of relevant items

(due to their need to be checked by appropriate items). Crucially, however, as

fhe functional categori es, /l/ and l), have distinct semantic contents' the T-

and D-features of r/ and E also bear distinct serrantic features'

"'"fiffiifrtff;tr. gu*titi"t rn 1s$,-r'rl wiil prsvide &n ?Tount 
for wu-rnarlced

non-argum€nt zubjects, i.i without theta-roles, which are often caf! "pne topics"' Pure

ropics are often observed inthe multiple snbjectcorstruction' as in (i) below' saftats 'fiih'

is a p*re topic witlrout a tleta-rot". tilote 11ot the ga-mauked fal 'snappef' yields the tbcns

ilffinti;q but notthe neutral interpretatioU as indictaedby the hesl'')

rs Whjle an argument is assumed to raise (ftrom its base position) to [Spec' I4lP]' an

eryletive is assumed to be base-generated in tsry1."P] --- jJ^ .-- ..-n'n* r^r -,a-mqrtrst

(i) Sakana-wa t;aj,$el ii.
fuh snapper good

'As for tis\ uraPPer is gmd"'
(= lt is srapper and not;ury otlrer fish that it is good)
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Recall that we have identified the semantic content of w as an anchor to

aworld,whichisrepresentedbyaworldvariableo'andthatofEasan

anchor to a spatiotemporal location, which is represented by an event variable

e (cf.4.Zabove). Due to these distinct semantic contents of l/ and 'L, their T-

features checked by the relevant features of predicates affect the

temporauaspectual inteqpretations of the predicates, whereas their D-features

checked by the relevant features of DPs affect the semantic interpretations of

the subject DPs'

The T-feature of E checked by the relevant feature of a predicate gles

rise to the R : s interPretation. It means that the predicate is taken as

describing a situation bounded at a punctual spatiotemporal location' This is

because the predicate is anchored to a punctual spatiotemporal location by

checking the T-feature of E. on the other hand, the T-feature of w checked

by the relevant feature ofa predicate gives rise to the R: E interpretation' It

means that the predicate is taken as describing a sihration transcending

beyond spatiotemporal locations. This is because the predicate is anchored to

a world (beyond spatiotemporal locations) by checking the T-feature of w'

Recall that in Japanese the verbal affixes, 'la, -ru, and -teiru' yreld

distinct temporal and aspectual interpretations, even though they are assumed

to have constant denotations, i.e., certain S-E relations and/or corresponding

aspectual meanings (cf. 3.1 above). This is explained as due to the semantic

contents of the temporal heads whose T-features they check' when they

check the T-feature of W,these affixes are taken as tense markers (i'e'' past'

future, and present) and give rise to the R : EA/iew"u interpretations' when

they cheek the T-feature of E, they are taken as aspect markers (i.e., perfect,

proximate future, and progressive) and give rise to the R : s/viewp"'t

interpretations. Essentially, the interpretation of a tense/aspect marker is

aftbcted by the intrinsic semantic content of the temporal head whose T-

t7L
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feature it checks'16

Just as the T-features of ly and,L checked by the relevant fbatures of

predicates give nse to distinct temporal and aspectual interpretations of the

predicates, the D-tbatures of ||/ and,L checked by the relevant tbatures of DPs

give rise to distinct semantic interpretations of the subject DPs' Since the

semantic content of .L is an anchor to a punctual spatiotemporal locatioq by

checking the D-feature of E, a DP is anchored to a punctual spatiotemporal

location. As a result, the subject DP is taken as being bounded at a punctual

spatiotemporal location. In other words, it is taken as referring to a

spatiotemporally bounded manitbstation of an individual' on the other hand'

the semantic content of w is an anchor to a world beyond spatiotemporal

locations.Therefore,bycheckingtheD-featureofW,aDPisanchoredtoa

world beyond spatiotemporal locations. As a result, the zubject DP is taken as

being transcending beyond spatiotemporal locations' or retbrring to a whole

indMdual which transcends and cornects all its spatiotemporal manifestations'

Notice that the T. and D-fbatures of ,& and l/ ensure that subjects and

predicatesarenecessarilyofthesamesemantictype.WhiletheT-featureof.E

checked by the relevant tbature of a predicate makes the described situation

takenasbeingspatiotemporallybounded,theD-featureof.Echeckedbythe

relevant feature of a subject (raised to [Spec, ,L?]) makes the srbject taken as

being spatiotemporally bounded. ln this case, the predicate and the subject share

the semantic property of spatiotemporal boundedness' on the other hand,

while the T-feature of zchecked by the relevant feature of a predicate makes

the described situation taken as being spatiotemporally transcending, the D-

feature of [/ checked by the relevant feature of a subject (raised to [Spec'

l/Pl) makes the subject taken as being spatiotemporally transcending' In this

case, the predicate and the zubject share the semantic property of continuity

beyondspatiot,emporallocations.(Recallthatlhaveclaimedin2.3.5above

ru As tense/aspect markers are attached to V or predicate on, the3rrflce' we miglrt assume

that the whole constellation raises from V or prl6cate head to E or further to 14' to check

their T-feratures (cf. 4.3.2 above). ln zuch eur amlysis, V-rnovement may be assumed covert

in order to account for the v-fitlal surface word order irr Japl[ese, though t do 1ot 
exclude

the possibility of overt 
'lrol€ment. 

Tlre details and specifics of how the T-features are

""*rffy 
checked need to be s'orked out for the sualysis to be couplete'
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that spatiotemporally bounded situations necessarily have spatiotemporally

boundedzubjects,whereasspatiotemporallytranscendingsituationsnecessarily

have spatiotemporally transcending strbjects')

This correlation between the semantic type of predicate and that of

subjecthasbeenpointedoutbyCarlson(Lgg7\'ItissaidinCarlson's

terminologythatstage.levelpredicatesnecessarilypredicateofstages,while

individual-level predicates necessarily predicate of individuals' It is an interesting

consequenc€ of my arnlysis that stages and stage-level predicates are necessarily

pairedbytheintrinsicsemanticcontentofE,whichhavebothT-featuresand

D-features, while individuals and individual-level predicates are necessarily paired

bytheintrinsicsernanticcontentofP,whichalsohavebothT.featuresandD-

features'WhiletheT.featuresof^{landllcheckedbytherelevantfeaturesof

predicates are responsible for the semantic interpretations of stage- and

individual-level predicates respectively' the D-features of /r and t'f checked by

the relevant features of subjects are responsible for the semantic interpretations

of stage and individual subjects respectively'

Recall'however,thatindividual-levelandstage-levelpredicatesassociated

with the T-features of llz and.L arrd hence with wa- and ga-markings of subjects

in Japanese may not necessarily coincide with what are generally considerd as

irdividual-level and sage.level predicares (cf. 2.3'5 above)' To avoid a confustotlt

wenughtcallthemindividual-levelandstage.levelpredications(tobe

distinguished from individualJevel ard stageJevel predicates)' Although

indivrduallevel and stage-level predications in principle correspond to what are

generally considered as individual-level and stageJevel predicates' i'e'' predicates

representrng more or less permanent sinrations and those representing transient

statesrespectively"theycorrespondmorestrictlytowhatareoriginally

distrnguished as individual-level and stage'level predicales' i'e'' predicates that

predicate of individuals and those ttrat predicate of stages'

4.3.4. Wa' sndgc-markings of subjects

Let us now turn Io wa-and ga-marketl subjects in Japanese' Essentially'

I have been aiming to syntactically account for the correlation between the R

: E (or Viewar) interpretation and rvn-marked subjects and that between the
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R : S (or Viewo.t) interpretation and ga-marked subjects, which have been

observed in chapter 2. In the first place, I have postulated the two firnctional

projections, originally Tn=riP and Tn=sP, subsequently renamed as W and 'EP'

with anticipation that they are syntactically associated with wa- and ga-

marked subjects.

Recall that the two conligurations (laa) and (14b) above are

responsible for the R: E and the R: s interpretations, which are correlated

with wa- and grr-marked subjects respectively. In the configuration (l4a) with

lhyl andli-1" subjects necessarily appear in [Spec' Wf' as shown in (15)

above. Therefore, I assume that those subjects appearing in fspec, l/P] and

taken as individual subjects are wa-marked in Japanese. on the other hand' in

the configuration (14b) with lllp1and.&i*1, subjects appear in [spec, lP], as

shown in (lz) above. Therefore, I assume that those zubjects appearing in

[Spec, 1,"] and taken as stage subjects are ga-marked in Japanese'

A question is where -wa ald _8:dI come from. lt is indeed a matter of

controversy when -wa and -ga get attached to subjects' For example'

according to the lexicalist view (chomsky 1970), which is adopted in the

minimalist Aameworlq -wa and -grr (among all the other inflectional affixes)

are assumed to be attached to their hosts before syntactic derivation' An

alternative view suggested by Kayne (1994: 143) briefu in a footnote is that -

ga heads the projection housing a ga-marked subject (whether it is TP, AgrP'

or whatever we call it), on a par witJr the nominative case heading the

projection housing a subject in English' as illustrated in (18) below'

Analogising to this, we can also conceive that -wa heads the projection

housing a wa-marked zubject'
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(r8)a j{{P
-/-'/- \--=\

NP T'/Agr'
I -__---,-.-"---=.-_

7\ r/Agr vP

basu I '\
83 ki-ta

bus Nom come-Past

'Thebus has come''

b. T/AgrP

_..---^--'---
NP T'/Agr'
I -----"-^-------

,, rT/Agr VP

Thebus | \
's here

Nom

'The bus is here.'
(from Whitman 1997)

IfweapplyKayne"sviewtothesyntacticsystemlamproposing'it

suggests that -wa ard -ga reside n l( and /r respectively and that they get

attachedtosubjectsappearingintheirSpecpositionsaSarezultofraising.

since I have been assuming that subject phrases cheok the semantic features

of W otE to be taken as individuals or stages, it seems reasonable to also

as$ume that the markers of individual and stage subjects, i'e', 'wa and -ga'

originate in R/ and E and get attached to those phrases when they check the

semantic fbatures of lfz and '& respectively'

However,aproblemwiththisassumptionisthatitishardtoaccount

ficr the fact aborrt scrambling tlErt -wa and -ganecessarily move together with

the phrases they are attached to. Considering the possibility of scrambling it

isdesirablethat-raaand.gaandthephrasestheyareattachedtotbrma

constituent. As one way of doing this, we might assume a constituent of a DP

plus -3C (or -wa) as a KP (Kase Phrase) which is headed by a morpheme such

as _gaand _wa and has a Dp in its spec. Theq a zubject KP appears in the
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SpecofWorE(whichmayoolTespondtoT'Agr,orwhatever),asshownin

(1e).
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(1e) n
----l--t-.---'....---"-

KP
./"-----.-

E'
_---______

DP K' IJ

ll
/,,^'t.. K
basu I

ga

In this scenario, we can further assume that the stage and individual

features reside in those affxes, -wa and-ga, and that' those semantia features

of KPs match with the semantic features of the functional heads' w and E'

Here, it is the matching of semantic features rather than the matching of Case

tbatures that seems required for licensing of subjects. This may mean that

when the semantic feature is checke4 the case feature is also checked as a

free rider. That is, the mechanisms of Case checking correspond to

interpretive material. The functional categories containing semantic

interpretation also encode Case' 
t 7

4.3.5. Evidcncc for the structurel hicrarchy bctwccn wa- and gc-subiects

A piece of evidence that rrya-marked subjects and ga-marked subjects

appearin[Spec,nrP]and[Spec'/r?]respectivelyisfoundintheinteraction

with negation.

Ihaveshowninl.3.2abovethatwa-markedsubjectsarecompatible

withnegatioqwhereasga-markedsubjectsarenot.Theexamplesare

repeated in (20) and (21) below.rr The sentence (20a) with a pa-marked

zubject can be negated without affecting the interpretation of the subject' i'e''

rr Rosen (1999) points rhis out with regAld to the syntactic repr€senUtions of events ir the

clausal functional projeaions as in Borer (lgg4, rdoe;, rravis (1994,1997, to apear) and

Ritter andRosen (1998, to aPPeiu)'

r* /n- urdfro- in (20) alrd (21) arre plronologicalvariants of a verb'to Gome''
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the same topic interpretation, as shown in (20b)' on the other hand ' (Zla)

with a ga-marked subject cannot be negated without allbcting the

interpretation of the subject. As indicated by the hash on (2lb), with negation

a ga-marked subject cannot yield the neutral interpretation and the focus

interpretation is forced. Moreover, in the focus reading, the punctual

interpretation of R: S is unobtainable and the R : E interpretation is tbrced'

This suggests that the R : S interpretation carr only obtain with affirmation

(i.e,, not with negation), while the R: E interPretation can obtain with both

affi rmation and negation.

(20) a. John-wa ki-ta'
John come-Past

'John came.'

b. John-wa ko-nakat-ta'
John come-Neg-Past
'John did not come."

(21) a. John-ga ki-ta'
John come-Past

'John has just come/arrived''

b. John-#ga ko-nakat-ta'
John come-Neg-Past
'It is John who did not come''

Notice that 'John carne' in (20a) and 'John did not come' in (20b)

illustrate the R: E interpretation with affirmation and negation respectively'

That is' John,s having come is seen as a whole, and it is said to have taken

place at a certain time in the past in (20a) and not to have taken place at a

certain time in the past in (20b).t.l On the other hand, 'John has just arrived' in

(2ta) above illustrates the R: s interpretation with affirmation' That is' at the

p It has been pointed out by an examiner that this hinges on Partee's (1973) famous

example, I di dn' t *r, ffi "' t'*' i ; *"F *T" Mh:i-:T3*a-f1t-T*33Y::
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down the turnpike, sucS'a sentence cleariy does not mean either that there exists sonre Ume

; tlr; p"r;i 
-"h.n 

r OA not turn ofi the stove or that tlrere exists uo tiue in the past at

which I tuflred off the stove. The sentence clearly refers to a prrticular time - not a

particular insta't, most likely, but a defurite intervaiwhose identity is generally clear froru

the ertnr-lingurstic conter-t' (p. 602603). I agree with Partee on this view' Thrt is' time

referenc€ is made only to u i"noit" time interval in the past' w-hich is understood in tbe

discourse, but not to an i'definip rime witSin that intervil at which I did not tur. off the

stove or at which I turned offthe stove and which does not exist'
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spatioternporal location of speech there is a punctual manifestation of John's

having come. Interestingly, the R : S interpretation is only possible when

there is a spatiotemporal manifestation of some situation' In the absence of a

spatiotemporal manifestatioq we cannot say a sentence that will yield the R:

s interpretation. That is, in the absence of a spatiotemporal manifestation of

John's having come, it is not possible to say 'John has just not anived' to yield

the hot news' pert'ect interpretation that at the spatiotemporal location of

speech there is a punctual manit'estation of John's not having arrived' Plainly'

the situation of John's not having arrived is inherently invisible and hence not

compatible with view*, (corresponding to R : S) which presents a visible

manifestation of a situation at a punctual spatiotemporal location'2o

Toconfirmthis,observern(22)and(23)belowthatwhilethestatic

present interpretation of John's writing a book (i.e., the R = E interpretation)

can obtain with both affrmation (22a) and negation (22bi), the dynanic

progressiveinterpretationofJohn'swritingabookatapunctual

spatiotemporallocation(i.e',theR:Sinterpretation)obtainswith

afrrrnation (23a) but not with negation (23b)'

(22) a. Iohn-wa f$;:o", sffi_r,.,
'John is writing a book''

b. John-wa hon-o kai-tei-nat'
book-Acc write-Prog-Neg(Pres)

'John is not writing a book"

(23) a. John-ge hon-o kai-tei-ru'
book-Acc write-Prog-Pres

'John is writing a book (right in fiont of us)''

b. John#ga

'lt is John who is not writing a book''

hon-o kai-tei-nai.

book-Acc write-Prog-Neg(Pres)

,o It seems possible to say ,John has not just arrfu'ed" as opposd to 'John has just not

arrived,. However, *.o tL" forrner does not yield the 'hot news' perfect interpretation'

Essentially, the hot news' perfect is not available with negatiou
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LetusassumetharNegPissituatedbetweenl/ffiandEP,asillustrated

tn (24) below.'r If NegP is below ll/P, wa-subjects in [Spec, lt?] and the

semantic feature responsible for the R : E interpretati on rn w are structurally

higher than Neg. Therefbre, wa-marked subjects and the R : E interpretation

necessarily take wide scope over what may or may not be negated' i'e'' the

occurrence or non-occurrence of a situation. on the other hand, if NegP is

aboveEP,ga-subjectsin[sped,EP]andthesemanticfeatureresponsiblefor

the R : s interpretation in ,L are structurally lower than Neg. since ga-

marked subjects and the R : s interpretation do not have wide scope over

Negifnegationshouldtakeplace,thega-markedsubjectandtheR:S

inteqpretation are also in the scope of negation. That is, the whole sentence is

negated to yield an interpretation such that it is not the case that " ' ' ' unlike

the cases with rya-marked subjects, with ga-marked subjects it is not possible

to negate the lower part of the sentence, i'e'' the predicate' only'

2' The phrase structufe needs to be altered to right-headed to derive the surface word order

in Japanese, unless we assume Kayne (1994)'

(D ,I/P

/r/------

SPec ,V'
- 

| -t'------

wa-srbj. NegF lY

-/---"--
Neg"

--,-,.t--.-

LP Neg

/.-'-----
SPec E'

r --l---
ga-subj. VP E
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Q4\ WP

--t^-----
toio

wa-2bj.

W
-.t----t'-

W NeeP

E',_\*\_

EVP

IJlrTffril"-"J"tri"l*;Uon Uur nor rhc o.ur*i inrcrprctadon, Oc scntcncc ncccssarilv

rcccivcs tlrc R = E/Vicw"u inrcrpncution, just likc a scntctrcc with a lva-rnaltcd subjcct'

Morcovcr, thc 1ocus go iiafin O Uc fopiclUcmatic -wa in thc scnsc that it hits a funcdon

of charrcterization. For 
"grprr, 

me rocuseo subject, John-in (ia),below' is c'haracterized

by thc propcrty Acs*U.A fy tft intai*11, i':'' Utiog a studcnt' rathcr similarly to thc way

in which a tryicalizcd subjcct, John tn(ib) bclow, isitraractcrizcdloy thc ropcrty dcscribcd

by thc prcdicatc.

t1""

ga-zubj

(r) a.Johngagakusei da-

studcnt CoP

'It is John who is a studcnt.'

b.John-wa galilsei da
student CoP

'As for John, he is a student"

-------.t-

Neg'

-./-".----
Nee EP

Thus,theinteractionwithnegationprovidessupportforthestructural

hierarchy between lr(I-marked and ga'marked subjects and for the structural

hierarchy between the semantic features responsible for the R : E

interpretation and th€ R: S interpretation. By assuming the position of NegP

below W and above EP, we can justify that va-marked subjects and ga-

marked subjects apPear in [Spec, Wl nd [Spec"LP] respectively and that

the semantic features responsible for the R: E interpretation and the R = s

interpretation are encod ed n W and E respectively'z2

lncidentally,letusconsiderthepositionsofpointadverbialsinrelation

to the position of Neg. Recall that I have shown in2.l'2 above that it is more

natural for a point adverbial such as ichi-ji iuugt-lrun ni'at one fifteen' to

app€ar after the wa-marked subject (than before that), as shown in (25a)

2 Considcring rhc focus intcrprc'tations of thc ga-mar*cd-subjccts in (2lb) and (23b)' I

envisage that thqr p*"Urv fu in lSpec, rq .N"t" 
th"::ryL"-tr;*-*ff
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below,whereasithastobeinsertedbeforethega-markedsubjecttogetthe

neutral reading as shown n (26a). (If inserted after the ga-marked subject'

the ga-marked subject is interpreted as being in focus.) As thi$ suggests (if the

scopalrelationismirroredinthesynta,x),(25a)yieldsareadingsuchthatas

for John, it is the case that he carne,iarrived at l:15, whereas (26a) yields a

reading such that at l:15 it was the case that John has just come/arrived' That

is,apointadverbialtakeswidescopeoveraSu-markedsubject,butarrya-

marked subject is outside its scope'

l8l

(25)a. John-wa

'John carne at 1:15-'

b. John-we ichi-ji

ichi-ji juugo-hun

one o'clock fifteen-min
ki-ta.
come-Past

ko-nakat-ta.
come-Neg-Past

juugo-hun

tu
at

ru

atone o'clock fifteen-min'

'John did not come at l:15.'

Q6)a.Ichi-ji juugo-hu1 ni John-ga ki-ta'

one L,dock 
-lifteen-min. at come-Past

'At l:15, John has just arrived''

b. #Ichi-ji juugo-hun ni John-ga ko-nakat-ta'

one olclock meen-min' at come-Neg-Past

'At l:15, John (and only John) did not come''

Nowncompare(25b)and(26b).Inirrterpreting(25b),thepoint

adverbial, ichi-ii iuugt-hun ni'at one fifteen" is taken as being under the

scope of negation (as well as that of the wa-marked subject)' That is' (25b)

yields a reading such that as for Johru he did not come/arrive at l:15' ln this

interpretation, the point adverbial is considered to modi! the "event time" (as

Opposed to the "reference time" or the "evalUation time") under the scope of

negation (as well as that of the rrya-marked subject).z3 on the other hand, in

(26b), with a reading that the point adverbial takes wide scope over the ga-

marked subject (which is to yield a neutral interpretation), negation is not

possible' That is, such a reading that at l:15 John has just not come/arrived

(or even that at I:15 it was not the case that John has just come/arrived)
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carurot obtain. Essentially, with negation, the R : S interpretation (i'e'' the

'hot news' pertbct interpretation in this case) becomes unavailable'to It seems

impossible for a point adverbial modifying the R = S interpretation (occuning

with a neutral ga-marked subject) to take wide scope over negation' This

suggests that the structural position of a point adverbial is below NegP so that

it is necessarily under the scope of negation (as well as that of a wa-marked

subject), and above EP so that it takes wide scope over a ga-marked subject

(see (24) above).

4.3.6. Summary

ln this section, I have investigated the syntactic mechanisms operating

in the temporal structure made up of w and ^L?. In particular' I have argued

for the syntactic and semantic association between w and wa-marked

subjects and that between z? and ga-marked subjects' As temporal

categories, w and E are assumed to have T-features (to be checked by the

relevarf features of predicates) and D-features (to be checked by the relevant

features of DPs). However, their T- and D-features need to be checked only

when w and E weactivated by the occulrence of al and e respectively' That

is, activate d w and E attract predicates in order to have their T-features

checked by their tbatures and subject DPs to their Spec positions in order to

have their D-features checked by their features ttnough Spec-head agreement'

While the T- and D-tbatures of W and 1l syntactically tirnction as

triggers of movement and licensers of relevant items (due to their need to be

checked by appropriate items), due to the distinct semantic contents of ll/ and

E, their T-features checked by the relevant features of predicates affect the

temporavaspectual interpretations of the predicates, whereas their D-features

E Alternatively, the point adverbial can be taken as a topic' In this case' the adverbial takes

wide scope over orerything else in the sentence'
,u Note rhat (26b) i, int"lireie4i*" *t *" by clefault' as that at l:15' Jolur (and only Jolut)

did not conre. Since it is an R = E iuterpretation (with the subject irl f9cus)' in this reading

the point adverbierl is not considered io modi$ the ureference time" (or the "waluation

tirue,,) and to take wide scope over the zubject 
"ndlot 

the negation, but to rnodiff the "evrnt

time,, under the scope oi*fu""t tWo, n"!.tioo. An exception to this is when tlre adverbial

is taken as a topic, i' wtrich case it see'rs to lrave scope over werything else in the

sentelrce.
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cbecked by the relevant features of DPs affect the semantic interpretations of

the subject DPs. The T-t'eatures of W and,& checked by the relevant features

of predicates glve rise to the R: E and the R: S interpretations respectively'

The D-features of ll andl checked by the relevant features of DPs make the

subject DPs taken as referring to spatiotemporally transcending whole

individuals (i.e.,'individuals) and spatiotemporally bounded manifestations of

individuals (i.e., 'stages') respectively. Assuming that those subjects appearing

in [Spec, Wl andtaken as retbrring to 'individuals' are wo-marked and those

appearing in [spec, EP] and taken as referring to 'stages' are ga-marked in

Japanese, wo-marked and ga-marked subjects are licensed by the D-features

of W andE respectively. The correlation between wa/ga-subiects and the two

types of temporal and aspectual interpretations obtained for the clauses is

explained by the T- and D-features of W and 4 which are respectively

responsible lbr the two types of temporal and aspectual interpretations and for

licensing of r,vs-nnrked and ga-marked subjects. crucially, the T- and D-

features of ltl and I'assure that subjects and predicates of the same semantic

typea'reproperlypairedand,asaninterestingcons€quenceofmyanalysis,the

distinction between stage- and individuallevel predicate.s is encoded in the

phrase structure of tense.

Another point to note is that the D-features of lv and'{r include the EPP

features (which afe parametrically varying) and the semantic properties

(whichareperhapsinvariant)(ct]Chomsky11995.'2s4).WhiletheEPP

features trigger subject raising, the semantic properties license zubjects (as

subjects of particular semantic types). Although the Case checking theory

assumes that NP movement is triggered by the need to check a Case feature

and that a subject is licensed by the matching case feature? my analysis

suggests that what is required for licensing of subjects is the matching of

semantic features rather than the matching of Case features. This may mean

that the mechanisms of Case checking correspond to interpretive material'

Lastly, in the light of the three-component analysis of tense/aspect

interpretations proposed in Chapter 3, "viewpoint aspects" are syntactically

encoded in the funotional categories, W and l, and interact witl "situations

types,, and ,,s-E aspects" which are assumed to be oonveyed lexically by

183
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predicates and tense/aspect markers respectively. How this compositional

semantics works in the full syntactic structure needs to be explicated in the

future.

4.4.Stage.andiudividual-levelpredicetesinthetcmporalstructure

It is an interesting consequence of my analysis that the distinction

between individuallevel and stage-level predicates is encoded in the phras€

structure of tense. As a system to account fior the stageJindividual-level

distinction in the syntalq my analysis is to be compared with lfuatzer (1989)

and Diesing (lggz).In this section, I review those two previous proposals and

show that my proposal exhibits both empirical and theoretical advantages over

Kratzer's and Diesing"s, while maintaining their spirit'

4.4.l.KraErr (f989)

Kratz[r(1989)arguesttr,atstageJevelpredicatesandindividualjelrel

predicates have different afgument structures, which generate distinct D-structure

representations. The essential difference is that stage-level predioateq zuch as

darce,fall, and hit,have a 'Davidsonian' argument for spatiotemporal location as

their highest argument, whereas individuallevel predicates" s'rch as beautiful and

hrow,lack this argume(q as illustrated in (27) below' (The abbreviation "d-

argument" stands for'Davidsonian argument'"')

AT shge-levelpredicates

dance <d-argument, sg€ft, theme)

fall <d-argument theme>

hit <d-argument, €ent, theme)

individuallevel Predicaes

beautiful <theme)

know <experiencer, theme) (Kratzer 1989: 11)
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Followingtheargument-lirrkingarralysisofWilliams(1981)"Kratzer

assunes that all but the highest argument are realized within the lexical projection

of the predicatg i.e., only the highest afgument is realised externally to the

predicate. In the case of stageJevel predicateg the highest argurnent to occupy

ttre external arggrnerfi position is an event argument' Since all the other alguments

are realized internally to the predicatg zubjects of stage-level predicates are also

generated internally. on the other han{ in the case of individualJwel predicateg

which do not have an everf argument, the highest argument to occupy the

external srgument position is a lexkxl axgrrnent' This highest lexical argument

rnapp€d to the $dernal afgument position is the zubject of an individual-level

predicate. Thus, while srbjects of stageJwel predicates arc generated in a VP-

internal position, s,tbjects of individual'level predicates are generated in the VP-

external subject Position-

Notice tluat the relative height between VP-internal and external positions

for zubjects of stageJevel and individual-tevel predicates matches with that

berwen zP ad wP nwhich I claim ttnt zubjects of stageJevel and individual-

lwel predicate$ appear raspectively'

4.4.z.Dhsing (1992)

Diesfu€ (1992) rnintains Kratzer's (1989) syntactic characterization of the

two types of predicateg that is, stagelevel predicates have their zubjects

generded in a VP-intenul positio4 whereas individuallevel predicates have their

srbjects gerrerated in th€ vP-etdernal subject position' Diesing however propos€s

that the disinct D-structure zubject positions tbr stage-level and individualJevel

predicates are due to there being two types of lnfl associated with the two

predicate types. she argues that stageJevel predicates have an Infl that does not

a.csign a theta-role to its Spec, while individual-level predicates have an lnfl tttat

assigns a thera-role to fspec, IP]. (Atheta-role assigned to [spec, IP] by an Infl of

individual-level predicates has rougny the meaning 'has the property x"' where x

is the property expressed by the predicate.) with an Infl that does not assign a

theta-role, stage-level predicates generate their subjeots in [Spec' VP] (assurning

that [Sp€c, VP] is always assigned a theta-role by V') With an Infl that does

assign a theta-role, individuallevel predicates generate their strbjects in [Spec, lP]'
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(In ttris case, [spec, vP] which receives a theta-role from v has a PRo srbject'

which is controlled by the texical subject in [spec, nl].)t The representations in

(2g) and (29) illustrate the D-structure representations for stagelwel and

individuallevel predicates respectively'

(28) Dsnrctrre representation for stagelevel predicate

IP

--/'-t-----

Spec I'
,--/-------
lvP

--------------
Spec \fI -__^==_
NPV

(Diesing 1992'361)

(29) D-structure representation for individuallevet predicate

IP

-------------
Spec I
I ----l--t------

NPIVP
-----,---t---.- \r

V

(Diesing 1992:.363)

4.4.3. ComPerisons

I stEll now compare tlrese two analyses revi€n/ed above with the analysis I

am propo$lng in this chapter in terms of 0 the orisn of ths diginction: lexicon vs'

qyntCIq (ii) tte link between s5rntax and senrantics, (iii) the level of slmtactio

representirtion, (iv) the "aboutness" relafion" and (n) sagc and individual'level

predicates in the ternporal stnrcture'

* As a result, individral-level predicates are analped as parallel t9 control structures'

while sage_level predicates a* i".o an analysis parallel to raising verts.

Spec

I

PRO
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4.4.3.l.Origin of the distinction: lexicon vs' syntax

The first point of comparison is the origln of the distinction between the

two t)'pes of predicates. Kratzer assumes that each predicate is specified as either

st4ge-level or individuallevel in the lexicor\ by having or not having a

Davidsonian argument for spatiotemporal location in its argument structure'

It is however problematic to treat the stage-/individualJevel distinction as a

lexical properfy of predicates. ln fact, predicates normally thouglrt of as stage-

level can be interpreted as individualJevel as we[ while normally individuallevel

predicates can also be interpreted as stage-level as well- Cowper (1977), for

examplg shorvs that any verb that canonically describes an event (i'e'' stage-

level) can appear in the simple present tense with the habituaVgeneric readrng

(i.e., individual-level), as in (30) below.2" In addition, verbs which typically

appearinstativesentences(i.e.,individual-level)can'undercertain

circumstances, app€ar in a clause describing an event (i.e., stage-level), as

shown in (31) below. These examples show that the distinction between the

two types of predicates is not lexically determined (at least not entirely)'z7

t87

(30)a. Kate drives a Mercedes.

b. KellY eats junk food.

some generic oPerator.

(Cowper 1997.9)

(Cowper 1997: l0)

(31)a. sue was polite three times this morning. The first time it happened,

the teacher fell offher chair'

b. What Sue is doing is being polite'

c. What is happening is that Sue is being polite'

(CowPer 1997: l3)

,u It has been pointed out by an examiner tluet a generic/habitual 
-ra:tding 

is due to the fact

that there is a quantification over events and times, as capnrred by analyses incorporating

,, However, there are sorne verte which do 'ot 
s€em alterable between stage- aurd

individual-levet interpretations. For exampl e, know in English seenls to be never taken as

stage-lwel. Thrs suggests tlut even if the stageJindividuat-level distiilction is lrainly

encoded in the syntax, it is not entirely disconlected from tlre lexicail seurantics of the vetb'

It is possible that some fornr of restriction is encoded within the lexicon of the verb' (Rosen

(1999) discusses the sveut representations in three different colrrpouents of the graurmar'

i.e., the lexicon, the syntir.l aud the semantics')
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lfweas$lmethatwhatdistinguishesbetweenthetwotypesof

predicates is the presence or absence of a Davidsonian event element and that

itispartofaverb'slexicalentrythenvirtuallyeveryverbmusthavetwo

lexical entries, one with a Davidsonian event element and one without'z8 Or'

virfually every verb contains a Davidsonian event element in its lexical entry

and it must be alwaYs oPtional'

Ramchand(1996)rrrarralyzingdatafrommodernScottishGaelicalso

argues that the distinction between stageJevel and individualJevel predicates

must be reconceived as a nonlexical, constructional one'

Mor@ver, as I have pointed out in 2.3.5 above, the distinction between

individnal-level and stage-level predicates which correlates with wa- ufl ga-

subjects in Japanese draws a line even to divide a single predicate in the same

tense/aspect form. For e)ornple, a predicatg (lwn<\ lni-ui-ra'is witing (a

book),, can be interpreted as either individual-levet (with a wa-marked individual

zubjec$ or stagelevel (with agc-marked stage zubject)'

The above strongly suggests a departure ltom the assumption that stage-

level and individuallevel predicates are pre-syntactically distinguished in the

le,ricon. In the system I am proposing the stage-/individual-level diSinction only

appears in the syntax, since the Davidsonian event element whose presence or

absence distinguishes the two typas of predicates is turned into the senuntic

content of a functional hesd (E") in the phrase structure of a clause' The presence

or absence of e, the semantic content of /:, depends on the type of a clause but

nol on the choice of a lexical predicate.D The same predicate @n appear either in

a clags€ with e inE (i.e., Ep) or in a clause without e tn E (i'e', Ep)' Accordingly'

it can be interpreted as either stage-lwel or individual-level'

In terms of a departure from the aszumption that stageJevel and individual-

level predicates are pre-syntactically distinguished in the lexicorU Diesing has

made a significant fnove. By associating the two types of predicates with the two

typas of lnfl" Diesing has shifted the source of the distinction from the le'dcon to

I Tbis claim may be too strong There are some verbs which do not s€em alterable between

stage- and individral'level. See footnote 27 abve'

t Agn,tl see footnote 77 'abnve-

I88
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the syntor. However, there seems a jump of logic in simply linking the tvro type of

predicates with the two types of In[ which results in failing to capture the

semantic characteristics of the two tJpes of predicates' This leads us to the second

point of comparison; the link between syntax and semantics'

4.4.3.2.Link between syntax and semantics

stage-level and individualJevel predicates af,e essentially distinguished in

terms of their semantic characteristics, or more specifically in terms of their

.spatiotemporal boundedness". ln Kratzer's arnlysis, this sernantic distinction

between the two types of predicates is represented by presence and absence of an

event argument in the argument structures of predicates. Rougbly, stagelevel

predicates describe spatially and temporally bounded situationg as they have an

event argument which locates situations at a punctual spatrotemporal location' On

the other han{ individuallevel predicares describe spatially and temporally

unbounded situations, as they lack an event afgurnent which locates situations at a

punctual spatiotemporal location. This semantic distinction characterized by

pres€nce and absence of an event argument in the argument structures specified in

the lexicon is linked to the syntactic distinction characteriz€d by diSinct D-

structure srbject positions as a result of mapping of arguments' Although it is

problematic to assLune that the stage./individual-tevel distinction is made entirely

in the lexicon (as discussed n 4.4.3.1 above), the presence and absence of an

event argument capture the essential semantic characteristics of the two types of

predicates.

In contrasL Diesing links the two types of semantically distingulstted

predicates directly with the two types of syntactically distinguished lnf i'e'' one

that assigns a theta-role to its spec and that does not. unlike the presence and

absence of an event afgurnent in Kratzer's analysis, lnfl's ability and inabilify of

assigning a theta-role to its spec in Diesing's analysis do not explain the semantic

characteristics of stage-level and individuallevel predicates' Although Diesing

stipulates that a theta-role assigned to [spec, IP] by an Infl of individual-level

predicates has rougNy the meaning 'has the propefty x,' where x is the property

expressed by the predicatg it does not really account tbr the essential semantic

characteTistic of spatiotemporal unbounded situations described by individualJevel
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predicates. As for the spatiotemporal boundedness of stage-level predicates' there

is nothing to account for it'

oie$ing conriects qynta,\ and sernantics by her rnapprng hypothesis that the

Ip area of a clause maps ofto a restrictive clause (and therefore subjects occuning

inthatareareceivethestrorrgreading)andtheVPmapsontotherurclearscop€

(and therefore subjects occuning in that area receive the weak reading)' While the

IrBppinghypothesisprovidesanaccountforthescopaldiffererrcebetweerrthe

subjects of sago and individual-level predicates, what I think is the essential

senrantic distinction between individuat$ an'd stages or that benveen fudividual-

level and stageJwet predicates particularly in terms of 'spatiotemporal

bourdedn€$s' is left unexplained in Desing's system'

InthisrespectKratzer,sanalysiswithaneventargumen!whosepreseirce

and absence in the exterrnl argwn€nt position capture ttre semanfic ctraracteristics

ofthetwoq/pesofpredicates,linksthesyrrtaxandtheserrrarrticsofsage-

/rndividuallevel predicates more Eanspafently similarty, my analysis with e'

whose presence and absence in the functional head L capture the semantic

characteristics of the tw'o tlrpe$ of predicates, transparently hnks the synt$( and

thesemanticsofstage./individual-levelpredicates.Ibelievethisisdesirableinthat

it clearly shows why and how the two semantically distinct types of predicate

exhibit distinct syntartic characteristics (i.e., two distinct zubject positions in the

qEta)o-

4.4 ss.Level of syntactic nopneflentation

let us now consider the level of syntactic repres€ntation at which stage-and

indivrduafievet predicates are distinguished' Both tftatzer and Diesing represent

the syntactic clraracteristics of stage-lwel and ildividual-level predicates at the

level of D-su.ucnre by assrming their subjects are generated in two distinct

positions.

Although I also maintain th,at the Sage-leveUindividuallevel distinction is

syrrtacttcally characterized by two distinct positions in which their subjects appear'

I ass.rme ttr,at the zubjects appear in the two distinct positions not before but after

syntactic derivation. Betbre syntactic derivation or at the level of D-structurg

zubjects of both stage-lwel and individual-lwel predicates ale ass'rmed to be
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inside vp (or the ma:<imal projection of the predicate), where they are generated

and theta-roles are assigred. The structural hierarchy between the subjects of

stage-level and individuallevel predicates shows up only as a result of syntactic

derivation or movement. That is, subjects move out of vP to either [spec' z?]

or [Spec, l/P] (see (15) and (17) above)'

It is desirable to generate subjects inside VP io accordance with the VP-

internal zubject hypothesis (Koopman and sportiche 1988), especially when we

consider phenomena zuch as floated quantiliers. Diesing pohts out that a problem

in l(ratzer's arnlysis is rlnt it rules out a possibility of some kind of relationship

holding between the VP-internat and VP-extemal srbject positions in individual-

level predicates (by generating subjects of indMduallevel predicates in [Spec'

tr'l). If there is no connection to a vP-internal position with individuallevel

predicates, then floated quantifiers strould not be possible with zubjects of

individualJevel predicates @onet l9S9). whether or not we adopt sportiche's

(1988) analysis that floated quantifiers originate from the VP-intemal srbject

position and are derived by M-movement, there mu$ be a possibility of some

kind of relationship holding between the VP-internal and VP-external ubject

positions in (32)-

Q2) [n, The Prgs are [w all 
- 

stout]l' (Diesing 1992: 360)

Desing's solution to this problem is to establish a confiol relation between

the VP-external and VP-internal subject positiors by aszuming a PRO s$ject in

lSpec,VP].Mysolutionisnottocarrsetheproblemfromthebeginningsimplyby

generating zublects all inside vP (ard rarsing them to two distinct positiong

according to the feature-checking qystem proposed in 4'3 above')

4.4 3.4. The "Aboutness" relltion

Anottref point of comparison is the 'bboutness" relation' A significant

asp€ct of Kratzer's analysis is that spatrotemporal location is taken as a qrntactic

argwnent and mapped to the extemal zubject position in the synta:r' lt has been

srbsequently argued that tfu external subject position is the position for an entity

which the predicate is about and that an event algument realized in the external

r91
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zubject position is a "real"' subject of stageJevel predicates (e'g'' calabrese 1993'

Raposo and uriagereka 1993). This means that stage-level predicates which have

aneventargumentintheexternalsubjectpositionareaboutanevent,while

individual-level predicates are about an individual which is realized in the external

zubject position.

It is intuitively clear that individualJevel predicates are about an individual'

For exarnple, the sentence (33a) below is a Statement about an indMdual cat' as

for which it says that it is sleeping over there. on the other hand, it is far less clear

ttrat stage-level predicates are about an event. For example, although the sentence

(33b)iscertaintydiftbrerrth.om(33a)inthatthe/acatisnottakenasthetopic

which the sentence is about, what then is the topic of the sentence is not clear' It is

even unclear if there is atopic in a sentence like (33b).

(33)a. Neko-wa asoko-de nemut-tet-ru'

the cat there at sleePing-is

'The cat is sleePing over there''

b. Neko-ga asoko-de nemut-tei-ru'

the/a cat there at sleePing-is

'The/A cat is sleeping over there''

Whileitispossibletoconceivethatthetopicof(33b)isanevent,i'e.,the

senten@ is about an event (as an absfiact topo' it is also possible to conceive of

(33b) as a senten@ without a topic. Especially becagst an event as a topic is such

an abstract notion that we are hardly aware o! the absence of a topic rather seems

to match our cognition.

Kuroda(1965,|g72,|g76,1992b)claimsthatasentencewithaga-marked

subjec{expressesatheticjudgemerrt,whichlacksthecognitiveactof

recognition of a subject (cf. 1.3.1 above). Rernember that Kuroda uses the term

.subjecr' (with a capital S) to refer to the logical subject of a logical

predicate, which is to be distinguished from the syntactic subject of a clause'

Essentially, a Subject is a topic about which a Predicate predicates' Due to the

absence of recognition of a subject, a sentence with aga-marked zubject does not

have a Subject-Predicate structure (in the logical representation)' Where there is

no Subject-Predicate structure, there is no predication' Therefore' according to
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Kuroda, a sentence with a ga-marked zubject (expressing a ttretic judgement)

does not constitute a predication. Rather, it constitutes a (non-predicational)

dascription.

tvlyanalysisiscongenialtozuchaview.Ifwetakethepositioninwhich

zubjects of individual-lwel predicates appeal as a special position for an entity

which the predicate is about since it is intuitively clear that individualJevel

predicates are about individuals, the corresponding position in my system is [Spec,

l/p]. crucially, because I treat a spatiotemporal location not as a$ argffircnt but

as the semantic content of a functional hea{ 4 it never appeafs in [Spec' wl us

the srlject of a predicate. when a spatiotemporal location e is present in ll the

srbject of a clause appears in [Spec' E?] an [Spec' WP] is left rmfilled (except

for the possible occurrence of expletives in some languages)' since [spec' l/?] is

the special position for an entity which the predicate is about, ttr'at it is empty

means the predicate does not predicate of anything particular' Unfilled [Spec' l/P]

indicates the absence of a topig and hence the absence of an "aboutness" relation

or a subject-Predicate structure. Thus, in my analysis stage-level predicates do

not predicate of an event or anything. supposedly, without predicatioq they

merely describe-loJt

lncontrast,whenaspatiotemporallocationeisabsentinE,thezubjectofa

clause is raised to [spec, l/P]. This repres€nts individuals and individualJevel

predicates forming the subject-Predicate structure, where individual-level

predicate's predicate of individuals'

4Ass.Stageandindividua|.leve|predicetesinthetempora|structure

Finally, notice that in my arnlysis, the stage-/individualJevel distinction is

represented in the phrase structure of tense' Semantically, a stage-level predicate

is characterized by the presence of the semantic content of a temporal head E

which signitiesR: S, whereas an individuallevel predicate is characterized by the

uo Stictly speaking it is not sagp-ler/el prEdicates hrt rather stages and sage-larel predicaes as

a set that describe (non-prcdcationally)'

,, Silce o is present irr all root clauses, whe[ [Speo, llPl is not rytdby 
tlre subject' it nuy

be fiued by an expletiv;;;iltio ,o,n" LJ,gp"ept' I will discuss this possibility with

reference to Endish in 4.6.2below'
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absence of the semantic content af E, which essentially signifies R = E'

syntactically, a stage-level predicate is characterized by having a srbject in [spec'

E?], where it is licensed as the subject of a stage-level predicatg whereas an

individual-level predicate is characterized by having a subject in [Spec, l/fl,

whereitisticensedasthesubjectofaindividuallevelpredicate.

It is significant that the syntax and semantics of stage- and individuallevel

predicates fall under the syntax and semantics of tense' lt takes no extra

machinery and mechanisms to represent stage- and individuat-level predicates'

besides those which are independently required to ac@unt for tense/aspect

phenomena. This suggests that while the notions of stageJevel and individual-

levelpredicates(andthoseofstagesandindividuals)provideuswithauseful

ti-ame of retbrence, they are essentially reducible to tlre system of tense' which

constitutes the central functional arohitecture in the phrase strucull.e of

languages.t'

4.4.4. Conclusion

Inthissectiorglhaveevaluatedmyanalysisasasysterntoaccountforthe

stage- and individual-level distinction in the synta'x in comparison with the

prwious analyses of Kratzer (1989) and Diesing (1992)' while my analysis

maintains the spirit of those previous analyses' it exhibits both empirical and

theoretical advantages in terms of (i) the orign of the distinction: lexicon vs'

syntax, (ii) the link between syntax and semantics, (iii) the level of representation'

(r9 the..aboutness" relatiorg and (v) the stage- and individual-level predicales in

the temPoral structure.

ltshouldbenotedhere(onceagain)thatmyanalysisofthesynta(and

semantics of stage-and individuallevel predicates espous€s Carlson's (1977)

original view that stageJevel and individual-level predicates are distinguished

as predicates of stages and those of individuals respectively' This is an

important point especially if there is a gap between what are originaly

,, R po* and uriagerelce (1995) also claim_that there are no such things as individual-

level and stage-level pr.ai*.r. For them, what is at stake are differences in information

(therne/rheme) structue.
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distinguishedasstage_levelandindividual.levelpredicatesand

generallythouglrtofasstage.levelandindividualJevelpredicates.

195

what are

4.5. Subjects and the temporal structure

I have proposed in 4'3 above Llrrt wa- and ga-marked subjects in

Japanese are associated with the functional projections making up a temporal

structure (i.e., W and EP)' Such an analysis is very much akin to Davis

(1gg8) proposal which also considers zubjec't licensing to depend on a temporal

strusture. tn this sectioq I compare David and my analyses to deliberate on

the relation between subjects and a temporal structure'

4.5.1. Devis (1998)

Davis (1998) observes a structural asymmetry between the first and

second person subjects on the one hand (henceforth | &" 2 subjects) and the

third person subjects on the other (henceforth 3 zubjects) in all types of

agreement syster4 which is characterized by the two central generalizations

given in (34).

(3a)a. lf a language shows a person split, 1 & 2 zubjects oocupy a

structurally superior position than 3 subjects'

b.Halanguageshowsapersonsplit,itwillhaveexpletiveurbjects

in sentelrces containing 3 subjects'

(Davis t998: 83)

Davis assumes that this stnrctual asymmetry is cbaraoterized by differential

raising of subjects from a lower into a higher subject position' that is, | & 2

nrbjects raisebut 3 subjects do not'

ln order to account for this differential raising of subjects' Davis argues

that $-featur€s of I & z subjects and 3 subjects are associated with two

different functional heads. As he assumes that functional projections encode
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temporal structure, he claims that $-features are parasitically attached to

temporal heads, whose existence is independently motivated'tt Since I & 2

subjects are structurally higher than 3 subjects" the Q-features of L & 2

subjects are related to the higher temporal head, whereas 3 subjects are

related to the lower temporal head. Adopting D &U-E',s (1998a,b,c) temporal

architecture with TP and AspP, as discussed in 4.1.2 above, Davis associates

the f-features of I & 2 subjects with T and (non-deictic) 3 subjects with Asp'

The association of I EL 2 subjects with T is also justified by the

semantics of I & 2 pronouns. Although the referents of I &2 are variable -

being defined by the speech situation - they always refer directly to the speech

participantsatthetimeofutterance.Davistakesthistoreflectthe

generalization that the $-features of | & 2 subjects are associated with T'

which encodes uT-T. ln contrast, 3 subjects may relate either (deictically) to

UT-Tor(anaphorically)toAST-T.Accordingly,3subjectsareassociated

with either T, whioh encodes UT-T, or Asp, which encodes AST-T'

4.S.z.Person split and wa/ga'split

Needless to remind the readers, I have associated wa-marked and ga-

marked subjects with the temporal heads' W and E' which essentially

correspond to DAJ-E's T and Asp respectively' lt is striking that both Davis

and I divide subjects into two groups and associate them with two temporal

heads. The higher temporal head (whether we call it T ot l/) is associated

with t & 2 subjeots in Davis, analysis and with wa-subjects in my analysis,

whereas the lower temporal head (whether we catl it Asp or 'L) is associated

with 3 subjects in Davis' and with gc-subjects in mine' This naturally raises a

question as to whether the person split between t & 2 and 3 subjects

corresponds to the split betwe enwa- and ga-marked subjects in Japanese'

Examiningwa.andga.markingofsubjectsinthetightof|&2and3

persons,wefindthatl&2subjectsaretypicallymarkedwith-waandthat

only 3 subjects have the genuirte option of wa/ga-muking. The examples in

33 An important consequence

projections.

of this assrmpion is that there are no AGReement
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(35)arrd(36)betowshowthatwhile3subjectscanbemarkedbyeither-wa

or -gctto yield the neutral interpretations, depending on whether they refer to

individuats or stages, | & 2 subjects cannot be neutrally marked by -gtt' as

indicated by the hashes.

(35)a. John-wa/ga nai-tei-ru'

John cry-Prog-Pres
'John is crying.'

b. Boku-w tl#gt nai-tei-ru'

I cry-Prog-Pres

'I am crying.'

c. Kimi-wa/#ga nai-tei-ru'
you cry-Prog-Pres
'You are crying."

(36)a. Sensei-wa/gaki-ta.
teacher come-Past

'The teacher came./A/The teacher has come''

b. Watashi-wa/#ga ki-ta'

I come'Past
'l have come-'

c. Anata-wal#ga ki-ta.

You come-Past

'You have come.'

Note that the above suggests that stage-level predicates cannot occur

with 1 & 2 subjects. This is true with the view that stage-level predicates are

predicates of stages (and that individuallevel predicates are predicates of

individuals), as discussed in 2.3.5 above. Thus defined, individual-level and

stage-level predicates correspond to the Viewuu and View*,, interpretations in

myanalysisobtainedrespectivelywithrya-andga-markedsubjectsin

Japanese (since wa- and ga-marked subjects correspond to individuals and

stages respectively). lmportantly, this distinction between stage- and

individualJevel predicates can be much more subtle than it is generally

understood. Recall that it distinguishes between the 'static present'

interpretation and the 'dynamic progressive' interpretation of the same

t97
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predicate, for exampl e, rcti-teira 'be crying" depending on whether it

predicates of a wa-marked individual subject or of a ga-marked stage subject'

Essentially, with wa-marked indMdual subjects (which | & 2 subjects

necessarily are), the 'not news' flavour of stage-level/Viewou't interpretation (as

in the,dynamic progressive' interpretation) is simply unobtainable.

Kuno(|'973:55)haspoirrtedoutthat'itisnexttoimpossibleto

interpret sentence$ with the first person subject as sentences of neutral

description'. Kuno speculates that it is because 'the speaker is not allowed to

look at his own action or existence objectively and to describe it as if it were a

new event'. Since it is in fact similarly impossible to iuterpret sentences with

the second person subject as sentences of neutral description, we might

extend Kuno,s theory to say that the speech participants are not allowed to

look at their own or each others' action/existence objectively and to describe

it as if h were a new event. In the light of the stage/individual distinctiorL this

means that we caffrot talk about the stages of speech participants' Rather

mysteriously, I & 2 subjects necessarily refer to whole individuals' which

transcend the confine of speech situation and in fact stand behind all of their

tokens (or stages) to connect them'

This is perhaps related to the fact that the referents of I & 2 zubjeots are

necessarily "familiar" in the speech situation' The status of '"familiarity" is

typically obtained after the first mention in the discourse' However' with I &

2pronounswhichrefertothespeechparticipants'the*fhmiliaf'statusis

given even before the first mention, since we know who 'I' and 'you' refer to

even from the first time they are mentioned in the culrent discourse' Thus' the

interpretation of | & z subjects necessarily involves linking to a familiar

retbrent in the discourse. I assume that this linking to a familiar referent

establishes the totality or the continuity in which 7 &' 2 subjects are

necessarily interpreted and their referents are perceived' This may provide an

explainationwhyl&zsubjectsnecessarilyrefertowholeindividuals.

on the other hand, the retbrents of 3 subjects may be ..knowr/familia/'

or ..novel,, to the coillmon ground of the discourse. Return to the examples

(35a)arrd(36a)above.Propername$suchasJohnandcommonnounssuch

as sanszi 
.teacher, may refer to familiar referents, i.e-, they have been already
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established in the discourse, or to novel referenls, i'e', they are newly

introduced to the discourse. Let me remind the readers that there are two

levels of novelty to be distinguished, as discussed in 2'4 above' A DP may

refer to a refbrent that is known to the interlocutors (because of their previous

knowledge)butpresentedandtakenasnoveltothecurrentdiscourse.While

the inEnglish indicates that the referent of a noun phrase is known to the

interlocutofs, a noun phrase wtth the can be presented and taken as novel to

the current discourse. In Japanese, ga-marked subjects necessarily refer to

novel referents to the current discourse, thouglr they may be known to the

interlocutors (because of their previous knowledge), or may well be totally

unknown. Therefore, when marked with -ga, sensei in (36a) above can be

translated as either'a teacher' or 'the teacher'. on the other hand' wa-marked

subjects necessarily refer to familiar referents in the current discourse'

Theretbre, when marked with -wa sensei is necessarily translated as 'the

teacher'. See the diagrams reproduced in (37)'

(37)a. wa-subjects

I

familiar

I

known

I

the

b. ga-subjects <JaPanese)

I

novel

-.---'---t-

known unknown
tlll

the a/m <En$ish>

The third person pronouns zuch as l{ilre ,he,, lrrntljcl ,she,, kare .this',

sore ,it,, and are 'that' basically refer to known retbrents' Therefore' they can

be interpreted by virnre of being linked to already established referents in the

discourse. However, they can also be used deictically to refer to novel

referents to the discourse. Therefore, 3 pronoun subjects can be marked by

either-waof-ga,asshownin(3s)and(39)below,dependingonwhether

they refer to familiar or novel referents'

(38) Kanojo-wa/ganai-tei-ru'
she cry-Prog-Pres
'She is crying-'
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(39) Sore-wr/ga ki-ta.

it come-Past

"It came./It has just come''

ontheotherhand'some3pronounssrrchasdareka.someone'and

nmifu'something' necessarily refer to uriknown referents in the discourse'tn

Unknown referents are never taken as familiar but necessarily taken as novel'

as shown in (37) above. Those 3 subjects are necessarily marked by -ga to

yietd the neutral interprstation. As indicated by the asterisks in (40) and (41)

below, wa-marking of those subjects is ungranrmatical'

(40) Dareka-*wa/ga nai-tei-ru'

someone cry-Prog-Pres

'someone is crying''

(41) Nanika-*we/gr ki-ta'
something come-Past

'something has come''

NotethatKuno(1973)alsoobservesthatwa-markingofsubjectsis

ungranmatical with some noun phrases such as oozei no hito'many people

and omosixti hitL,interesting people' as well as dsrelca 'somebod/, as shown

in (42) below. Kuno explains that because 'their referents have not been

tr#1iiffi'lrttiiil below. Houwer, this ga-mzuking-q ryt seem to vield the

neutral interpretation b;,i"ft * irrerpretatiou "t 
i"Ai*t"Oty the hashes' For eranrple'

to a* who is crying ,n r" ir* o.*pio" thai somebooy is crying while sorzebody is

cryingis au existential sentence .o"iog that there is sourebody crying H/ho is crying is a

qnestion over this exigenia sontence ,*t i"g lltho is that somebody who is crying? T\is

suggests that wft-srbjects are marked with -ga because they are necessarily in focus (rather

ttruo U"cu.t* their referents are unknown)'

* The referents of rft-pronorns such as dare'who' and nanl 'wbat' are also unlnown (al

least to the speaker), *;-,h; u'&-zubjects "*.ry"*t*itv,t":Y^y51* |lffT#

(i) Darc-*wa/#ga nai-tci'ru
who cry-Prog-hcs
'Who is cryingl'

(ii) Nani-*wa/*Er ki'ta no'

whalt come-PastQ

'Wlut came?'

(iii) Darc-*wa/#ga kirci?
who Pretty
'Who is Prc[[Y?'

no.

a
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entered into the registry of the present discourse' 0. a5) they do not qualify

as topics. That is, in my terminology, their referents are not familiar but novel

to the current discourse'

$2)a. *Oozei no hito wa party ni kimasita'

many PeoPle to came

'Speaking of marry people' they came to the party''

b. *Omosiroi hito wa paf,ty ni kimasita'

interesting PeoPle to came

'Speakingofinterestingpeople,theycametotheparty''

c. *Darekawa bYooki desu'

somebody sick is

'speaking of somebodY, he is sick''
(Kuno L973:45'1

Thus,theoptionofwa/ga-markingexistsonlywhenthesubjectphrase

could refer to either a familiar referent or a novel referent in the discourse'

Since | & 2 subjects necessarily refer to familiar referents" they are neutrally

marked by -va. (lf marked by -ga,the neutral interpretation is not available')

on the other hand, some 3 subjects such as doreka'someone' and rnnika

.something' necessarily refer to unknown novel referents and are therefore

necessarily marked by -ga.only those 3 subjects that can refer to either

familiar or novel retbrents have the genuine option of wa/ga'matkng'

The above shows that there certainly exist some parallelisms between

the person split and the wct/ga-split of subjects in Japanese' Although the

wa/ga-sphtdoesnotdrawaclearlinebetween]r&zsubjectsontheonehand

and 3 subjects on the other, Davis also allows some fluidity of 3 subjects by

distinguishing between deictic and non-deictic 3 subjects.

Totheextentthatthepersonsplitandthewuga-splitofsubjects

correspond to each other, Davis' and my analyses support each other

especially in our claim that there are fwo different classes of zubjects' which

are related to the two functional projections making up the temporal structure

of a clause.
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4.5.3. I & 2 vs. 3 per$on subjects, familiar vs' novel subjects' and

individual vs. stage subjects

Aquestionnowisexactlywhatdistingurshesthetwoclassesof

subjects. Davis claims that it is the distinct S-features of subjects' drawing a

line between | &. zsubjects on the one hand and 3 subjects on the other to be

associated with T and Asp respectively. However, the structural asymmetry

Davis attempts to account for is actually observed between | &'2 subjects and

deictic 3 subjects on the one hand and non-deictic 3 subjects on the other

(rather than simply between | & 2 subjects and I subjects)' As deictic and

non-rlcictic 3 subjects share the same s-features, the asymmetry between the

two cannot be accounted for by distinct $-features. This casts a doubt on the

view that $-features really distinguish the two classes of subjects which

exhibit the structural asYmmetry'

The comparison between the person split and the watga-spht of subjects

in Japanes e n 4.5.2 above suggests that the two classes of subjects ale

distinguished in terms of the distinction between thmiliar vs' novel in the

discourse. The first & second person subjects and definite 3 zubjects refer to

known retbrents in the discourse and they are typically marked neutrally with

-wa. on the other hand, indefinite 3 subjects refer to new referents and they

are marked neutrallY with -ga'

Furthermore, familiar referents of rya-marked subjects are necessarily

taken as (total) individuals, whereas novel referents of ga-marked subjects are

taken as (transient) stages (cf.2.4 above). This conelation between familiarity

and individuals and that between novelty and stages can be explained as

follows. The interpretation of familiar referents depends on linking to the

antecedents in the discourse, or to the physical tokens in the actual speech

sitgation particularly in the cases of the referents of 'l' and 'yotr'' This linking

establishes the totality or the continuity in which the referents are perceived'

Therefore, familiar referents linked to the antecedents or the physical tokens

are necessarily interpreted as whole individuals' on the other hand, novel

referents are interpreted solely on the basis of actual manifestations of

individuals at the time of utterance, i.e., without being linked to the
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individuals of which they are manifestations. The interpretation of novelry

obtains when they are perceived as punctual manifestations'' Therefore' novel

referentsaretakenasstages,andconverselystagesaretakenasnoveltothe

discourse.

Noticethatwhite$-featuresarepresumablyinherentinsubjectnoun

phrases, the distinction between familiar and novel referents and that between

(total)individrratsand(transient)stagesarenotpropertiesofnounphrases

butratherpropertiesoftheirreferents.Therefore,Idonotassumethatthose

properties inhere in the noun phrases' Rather, I conseive that those properties

are encorled in the functional heads, L and !/, as their D-features and checked

by subject noun phrases appearing in their Spec positions (as proposed in

4.3.1 above). That is, the D-feature of I/ encodes the referential familiarity

and the totality of an individual. Recall that the semantic content of l/ is c0' an

anchor to a world, or a particular context which is fixed in the discoruse' The

context to which o anchors a clause and in which the truth of a clause is wduded

is necessarily understood by interlocutors. It is part of the conrmon ground of the

discourse. D,re to such sernantic content of W, t*rbject checking the D-feature is

interpreted as referring to a frmiliar re'ferent in the discourse' Also' a srbject

arrchored to a world nrust stand in the world transcending and subsisting beyond

each punctual spatiotemporal location which makes up the world' This gives

rise to the .individual' interpretation of subject (as opposed to the 'stage'

interpretation).

on the other hand, the D-feature of E encodes the referential novelty

and the temporality of a stage. Recall that the semantic content of 'L is e" an

anchor to a punctual spatiotemporal location. A punctual spatiotemporal

location to whicfi e anchors a clause and strictly on which the truth of a clagse is

dependent is always seen as new and vivid in the dynanrics of the discourse' Due

to such semantic content of L, a subject checking its D-feature is interpreted as

referring to a novel referent to the discourse, as well as a punctual rnanifestation

of an individual at that particular spatiotemporal locatiotl' i'e'' a 'stage''

Thus, I assume that lhe two classes of subjects are distinguished by the

referential familiarity vs. novelty in the discourse and the totality vs'
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temporality of the referent in our perception, which are closely intenelated' ln

myanalysis,thosepropertiesareencodedin lYandllastheirD-featuresand

are checked by the matching features present in K or D of subject KP/DPs

raised to their SPec Positions'

4.5.4. Conclusions

In this sectiorL I have reviewed Davis' (1998) proposal that 0-features of

subjectsarerelatedtoatemporalstructure,whichisverymuchakintomy

analysis tlvrt wa- and ga-subjects ale associated with the two functional

projections making up a temporal structure. Davis associates the $-features of

| &zsubjects (and deictic 3 subjects) with the higher temporal head (T) and

(non-deictic)3subjectswiththelowertemporalhead(Asp),whileI

associateswa-markedwiththehighertemporalhead(W)andga-marked

subjects with the lower temporal head (z) Since Davis and I assume the same

kind of remporal structure based on stowell (199aa,b) and D & u-E (1998)

despite the different labels we use, it has led us to examine whether the person

split betwe en ll|-and 3 zubjects corresponds to the split between wa- and ga-

marked subjects in Japanese' The findings suggest that there are some

parallelisms befween the person split and the wa/ga-split of subjects' Davis'

and my analyses support each other in that there are two classes of subjects

which are related to the two functional projections making up the temporal

structure of a clause.

while $-l'eatures of subjects certainly have a bearing on the distinction

between the two classes of subjects, I have suggested that the properties that

really distinguish between the fwo classes of subjects are the referential

familiarity vs. novelty in the discourse and the totality vs' temporality of the

referent in our perceptioq which are closely interrelated' I assume that those

properties are encode din w and ^L as their D-tbatures and are checked by the

matching features present in K or D of subject KP/DPs raised to their spec

positions. That is, subjects raised to [Spec' WP) check the reibrential

familiarity and the totality of an individual, whereas subjects raised to [Spec'

^tP]checkthereferentialnoveltyandthetemporalityofastage.
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4.6. Two subject positiorts across languages

I have argued for two syntactic positions for subjects, [Spec, WPI and

[Spec, EP], particularly to account for the phenomena in Japanese, where

subjects are marked with either -wa oI -ga and wa-marked and ga-marked

subjects exhibit a structural hierarchy (i.e., wa-marked ones are structurally

superior to ga-marked ones). Nevertheless, I envisage that the proposed two

positions for subjects in the temporal structure are tendble across languages,

even if with some paftrmetric variations.

4.6.1. German, Icelandic, Italien, and Scottish Gaelic

Firstly, in some languages zuch as GermarU Icelandic, ItdliatL and

Scottish Gaelic, two structurally distinct zubject positions have been observed

even more clearly, though they do not exhibit distinct subject markings. For

example, with the German examples in (43) below, Diesing (1992) shows that

subjects appearing in the higher subject position are interpreted generically,

while those appearing in the lower subject position are interpreted

existentially.

(43)German

a. ... weil (Linguisten) ja doch (Linguisten) Kammermusik spielen.

since (linguists) pRr pRr (linguists) chamber music play

CENERIC HflSTENTI,AL

Generic reading: '... since linguists play chamber music.'
Existential reading: '... since linguists are playing chamber music.'

@iesing 1992:370)

b.... weil (Miiuse)ja doch (Miiuse)Kise essen.

since (mice) pRr pRr (mice) cheese eat

Generic ,"uaii"Jl'. since mice ""t:il:T#yExistential reading: ',.. since mice are eating cheese.'

(Bobaljik & Jonas 1996:216)

205
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With the Icelandic examples in (aa) below, Bobaljik and Jonas (1996) point

out that definite subjects necessarily appear in the higher zubject positiott"

while indefinite one preferentially appear in the lower position'

(44)Icelandic

a.|gatkl6u6u(pessarmfs)sennilega(*pessarmfs)ostinn.
yJsterday finished (these mice) probably (these mice) the cheese

'These mice probabfv nni*ntfr the cheese y"tt'Otp

b. i ger klaudu (?margar mfs) sennilega (margar mfs) ostinn'

yJsterday finished i*-i mice) probably (many mice) the cheese

II.1DEF IIqDEF

'Many mice probably finished tlre cheese yesterday''

@obaljik & Jonas 1996:217)

The Italian examples in (a5) below show that the natural answer to (45a)

takes a post verbal zubject as in (45b) but not a preverbal zubject as in (45c)'

The hash on (a5c) indicates that the sentence is perfectly

grammatical in other contexts with the old information interpretation but

not in this context with the new ffirmation interpretation. This zuggests that

new information appears in the postverbal position' whereas old information

appears in the preverbal position'

(45) Italian

a. Chi e partito?
who is left
'Who left?'

b. E partito Gianni.
is left Gianni
'Gianni left.'

c. #Gianni d

Gianni is
'Gianni left.'

partito.
left

@elletti 1998)
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In Scottish Gaelic, Ramchand (1996) argues that individual subjects appear in

the higher zubject positiorl whereas stage subjects appear in the lower zubject

position as shou,n in (46).35

(46) Scottish Gaelic

a. Is faicilleach Calum'

CoP-rnrs careful Calum

'Calum is a careful person (by nature)''

IP

--l-:-t

I' Spec

------- Celum

IAP
Is -f--:Spec A'

feicillcach

b. Tha Calum faicilleach'

Be-pnss Calum careful
'Calum is (being) careful.'

35 Chung and Mcclodrey (1987) assunre that the surface word order of VSO (in lrish) is

derived Fom raising of V to Infl" as shown in (i), where SC re'presents a small clause:

(i) s
---_----

Infl SC

[+Fin] -,----\.-
INPVP
Vj ------t.-V CTP)

l

! (Ramchand 1996:168)

How€ver, Ramchand argues for a phrase structure which places the srbject in the

Spec position of the projection that is the complement of the tense-bearing head Infl.

nurttirmore, IPbranches to the right, because a Sgbject (in lSpec' IP]) appean sent€nce

finally in the constnrctions which make use of the copula verb is (see (a6a)).
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IP

--l^--'.--
I' Spec

--l^----
IAP
The--z^---.--

Spec A'
Calum

faicilleach

'208

(Ramchand 1996: 173-17 4)

All thes€ observations conform to my analysis that the two syntactic

positions for snrbjects are semantically motivated and more specifically related

to the definite/indefinite distinction, the stage/individual distinctioq old/new

informatioq and generic/exi$tefiial interpretations. Although I do not

investigate the details of each case herg, the subjects appearing in two distinct

positions in those languages seem semarticalb equivalent to wa- and ga'

marked subjects in Japanese, in the mannef in which the distinctions are

imptememted. As I propos€ two distinct subject positions within the functional

projections, W and E?, for wa- and ga-marked subjects in Japanese, I

anticipate that these functional prqiections and the essential syntactic

mechanisms operating therein would provide an account for such data as

(43)-(46) above from various languages, though it is likely that there are some

pararnetric variations.

4.6.2. English

Just to demonstrate how W ud EP would possibly apply in other

languages, I contemplate the case in English. In English, it is generally

believed that there is a unique position for zubjects where the nominative case

is assigned or checked. Nevertheless, we can still observe two subject

positions. As shown in $7) below, some subjects can appear in the preverbal

position as in (47a) or in the posWerbal position in the existential f'ere

construction as in (a7b).
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A cricket is on the table.

There is a cricket on the table.

209

(47)

It is well known that the there gonstruction with a zubject in the

postverbal position is only possible when the subject phrase is indefinite' as

first pointed out by Milsark (1974).36 With a definite subject in the po$tve6al

position, the there construction is ungrammatical, as shown in (a8b).

(48)a. The sricket is on the table.

b. *There is the cricket on the table. (* = existential interpretation)

Thus, while the preverbal subject position is generally available irrespective of

the definite and indefinite distinction of subjects' as seen in ( 7a) and (48a)

above, the pogerbal zubject position is reserved for indefinite subjects only,

as seen in the contrast between (a7b) and (48b)'3?

Now, observe the Japanese translations (49a) and (a9b) below for

(lub) and (a8a) above respectively. (Note that the stylistic difference

between (a7a) and (47b) does not show in Japanese') The subject is marked

by -ga in (a9a) and bY -wain (49b)'

(49)a. Koorogi-ga teeburu-no ue-ni i-ru'

cricket table-of top-at be(anmt)-Pres
.A cricket is on the table./There is a cricket on the table.'

s Milsark (1974, also points out that the there con$ruction can only ocsur with a

particutar set of verbs, whicn has been su@gently identifi€d as unaccusatives/ergiatives

leermutter 1978, Burzio 1986). While (D is gramrrutical, (iib) is not.

a.

b.

(r) a. Ateacher arrived-
b. There arrived a teacher.

(ii) a.Ateachershouted
b. *There shouted a teacher.

<unacc'ns:ltive>

<unergative>

3t Note that a wlrquestion like (ia) below indicates a rlfi-word such as what as ind€finite (d'

footnote 34 above).

(i) What did you say that there is / on the table?
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b. (Sono) koorogi-wa teeburu-no

the cricket table-of
ue-ru l-ru.
top-at be(anmt)-Pres

A cricket is [on the table']ll

a cricket [on the table']ll

[on the table-]ll

2t0

'The cricket is on the table.'

since I analyse that ga-marked and wa-marked zubjects appear in

[Spec, E?] and [spec, I{zP] respectively, one logical possibility is to apply this

directly to English and assume that the English subjects which correspond to

ga-marked equivalents in Japanese appear in [Spec, EP] and those which

correspond to wa-marked equivalents in Japanese appear in [Spec, WPT That

is, a cricker in (47a,b) is in [spec, E?], while the cricket in (a8a) is in [Spec,

WPl, as illustrated in (50).

(50) a.

b.

c.

l* [sP

[sp There is [""

[sp The cricket is [o

As a strong hypothesis, we can posit that an indefinite subject appears in

[spec, E?], while a definite subject appears in [spec, F"]. Recall that I have

mentioned n 4.3.2above the possibility of having an expletive type content in

[Spec, D?] when the subject of a clause appears in [Spec, EP] in the

configuration with Wyl and[r-I. With an indefinite subject occupying [Spec,

Epl, [Spec , wlfcan be filled by there asin (50b), or left empty as in (50a).38

On the other hand" the appearance of a definite subject in [Spec, I|P] justifies

that the insertion of there is prohibited with a definite subject. This analysis

suggests that the insertion of there is optional. However, the differing

38 The insertion of there can be seen as opional, as one has a choice between the

paraphrases with and without there as in (47a) and (471) above'' 
Even when the occturence of there s€erns more obligatory, it is still possible to

paraphrase the sentences inthe there+onstruction such as (ia) and (iia) without there, for

ixampte (ic) and (iic), though (ib) and (iib) are ungramrnatical'

(i) a. There is a lot of water.

b. *A lot of water is.

c. A lot of water is filling the lake-

(iD a. There will be quite a few people.

b. #Quite a few PeoPle will be.

c. Quite a few people will be at the paay.
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positions of ls in (50) above, zuggesting two f headjike positions (i'e', I'/and

.B) in English are Problematic-3e

An alternative weak hypothesis is that while a definite zubject

necessarily appears h [spec, wl, anindefinite subject tnay appear in [Spec,

E?l but can also appear in [spec FfP] under certain conditions' as shown in

(51) below. The advantage of (51) over (50) is that we can fix the position of

is consistently above E?. In this analysis, we assume that all preverbal

subjects in English are in a uniform position perhaps due to a language

specific requirement that inEnglish [Spec, FP] must be filled'

2tl

(51)a. [pp A cricket is [r"

b. [pe There is [r"

c. [np The cricket is [".

[on the table.]Jl

a cricket [on the table.]ll

[on the table.]ll

As noted n 4.3.6 above, I assume that the D-features of w and E

include the EPP features (which are parametrically varying) and the semantic

properties (which are perhaps invariano (cf. chomsky 1995: 28a)' Therefore,

it is possible to assume that [spec, DlP] is the only EPP position in some

languages including EngllstL while in other languages including Japanese both

[spec, EP] and [spec, wf ue considered as EPP positions' Importantly,

however, even if there is zuch a parametric difference in the EPP features of

W andf, I maintain that their semantic properties are invariant' That is' even

if all preverbal subjects in English are in [spec, wPt n the end, we can still

distinguish between those which have raised directly from vP, skipping

[Spec, EP], and those which have been through [spec, EP] and checked the

semantic properties of E.

Nevertheless, even the strong hypothesis can find support, for example,

in the differing compatibility of definite and indefinite subjects with negation'

The examples in (52) and (53) below show that while a sentence with a

te I am indebted to Elizabeth Pearce (p.c.) for pornting this out for me and suggesting the

following alternative analYsis.
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definite subject can be negated, a sentence with an indefinite subject cannot be

negated.e

(s2)

(53) a.

b.

c.

d.

a.

b.

The nurse-aide administered CPR to the patient'

The nurse-aide didn't administer CPR to the patient'

A nurse-aide administered CPR to the patient'

*A nurse-aide didn't administer CPRto the patient'

Nurse-aides administered CPR to the patient'

*Nurse-aides didn't administer CPR to the patient'

One possible explanation for this contrast is to assume that Neg is

situated between the position in which a definite subject appears and the

position in which an indefinite subject appears. If so, it is gramrnatical that the

subject appears structurally higher than negation in (52b), because it is

definite. On the other hand, it is ungrammatical in (53b) and (53d) because

indefinite subjects are supposed to be lower than negation-at'u' ln 4'3 '4 above,

I have suggested that NegP is situated between w andE? (see (24) above)'

This aszumed position of NegP below W and above E? justifies that definite

subjects appear in [Spec, W] and indefinite subjec'ts in [Spec, E?]'

Note, however, that the postverbal subject position is available not only

for indefinite subjects but also for definite srbjects, as shown in (54) below'n'

4 Heidi Quinn (p.c.) pointed this out for me. The examples (52) and (53) are hers'

ot The sentences (53b) and (53d) are accepable with contrastive stress on the subjects'

o2 Note that I have used the same argument for the structural hierarchy between wa-marked

andga-nlarked subjects in 4.3.5 above.

43 Elizabeth Pearce (p.c.) pointed out for me that while we c:ln assume tlrat i'c, an auxiliary'

raises to I (or an .qoiuufint fun4ional head), we cxmnot assume that arrived' a verb, raises'

This creates a problem for the view that the post'verb argument is in [Spec, EP], which is

above the VP.
Considering the contrast berween unaccusatives and unergAtives in the possibility of the

zubject ueing-post-velbal (see footnote 36 above), it is reasonable to assume that the

ooaccusatinJsubject is in the Theme position, while the unergative subject is in the highest

Spec-type position within the VP, as illustrated in (i) and (ii) below'

(i) [w tarrivedl a/theteacherl <unaccusative)

iiil i; a/rheteacher [shouted]l <unergative>
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Atthough (5ab) is often excluded or given a highly marked status, it is

acceptable when uttered in an appropriate context' Essentially, whether

marked as definite or indefinite, the postverbal subjects convey now

information to the current discourse. That is, the referents of the postverbal

zubjects are suddenly brought into the current discourse, and therefore glve

rise to a vivid dynarric interpretation'

(54) a. Here comes a t€acher.

b. Here comes the teacher'

The diffenence between (54a) and (5ab) is that the interlocutors are assumed

to have no knowledge about the teacher in (54a), but to have some previous

knowledge about the teacher in (54b). Importantly' ev€'!l in the case of (54b)'

though the intedocutors should know who the teaclPr refers to, they should

not have been talking about the teacher when the sent€'nce is uttered'{ The

occurreng€ of here in (54) above is explained by aszuming that the sgbjects

conveying new information appear in [Spec, 'EP], leaving [Spec' WP]

available for here. Thus, the distinction that really counts is not that between

definite and indefinite subjects but that between familiar and novel referents in

the current discourse.

In that the referents ofpostverbal subjects are suddenly brough into the

current discoursg and therefore glve rise to a vMd dynamic interpretation'

postvertal zubjects in English correspond to ga-marked zubjects in Japanese'

In fact, the Japanese equivalents to the English sentences with sentence-initial

there wd here nq,essarily have ga-marked subjects, as shown in (55)-(58)

* If they were talking about the teacher, (i) fu$tead of (54b) would be us€red

(i) Here he comes.

Interestingty, wtren the subj€ct is a pronoun, it does nd app€ar in the poswerbal position

hrt in the prarerbal Position.
As a way of explaining such a contrast between (54b) and (D above, I suggest that th€

pronglln *lj."r ta in (i) Ipe."tr in [Spm, WP] as it corwsys old.inf-ormation (ust like wa'

,a*eA soUihs in Japanese;, while *e teacher in (54b) appears in [Spec, EPI as it conveys

new infonnation (iust rG gd-marked srrbjects in Japanese). Holwer, in (i) above, since

isp"", lwl is occupredby ie, here must be in a position nighgt than [spec, wP], while in

iS+U) lr"""ir assumed to L in tSpec, WPI since fhe teacher is in [Spec, EP].
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below.as'6,07 lThe hashes on -wa simply indicate that with 'wa the Japanese

sentence is not a correct translation for the English sentence')

2t4

(55) Thene is a cricket on the table.

:Koorogt#rydge teeburu-no

cricket table-of

(56)Here comes a/the teacher.

= Sensei#rYa/ga ku-ru.

teacher come-Pres

(57) Tttere arose a storm.

: Arashi#rra/ge oki-ta-

storm arisePast

ue-ni
top-at

l-ru.
be(umt)-Pres

(58) Ttrae goes the dinner bell!

: Sholuji-no-benr#we/ga nat-tei-ru'

mealof-bell ring-Prog-Pres

The above suggests that postvenbal subjects in English referring to

novel referents in the discourse correspond to ga-marked subjects in Japanese

which occupy the lower zubject position' i'e', [Spec, EP]' However' it is not

always the case that subjects referring to novel referents occupy a pogertal

position in English. For example,in John is eating some poworn' the referent

at Note tfut these sentences with sentenc'initial there atlij here can be paraphrased without

there andhere, as shown in (47) above and (D{iii) below'

(l) a- Here comes a/the teacher.

b. A/The teacher fu 69ming.

(ii) a. There arcse a stonn.
b. Astormhadarisen

(iii) a. There gpesth€dinrrerbell!

b. The dinnerbell is ringing!

a6 While (55) is an existential sentence, (56X58) are nol
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of John may be either familiar or novel in the current discourse and the

sentence accordingly yields either the static presant interpretation or the

dynamic progressive interpretation. However, regardless of the distinct

interpretations, the subject John is necessarily preverbal'

(59) John is eating some Popcorn.

a. : John-wa poppukoon-o tabe-tei-ru'

b. : John-ga poppukoon-o tabe-tei-ru'

According to the strong hypothesis, we can conceive of two distinct

syntactic representations for the two possible readings, as shown in (60)

below. The representation (60a) with the zubject in [Spec, EP] is supposed to

yield the dynamic progressive interpretatiorq because the subject in [Spec,

EP] is taken as a temporal manifestation of an individual, i.e., a stage of John'

It corresponds to the Japanese equivalent with a ga-marked subject' On the

other hand, the representation (60b) with the subject in [Spec, ]I?l is

supposed to yield the static present interpretatiorq because the zubject in

lSpec, W] is taken as a total individual. It corresponds to the Japanese

equivalent with a rrya-marked subject.

(60)John is eating some Popcorn.

a. [np John ["" is [eating some popcorn']ll

b. [* [spJohn is [eating some popcorn']ll

Note that in order to fix the position of is, I need to put it in E in

(604b), though I have put it in I{ in (51) above. To be consistent with (51),

which represents the weak hypothesis, we assume that all preverbal subjects

in English appear in [Spec, I7P]. Importantly, however, even in this scenario

we can still distinguish the two possible readings by whether or not the

zubject passes through [Spec, ,EP], as shown in (61)' In (6la), the zubject
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ot The @nverse is not necessarily true because the insertion of there/here is restricted to a

certain group ofverbs lsee footnote 36). That is, not all Japanese s€ntences with ga-marked

subjects-can be translated ilrto the there/here+onstruction in English.
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raises directly from the VP-internal (or predicate-intema) position to [Spec'

ITPJ,skipping[Spec,EP].In(6lb),ontheotherhand'thesubjectraisesto

[Spec, ]/ffrllira[Spec, EP], checking the semantic properties of E'

(61)John is eating some Popcorn.

a. [pe lohni is ["p I ti eating some popcorn']ll

b. [* Johni is lsp ti' I ti eatrng some popcorn']ll

Crucially, no matter whether we adopt the strong or the weak

hypothesis, the two readings are associated with the two distinct

configurations of temporal structure, i.e', one with W1.1md E11and one with

Wrq and E1*1 as shown in (62) below. The difference between the strong and

the weak hypotheses is a possible parametric variation in the EPP features of

W and E.

(62)a- lwplvul fw tEI-l llll
b-l*[on-t ["' tqq ]lll

R: EMew"u

R: SMew*t

Thus, even if with some parametric variations, the functional

projectiong W nd E?, and the essential syntactic mechanisms operating

therein seem tenable across languages'

4.7. Implicrtion for thc frrst language acquisition

Lastly, I would like to consider an implication of my analysis for the

first language acquisition. Shirai (lgg|)points out that a young Japanese child

(Aki, Miyata 1995) uses the so-called past tense marker -ta to encode

completed aspect but not to encode past tense. (I also observed the same,

though informally, in the earliest stages of my son's linguistic development')

There has also been a report cited in shirai that Polish children at around age

I and 2 cannot use piuit tense forms to encode pastness but to encode aspect
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such as completion, result-state, punctuality, etc. such observations have led

to the Aspect Before Tense Hypothesis (e.g., Bloom, Lifter & Hafitz 1980),

whish has often been attributed to children's cognitive immaturity, i'e', the

lack of the concept of temporal displacement (e.g., Antinucci and Miller

re76).

Shirai (lggl)takes on board the proposal of Bybee et al. (1994) that

many so called past tense markers are in the process of grammaticization

(e.g., Romance, Germarq where the perfect forms of 'hove/be + participle' are

grammaticizing into past tense markers). Assuming that this grammaticization

process is universal, Shirai takes the Japanese past tense form -/a as being in

the process of grammaticizing into a past tense marker. This then suggests

that children,s language acquisition takes the same path as the

grammaticization process, i.e., perfect ) past'

In the system I am proposing, the denotation of -ta is consistent, i'e', 'S

> E' or 'completed', which is broadly motivated by a principle of economy'

The interpretive difference between completed aspect and past tense derives

from the presence/absence of e in E, in the temporal structure of a clause'

Early uses of the -ta form for completed aspect (i'e., perfect) but not for past

tense suggest that e is always present in the temporal stnrcture of a clause that

young children utter. That is, young children possess e in their linguistic

apparatuses. This further suggests that e is part of the universal grammar

innate to human beings and we have it without acquiring it' Therq what we

have to acquire is not to have e^

I have been assuming that the functional category E is always present in

the phrase structure of a clause, while the semantic content, e, m3y or may

not be present in E. As suggested by young children's speech, I assume that E

originally contains e. That is, we are naturally equipped with E which has e in

it. And as we develop, we learn to deactivate this E by dropping e.

This also conforms to the cognitive development of children' With e in

4 a clause is anchored by e to a spatiotemporal location of (typically) where

the speaker is at. The situation described in such a clause is concrete and

visible to the speaker. This concreteness and visibility of a situation makes it

217
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easy for young children to understand and generate a clause with e' on the

other hand, in the absence of e in E, a clause is solely anchored by o to a

world. The situation described in such a clause is conceptual urd invisible to

the speaker. In understanding and generating a clause without e' it is

necessary that the child can abstract away from the spatiotemporal location

where he/she is at. Precisely due to this abstractness of a situation anchored

not to a spatiotemporal location but only to a world' not having e is

cognitively harder than having e especially for young children.c

4.E. Conclusions

In this chapter, I have proposed the phrase structure of tense made up

of a series of functional projectio ns, W and E?, which encode the distinction

between the fwo types of R (or viewpoint aspect) and enable us to see the

mechanisms to aceount fot wa/ga-marking of srbjects in Japanese' Roughly,

the upper ternporal category 7 contains the sernantic feature responsible for

the R = E (Viewar) interpretation and the lower temporal category E contains

the semantic feature responsible for the R: S (View*t) interpretation'

As temporal categories, W ggrldE have T-features (to be checked by the

relevant features of predicates) and D-features (to be checked by the relevant

features of DPs) but their T- and D-features need to be checked only when 7

Lrd E are activated semantically and syntactically. Activated W and 'E attract

predicates (presumably from V or the predicate head) in order to have their

T-features checked by their features and subject DPs presumably from a VP-

internal (or predicate-internal) position to their Spec positions in order to

have their D-features checked by their features through Spec-head agreernent'

while the T-features of I'/ and E checked by predicates Sive rise to the

R: E and the R : S interpretation respectively, the D-features of W and E

* What may follow ftom this is that the first and second p€rson suhiects are similarly hard

for young 
"t 

iton"o. Recall the discussion in 4.5 above that the first and second per$n

sublcts 
-necessarily refer to whole individrats which transcend tho confine of speech

situation and are associated with the absence of e'
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checked by subject DPs make the DPs taken as referring to spatiotemporally

transcurding whole individuals (i.e., Sndividuals') and spatiotemporally

bourtded manifestations of individuals (i.e., 'stages') respectively. Assuming

that those subjects appearing in [Spec, WP] nd taken as referring to

'individuals' we wa-marked and those appearing in [Spec, EP] and taken as

referring to 'stages' are ga-marked in Japanese, wa-marked and ga-marked

subjects are licensed by the D-features of W and E respectively. The

correlation between wa/ga-wbjects and the two types of temporal and

aspectual interpretations obtained for the clauses is thus explained by the T-

and D-features of W and E, which are respectively responsible for the two

types of temporal and aspectual interpretations and for licensing of wa-

marked and ga-marked zubjects. Importantly, the T- and D-features of W and

E assure that subjects and predicates ofthe saille sernantic type are properly

paired and, as an interesting consequence of my analysis, the distinction

betureen stage- and individual-level predicates is encoded in the phrase structure

oftense.

fu a system to syntactically apcount for the stage-/individuallevel

distinction, my analysis is compared with the prwious anatyses of Kratzer (1989)

and Diesing (1992). While maintaining the spirit of those previous analyses, my

analysis exhibits both empirical and theoretical advantages in terms of (i) the

orign of the distinction: lexicon vs. syntax, (ii) the link between synta:c and

semanticg (iii) the level of representation, (iv) the "aboutness" relatioq and (v)

stage- and individual-level predicates in the temporal structure.

Moreover, my analysis that wa- and ga-marked subjects in Japanese are

associated with the two functional projections making up a temporal structure

(i.e., W and EP) is very much akin to Davis' (1998) proposal which also

considers zubject licensing to depend on a temporal structure. Comparing Davis'

(1998)person split between I & 2 subjects and 3 subjects and thewa/ga-split

of subjects in Japanesg I have argued that the properties that really

distinguish between the two classes of zubjects associated with trvo temporal

projections are the referential familiarity vs. novelty in the discourse and the

totality vs. temporality of the referent in our perceptiorg which are closely

interrelated.
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Fotlo*ingth{s, I hane shoqmthat theproponed two Eptas{io positions

for mrbjeots are ten&lo ircroig langl6ig6, even wftsre there ic only a li4itgd

distindon of two kinds of nrbj@+ as obs€rved in Engli$L In additiou' the

proposed analysis fuas an iotoresting implieation ftr the 6rst lanepeep

aoquisition.
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Chapter 5

|l/al ga-sabjects in subordinate clauses

In Chapter 4, I have proposed that wa- and ga-marked zubjects are

associated with the functional projections, W utdf, respectively' This chapter

examines how my system can be applied in subordinate clauses' because wa-

and ga-markings of subjects ditrer in matrix and subordinate clauses. Since a

comprehensive account for subordinate clauses goes well beyond the scope of

this thesis, I investigate some of the clearly distinct types of subordinate

clauses particularly just to provide some indications of how my system can be

applied in zubordinate clauses.

In 5-1, I first summarise puzzling diflerences between matrix and

subordinate clauses in wa- and ga-markings of subjects in Japanese, which

need to be accounted for in this chapter. I also briefly oufline the basic

ontological distinction between "propositions" and "states of af[airs" and the

further distinction between "concrete (dynamic) states of affairs" and

"abstract (non-dynamic) states of affairs", as discussed in Svenonius (1994),

which constitute the backbone ofthe following discussions.

Section 5.2 examines the specifications of l/and the possibility of wa-

marking of subjects in subordinate clauses. I begin by distinguishing between

factive and non-factive clauses. Factive clauses are not to be evaluated for

their truth, and therefore lack their own anchor o. Their I/ is specified as

anaphoric (represented as l{zr,*r) and controlled by the o in the higher (i.e.,

main clause) W. Onthe other hand, non-factive clauses are to be evaluated for

their truth independently of the main clauses, and therefore have their own

anchor o, i.e., WVl. By contrast, subordinate clauses expressing states of

affairs totally lack an anchor and therefore there I/ is deactivated, i.e-, Wy1-

Wa-marlnngof subjects is only possible with lfi*,, but not wrth W64and WLy

Having examined the specifications of W and the possibility of wa'

marking of subjects, Section 5.3 turns to the specifications of E and the
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possibility of ga-marking of subjects in zubordinate clauses. I begin by

distinguishing between stage- and individuallevel clauses. Stage-level clauses

exemplified by the complement clauses of perception and contact verbs have

4q as they have a specific spatiotemporal location e' On the other hand,

individual-level clauses exemplified by the complement clauses of the so-

called epistemic verbs have Et-t as they totally lack a spatiotemporal location.

In addition to the distinction between clauses with E1*1 and Er-r' there are

some subordinate clauses which are neither precisely stageJevel nor

individualJevel, as exemplified by the complernent clause of the so-called

ernotive verbs. Those zubordinate clauses describe states of affairs with an

unspecified spatiotemporal location, i.e., abstract states of affairs, in contrast

to concrete states of affairs with a specified spatiotemporal location described

by stageJevel clauses. Subordinate clauses describing abstract states of affairs

have E1-1 (with an e,, which stands for an unspecified spatiotemporal

location). Assuming that 81,.1 is syntactically as active as E1*1, it provides an

account for the unexpected ga-marking of subjects in some subordinate

clauses. That is, gg-marking of subjects is possible with both E1*1 and E1-1.

Finally, Section 5.4 puts together the nvo sets of findings Aom 5.2 and

5.3 below, to give us four distinct configUrations of zubordinate tense

structure. While some difFerences between main and zubordinate clauses are

noted, basicalty the same mechanisms operate in the same functional strusture

in both main and zubordinate clauses. That is, wa- and ga-markings of

subjects are associated with the semantic properties of the functional heads W

andE in zubordinate clauses as well.

5.1. The subordinate puzle

It is well known that wa- and ga-markings of subjects differ in matrix

and subordinate clauses. The difference has often been addressed in terms of

the interpretations of ga-marked subjects, or the availability of the neutral

interpretation of ga-marked subjects (e.g., Kuno 1973, Kuroda 1987, Shirai
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19g6). The sentence (1) below is ambiguous because the ga-marked subject

may receive one of the two interpretations, i.e., the neutral and the focus

interpretations, as I note in Chapter l. However, this ambiguity disappears

with a certain type of predicate, as in (2). (The hash indicates that the neutral

interpretation is not available.)

(l) John-ga ki-ta.
come-Past

'John has come.'
'It is John who came. '

<neutral>
<focus>

(2) John#ga gakusei da

student CoP@res)

'It is John who is a student.' <focus>

Kuno (1973) states that a ga-marked subject can receive a neutral

reading if the predicate represents "an objectively observable actiorg

existence, or temporary state as a new event" (p. 50). On the other hand, if

the predicate represents 'h stable state", a ga-marked subject cannot receive

the neutral interpretatiorq and therefore the focus (exhaustive-listing)

interpretation is forced. Subsequently, such a dMsion of predicates has been

expressed in terms of the stage- and individual-level distinction (e.g-, Shirai

1986, Heycock lgg4). That is to say that with an individualJevel predicate, a

ga-marked subject can only receive the focus interpretation. or ? t-
Stage/Visiblel situation as discussed in 3.above

However, when the sentence is embedded, the same ga-marked subject

of an individual-level predicate can receive the neutral interpretation most

naturally, as shown in (3) and (4).

(3) John-ga gakusei dat-ta-ra, Mary-wa kyoomi-o mota-nai-

student Cop-Past-if interest-Acc have-Neg-

daroo.
probably
'If John was a student, Mary would not be interested (in him).'

(a) Mary-wa John-ga gakusei da toyuu koto-o wasure-tei-ta.

student Cop Comp fact-Acc forget-Prog-Past

'Mary forgot that John is a student.'
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The fact that in embedded clauses a ga-marked subject can receive the

neutral interpretatron even with an stative, individual-level predicate has been

s€en as aptzzlebecause it has been believed that the availability of the neutral

interpretation of a ga-marked subject is conditioned by the type of the

predicate and that the type of a predicate is lexically determined (e'g', Kuno

1973, Kuroda 1987, Shirai 1936). That is, in (3) and (a) above" due to the

stative, individual-level predicat e, gakasei da'lo be a student', the ga-marked

zubjects are not expected to be able to receive the neutral interpretation'

Heycock (1994) has provided an account for this contrast between main

and embedded clauses in the availability of the neutral interp'retation of a ga'

marked subject with an individual-level predicate. She takes this as a matter of

focus projection. She explains why ga-marked subjects with individual-level

predicates are forced to be construed as being in foctrs in main clsuses, while

they can receive a neutral reading in subordinate clauses, by appealing to

Valluduvi's (1992) I[nformation] Structure,

However, the zubordinate purtle described in terms of the

interpretations of ga-marked subjects above can also be described in terms of

a contrast between wa- andga-markings of zubjects in rnatrix and subordinate

clauses. Observe that to elrpress that John is a student, the matrix clause takes

a wa-marked zubject as shown in (5) below, while many subordinate clauses

including those in (3) and (a) above take ga-marked subjects. When the wa-

marking of the subject in (5) is explained as due to the type of the predicate,

gahtsei da 'to be a student', it is perplexing that the same predicate takes a

ga-marked subject (to yreld the neutral interpretation) when embedded in

subordinate clauses as in (3) and (4) above.

(5) John-wal#ga gakusei da

student Cop(Pres)
'John is a student.'

In my view, however, it seerns that the assumption that the availability

of wa- and ga-marked subjects (with the neutral interpretations) is

conditioned by the lexically determined predicate type creates the subordinate
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puzzle. That is, if we overthrow this assumptio4 we are free from the puzzle

(though the asurmption contains an important generalization which holds true

in most matrix clauses).

In my analysis, we do not assume that wa- and ga-markings of subjects

depend on the lexically determined types of predicates, though it is true that

some predicates typically take pa-marked zubjects (i.e., the so-called

individual-level predicates or [-StageA/isible] situations). Rather, wa- tnd ga-

markings of zubjects are associated with the functional projections, D? and

fr, or more precisely the semantic contents of W and E, which may be

present or absent in a given clause. In this light, the availability af wa- and ga-

marked subjects with the neutral interpretations is expected to be ascribed to

the presence and absence of the sernantic content of W and E, i.e., whether I/
and E are respectively activated or deactivated in a given clause. In other

words, a difference in the wa/ga-marhngof zubjects observed between matrix

and zubordinate clauses suggests a difference in the configurations of their

temporal struchtre.

To explore differences and similarities between matrix and subordinate

clauses, I investigate some of the clearly distinct types of subordinate clauses.

I largely rely on the basic ontological distinction between "propositions" and

"states of affairs" and the further distinction between "concrete (dynamic)

states of affairs" and "abstract (non-dynarnic) states of affaifs", as discussed in

Svenonius (1994). According to Svenonius, a proposition is translated into an

information unit, which consists of a proposition plus an "anchor". An anchor

specifies the context in which the proposition is to be evaluated. I take this as

corresponding to a in W in my system. On the other hand, a "state of affairs"

is considered as a pair consisting of a spatiotemporal location and a situation-

type. A spatiotemporal location is taken as corresponding to e in E in my

system. Importantly, a spatiotemporal location may be specified or

unspecffied. A state of affairs with a specified spatiotemporal location is

dynamic or concrete, whereas a state of affairs with an unspecified

spatiotemporal location is non-dynamic or abstract. Thus, there will be two

different kinds of e, i.e., specified and unspecified.
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5.2. Subordinate W
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5.2. f . Subordinate chuses erpressing propositions

I begin by examining subordinate clauses expressing propositions. To

repeat, Svenonius (1994) sees a proposition as an information unit consisting

of a proposition plus an anchor. Say that a sentence P translates into a

proposition {. If uttered in the contefi wa, which stands for the nreal world',

then the complete information unit represented by P in that context can be

modelled as in (6a) belo% where A signifies 'assert,' and the proposition is

added to the anchor, wa. According to Svenonius, there are other modes of
anchoring for example, 'presuppose' which could be represented as in (6b)

when $ is prezupposed in wn.

(6) a. A(wn,{)

b. n(wp, $)

However, I perceive a significant difference between asserted and

presupposed propositions. While asserted propositions are necessarily to be

evaluated for their fiuth, presupposed propositions are not, simply because

they are presupposed to be true. In this section, I elucidate the difference,

which will have an important bearing on the specification of W and in turn the

possibility ofwa-marking of subjects .

5.2.1.f. Factive and non-frctive clauses

Firstly, consider the interpretation of a sentence embedded in a

sentential subject in (7) below. In order for the sentences in (7) to be truq it
must be the case that senators actually take bribes in (7a) and that Jason has

actually made cookies in (7b). In other words, the truth of the embedded

sentences is a necessary condition for the truth or falsity of the sentences in
(7).

(7) a. That senators take bribes disturbs me.
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b. That Jason has made cookies makes sense. (Svenonius 1994:77)

Observe in (8) below that the negation of the embedded sentences gives

rise to a contradiction for the sentences in (7). Moreover, the negation of the

ernbedded sentences also contradicts the negation of the whole sentence in

(7), as shown in (9) below.

(8) a. * That senators take bribes disturbs me, but senators do not take

bribes.

b. * That Jason has made cookies makes sense, but Jason has not

made cookies.

(9) a. * That senators take bribes does not disturb me, but senators do not

take bribes.

b. * That Jason has made cookies does not make sens€, but Jason has

not made cookies.

With the notion of presupposition, which is defined as in (10) below,r we can

say that the sentences in (7) above presuppose the embedded sentences. In

(7a), for example, if it is true that senators take bribes disturbs me or that

senators take bribes does not disturb me. it is true that senators take bribes.

(10)A sentence A presupposes a sentence B if
a. A entails B

b. -A entails B (Suzuki 1993: 14)

We can observe the same with some complement CPs. In (l l) below,

the truth ofthe complement CPs, i.e., that Mary had left, is presupposed to be

true. Therefore, the negation of the embedded sentence contradicts the

t Entailment is defined as in (i):
(i) A sentence A entails a senlence B iffin all worlds in which A is true, B is true.

(Suzuki 1993: 13)
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sentences in (ll), as shown in (12) below, and also with the negation of the

whole sentences in (l l), as shown in (13) below .

(l l)a. John regretted that Mary had left.

b. John remembered that Mary had left.

c. John was glad that Mary had left.

(Kuno 1973:213)

(12)a,. *John regretted that Mary had left, but in fact Mary had not left.

b. *John remembered that Mary had left, but in fact Mary had not

left.

c. *John was glad that Mary had left, but in fact Mary had not left.

(13)a. *John did not regret that Mary had left, but in fact Mary had not

left.

b. *John did not rememberthat Mary had left, but in fact Mary had

not left.

c. *John was not glad that Mary had left, but in fact Mary had not

left.

By contrast, the sentences in (14) below are interpreted without any

presupposition of the truth of the subject CPs. Observe in (15) and (16) below

that the negation ofthe embedded sentences does not contradict the sentences

in (la) nor the negation of the whole sentences in (1a).

(la)a. That the earth is flat was widely believed until recently.

b. That Clinton will run for re-election is likely.

(Svenonius 1994.77)

(15)a. That the earth is flat was widely believed until recently, but the

earth is not flat.

b. That Clinton will run for re-election is likely, but actually he will

not run for re-election.
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(16)a. That the earth is flat was not widely believed until recently, and

actually the earth is not flat.

b. That Clinton will run for re-election is not likely, and actually he

will not run for re-election.

Similarly, the sentences in (17) below are interpreted without any

presupposition ofthe truth of the complement CPs. Thereforg the negation of

the embedded sentences does not contradict the sentences in (17) nor the

negation of the whole sentences in (17), as shown in (18) and (19) below.

(17)a. John thought that Mary had left.

b. John heard that Mary had left.

c. John assertd that Mary had left.

(Kuno 1973:213-214)

(18)a. Jobn thought that Mary had left, but in fact Mary had not left.

b. John heard that Mary had left, but in fact Mary had not left

c. John asserted that Mary had left, but in fact Mary had not left.

(19)a. John did not think that Mary had left, and in fact Mary had not

left.

b. John heard that Mary had left, but in fact Mary had not left

c. John did not assert that Mary had left, and in fact Mary had not

left.

As first noted by Kiparsky & Kiparsky (1970), whether the truth of an

embedded clause is prezupposed or not depends (at least partly) on the matrix

predicate. Those predicates listed in (20a) below presuppose the truth of their

sentential subjects or objects and are called factive predicates. On the other
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hand, those predicates listed in (20b) below do not require the truth of their

sentential subjects or objects and are called non-factive predicates-a3'a
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(20) a. Factive
significant
odd
tragic
exciting
relevant
matters
counts
makes sense

suffices
amuses

bothers

regret
be aware (of)
gasp
comprehend
take into account
bear in mind
ignore
make clear
mind
forget (abou$
deplore
resent

care (about)

suppose
ass€rt

allege
assume

claim
charge
maintain
believe
conclude
conjecture
intimate
deem
fancy
figure

(Kiparsb and Kiparsky 1970. 143-145)

b. Non-factive
likely
sure
possible
true
false
seerns

appears
happens
chances

turns out

' t<ipanlcy and Kipanky (1970) also note that some verts occur indifferently with both
factive and non-factive complements, €.8., anticipate, aclmowledge, saspect, reprt,
remember, emphasize, announce, admit, deduce.

t I expect that semantically equivalent predicates in other languages (including Japanese)
wouldbe similarly classified, and I will show this in my Japanese examples, as I proceed

t fiparScy and Kipanky (1970: 146) show that this semantic distinction between factive
and non-factive predicates conelates with various syntactic differences in English. For
example, only factive predicates allow genrndial constructions and extrapositio4 whereas
only non-factive predicates allow subject raising and the accusative and infinitive
construction.
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5.2.1.2. Factive and non-factive clauses in Japanese

The factive and non-factive distinction has been applied to Japanese

data to explain the choice between koto and /o to head subordinate clauses

(Kuno 1973). Essentially, zubordinate clauses are headed by koto (which

means 'fact') if their truth is presupposed, and by to if their truth is not

presupposed. For example, the clause 'that Japanese is dfficult' is headed by

koto n (2la), where it is the complernent of a factive predicate marwbu

'learn' and its truth is presupposed. On the other hand, in (2lb), the sarne

clause is headed W to, because it is the complement of a non-factive predicate

itr'wy'and its truth is not prezupposed.
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(21)a. John-wanihongo-ga muzukasii koto-ol+to
Japanese difficult -Acc

'John learned that Japanese is difficult.'

b. John-wanihongo-ga muzukasii to/*kato-a
Japanese difficult

'John said that Japanese is difficult.'
-Acc

manan-da.
learn-Past

it-ta.
say-Past

(Kuno 1973 213)

Some predicates can take both a koto-clause and a fa.clause as their

complement. Those predicates are interpreted as either factive or non-factive,

depending on whether their complement clause is headed by Imto or to, as

illustrated n(2D.5

(22)a. John-waMary-ga baka na koto-o nagei-ta.
stupid Cop -Acc deplore-Past

'John deplored the fact that Mary was stupid (she was stupid).'

b. John-waMary-ga baka da to nagei-ta.
stupid Cop deplore-Past

'(Lit.) John deplored that Mary was stupid (she might or might not
have been surpid).' (Kuno 1973:216)

5 In fact, wen those pfiiedicat€s wbich are classified as factive or non-factive based on their
t'"ical usage can take both fo-clause and &ota+lause, as Suzuki (1993) points out. This
suggests that Japanese predicates are not lexically specified as factive, non-factive, or
indifferent. It ratler seems that the choice of complementizer is detsrmined by *the degree
of the speaker's conviction" about the truth of a clause (Suzuki 1993), according to which a
clause may be factive or non-factive.
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5.2.1.3. The differing possibility of rrc-marking of subjects

When the choice between koto and /o is under investigatioq it is

reasonable that not much attention is paid to wa/ga'marking of subjects. This

is however our main concern. In fact, if we pay proper attention to wa/ga-

marking of zubjects in subordinate clauses, we can observe a correlation

between wa/ga-marhngof subjects and the factivity ofthe clauses.

In Kuno's examples in (21) and (22) above, the subjects of the

subordinate clauses are all marked with -ga, no matter whether the clauses are

taken as factive or non-factive. In a factive subordinate clause, it is true that it

has to be -ga that marks the subject (to yield the neutral interpretation). That

is, wa-marking of the subject cannot be interpreted neutrally or is rather

ungrammatical in a factive subordinate clause, as indicated by the hash in

(23a) and the asterisk in (24a) below. In a non-factive subordinate clause,

however, the subject can also be marked with -wa (to yield the neutral

interpretation). In fact, the ga-marked zubjects of non-factive subordinate

clauses in Kuno's examples are not taken neutrally but as being in focus,

which I indicate with hashes in (23b) and (2ab) below. (I.e., It is Japanese but

not Chinese or any other langu4ge that is difficult.)

(23)a.John-wanihongo-#trva/ga muzukasii koto-o manan-da.

Japanese difficult -Acc learn-Past
'John learned that Japanese is difficult.'

b. John-wanihongo-wel#gt muzukasii to it-ta.
say-Past

(Kuno 1973:213)

Japanese difficult
'John said that Japanese is difficult.'

Q\a. John-wa Mary-*wa/ga baka na koto-o nagei-ta.

stupid Cop -Acc deplore-Past
'John deplored the fact that Mary was stupid (she was stupid).'

b. John-wa Mary-wa/#ga baka da to nagei-ta.
stupid Cop deplore-Past

'(Lit.) John deplored that Mary was stupid (she might or might not
have been stupid).'

(Kuno 1973:216)
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With respect to the possibility ofrrya-marking of subjects, the above data

show that sentences embedded in factive lcoto-clauses cilnnot have wa-marked

subjects, while sentences embedded in non-factive fo-clauses can have wa-

marked subjects.6

5.2.1.4. Wj.n"1in factive clauses

That the differing possibility of wa-marking of subjects is correlated

with the distinction between factive and non-factive clauses suggests that the

factive and non-factive distinction has a bearing on the capability of I/ as the

licenser of wa-marked subjects.

Recall that while I/ is the world-place, which is aszumed to be always

present as a funstional head in the phrase structure of a clause, o is an actual

token of a particular world, which may or may not occur n W. It is assumed

that o occurs in W to fix a context in which the truth is to be evaluated (cf

4.2.2 above). Thus, or colresponds to an anchor which specifies the context in

which the truth of a proposition is to be evaluated. As an anchor, o is

necessary in every clause that is to be evaluated for its truth, since the truth

can only be evaluated in a certain context (with a certain set of background

aszumptions of the speaker and hearer regarding the relevant domain of

discourse, and so on).7 This suggests that when a clause is not to be evaluated

for its truth (because it is presupposed to be true), the clause lacks o inits W.

Now, return to factive clauses as seen in the examples in (11) above,

which are repeated in (25) below. Those subordinate clauses occurring with

factive predicates are not to be evaluated for their truttU simply because they

are presupposed to be true. That is, it is presupposed to be true that Mary had

left. Whether it is true or not is not to be evaluated. There is onlv one

6 About the possibility of ga-marking of subjects, the data in (23) and (24) suggest that rhe

sentences embedded in non-factive fo{lauses cannot have neutral ga-subjects, while the
sentences embedded in factive /colo+lauses must have ga-marked subjects. I take up this
point later in 5.3, where I discuss the presence and absence ofe in subordinate clauses.

t I assume that this is not only true with affirmative sentences but also with intenogative
sentences. That is, interrogatives must also be anchored to a certain context, in which what
is asked is understood and evaluated. I imagine that the distinction between interrogative
and affirmative sentences is made somewhere higher in the structure above WP
(prezumably in a C-related position).
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evaluation of truth for the entire sentence, i.e., whether it is true that John

regretted it, remembered it, or was glad about it.

(25)John regretted/remembered/was glad that Mary had left'

If co occurs only when the clause is to be evaluated for its truttq then

that factive clauses are not to be waluated for their truth suggests that they

do not have their own anchor, o. Nevertheless, for the truth to be

presupposed, there must be a context in which it is presupposed. Factive

clauses are presupposed to be true in the context set in which the main clause

assertion is to be evaluated. I assume that factive clauses are anchored to the

context set fixed by the main clause o, lacking their own o. In this sense'

factive clauses are parasitic on the main clause ro. I assume that their 7 is

somehorv specified as anaphoric and controlled by the o in the higher (i.e.'

main clar.rse) W. I represort such I/ with ll/t-.t, where 'ana' stands for

'anaphoriC.

Wt*tis defective because it lacks the real semantic content of l[/', i.e., o'

Without a ro occurringin W,I/ is inactive both semantically and syntactically.

Therefore, I assume that Wwa is incapable as the licenser of wa-marked

zubjects in Japanese. This explains the impossibility of wa-marking of subjects

in frctive clauses.

To verify thig observe in (26) below that to express that John is a

student, the matrix clause takes a rrya-marked subject (a), but that many

subordinate clauses take ga-marked zubjects (b-e) to yield the neutral

interpretations. Recall that this differing possibility of wa-marking of subjects

in matrix and zubordinate clauses has been a pvrz)e, as discussed in 5.1

above.

(26) a. John-wa/#ga gakusei da.

student Cop(Pres)
'John is a sfudent.'

234
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b. John-fhva/gagakusei da kara, Mary-wa
student Cop@res) because

hatarak-anakerebanaranai.
work-have to
'Because John is a student, Mary has to work.'

c. John-ihre/gagakusei da toyuu koto-ga bare-ta.

student Cop(Pres) Comp fact reveal-Past
'The fact that John is a student has been revealed.'

d. John#rva/gagakusei de yokat-ta.
student good-Past

'I am glad that John is a student.'

e. John-*wa/gagakusei no uchi-ni, ryokoo ni ik-oo.
student while trip to go-let's

'Let us go on a trip" while John is a student.'
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In (26a), John wa galwsei dr asserts that John is a student. Whether it

is true or not is to be evaluated in the current discourse context set. By

contrast, John ga gahtsei da/de/no embedded in zubordinate clauses in (26b-

e) does not assert that John is a student. In (26b), embedded in a

kctra(because)-clause, it is prezupposed to be true that John is a student. In

other words, the sentence (26b) as a whole entails that it is true that John was

a student. Therefore, (26b) and the negation of the embedded sentence

contradict, as shown n(27).

(27)* John-ga gakusei da kara, Mary-wa hataraka-nakereba-
student Copbecause work-have to

naranaiga" John-wa gakusei ja-nai.
but student Cop-Neg

'Because John is a student, Mary has to worh but John is not a
sfudent.'

The example (26c) has a lcoto-clause as its subject. As suggested by the

head noun koto, which means 'fact', the truth of the embedded sentence is

presupposed. Therefore, (26c) and the negation of the embedded sentence

leads to a contradictioq as shown in (28) below.
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(28) *John-ga gakusei da toyuu koto-ga bare-ta gq John-wa
student Cop Comp fact reveal-Past but

gakusei ja-nai.

studentCopNeg
'The fact that John is a student has been revealed, but John is not a
student.'

Similarty, (29) and (30) below show that (26d) and Q6e) are

contradictions with the negation of the embedded sentence.

(29)+John-ga galusei de yokat+a ga" John-wagakusei ja-nai.
student good-Past but student Cop-Neg

'I'm glad that John is a student, but John is not a sfudent.'

(30) * John-wa gakusei ja-nai ga, John-ga gakusei no uchi-ni,
student Cop-Nqg but student while

ryokooni ik-oo.
trip to go-let's
'Although John is not a student, let us go on a trip while Jobn is a
student.'

Thus, in all of the above cases where subordinate clauses cannot have

rva-marked subjects to yield the neutral interpretation (though comparable

'stand alone'clauses can), the truth of the embedded sentence is prezupposed

and hence not to be waluated. Those subordinate clauses lack their own co

and their I/ is specified as anaphoric and controlled by the or in the higher

(main clause) W, for their truth is presupposed in the context set in which the

main clause assertion is to be evaluated. Without the real semantic content

(i.e., a o), I{-1 is incapable as the licenser of wa-marked subjects. This

e4plains the absence of wa-marked subjects in those zubordinate clauses.

However, it still remains unexplained why then they are marked with -ga. I
will return to this issue in 5.4.3. below.

5.2.1.5. W*t in non-factive cleuses

Let us now turn to non-factive clauses rul seen in the examples in (17)

above, which are repeated in (31) below. Those subordinate clauses occurring

with non-factive predicates are not presupposed to be true. That rs, it is not

presupposed to be true that Mary had left. John could have thought so, heard
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so, or asserted so even when Mary had not left, and John may not have

thought so, heard so, or asserted so ev€n when Mary had left.

(3l)John thought/heard/asserted that Mary had left.

Crucially, for sentences like (3 t), we can have two separate truth values

for the main clause and the subordinate clause. That is, it can be true or false

that John thought so, heard so, or asserted so, irrespective of whether it is

true or false that Mary had left. And it can be true or false that Mary had left,

irrespective of whether it is tnre or false that John thought so, heard so, or

asserted so. This suggests that there are two separate truth evaluations; one

for the truth of the main clause and the other for the truth of the subordinate

clause. Since the truth can be evaluated only in a certain context, each clause

must have an anchor, o, which specifies the context of evaluation. That is,

both the main clause W and the subordinate clause Wtave their own cos. The

main clause and the subordinate clause are anchored to respective context

sets, in which their truths are evaluated. Presumably, the main clause is

anchored to and evaluated in the current discourse context set, which consists

of the intension of all the previous assertiom in the discourse, plus various

entailments of those assertions, plus various other salient propositions shared

by the interlocutors. On the other hand, the complement clause is evaluated in

the context set fixed by the rrain clause predicate, i.e., John's thought-set,

heard-set, assertion-set, and so on. While these sets may be quite similar to

the current discourse context set, they may have nothing in common with the

current discourse context set. Importantly, the two context sets, to which the

main and the subordinate clauses are anchored and in which their truths are

evaluated, are independent.

Recall that in (18) and (19) above the negation of the sentence

embedded in the complement clause does not contradict the whole sentence

nor the negation of the whole sentence. Notice that the embedded sentence is

negated not in the context set to which it is originally anchored but in the

current discourse context set. That is, the embedded sentence that Mary had
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left is originally anchored to John's thought-set, heard-set, or assertion-set,

but when it is negated, it is brought out of the original context and the

negation is anchored to the current discourse context set. Since the sentence

embedded in the complement clause is anchored to John's thought-set heard-

set, or assertion-set, and the truth of the sentence is to be evaluated only in

the context set to which it is anchored, negation of the sentence in another

context set (namely in the current discourse context set) does not afu the

truth or falsity of what is originally said.t

A point to note is that the context set to which the complement clause is

anchored is fuied by the main clause predicate. In (31) above, the verb think,

hew, or assert fixes a context set for the complement clause, i.e., a thought-

set, a heard-set, or an assertion-set (ofJohn). This suggests that a o occurring

in the complement clause Z is related to the main clause verb. As a way of

capturing this, Svenonius (1994) assumes that each of those epistemic verbs

bears a co feature specification, which in particular specifies a context of

evaluation, such as John's thought-set and so on. Then, this <rr feature

specification of an epistemic verb is somehow copied onto and inherited by

the embedded, I& To provide a mechanisnr, Svenonius further assumes that

Comp and I/ embedded under an epistemic verb bear os, which are

unspecified, as shown in (32a) below. Through a head-chain formed among

V, Comp, and the embedded W, the co feature specification of an epistemic

verb is copied onto the complementizer and then onto the embedded W, as

shown in (32b).

(32)a. John thought [o: <Aurh(ip] [cp that r'r [n,p Mary [rr'r] had leftll.

b. John thought [or: <,\ wth(ip] [gp that [o: <d r*h(ip] lweMary [rt., <n, *t{>l]

had leftll.

(In'funO", 'fu" stands for a world, 'tH' stands for thought(s), and 0)

represents that the external argument is John. Therefore, 'fu6$" is

John's thought-set.) (adapted from (l l0) in Svenonius 1994: 80)

8 I am indebted to tlarry kder (p.c.) for pointing this out.
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Alternatively, we might assume that the crucial distinction between the

two types of subordinate clauses is encoded in C.e In line with Grimshaw's

(1979) complernent selection, we can ffrsume that the so-called factive verbs

subcategorize for or select CP whose head is specified with [+fas1] and that

non-factive verbs select CP whose head is specified with t-fact].

Furthermorg CP with C[+fact] selects l/? with Wtu4, whereas CP with C[*

factl selects W vith W1*1.

I leave it open as to what the precise mechanism is, the point being that

there must be a connection between a (0 occurring in the complement clause

W andthe epistunic verb in the rnain clause.r0

Crucially for our present purpos€, non-factive clauses (qrpicdly

embedded under the so-called epistemic verbs) have their own o, which

specifies the context of evaluation of their own. Since the occurrence of or

activates their W (i.e.,ITti as the licenser of wa-marked subjects, it provides

a necessary condition for the presence of na-marked subjects in those clauses

(though it does not guarantee the occurrence of wa-marked subjects by itself).

To verify this, observe in (33) below tlat non-factive clauses (typically

embedded under epistemic verbs) can have wa-marked subjects, with no

difference from comparable 'stand alone' clauses. Qn fact, ga-marked urbjects

cannot be interpreted neutrally (ust as in root contexts), as indicated by the

hashes.)

(33)a. John-wa/#ga gakusei da.

student Cop(Pres)
'John is a student.'

t Notice ttnt thos€ sets such as John's thouglrt-set and heard-set are not accessible to the
intedocutors, unfike the current disoourse context set. Since we qmnot access those private
worlds, to which those subordinate clauses are anchored and in which their tnrth is to be
waluated, it is actualty not possible for us to evaluate the truth of thoee subordinate clauses
(p.c. with Harry t€der). Thus, irrespective of whether we actually evaluate the fiuth of the
clause or nol wherwer there is a separate tnrth value, a o occurs.

t0 Note that a connection is between the o in the subordinate W and the main clause
predicate, not between the ors in the rnain clause l/and the subordinate I/.
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b. Mary-wa [John-wa/#ga gakusei da] to it-ta.
student CopComp say-Past

'Mary said that John was a student.'

c. Mary-wa [John-wa/#ga gakusei da] to omot-tei-ru.
student CopComp think-Prog-Pres

'Mary thinks that Iohn is a student.'

d. [John-wal#gr gakusei da] to yuu hanashi da.

student CopComp rumour Cop
'It is rumoured that John is a student/They say that John is a student.'

Crucially, those subordinate clauses have their own G), which specifies

the context of evaluation for their truth independent from the context of

evaluation for the truth ofthe main clauses. While the main clause is anchored

to and evaluated in the current discourse context set, the complement clause

is anchored to and evaluated in a context set fxed by the main clause, for

example, Mary's report-set (consisting of what Mary says) in (33b) above,

Mary's belief-set (consisting of what Mary believes) in (33c), and a hearsay-

set (consisting of what people (generally) say) in (33d).

To support this, (34) below shows that negation of the sentence

embedded in the complement clause does not contradict the whole original

sentence. Notice that the sentence embedded in the complement clause is

anchored to Mary's report-set, belief-set, or a hearsay-set, whereas its

negation is anchored to the current discourse contefi set. Because they are

anchored to two distinct context sets, the affirmation and the negation of the

same sentence do not contradict.

(3a)a. Mary-wa John-wagakusei da to it-ta Ed,
student CopComp say-Past but

John-wa gakusei ja-nai.
student Cop-Neg

'Mary said that John was a student, but he isn't.'

b. Mary-wa John-wagakusei da to omot-tei-ru
student CopComp think-Prog-Pres

John-wa gakusei ja-nai.

student Cop-Neg
'Mary thinks that John is a student, but he isn't.'

ga,
but
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c. John-wagakusei da to yuu hanashi da g4
student CoPComP rumour CoPbut

jitsu-wa gakusei ja-nai.

as a matter offact student Cop-Neg
'They say that John is a student, but as a matter of fact, he isn't.'

Since those subordinate clauses have their own anchor o, which

specifies the context of waluation, their W is activate{ i.e., fta. This justifies

the wa-marking of subjects in those clauses, though it does not guarantee the

wa-marking of subordinate zubjects because if the subordinate E is also

activated by the occurrence of e, zubordinate zubjects would rather be ga-

marked (cf 4.3.1 above). The presence and absence of e in subordinate

clauses will be discussed in 5.3 below.

5.2.1.6. Summary

In this sectioq I have examined some of the zubordinate clauses

expressing propositions. In particular, I have compared factive and non-

factive clauses. Factive clauses are not to be evaluated for their truth as they

are presupposed to be true. Therefore, they lack their own rrr. Their Z is

specified as anaphoric and controlled by the higher o, for their truth is

presupposed in the contelrt set in which the main clause assertion is to be

evaluated. I represent it with Wt^t.On the other hand, non-factive clauses are

to be evaluated for their truth in a context independent from the matrix clause

context of evaluation. Thereforg they have their own o in the zubordinate F
(i.e., W1*1), which fixes a context of evaluation of their own.

Factive clauses cannot have wa-marked subjects, even if comparable

'stand alone' clauses have rrya-marked subjects. This is explained as due to

Wt o,t, which without the real semantic content is assumed to be incapable as

the licenser of wa-marked subjects. On the other hand, non-factive clauses

(qpically embedded under epistemic verbs) can have wa-marked subjects,

with no difference from comparable 'stand alone' clauses. This is justified by

Z1q, though Wgby itself does not guarantee the occurrence of wa-marked

subjects.
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5.2.2. Subordinatc clauses expressing states of affairs

Having discussed zubordinate clauses expressing propositions, in this

section I turn to zubordinate clauses expressing states of affairs. Importantly,

states of affairs are not anchored in the way that propositions are. Unlike

propositions, states of affairs totally lack an anchor, which specifies the

context in which the truth is evaluated.

5.2.2.1. Complcment clauses of perception verbs

States of affairs are most typically exemplified by the complement

clauses of verbs of physical perception and verbs of physical contact or

approach, as seen in (33) below.rr In Japanese, the complement clauses of this

class of verbs are charasteristically headed (and nominalized) by no or tokoro

but not by koto. Concerning the uses of no and koto, Kuno (1973), Lewis

(1976), and Horie (1990) among others explain tltat no nominalizes clauses

which describe concrete events (or direct physical perception), whereas koto

nominalizes clauses which describe abstract concepts (or indirect mental

perception).tt While I do not evaluate how generally such an explanation

holds, the characterization of no-clauses as describing concrete wents or

direst physical perception captures the nature of the complement clauses of

verbs ofphysical perceptiorq contact and approach.

(35)a. Watakusi-wq[[Ziroo-*wa/ga okane-o toru] no/tokoro-ol
I monev-Acc takeNomz-Acc
mi-ta.
see-Past
'I saw Jiro take the monev.'

(adapted from Lewis 1976: 318)

rr Note that the exanples of states of affairs discussed in this section are all concrete stat€s
ofaffairs. Although states ofaffairs are distinguished behveen concrete and abstrast states
of affairs, the distinction does not s€en to make any difference when it comes lo the W
specification. Therdore, although I only discuss concrete states of affairs in this sectiorL
what I say about them, particular$ with respea b lhe W specification, is meant to hold for
states of affairs in general. I defer the discussion of abstract states of afhirs to 5.3.3 below.

12 Kuno (1973), trwis (1976), and Horie (1990) set only no against koto.It seems that
tokaro has not been talcen into account.
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Watakusi-wa [John-*wa/ga Mary-o but-tei-ru no/tokoro
I -Acc hit-Prog-Pres Nomz

-o] mi-ta.

-Acc see-Past
'I saw John hitting Mary.'

(adapted from Kuno 1973:213)

Keikan-wa [[hannin-*wa/ga kuruma-o tome-ta] tokoro-o]
policeman criminal car-Acc stop-Past Nomz-Acc
taiho-su-ru tumori-da.
arrest-do-Pres intention-Cop
'The policeman intends to seize the criminab when hei has stopped the
car.'

(adapted from Nakau 1976: 460)

Lewis (1976) claims that the truth of the complement clauses of this

class of verbs is "implied". For example, in (35a) above" by asserting that he

saw Jiro take the money, the speaker automatically implies that it is true that

Jiro took the money.13 Karttunen (1970: 335) also observes that excluding the

possibility of mistaken perception, see, hear, feel and other similar verbs

appear to express a sufficient condition for the truth of the complement

sentence. In other words, if it is true that one sees/hears/feels S, S is normally

taken as true, where S is the complement sentence. On the other hand, if the

speaker did not see Jiro take the money, it is non-committal as to whether Jiro

took the money or not. That is, wlile 'see/hem/feel S' entails 'S', 'not

see/hear/feel S' does not entail 'S'. Recall now that according to our

definition in (10) above, presupposition requires both 'A' and 'not A' entail

'B'. Since the cases with perception verbs do not perfectly fit in with our

definition of presupposition, it makes sense to distinguish them as the cases of
implication. For presupposed clauses, I have assumed that their I/ is specified

as anaphoric and controlled by the co in the higher W. For implied clauses, I

13 A guestion is whether this is dre to the fact that the whole sentence is in the past t€nse.
Consider, for examplg I am going to see Jiro take the money. Although the sentence is
non+ommittal as to whether Jiro acnrally takes the money or not (since it is a future went),
the speaker believes that Jiro will take the money. In this sense, I take it that non-past
senten@s can also imply just as well as past tense s€ntences (cf. (35c) above).
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assume that they totally lack an anchor. Without the semantic content o, their

Wis specified with - and deactivated.ra

Notice in (35) above that the subjects of those complements clauses

cannot be marked by -wa. This is explained as due to Wp1, which is incapable

as the licenser ofwa-marked srbjects.

5.2.3. Summary

To sum up, subordinate clauses are classified into three types

according to their W specifications. Subordinate clauses expressing

propositions have Z1-"1 if they are factive and their truth is presupposed and

f1.lif they are non-factive and their truth is to be evaluated indepandently of

the main clauses. Subordinate clauses expressing states of affairs have Z1-1, as

they totally lack an anchor. Wa-marked zubjects are only found in clauses

with ft.l.

(36)

Propositions

factive

non-factive

States of affairs

Brspecification licensing of wa-zubj ects

5.3. Subordinate E

In the previous section, I have distinguished tlree types of zubordinate

clauses in terms of W specifications. In this sectiorg I examine the

specification ofE in subordinate clauses.

'o Or, ltr may not be wen pressnt in this type of subordinate clause. This is highly
conceivable especially with peresion velts, which do not seem to take full sfiordinate
clauses. However, for the present I only mainain that in zubordinate clauses describing

states of affairc I( is inactive both semantically and syntactical$, leaving it open whether
such vacuous IZ is actually present or absent.

./
ana

+
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To recapitulate, while E is the event-place, which is always present as a

functional head in the phrase structure of a clause, e is an actual token of an

event at a particular spatiotemporal location, which may or may not occur in

E. The presence or absence of e in E depends on whether a clause describes

an eventive or a stative situation, in other words whether a clause is stage-

level or individuallevel. When a clause describes an eventive, stage-level

situatioq e occurs in E to anchor the clause to a spatiotemporal location. On

the other hand, when a clause describes a stative, indMdual-level situatiorg it

is not to be anchored to a spatiotemporal location and therefore e is absent in

its E (cf. 4.2.1 above).

5.3.1. Stage-level and individual-level clauses

ln 5.2.1.1 above, we have observed that whether the truth of an

ernbedded clause is presupposed or not depends (at least partly) on the matrix

predicate. Rather similarly, whether an embedded clause is interpreted as

stageJevel or individuallevel depends (at least partly) on the matrix

predicate.

For examplg compare the small clause interpretations in (37a) and

(37b).

(37)a. I consider the sea green.

b. I saw the sea green.

(Raposo and Uriagereka1995: 192)

In (37a), the green the speaker considers to hold of the sea is a permanent

state of the sea, which characterises the sea. On the other hand, in (37b), the

green with which the speaker saw the sea is a temporary state of the sea,

which was manifested when he/she saw the sea. Thus, what may look like an

identical small clause at first sight receives the individual-level interpretation

in (37a), where it is the object of consider, and the stageJevel interpretation

in (37b), where it is the object ofsaw.

Typically, a group of verbs, including the so-called epistemic verbs such

as sal and believe select an individuallevel complement clausg whereas
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another group of verbs, including verbs of physical percep,tion and verbs of

physical contact or approac[ select a stage-level complement clause.rs In

fact, the former cannot select a stage-level complement clause, and the latter

cannot select an individualJevel complement olause. According to my

analysis, this means that E in the complement clauses of epistemic verbs is

deactivated by the absence of e, whereas ,E in the complement clauses of

perception and contact verbs is activated by the presence of e. In other words,

episternic verbs somehow zubcategorize for a clause with E1-1, whereas

perception and contact verbs somehow zubcategorize for a clause with E[.] as

their complement. Recall that we have seen that e,pistemic verbs zubcategorize

for a clause with Wgn 5.2.1.5 above and that perception and contact verbs

zubcategorize for a clatrse vithW.1in5.2.2.l above.

5.3.2. The dilfering possibility ofgc-merking of subjects

In my analysis, E is responsible for licensing ga-marked zubjects in

Japanese. Therefore, we can reasonably predict that subjects are marked with

-ga in the complement clauses of perception and contact verbs, which have

E1*p but not in the complement clauses of epistemic verbs, which have -81-1. In

this section, I show that this prediction is borne out.

5.3,2.1. The presencc ofga+ubjects in stage-level clauscs

Observe once again the complement clauses of verbs of physical

perceptiorg contact and ap'proactr, as seen in (35) above, which are repeated

in (38) below. They are typical stage-level subordinate clauses, which yield

the eventive or punctual interpretation. A situation in which Ziroo takes the

money in (3Ea) and a situation in which John is hittittg lvlary in (38b) are

taken as being manifested punctually at the moment when I saw it. In (38c),

the policanan intends to seize the criminal precisely at the moment when he

has stopped his car.

tt It has been oxlensively pointed out that these two different classes ofverba select different

ffis of omplement clauses (e.9., Nakau 1976, Calabrese 1993, Safir 1994, Svenonius

1994, Raposo and Uriagereka 1995).
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(38)a. Watakusi-wq [[Ziroo-+wa/ga
I
mi-ta.
see-Past
'I saw Jiro take the money.'

okane-o tor-ul no/tokoro-o]
money-Acc take-Pres Nomz -Acc

(adapted from Lewis 1976: 318)

b. Watakusi-wa [John-*wa/ga Mary-o but-tei-ru no/tokoro
I -Acc hit-Prog-Pres Nomz

-ol mi-ta.
-Acc see-Past
'I saw John hitting Mary.'

(adapted from Kuno 1973:213)

c. Keikan-wa l[hannin-*wa/ga kuruma-o tome-ta] tokoro-ol
policerran criminal car-Acc stop-Past Nomz-Acc
taiho-su-ru tumori-da.
arrestdo-Pres intortion-Cop
'The policeman intends to seize the criminal; when he; has stopped the
car.'

(adapted from Nakau 1976: 460)

Notice further that the tense/aspect markers in those subordinate

clauses yield their R : SMew*1 interpretation rather than R : E/View"x

interpretation. The affix -n (-ra) in the subordinate clause in (38a) is certainly

not taken as conveying that the situation described by the predicate is going

to take place some time in the future, but rather that it is just about to occur

or occurring.ru The affrx -teira in the zubordinate clause in (38b) is taken as

conveying that the situation described by the predicate is now actively going

on, i.e., the dynamic progressive interpretatioq but not the static present

interpretation. The affix -ta in the zubordinate clause in (38c) is taken as

conveying that the situation described by the predicate has just been

completed, i.e., the "hot news" perfect interpretation, but not the past tense

interpretation. The eventive and punctual interpretations of those complement

clauses indicate that they have an e.

An e occurring in the complement clause E is necessarily specified for a

particular spatiotemporal location which is fixed by the main clause verb. That

16 In this case, -ru may also tre taken as conveying that the situation d€scribed by the
predicate is now actively going on, i.e., the dynamic progressive interprctation" but not the
static present interpretation.
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is, the event described in the complement clause is necessarily interpreted as

occurring at the spatiotemporal location of the event denoted by the main

clause predicate. As we have assumed in 5.2.1.5 above that an epistemic verb

somehow fixes a context of evaluation for the proposition expressed in the

complement clause, we can also assume that a perception or contact verb

somehow specifies a particular spatiotemporal location for the event

described in the complement clause.rT

Now, notice that the subjects of those subordinate clauses in (38) above

are all marked by -ga (and not by -wa), as we expected. This is explained as

due to the occurrence of e in those clauses which activates their 4 i.e., E1*1.

Recall that we have discussed in 3.3 above that the punctual eventive

interpretation (yielded by View6) is restricted to [+Stage] or [+Visible]

situations. From this, we expect that only [+Stage,/Visible] situations (but not

[-Stage/Visible] situations) can appear in the complement clause of a

perception or contact verb. This is borne out by the grammatical (39a) and the

ungrammatical (39b).

(39)a. John-*wa/gehon-o yon-dei-ru no-o mi-ta.
book-Acc read-Prog-Pres Nomz-Acc see-Past

'I saw John reading a book.'

b. *John-wa/gagakusei na no-o mi-ta.
student Cop(Pres) Nomz-Acc see-Past

'I saw John being a student.'

5.3.2.2. The absence ofga-marked subjects in individual-level clauses

Let us now turn to individualJevel clauses. Typical indMduallevel

clauses are the complement clauses of epistemic verbs, as seen in (33) above.

However, the situation of John's being a student described in the complement

clauses in (33) above is intrinsically stative, individuallevel. That is, it is a [-

tt With a perception verb in the main clause, howwer, althougb the temporal location of
the complement event is strictly fixed by the main clause verb, the spatial location may be
rather lax. That is, the went seen rnay not be in exactly the same place as the event of
seeing, while the event s€en and the event of s€eing are necessarily simultaneow. This may
suggest that the spatial and temporal components ofan event location be separated in our
representation (d. Svenonius 1994: 152-153).
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Stage/Visible] situation. Therefore, it is rather obvious ttm;t e is not present in

those clauses.

Let us examine what happens if we embed a sentence describing an

eventive, stageJevel situation in the complement clause of epistemic verbs.

(a0)a John-ga hon-o yon-dei-ru.
book read-Prog-Pres

'John is reading a book.'

b. [John-wnl#gt hon-o yon-dei-ru] to Mary-wa it-ta.
book read-Prog-Pres Comp say-Past

'Mary said that John was reading a book.'

c. [John-wal#ga hon-o
book

omot-tei -ru.
think-Prog-Pres
'Mary thinks that John is reading a book.'

The 'stand alone' clause (40a) has a ga-marked subject and yields a

dynamic progressive reading, i.e., John's reading is actually progressing at the

moment when the sentence is uttered. Interestingly, when the clause is

embedded in the complement clause of itta'said' or that of omot-tei-rtr 'is

thinking', the neutral ga-marking of the zubject and the dynamic progressive

reading become unavailable. In (40b) and (40c), the hashes on -ga indicate

that if marked with -ga,the subject of the complement clause has to be taken

as being in fosus.rs And the vividness and transience of direct perception in

(40a) are lost in the complement clauses in (40b) and (a0c). The described

situation of John's reading is taken as continuing not dynamically right at the

moment of speech but statically in a more loosely defined present time. This

suggests that these complement clauses do not have their own e in the

subordinate E.

It Note that vefts of saylng can take either a direct or an indirect speech as their
complement. While indirect speech is formally embed&d in a clause subordinate to the
main clause and accordingly atrec{ed in its form, a direct spemh takes a form identical to
the original speech. In (40), I am only considering indirect speech.

yon-dei-ru] to Mary-wa
read-Prog-Pres Comp
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We have discussed in 3.3 above that while the punctual, eventive

interpretation (yielded by View*1) is restricted to [+Stage/Visible] situations,

the stative, individualJevel interpretation (yielded by View.1) is generally

available. Therefore, we expect that both f+Stage/Visible] and t-
Stage/Visible] situations can appear in the complement clause of an epistemic

verb. This is borne out by the grammatical (4la) and (alb)-

(al)a. John-wa/#gahon-o yon-dei-ru
book-Acc read-Prog-Pres

'I heard that John was reading a book.'

b. John-wa/#gagakusei da
student Cop(Pres)

'I heard that John is a student.'

to
Comp

to kii-ta.
Comp hear-Past

kii-ta.
reveal-Past

5.3.3. Abstract states of afiairs

Having seen stage-level and indMdualJevel subordinate clauses, in this

section I turn to another type of subordinate clause, which is neither precisely

stageJevel nor individual-level.

Compare the sentences in (42) below. As observed in (37) above, the

small clause receives the individual-level interpretation, when it is the object

of consider in (42a). Therefore, in this case, e is absent in the subordinate E.

In (42b), the same small clause receives the stageJevel interpretation, when it

is the object ofsaw. In this case, e is present in the subordinate ^8. What about

@2c)? Svenonius (1994: I 15) claims that (42c) means that the sheriff is in a

want relation with a situation-type, the type of situation characterueA by Billy

being dead.

(a\a. The sheriffconsiders Billy dead.

b. The sheriffsaw Billy dead.

c. The sheriffwants Billv dead. (Svenonius 1994: 115)

Firstly, compare what is wanted by the sheriff in (a2c) with what is

considered by the sheriff in (42a). When considered by the sherifl Billy's

being dead is a stative, individuallevel situation, in which Billy is and has
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been dead. It in fact constitutes a proposition that Billy is dead. Therefore,

literally the sheriffconsiders that Billy is dead. fu a proposition, that Billy is

dead is either true or false. The truth must be evaluated in the context to

which it is anchored. By contrast" what is wanted by the sheriff is not to be

evaluated for its truth. In the sense that it does not constitute an assertion or

denial about something which is either true or false, what is wanted by the

sheriffis very different from a proposition that Billy is dead.re Rather, what is

wanted by the sheriff is a state of affairs in which Billy is dead. Although a

state of affairs may hold or not hold it is not something that is asserted or

denied, and hence true or false.

Secondly, cornp:re what is wanted by the sheriffin (42c) with what is

seen by the sheriffin (azb). What is seen by the sheriffis also a state of affairs

in which Billy is dead, rather than a proposition that Billy is dead. That is, it is

not an assertion or denial, which is either true or false. However, notice that

what is seen by the sheriffis a punctual manifestation of Billy being dead at a

particular spatiotemporal location. It is a concrete state of affairs at a punctual

spatiotemporal location. On the other hand, what is wanted by the sheriff is

not located at a particular spatiotemporal location. Without being located at a

particular spatiotemporal location, the state of affairs wanted by the sheriffis

not a concrete entity but rather an absfi*act entity.

To illustrate the distinction between concrete and abstract states of

affairs, observe how a state of affairs can be parameterized in the

represantations in (43) below. Svenonius (1994: ll2-ll3) cites a model

proposed in Barwise & Perry (1983), in which a state of affairs is made up of

a spatiotemporal location (represented by the variable I, which is either

indoied or unindexed) and a set of pairs consisting of a polarity (0 or 1) and a

'constituent sequ€nce', which is roughly a predicate and a list of arguments

for that predicate. (43a) represents a situation, or state,of-affairs, in which

Jobn is sleeping at some spatiotemporal location /r. (43b) is a situation

occupying the same spatiotemporal location, in which John is not sleeping.

rn However, (42c) can be paraphrased in propositional termg i.e., The sheriffwants it to be
the case that Billy is dea{ as pointed out fo an examiner.

251
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(43c) contains a variable, x, which ranges over individuals. Thus (43c)

represents a state-of-affairs characterized by some indMdual sleeping at /1.

Finally and most importantly for our purpose, (43d) contains an unindexed

instantiation of I which by convention is a spatiotemporal variable. Thus,

(43d) represents a state-of-affairs characterized by John sleeping at some time

in some place- Since / is unindexed, this can be considered a situation-tlrpe,

i.e., a type of situation.

(a3)a. </r, {<1, sleep'fiP}>

b. </r, {<0, sleep'(i)>}>

c. 1lb {<1, sleep'(x)>}>

d. </, {<1, sleep'O>}>

(Svenonius 1994: l13)

Equipped with an unspecified spatiotemporal location, we can consider

the complement of want tn (42c) above to be located at some unspecified

spatiotemporal location, while the complement of saw in (a2b) is located at a

specified spatiotemporal location. Accordingly, what is wanted by the sheriff

is an abstract state of affairs characterized by Billy being dead, i.e., a

situation-type, while what was seen by the sheriffis a concrete state of affairs

at a particular spatiotemporal location in which Billy is dead.

Since a situation-type has an / feature or a spatiotemporal location,

though it is an unspecffied ong it should be regarded as stagelevel. However,

unlike a concrete state of affairs with a specified / feature, a situation-type

with an unspecified / does not receive the vivid dynamic interpretation of a

stage-lorel situation. This is because an unspecified / does not locate a

sifuation at a particular spatioternporal locarion in the real world. Thus, while

a situation-type should be considered as a variety of stage-level situatioq it

does not have the real flavour of a stage-level situation (nor of an individual-

Ievel situation).

In my syst€n\ an e (occurring in ^E) specifies a spatiotemporal location.

It corresponds to an indexed /, as in (43a-c) above. In order to distinguish

between specified and unspecified spatiotemporal locations, I introduce
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another kind of e, which corresponds to an unindexed I as in (43d) above.

While an ordinary e specifies a particular spatiotemporal location and locates

a situation at that particular spatiotemporal location, this e does not specifu a

particular spatiotemporal location and therefore does not locate a situation at

any particular spatiotemporal location. Or, it can be said that with this e a

situation is located at some unspecified spatiotemporal location. I call it e,'

(where 'un' stands for unspecified). Without specifying L particular

spatiotemporal location, e,n does not yield the vivid and dynamic

interpretation. The interpretation with an em is somewhat motionless.

Thus, an eu, is semantically quite distinct frorn an ordinary e.

Nevertheless, it is still a kind of e, and I assume it to occur in E and activate

E, just like an ordinary e. Since .E is the licenser of ga-marked subjects in

Japanese, if the occurrence of e- activates E, a clause with an e* is expected

to have a ga-marked subject, just like a clause with an e.

5.3.3.1. Subordinate clauses describing situation-types

As seen in (2c) above and also (44a) below, Svenonius (1994)

discusses the so-called emotive verbs such as want and lil<e as examples of

predicates which take a situation-type as their complement. In addition, I

conceive of zuch verbs as require and suggest as predicates which take a

situation-type as their complement, as in ( ab-c) below. Just like what is

wanted/liked by him in (44a) is not a particular event of her explaining it but a

type of situation characterized by her explaining it, what is required and

suggested by him is also not a particular event but a type of situation in (44b-

c) below. Furthermore, conditional types of clauses similarly appear to

describe a situation-type, as seen in (aad) below. That is, the ry'clause in

(44d) does not describe any particular event of her explaining it but a

situation-type characterized by her explaining it, in which he will let us know.

$\a. He wanted/liked her to explain it.

b. He required her to explain it./He required that she (should)

explain it.
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He suggested that that she (should) explain it-

If she explainVshould explain it, he will let us know.
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It is noticeable that clauses describing a situation-type often contain the

optional use of should, as s€en in ('Hb-d).m This leads us to examine other

types of clauses that contain should. Some adjectives, including important,

strotge,fuwry, nahral, wrprised, essential, odd, typical, and interesting, carr

also take clauses containing should as their complement, as shown in (45).

( $a. It's strange that John should be late. (John is uzualty on time-)

b. I was zurprised that John should say such a thing.

(based on MurPhY 1985:70)

While the clauses with the optional shanld in (,14b-d) above imply that

the described situation has not yet happened (and therefore is not located at a

particular spatiotemporal location), the complement clauses of these

adjectives in (a5) rather seem to i*ply that there has been an instance of the

described situation, i.e., a situation in which he is late in (45a), and a situation

in which he said such a thing in (45b). Notice that these adjectives are in fact

fagtive predicates and their complements are normally taken as describing

facts. (cf. 5.2.1.1 above). It is probably the effect of a factive predicate in the

main clause that the situation described in the complement clause is taken as

having occurred in (a5) (cf. Quirk and Greenbaunl 1973: 340). However,

there is also an effect of having a modal should in the complemort clause.

That is, even though there seems to exist a particular event understood as

being talked about in the current discourse, the speaker rather abstracts away

from the where and when of the situation and only refers to a kind of

situation. What is said to be strange in (a5a) is a kind of situation

characterized by John's being late, and what surprised the speaker in (45b) is a

4In subordinate clauses should may appear in contexts where a prssent subjunaive might
be eapected as in (44b) and (4ac), and in ilclauses which express a tentative condition as

in (44d). If should is not inserte4 a subjunctive folln, explain, is used in (4ab) and (44c),

whereas in (atH) explains is used

c.

d.
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kind of situation in whieh John says such a thing. It is perhaps more about

John or John's character (rather than the particular situation) that is being

talked about. Thus, just like the other should-clauses observed in (aa) above,

I also take should-clauses embedded under factive predicates as not referring

to a particular event (even if it is implied) but as describing a situation-typ.."

Note that the use of a modal should is optional in these subordinate

clauses too. The sentences in (46) below are minimal pairs with those in (a5)

above differing only in the presence or absence of should in the complement

clauses.

(a6)a. It's strange that John is late. (John is usually on time.)

b. I was surprised that John said such a thing.

Without should, the complement clauses of strange and surprised are taken

as factive and as referring to a particular instance of the described situation.

Thus, it is the fact that John is late that is said to be strange in (46a), and the

fact that John said zuch a thing surprised the speaker in (46b). Perhaps, the

strangeness and the zurprisingness here are not so much due to John or John's

character but due to some external causes.

This zuggests that factive predicates are able to take not only clauses

describing facts but also those describing situation-types as their complement.

What is described in the complement clause of a factive predicate is

distinguished between a situation-type and a fact, depending on whether it

contains should or not. However, an alternative view is that the presence and

absence of should in those complement clauses may be just a matter of levels,

where the presence of should is taken as more formal, as is the case in (44b-d)

above.z According to this view, no matter whether they contain should or

not, the complement clauses of factive predicates are interpreted as situation-

types (rather than facts). That is, even the complement clauses in (a5) without

shanld are also taken as describing situation-types.

2r quirk and Greenbaum (1973:340) say that shoutd..clauses (i.e., tiaf+lauses with should)
'express not a subordinate statement offact, but a 'putative' idea'.
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Related to this is gerundive (or gerundial) constructions in English' As

noted in the footnote 4 above, Kiparsky and Kiparsky (1970) show that

factive predicates but not non-factive predicates allow gerundial

constructions, as shown in (47).

@7)a. His being found guilty is tragic.

b. *His being found guilty is sure.

c. I regret having agreed to the proposal.

d. *I believe having agreed to the proposal.

<factive>

<non-factive)

<factive)

<non-factive>

Interestingly enouglq Barwise and Perry (1983) use gerundive nominals

to illustrate a situation-type. With the examples (a8a-b) below, they show that

gerundive nominals are often used to refer to general types of wents, urhereas

what they call derived nominals in (a8cd) refer to specific situations or

events. The hashes indicate that the sentences are odd, because the particular

events referred to with derived nominals are not the sort of things that can

"always mean" something or "always upset" someone.

(a8)a. Cat hair being in the butter always mealrs a cat is in the house.

b. Jackie's biting Molly always upsets the Perrys.

c. #That hair in the butter always means a cat is in the house.

d. #The situation when Jackie bit Molly always upsets the Perrys.

@arwise and Perry 198377)

If factive predicates are related with gerundive constructions as shown

n (47) above and gerundive constructions are related with situation-types as

shown in (48) abovg factive predicates and situation-types are expected to

have some connection. Wthout going into detailed discussioq here I simply

point out the possible correlation between factivity and a situation-type.

n I amidetf€d to Elizabeth Pearce (p.c.) for pointing this out for me.
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53.3.2. Gc-marked subjects in clauses describing situation-types

Let us now turn to Japanese. The subordinate clause in (49a) below is

the complement of a predicate equivalent to hope ot wish, which typically

takes a clause describing a situation-t)?e as its complement. That is, the

speaker hopes for or wishes for a situation-type characterized by John's being

a student. The subordinate clause in (a9b) is an ly'clause, which also typically

describes a situation-type. That is, Mary would not be interested in JohrU in a

situation-type in which John is a student.

(a9)a. John4ba/gagakusei da to ii no
student CopComp good

'I hope John is a student but ....'

da
cop

94....
but

b. John-*wa/gagakusei dat-ta-r4
student Cop-Past-if

mota-naidaroo.
have-Neg-probably

Mary-wa kyoomr-o
interest-Acc

'If John lvas a student, Mary would not be interested (in him).'

Notice that in both (49a) and (49b), the subjects are necessarily marked

by -ga (to yield the neutral interpretation). This ga-marking of subjects cannot

be explained by the presence of e, because the situation described in those

zubordinate clauses, i.e., John's being a student, is intrinsically t-
Stage/Visible] and cannot be located at a particular spatiotemporal location

and interpreted as eventive or stagelevel (cf, 3.3 above). Rather, those

subordinate clauses are aszumed to have an eu,, as they describe situation-

types. Since an eua occurs in and activates their E just like an ordinary e, it

explains the ga-marking of subjects in those subordinate clauses.

This means that although a situation of John's being a student cannot be

located at a particular spatiotemporal location by an e (because of its [-
StageA/isiblel feature), it can be located at some unspecified spatiotemporal

location by an e-. This suggests that while the occurrence of e is restricted to

situations which can be decomposed into stages, the occurrence of e- is not.

Furthermore, the presence of e* in the clauses describing situation-

types can provide an account for the mysterious ga-marking of zubjects in

factive clauses, as observed in (26b-e) above, which are repeated in (50a-d)
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below. Recall that we have explained the absence of wa-marked subjects in

those subordinate clauses by showing that these clauses lack ro in ther ll',

which is the licenser of wa-marked subjects in 5.2.1.4 above. However, it has

been left unexplained why then those subjects are marked with -ga.

(50)a. John,#wa/gagakusei da kara, Mary-wa
student Cop@res) because

hatarak-anakerebanaranai.

work-have to
'Because John is student, Mary has to work.'

b. John#walgagakusei da toyuu koto-ga bare-ta.
student Cop(Pres) Comp fact reveal-Past

'The fact that John is a student has been revealed.'

c. John4\ralgagakusei de yokat-ta.
student good-Past

'I am glad that John is a student.'

d. John-*wa/gagakusei no uchi-ni, ryokoo
student while trip

'Let us go on a trip, while John is a student.'

ru

to
ik-oo.
go-let's

Let me examine the examples in reverse order. The subordinate clause

in (50d) is a while-clause. Somewhat similarly to conditionals, zuch a time

adverbial also seems to describe a situation-type. In the case of (50d), the

speaker suggests going on a trip in a situation-tlpe characterized by John's

being a student.

The subordinate clause in (50c) is the complement of a predicate

equivalent to glad. As we have seen in (llc) above, gladis a typical factive

predicate and its complement is taken as describing a fact. Accordingly, (50c)

translates into that the speaker is glad about the fact that John is a student.

However, we have also observed that factive predicates can take clauses

describing a situation-type as their complement, especially with the use of a

modal should or gerundive construction in English as shown in (a5) and (a8)

above. I take it that in the case of (50c), although it is implied that John is a

student is a fact, the speaker expresses his/her gladness not directly about the

fact but rather indirectly about a situation-type in which John is a student. I
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hypothesize that factive predicates take situation-types rather than facts as

their complements especially in Japanese.

The koto-clause in (50b) is also a typical factive clause. That John is a

student is a presupposed fact. Accordingly, (50b) translates into that the fact

that John is a student has been revealed. However, similarly to the above case

in (50c), can we also conceive that what is said to have been revealed is a

situation-type characterized by John's being a student? It is rather

questionable whether a situation-type is a kind of thing that can be revealed.

Nevertheless, in order to maintain the presence of e',o to justtfy the ga-

marking of the subject, we might take it as a rule in Japanese that factive

clauses necessarily contain e* and describe a situation-type. This amounts to

sayrng that a presupposed fact is always expressed as a situation-tlpe, as a

way of being less direct.

Lastly, the zubordinate clause in (50a) is a because-clause. Intuitively,

such an adverbial clause of reason also appears factive. That is, what is given

ils a reason for something seems presupposed to be a fact. Accordingly, (50a)

translates into that Mary has to work because of the fact that John is a

sfudent. However, similarly to the case in (50c) above, we can also conceive

that it is because of a situation-tlpe characterized by John's being a student

that Mary has to work. Here again, I take it that the presupposed fact is

expressed as a situation-type.

Thus, althouglr it is only hypothetical in some cases, many (if not a[) of

the subordinate clauses which exhibit the mysterious ga-marking of subjects

seem to describe a situation-type and therefore have e* occurring in and

activating their E. This provides an account for the mysterious ga-marking of

subjects in those zubordinate clauses.

5.3.3.3. Rethinking time adverbial cleuses

With respect to the example (50d) above, I have just said that the time

adverbial clause describes a situation-type. This brings us back to the S/E/R

representation of a time adverbial clause that I have discussed in 2.2.3.1

above. The example is repeated in (51).

2s9
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(51)a. When Mary entered the roonq John had just woken.

b. Mary's entering the room

I

& E_ S < zubordinate clause>

ll
E_&S <mainclause)

I

John"s waking

260

Notice that to the time adverbial clause I have given the representation

&E_S However, this in fact represents the temporal interpretation of the

'stand alone' clause Mary entered the room, rather than that of the time

adverbial clause When Mary entered the room. Crucially, the two are

different. While the 'stand alone' clause Mary entered the room asserts that

the situation of Mary's entering the room took place at some time in the past,

the time adverbial clause When Mary entered the room does not make an

assertion. In the interpretation of the time adverbial clause, that Mary entered

the room is taken as a fact, or presupposed to be true. In other words, the

time adverbial clause is factive and is not to be evaluated for its truth.

In Japanese, this interpretive difference between the 'stand alone' clause

and the subordinate clause is manifested in the differing possibility of wa-

marking of subjects, as shown in (52) below. In (52a), the zubject can be

marked by -wa (to yield the neutral interpretation), whereas in (52b-c) the

zubordinate clause subjects cannot be marked by -wa.ts This suggests that the

'stand alone' clause has an anchor, co, occurring in and activating its W,

whereas the time adverbial clause has inactive Twithout an anchor, o. Recall

that a factive clause is assumed to have WI*1, which is controlled by the o in

the higher W, for its truth is presupposed in the context set in which the main

clause assertion is to be evaluated (cf. 5.2.1.4 above).

' As discussed in2.l.2 above, the time adverbial clause takes differing scopes for the two
forms of the main clause subject, i.e., wa- and ga-marked subjects. Also note that the main
clause yields the R : E with a wa-marked subject in (52b), whereas it yields the R : S

interpretation with aga-marked subject in (52c).
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(52)a. Mary-wa/ge heya-ni hait-ta.
room-to enter-Past

'Mary entered the room.'

b. John-waMary-*we/ga heya-ni hait-ta toki oki-ta'
room-to enter-Past when wake-Past

'When Mary entered the room, John woke.'

c. Mary-*wa/ge heya-ni hait-ta toki John-ga oki-ta.
room-to enter-Past when wake-Past

'When Mary entered the roong John had just woken.'

Recall further that the semantic content of Z corresponds to the R = E

interpretation (cf. 4.2.2 above) in that the R : E interpretation obtains when

the semantic content of W is present, i.e., 1791. This means that the 'stand

alone' clause in (52a) above can receive the R: E interpretation (i.e., R"E-S)

because it has WH.bthis case, +a yields the past tense interpretation. (Note

that (52a) can alternatively have the R : S interpretation with a ga-marked

subject.) On the other hand, the time adverbial clause in (52b-c) cannot

receive the R = E interpretation because it has [{-.1 which is semantically

(and syntactically) inert. In this case, -tu does not yield the past tense

interpretatiorq despite the English translation. In my view, -ta rn the time

adverbial clause rather yields the trot news' perfect interpretAion, thougb it

somehow lacks the vividness and the dynamicity of the 'hot news' perfect

interpretation. This is expected if the time adverbial clause deecribes a

sifuation-type, which is considered as a variety of the R: S interpretation, but

which is not anchored to a specified spatiotemporal location but to an

unspecified spatiotemporal location. Therefore, the representation E _ R, S is

probably more appropriate than & E _ S, but it is not accurate either.

The same can be said about when Mary enters the room. The

representation S _ R, E given to it in fact represents the future tense of a

'stand alone' clause Mary will enter the room. While the 'stand alone' clause

asserts that the situation of Mary's entering the room will take place some

time in the future, the time adverbial clause When Mary enters the room does

not make an assertion. Rather, it describes a situation-t1pe, which is

considered as a variety of the R - S interpretatioq but which is not anchored
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to a specified spatiotemporal location but to an unspecified spatiotemporal

location. Therefore, the representation R, S _ E is probably more appropriate

than S _ R, E, but it is not accurate either.

Thus, strictly speaking, the interpretation of the time adverbial is neither

that of R : E nor of R : S. [n fact, subordinate clauses describing situation-

types fall outside the system with the S/E/R representations I have developed

in Chapter 2.

5.3.4. Summary

In this section, I have examined the specifications of E in subordinate

clauses. Firstly, I have distinguished between stageJevel clauses exemplified

by the complement clauses of perception and contact verbs and individual-

level clauses exemplified by the complernent clauses of the so-called episternic

verbs. While stage-level clauses have E1q (with a spatiotemporal location e),

individual-level clauses have Er-r as they totally lack a spatiotemporal location.

In addition to this distinction between Epy and .81-p there are some

subordinate clauses which are neither precisely stage.level nor individual-

level, as exernplified by the complement clauses of the so-called emotive

verbs. Those subordinate clauses describe states of affairs with an unspecified

spatiotanporal location (i.e., abstract states of affairs), while stage-level

clauses describe states of affairs with a specified spatiotemporal location (i.e.,

concrete statcs of affairs). Subordinate clauses describing abstract and

concrete states of affairs are distinguished by Ep"1 (with an eun which stands

for an unspecified spatiotemporal location) and Q.1 (with an e which stands

for a specified spatiotemporal location). Assuming that .E61 is syntactically as

active as E1*1, it provides an account for the mysterious ga-marking of

subjects in some zubordinate clauses. That is, ga-marking of subjects is

possible with either E1+1 or E1'n1.
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(s3)

States of affairs

concrete

abstract

Propositions

factive

non-factive

(s4)

Propositions

factive

non-factive

States of affairs

concrete

abstract

E specification licensing ofga-zubjects

Subject marking

-84

_wa

./

./

./

+

un

un

5.4. Conclusion

ln 5.2,I have examined the specifications of W and the possibility of

wa-marking of subjects in subordinate clauses, as summarised in (36) above.

In 5.3, I have examined the specifications of E and the possibility of ga-

marking of subjects in subordinate clauses, as summarised in (53) above.

When we put the two sets of findings together, we get four distinct

configurations of subordinate tense structurg as summarised in (54).'n

-84

-ga

E

un

+

un

w

ana

+

There are some points to note in conclusion. First, W6"1and E1ua1 oro

introduced particularly for subordinate clauses. That is, W6^.1and E1-,1 are not

found in matrix clauses. Second, W1.*1 is just as incapable N Wtl as the

licenser of wa-marked zubjects in Japanese, whereas Et-t is just as capable as

E1+1 ?s the licenser ofga-marked subjects in Japanese. Third, E1,n1 provides an

2a These four types are not meant to exhaust all subordinate clauses.
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account for the unexpected ga-marking of zubjects in some subordinate

olauses which have been puzding Japanese linguists. Fourttr" Ift1 is also

unique to subordinate clauses. Since anything said in a main clause is to be

evaluated for its trutb a main clause is necessarily anchored to a certain

context, only in which its truth can be evaluated. Therefore, a main clause

necessarily has W1*1.

Crucially, apart from some differences between main and subordinate

clau$es, basically the same mechanisms operate in the same functional

structure in both main and subordinate clauses. That is, wa'and ga-markings

of subjects are associated with the semantic properties of the functional heads

W and.E in subordinate clauses as well.

Lastly, notice in (54) above that wa- and ga-markings of subjects fall

out of the specifications of 4 rather irrespective of the specifications of W.zt

This raises a question as to the status of the Fspecificatiorq i.e., whether it is

genuinely necessary. Recall that in matrix clauses, which necessarily llm,ve Wp1,

the choice between -wa and -ga solely depends onthe specification ofE.

5 I am indebted to an examiner who pointed this out for me.
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Chapter 6

Concluding remarhs

In this thesis, I have investigated the problem of wa- and ga-markings of

'subjects' in Japanese from a novel perspective of tense and aspect. Crucially,

I have argued that there is a correlation between wa/ga-muking of zubjects

and tense/aspect interpretations. I have pinned down such a correlation in

terms of (i) two different flpes of evaluation time, which are distinguished as

'original' and 'new', (ii) rwo ffpes of Reichenbach's (1947) R; one that

coincides with S but not with E (R : S/ * E), and the other that coincides

with E but not with S (R: E/;t S), and (iii) rwo ffpes of viewpoint aspect,

one that presents 'part' of a situation manifested at a precise temporal point

(View*1) and the other that presents 'all' of a situation without decomposing

it (View"u).

(1)

265

-84

Evaluation Time original (t)

S,E,R R:S/*E
Viewpoint Aspect View*t

-wa

new (t)

R:E/* S

Viewar

Since the semantic distinctions in (l) are syntactically manifested in a

Case distinction, t}tey need to be represented in the syntax. That is, our

syntactic representation should encode the distinction between the two types

of evaluation time, R or viewpoint aspect in order to account for wa- and ga-

markings of subjects as syntactic mechanisms. In line with Chomsky's (1995:

240) suggestion that Tense might have'trrther zubdivisions and implications

about event structure and perhaps other properties" (in addition to the

division of [+7- finite]), I propose subdivisions of Tense (which I ca1 gr and

E) that contain the semantic features responsible for the two tlpes of

tense/aspect interpretations summarized above. As functional categories, W
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and E are always present in the phrase structure of a clause but they may be

syntactically active or inactive in a given clause. Syntactically active W and E

have T-features to be checked by the relevant features ofpredicates and D-

features to be checked by the relevant features of DPs.

Due to the distinct semantic contents of W and 4 their T-features

checked by the relevant features of predicates are responsible for the two

distinct temporal and aspectual interpretations of predicates, i.e., the R :
E/Viewul and the R = SA/iew*r interpretations, and their D-features checkd

by the relevant features of zubject DPs (raised from their predicate-internal

base-position to their Spec positions) are responsible for the distinct semantic

interpretations of zubjects, which are morphologically distinguished by wa-

and ga-markings in Japanese. Thus, the T- and D-features of l{ and E link

wa/ga-subjects and distinct temporal and aspectual interpretations of clauses.

Let us return to the three questions which I raised at the beginning of

this thesis (in 1.4 above).

(2) i. Why do rrya-marked and ga-marked zubjects exhibit distinct temporal

properties?

ii. What precisely are the ryntactic positions forwa-marked and ga-

marked subjects in the phrase structure of Japanese?

iii. Why and how are the zubjects of clauses realized in trryo different

positions? I.e., what determines the syntactic position in which the

subject ofa clause appears?

In answer to the second question, I have argued that wa-marked

subjects appcar in [Spec, ]I?J and ga-marked subjects appear in [Spec, E?],

as a result of overt raising from their base position within VP (or the ma:cimal

projection of a predicate), Such raising of subject DPs is assumed obligatory

due to the EPP (ortended projection principle), which requires that serrtences

have subjects. The functional categories, W and d have strong D-features

(EPP) (as well as T-features) when they are semantically and syntactically
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active, which need to be checked by the relevant features of DPs through

Spec-head agreement. This means that there are two EPP positions, [Spec,

I/Pl and [Spec, EP], in Japanese and that the EPP is satisfied by filling one of

the two positions.

This leads us to the third question: what determines the syntactic

position in which the subject of a clause appears, especially if there are two

possible positions? In my analysis, the choice between [Spec, Wl md [Spec,

EPI as the destination of zubject raising depends on the feature-checking

system. The functional categories, W and E, are specified with + or - values

indicating whether they are sernantically and syntactically active or inactive.

Since Z and E need their D-features (as well as T-features) to be checked

only when they are activg and subjects raise primarily to cheok the D-

featureg the target of subject raising is basically the one which is active and

whose D-feature needs to be checked.

I have identified two possible configurations for matrix tense structure

and four for subordinate tense structure, as shown in (3).

(3) a. matrix clauses

i. R: EA/iewar

ii. R: S/View*t

["' tq-r ]lll
lsP lqq ]lll

-wa

-ga

lw

l*
f*vt

ln*t

b. subordinate clauses

i. factive lnp fwt*t t"p ["r*r]lll
ii. non-factive lw In,1 [sp t"r-r ]1ll

iii. concreteSoA lw f*s [r tq.] llll
iv. abstract SoA lwp I*n [u. [q*rJJ]l

In simple cases where only one of W and,E is active, i.e., (3a.i), (3b.iD

and (3b.iii), zubject DPs raise to the Spec of whichever one is astive (to check

its D-feature) and are accordingly marked by either -wa or -ga in Japanese.

When both Zand E ue active as in (3a.ii), I assume that subject DPs raise to

[Spec, E'P] to check the D-feature of E, as Shortest Movement requires that

-ga

:wa

-ga

-ga
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the target of movement be no farther than the fust appropriate landing site.

Therefore" subjects are ga-marked in Japanese. (However, it is a problem

what happens to the D-feature (as well as the T-feature) of I/ which remains

unchecked in this configuration. Although I have discussed a possibility that

the D-feature of W may be checked by an expletive such as there in English,

the problem awaits future study ) In (3b.i) and (3b.iv), we have W1n4 andlor

E1-1. I ttssume that Wwq is just as inactive as Wp1, whereas 4*t is just as

active as 4-1. Therefore, in those configurations, subject DPs raise to [Spec,

EP] and are ga-muked in Japanese. Note that Er-r is unique to subordinate

clauses (as well as Wt-u) and provides an account for the unexpected ga-

marking of subjects in some subordinate clauses which have been puzzling

Japanese linguists.

Now, we are ready to answer the first question: why do pa-marked and

ga-marked subjects exhibit distinct temporal properties? This is due to the

distinct semantic contents of W and d whose D-features are checked by wa-

marked and ga-marked subjects- The semantic content of W is an anchor to a

world and therefore its D-feature checked by the relevant feature of a subject

DP (raised to [Spec, W] and morphologically marked by -wa in lapanese)

makes the nrbject taken as being spatiotenrporally transcending (i.e., an

'indMdual'). On the other hand, the semantic content of E is an anchor to a

spatiotemporal location and therefore its D-feature checked by the relevant

feature of a zubject DP (raised to [Spec, EP] and morphologically marked by -

ga in Japanese) makes the zubject taken as being spatiotemporally bounded (i.e.,

a'stage).

While the D-features of W and E are checked by the relevant features of

subject DPs (raised to their Spec positions) and arc responsible for the distinct

semantic interpretations of zubjects, the T-features of W and. E are checked by

the relevant features of predicates and are responsible for the two distinct

temporal and aspectual interpretations of predicates, i.e., the R: E and the R

: S interpretations. The T- and D-features of I/ connect the R : E (View"x)

interpretation of a clause and the individual interpretation of a subject, which

is pa-marked in Japanese. Similarly, the T- and D-features of E connect the R
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: S (View*t) interpretation of a clause and the stage interpretation of a

subject, which is ga-marked in Japanese. In other words, the T- and D-

features of W assure that the subject and the predicate share the semantic

property of continuity beyond spatiotemporal locations, whereas the T- and

D-features of E assure that the subject and the predicate share the semantic

property of spatiote,rrporal boundedness. Thus, a subject and a predicate of

the same semantic type are necessarily paired.

An interesting consequence of my analysis is that the synta:r and

semantics of stage- and individual-lwel predicates fall under the syntoc and

semantios ofterne. The semantics of a stage'level pnedicate is charactsized by the

semantic content of 4 when it is activg whose T-feature is checked by the

relevant feature of a predicate. Similarly, the semantics of an individualJevel

predicate is characterized by the semantic cont€nt of I/, when it is active whose

T-feature is checked by the releuarr f€ature of a predicate. The syntax of a stage-

lwel predicate is characterized by having the subject in [Spec, EP], which is

lic€nsed as a 'stage' zubjecq whereas that of an individual-level predicate is

characterized by having the zubject in lSpec, P?], which is licensed as an

'individual' zubject. It zuggests that while the notions of stagelevel and

individuallevel predicates (and those of stages and individuals) provide us with a

use,ful frame of reference, they are essentially reducible to the systern of tense,

which constitutes the central functional architecture in the phrase stnrcture of

langu4ges.

Another poirt to note is that in the proposed system of subject licensing,

the role of Case is rather secondary. Subject raising is triggered by the EPP,

i.e., the need to check the D-feature of a functional category with a particular

semantic property, and what actually licenses a subject is the semantic

property. This raises questions for some of the assumptions underlying the

Case checking theory, according to which DP movement is triggered by the

need to check a Case feature and what licenses a subject is the matching Case

feature. My analysis may suggest that when the semantic feature is checked,

the Case feature is also checked as a free rider. That is, the mechanisms of

Case checking coffespond to interpretive material.
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This raises a question as to the licensing of other arguments, especially

'objects'. Naturally, we are reminded that the direct objects of stative

predicates are also marked with -ga to yield the neutral interpretation, as

noted in 1.1.2 above. Since the ga-marking of those'objects'seems to be

closely related to the walga-marking of subjects I dealt with in this thesis, it

probably provides us with a good place to start exploring the possible

extension of my analysis.

Apart from wide-rangng theoretical ramifications, we also need to

reflect on the connection of my analysis purely as a study of wa- and ga-

subjects in Japanese. It is important to stress that my analysis should not be

taken as going against what is already known about walga-subjects, even if it

may appear quite different. As I have said at the very begrnning in l. l.l, in my

view the problem of wa/ga-subjects is such a huge monster that we cannot see

its whole figure in life-size. What we can do is to examine it part by part from

various perspectives with various tools. Depending on the perspectives and

the tools, we gst more or less different pictures of the monster. However,

since they are pictures of one and the same monster showing different aspects

of it, they are all to be put together to ultimately project a complete picture of

the monster. In this analogy, I have only shown another image of the wa/ga-

monster from a novel perspective of tense/aspect.

Although it is just another piece to be put together with dl the other

pieces, it seems like a key piece which comes right at the heart of many

adjacent pieces to connect them but was missing for a long time. For example,

my analysis connects previous work such as Maynard (1987) and Kuroda

(1992b) which point out that wa- and ga-marked subjects exhibit distinct

temporal properties in their interpretations with work such as Takezawa

(1987) and Koizumi (1994) which argue for a link between Tense and ga-

marking in the syntax, as reviewed in 1.2. My analysis also agrees with many

analyses that indicate a structural hierarchy between wa-marked and ga-

marked subjects. These include Kuroda (1965, 1972, 1976, 1992b) and

uetake (1991-1992), which analyse the distinct semantic relations wa- and

ga-marked zubjects hold to the predicates, and Kuroda (1988), Tateishi

(1991) and Endo (1994), which argue for (at least) two distinct syntactic
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positions forwa- andgr-marked subjects, as reviewed in 1.3. Moreover, my

analysis goes hand in hand with the popular claim that -ila expresses old

information and -ga new information (e.g., Chafe 1976, Halliday 1967-1968,

Haviland and Clark 1974, Inoue 1980, Kuno 1972, 1973, Prince 198I). As

discussed in 4.5.3, the totality and the temporality of the referents in our

perceptioq which I claim to be signalled by -wa aurrd -ga n Japanese, seem to

be interrelated with the familiar and the novel status of the referents in the

discourse, i.e., old and new information.

Needless to say, however, there are other related iszues which should be

incorporated in the analysis presented in this thesis but left unaddressed. For

example, because of the approach that unifies l/c-marked and ga-marked

phrases as nsubjects", this thesis has probably resulted in undervduing the fact

that wa-marked phrases are "topics". Another related issue is the multiple

subject constructiorq in which there are more than one subject in a single

clause. To cater for this, we might consider the possibility of having multiple

specifiers particularly offthe functional head W. Note that it is not possible to

have the R: E/Viewu interpraation and the R : S/View*t interpretation at

the same time in a single clause. In the multiple subject construction, it always

seems to be the case that the clause receives the R: E/View"u interpretation

(but not the R : S/View*t interpretation) and moreover that the zubjects are

all taken as'individuals'(but not'stages'). (See (4) below, for example.) This

suggests tt:rrtWis astive but "E is inactive in the tense structure of the multiple

zubject construction and that [Spec, E.] is not a possible position for a

subject to appear in. Since there is more than one 'subject' that can only

appear in [Spec, Wl,we need multiple specifiers from a sng)e W.

(4) a. Sakana-wa tai#ga ii.
fish snapper good
'As for fish, snapper is good.'
(= it is snapper and not any other fish that is good.)

b. Kono kurasu-wa dansei-#ga yoku deki-ru.
this class male do well-Pres
'Speaking ofthis class, the boys (and not the girls) do well.'

(Kuno 1973:72)
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Notice also that a phrase appearing in the left-most or outer subject

position in the multiple zubject construction is often not an argument of the

predicate. It may be a pure topic without a theta-role, as seen in (ad above,

or what seems like an argument of a PP whose P has been dropped, as seen in

(ab). (As the hashes indicate, the ga-marked phrases cannot yield the neutral

interpretation. I.e., they are necessarily interpreted as being in focus.) To

allow these non-argument phrases to appear in [Spec, Wf, as they share the

crucial nature of an 'indMdual (and that of a 'topic' if malked with -wa), we

need to conceive of [Spec, Wf not simply as one of the EPP positions to

wirich subject arguments may raise but as a more versatile positiorl in which

non-argument pure topic phrases may be base generated and PPs and other

forms of adjunct may be moved to from their base positions (or possibly base

generated as a pure topic).

Another possible occupant of [Spec, WPI I envisage is ga-marked

phrases interpreted as being in focus (as opposed to the nzutral ga-marked

subjects which have been argued to appear in [Spec, EP]). This is based on

the observation that when a ga-marked subject receives the focus

interpretation but not the neutral interpretatiorL the sentence necessarily

receives the R : E/Viewal interpretatioq just like a sentence with a rpa-

marked zubject. Moreover, the focus -gais rather akin to the topic/thematic -

wain the sense that it has a function of characterization. Observe that the ga-

marked and focused John in (5a) below is characterized by the property

described by the predicate, i.e., being a student" rather similarly to the way in

which the rva-marked and topicalized John n (5b) is characterized by the

property described by the predicate.

(5) a. Johnga gakusei da.

student Cop
'It is John who is a student.'

b. John-wa gakusei da.

student Cop
'As for John, he is a student.'
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With all these iszues left operL my theory is far from cornplete.

However, I hope that my analyses of wa- and ga-zubjects from a novel

perspeotive of tense have shed light on a new dimension of the problem and

provided a basis and a spur for future study. Furthermore, although my

arguments and proposals are mainly to provide mechanisms to account for the

phenomena of wa/ga-stbjects in Japanese, I trust that my proposals should

find credence in analyzing other languages, and ultimately contribute to the

general project ofunderstanding the nature ofhunran language.
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